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INTRODUCING THE STATE, 

Manipur is situated between 23 '-50' and 25 ' -41' north and 9:3 '-2' and 94:°-47' east, 
and covers an area of 8,622·3 sq. miles. On the north, it is bounded by the dis
trict of Naga Hills, on the west by Cachar, on the south by the Lushai Hills and

J 

Burma and on the eaEit by Burma. 

Till October, 1949, when it a8cAded to India, it was a native state under the 
Maharaja of Manipur. Under the new Constitution, it is a Pad C State, administered 
directly by the Centro under a Chief Commissioner. There is a Deputy Commissioner 
for l\'Ianipnr, who has only recently been appointed . 

The greater part of the State consists of ranges of hills, whose general trend is 
north and south. Towards the east, the direction of the upthrust is not so well
defined and the country lying between Manipur and the Ku bo Valley consists of 
a tumbled mass of hills with a general tendency to run east and west. In the 
centre of the State is the valley of Manipur, about 30 miles in length and 20 in 
breath. 

Mountain System:-The following list of the hill ranges of Manipur is taken 
from the Gazetteer by Captain Dun:-The ranges on the west are (1) Nunjaibong; 
(2) Kalanaga; (3) Chakka-Nungba ; (4) Kaupum (realJy only a spur from the Laima
tol) ; (5) Kopru Laimatol. On the north (1) ':)1he Kunho spurs; (2) Thumion-Mayang· 
Khang; (3) I.Aaisom ; (4) Sirohifara. On the east (1) Sarameti or Ching-angauba; {2) 
~Somta; (3) Kassom; (4) Nupitel or Mapethe; (5) Yomadun~. On the south (1) Haom. 

rhe greatest altitude is attained in the extreme north where Mao Thana is over
hung by a peak nearly 10,000/ feet above the level of the sea. The hills run, ·8 

a rule, in irregular serrated ridges, rising here and there into peaks, but west if 
the ral1ey assumes a more open and rolling character. Between Cachar and Manipur, 
they are covered with dense ever-green forests and bamboo j ung]e. In the country 
to tb'? west, pine trees are common. 

Rivers: -The rivers of the valley take their rise in the hills towal'ds the north. 
On the east, is the Thoubal, which rises in the hiHs not far from Ukhrul. 'Vest of 
the Thoubal, is the Iril, which rises about fifteen miles east of Maram, and after skir· 
ting the town of Imphal falls, like the Thoubal, into the Imphal river. Through 
the cn pital itself flow the Imphal and the Nambol. The last-named river falls into 
tr ' Loktak, from which it emerges under the name of Kortak. This stream even
tually joins the Imphal, and another river called Nambol, which rises near Kangjnp
khnl and flows to tho ,vest of. Imphal and the Loktak. Their united waters, which 
are known as the Achauba, Irnphal, or Manipur river, finally fan into the Kendat 
and thus into tho Chindwin. In the hills these rivers are bright and sparkling 
streams, flowing along' over their rocky beds, bat in the valley they assume the 
disagreeable characteristics often fouud in the rivers that traverse an alluvial plain. 
In the cold weather they are shallow muddy streams, creeping' along at the bottom 
of the deep channels which they have cut through the alluvium, but in times of 
flood they rise to a considerable height and som~times overtop their banks. 

Hill Rivers:-In the eastern hills there are numerous Bmall streams which drain 
into the Yu and thence into the Chindwin. They flow through deep valleys, and 
ar~ liable to sudden floods which render them difficult to cross, but only one of 
them, the . Maglang, has any depth of water in the winter. The principal rivers .in 
the western hiBs are the d" its tributary. the Ir • - The~It..mtl.J_IItd"'~ 
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flows a westerly course as far as Kairong, where 
;j-, ,-~:ross "', - <"Luyur-Kohima road. Here it takes a bend towards the north, and then 

tr I'd till it reaches t he north-west corner of the State. The river then curves u · , 
- (lWt1T11S the south, and flows the whole way to Tipaimukh ;),lon~ the eastern side of 

~-~ 
-"'--"'-1" ' ~ mam r1W.l;e of hills which separates Cathar from Manipuf. At Tipaimukh the 
~<uaJ{ turns sharply to the north and as far (ui' Jiri~hat £lows almost para,lId with, 
though in the opposite (lirection to, the section of the river that lies beLween Ka.
lanaga and 1'ipaimukh. In this portion of its course it forms the honndary between 
CachaI' and Manipuf, but at .Iirighat it t urns a,~ain to the west and after a tor
tuous course throu2,'h distrids of Ca,clul' and Sylhct, faUs into the old bed of the 
Brahmaputra near 13hairab bazar. 'rhe prine'q,H.l trib cltJ,ry of the Earak is the Iran~, which 
rises a little to the west of Kairon~, and. falls into it about 20 miles north of Tipaimukh. 
Two other rivers of some importance, croRsed by the traveller from CachaI' to Ma
nipur, are the Jiri, \vhich for a considerable distance forms the western boundary 
of the State, and the Makr u. None of the other streams that flow alon ~ the valleys and 
carry off the drainage of the slopes on either side are of sufficient size to merit special 
mention. In the dry season the hiil rivers consist, as a. nLl e, of Rtill deep pools 

linked together by shallow rocky reaches. In the rains they are liable to slldden 
freshets, and, though there is no very great depth of water in the river, the cur
rent is extremely swift and strong, Tue Barak at Kairong only contains a few in
ches of water in the cold weather, but, during the rains, carts used sometimes to 
be detained for several days till the subsidence of the ftood. 

The Loktak Lake:-The Loktak is the largest sheet of water to be found any
where in Manipur, or Assam, 8.nd is said to be 8 mile3 lon~ and. 5 mites wide at 
the broadest part. It is a broad, shallow sheet of wateT and is just such a pool 
as is Jeft in a saucer-like depression when a marsh dries up, Viewed from above, 
the appearance of the Loktak is distinctly tame, and there is nothing romalJ.tic or 
picturesque in its surroundings. 0;1 th ~ w8"tel'n s d ,\ th :l re are rem1:Lios of a row 

, of hills whose bases bave evi :ently ~J ),: 11 arl'angod \\'i~h the alluvium and whose 

summits ))(iW rn a l steep aod precipito\ ;s ishnds. The largest of j het'e i~ called 
the Tanga and is a pl~lce to which criminals used oc(.'asionally to be deported by 
the previous luler:-. HEr,j and there, Oil the broad surfaee of the lake are floi-itin~ 
islets formed fl'c'm tho matte] loots cf aq ur'ttil! pLLnts. Some of the larbt~ r l)ne~ 

are nsed as cam ping places by the fhher f01:,::, who build theil' huts thore , though 

the island r()cks at each ster and tbe \n1tf~t' ool'; ~ S IIp in ea·h fo()tprint , Dotted 

abollt the v::illey a 'U n :111e ro IS j !J i ls which o 'lly d iffer from the L () ktak in point 

of size and depth. Man\! of them, ill ' fac\ dry up completely in the wintel' tirue 

or only coutain a few pools in the lowest levels. The Lumphel and Tayel jhils 
ncar lmph>il ale valllable as grazing grounds. So me of the jhils are sold fol' consider
able sums as fisheries. 

General appearance of the Valley:-The travellel' wLo (,Ilte\'s ~ral\ i pu l' hy tbe 
C1:LC'bar-Bishnupur rva(l obta ins <1 magniflCml ~ view or the vaHey from the summit 

of the L~limato: h;]1. For mlle3 h:s path has fain aero"g rang-8 ctftel' range of 

mountains c(J"ered with forest so Gense that it is seldom that he call see as much 

as a qnartel' of a ILile b t'fJie him. Suddenly all is changed . The eastern face of 
~ilG hill, a", it S l pe:'l bef(ro hi'n tit e v,.lle ·,·, i, covered \\ith sh ort grass, ana 
rolling dO\\'JJS tal.e tile plac3 of th ~ (Ie n ~e tro lied forest that lies (:onC8R,!e,J on the 
\\' cstern side of the ridge. '1 he valley Jies b :dore hilll li ke a map, At the n1rthern 
ellel) :some twenty miles a\\ ay, a 'e the dark-green groves that concea.l the town of 
lmphal. Elsewh9re nore 1e,'el ric3 fe~dsJ and hnd ('overed with grass, about which 
are dotted the clumrs of tr,es that m~Hk th) 'ilhges. Tbele ,ilJage3 are nilich 

more scattered U at they are in the densely populated pntions of Assam. 'I'hey do 
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not stretch in one long c::mtinuous line, hut st:1nd out here and there, clear ana 

well defined. Low ridges of hills 'It,tnd up above the alluvium, and sheets of water 
glt.;<cL m in tbe shallow uepres~lolls OIl tho plain. To the south, the Loktak sparkles 

in the sun, anu en every side the view is bounded by hills. 

Climate and Rainfall: -Lying as it does at, an elevation of 2,1300' fe€Jt above 
tl1i~ level of the sea, the clillli:ite of tbe YaIl ey is generally celll and pleasant. At 
tll(j hottest SE;Clson of the yeat' tbe thpI'mometol' in a. hungalow seldom rises above 
8~r) F. The nverage rainfall ~l,t Impbal i"l ;d)(wt 70 '/ inches in the :roa.r, but it is. 
much morEl Y~Lria.ble t han is usual in Assam . }\ bout I lflJ[ the rain falls in three 

months , .Tune to August, and the spring rains are llot so lwa vy ctS in !Dany places 

of Assam . 

Earthquakes :-On January loth, 13()0, a H.)vere shock of earthquake was felt 
at Ma,T1ipl1l'. The MaharajrL's hons9, ~vhich was built of Leick, collttpsed, killing four. 
persons anel wounding several more . 1 'he upper Gtory of the residency subsided, 
the treCl.sury was levelled with thl1 ground, and numerous other buildings wrecked. 
The ground opened and sa~ld (tod mud Were spouted f (. rth , and the beds of the 

rivers were choked by the debris which fell into them. The on ly persons in the 
State, who weI's IWl)wn to h .lve heen killei by the earthq uake, were the fOllr who wel'S 

huried in the ru\ns of tlJe Ha jrt's place. Th e gl'eat earthq'lake of June nth, 1897. 
was dif'tinetly felL The grolHl rl i'ocked , trees w;iv i~d to and fro and though exposed 

to a. sto rm, and the houses swayed, rl_1h(-~ tlctu111 d,tmctge done Wfl,S, however, insignificrtnt. 

Fauna :-T11e larger kinds of fauna are not neal 'ly so nurnpl'OU8 as in the Brahma

putt'a Valley, III spite of the fact th:1t a grl'ilt po)'tion of the ~';t<1te is yery sparsely 
p .. ~opled. Bhlpha,nts are founel, but are hy no nWill1R nommon. The bison or mithuns 
is occasio ll ally seen; wild buffaloes a l'e quite unknown. 

Of deer there a.re several varie~iG s : the sambal', the b:uasinglu, t he hog deer, 

the bal'kin~ deer and the M:mipuri deer or the Sang-nai, w-hich i>; found not only 

in }\.fan1i"lH hut in Burma, the J\JaJay Veninsulct, Cambodia and Hainan. J_jeopards 
are fairlY common and tigers occasioJ1i-tlly killed, '1''''0 varieties of black beal' are 
found in the hills (lnd in the tC\PS 01' the bighest Jllountains, tbe !:'orow is occa~ 

sionally to he seen. Other ani1ll9,]s inc'lnde wild cat~, wild pigs, \"hich are faid' 
'c ommo!), ottel's, nl'lnki'Y'; and rats . Wild dllC~k ot v;t eio 'n kin ch ancl wild gees) ar; 

.es.traol'dinal'lly plentiful HI la the surface of the Loktak is often covered with th0~~ 

birds. rrhere is oXQcllent snipe shooting and phea.sants, pntridges, wood cock ad 

jungle fowl. arB also 1"0 be h ;; d, 

HISTORY. 

?llcCnlloch reports tlHt, a.ccording to thB most cl't·dihle tr'aditiun~, the valley 'as 

ori:.?,'lll dty 03lJLI~)ied h)" s )VJI' tl t " j b l', tiD tl'inc:p ~l of W ;l~ll w ~ ' ~ In fl9d. K .lO '1H\ [/» tg, 
Moin'Tl::!;, and Nleithei, (.11 of whom eamH from different -quarters of the COllqSS. 

'file K 'oorn:t1 are :caid to hilve heen ol'igirmlly the most, powerful and after t~m 

the ~loirang; but nlt~lJJH,te;'y the Meitei Rnbdued them all and formed themnlO 

a i"iTlgle ppople, rfnditinn say~ th,tt the ~loiran g s came from the sou th, t ile COlltrv 

oE tho Kukis and th" Chins; the KOOIIHLl from the wt-.;r, where the Ta nk buls now 

are found; and the ;\Ieithei and IJooang from the hill:,; to the ll')rth-we~t, ,hich 
are at present occuppied by the Kakuls and the }\fau l\1aram Nagas, rJhe l\1anpul'~ 

themselves however claim a, western and Hindu descent. 

The modern history uf Manipur may bs said to date from] 714 "hen P... la, 

or Gbarib Nawaz, aceidentally shot his adopted father, thet·eby olel ring -bis 'way 
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to the throne. He occup ied thu throne fOt' 4/) years n,ad under hi~ guidance , 

l\fanipur ath'ned to a position of considerahl~ pow'r and dignity. Seveml expedi

tions were led across the frontier iuto Bllfrlla and it i~ mid that a Burmese Raja 
Wl1S castablished on the throne at Ava, who :lckno'Nled~e ~i the ~upremacy of Manipl([, . 
But tbe event which was fraught with the most fateful couseq llcnccs fOI' the people 
was the introdl1cLion, or , a" some 'will have it, the revival of Hinduism. Another 
innovation wa" tbe rd ·ci:-;sil)n of th ~j law prlscribing the execution of tbe Raja's surplus , 
sons, a liberal mea:.;ure from whici! Gh 11'1b ~awal\ \vas ll!ln :;elf the first to suffer. 
In 175 "~, While) lelding an expedition into Burm 1, rLcc 'Jmpanied hy his eldest son 
Sham Shaee, Jeet Sha8e, one of bis younger' sonS', sent a force which surprised and 
killed them, J eet 8haee himself reigned for only five ye'lrs and was then driven 
out hy his brother to die [I,n exile in the Jainti'l Hills. rl'his ,ras but the beginning 
of the dreary tnle of treason, rebellion and intrigl1e, whieh lar gely feature in the 
modern history of J\Ianipm'. Like the priest of .A ricia, most of th~ rulers of thE; 
State have remained seated on the Gadi only so long as they hase heen able to , 

repel the perpdual assalllts that ha.ve been made upon it hy other aspirants. 
The t.horne of Manipur quickly changed the hands three timef:) betweell 1754 aod 
]764. The Burmese ir.vaded the country in 1763 and though the'Y only occupied 
it fbI' a fe,v days, they were guilty of terrible atrocities and cartied awa.y with 
them 3, large numbot· of slaves, There 'was a second Burmese invasion in 176;) in , 
which the Manipuris were defeated at Ta~mu, during the reign of Jaie Singh 
(1764- 9~), Jaie Singh "">IS compelled to take l'efuge jn Cachar. Manipnr \"as then 
given np to anarchy and confusion, one pretender fol!owing another in quick succe
ssion on the throne, some of them being Ma,nipuris and some Burmese. In the short 
space of 60 years hetween ] 7 1;4 arnci 182 b, Manipur passed throngh a very dark period 
of its hi::;tory, and was invaded no le~s than foul' times by the Burmese; for the ' 
last five years of this period they had remained in occupation of the country. No 
less than six times was the reigning Haja driven hom the gaoi, not tahng into , .. 
account the Iiumerous puppet lwinces \Vh') followed one another in quick succession 
.during the t\,yO distinct periods in wbich the c(luntl'Y was reduced to a hopeless 
s':ate of anarchy, Twice had the reigning prince been murdered by the order of 
h8 own brothel', During this pedod, i\1anipur suffered from a state 0)' anarcby fot' 
w lich it will be difficult to find a parallel. AfteL' the appointment of a p olitical 
A\ent in 1835, the Manipuris were practically guarantetd against invasion flOm 
'wihont, and the troubles , that beset them were all internal. In the short space , 
01:3:2 years, between 18 '34 and 18GG, no les<:; than 13 attempts ,Tere made upon 
thl throne by filibustering ariventurer,,.; from Cachar and there were no less thelll two ' 
attmpts at n:volution from within. Hajas of l\Janipur Lave many sons, the right 
of I'imogeniture is but imperfectly acknowledged, and any descendent uf the ruling 
hOle who felt that he had the very smallest prospect ( Jf success, d id not h esitate 
to lake an attempt upon the gadi. There ,\,a<:; another revolntioa in the St.1te 

in ~90, which sllce-eeded in driving Sur Chandra Siogh from his pala~e, a t the 
inst:ation of Senapati 'fekenor1 jit. rrhe Government of India recognised the Dew 

clai1ant, but decided that Tekendrajit should be deported from the StQ.te , ,\Yhen 
the lhief Commissioner, with an escort of 400 sepJys, personally proceeded to Manipnr 
to crry out these orders, he, with aU tbe British officers, was murdered while 
holdia a durbal'. A "British force was f1t once despatched. to Manipnr, which speedily 

;0 

reducd it \0 order. Tbe acting Raja with his brother and Tekendrajit. were tried 
before a special commission. sentenced to death and hanged on the gallows erected 
,- " th\ polo gl)lllld. After 1891, the political Agent administered the State during 

*be . !l¥.!ority tJ. the Raja. 
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At the 1951 CAnSl1s) the ecmOUltC clas"ificatiOll wa~ substitnteu fot' the classi
ficatiun hased 011 religion. fl'he people have heen divided into tv,'o broad livelihood 
categories, namely , the af!ricLlltural classes and the non -agricultural clatlses. 'l'here · 
al'e four agricultural classes defined a:;; belo'.v :--

(I) Cultivators of Jand wholly or main1y o\vned and their dependants. 
(n) Cultiva;tord of land wholly or mainly un-owned and their dependants. 

(III) Cultivating lahflul'ers and their dependants. 
(IV) Non-cultivating owners of laud, agricultnrai rent receivers and their 

dependants. 
There are ~imil\.ry four non-agricultural clA,fl.<;:es defined as persons including · 

dependants who derive their principal means of livelihood from:-

(V) Production other than cultivation. 
(VI) Commel'ce. 

(VlJ) Transport. 
(VIIL) Other services and miscellaneous sources. 

The above eight classes have bc.en referred to as livelihood classes. 

bach of the above eight livelihood classes ha.s been divided into three sub-classes 
with refel'ence to the economic status as beluw :-

(i) Sdf-snpporting Persons; 

(ii) Non-earning Dependants ; and 
(iii) Earning Dependants. 

(i) A 'Self-supporting Person ' is one who earn'S an Income In cash 01' kind . 
sufficient at least for hb own maintenance. 

(ii) A 'Non-earning' Dependant' is a. persoLl who has no income of hi::; own 
either in cash or in kind. 

(iii) An 'Earning Dependant' is a person who ea.rns a regular (not casual )
income not EufIicient even for his own maintpnance. It il.cludes seasonal income also. 

All self-sn pporting persons are, ordinn,rily. economically aotive . But there are · 
certain classes an.:-l groups which constitute an exception to this l'l11e. Tbese are 
mentioned ht-'llow:-

(i) All sflif-snpporting persons of A gricultul'al Class IV. 
(ii) The following gwups of solf-supporting per.'lons who are included in 

Non-Agricnltnl"c\.l ( ' l<1s" VIII. and df-wive their principal me.l.ns of 
livelihood from miscellaneous sources ( otherwise than through economic 
activity) ;--
(a) l':oll-w or king OWIJers of non-a!!ricultural property, 
(1J) Pew, loners and remittance holders, 

(c) Persons Eving ou Cbfl.l'ity and other pel'S()n S with unpr'Jductiv e 
occup,tio[ls. and 

(d) Inrnates of penal institutions and asylums 

EconomiC'ally acti \,(-1 persons e : lgf1~('d in ind nstries and flAryices are classified 
in economic table B-IU into the ten divi~ions and SS subdivisions menti oned above • 
and are fluther divided ink) three sections, namely :-

(i) Employers , 
(ii) Employees, and 

. (iii) Independt'nt ,Yorkers. 

A person should he treated as an 'E mployer' only if he has necessarily t o 
employ IWY persot:! in order to carryon the business from which he secures hiR
livelihood, provided that empIo.yee is regularly employed and derives his Principal 
Means of Livelihood by such employment. Part-time or casual employment which 
does not provide the Principal Means of Livelihood of the employee should not be 

n into account. A person employing a cook or other sen~an"ts for domestic
is not an employer. 

'employee' is a person "ho ordinarily works under sorne othpr person for 
wage · in cash of kind, as the means of earning his livelihood. Manacrers 

~!l~~"~~~~.Agents etc. and all Government servl1;ts ~hould be recordel a~ 
though they may haye power of employing or appointing sub

oHi~t@f£I.ltss IS ta n t s. 
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POPULATION. 

DurilJg tho decade 19.1.51, the general heaHh of t:::e people of M:mipur 
remained good except ill the yt~M 1 \:} ~ O during which an epidemic of cholera broke

out in _}!:ftyang Imphal, '1'houbal and }Ioil'ang. In Imphal area also it slightly 
prevailed bllt mortality was not so heavy a,s in the rUf1:LI areas. Unfortunately no 
i'tatistics of birth a.nd death can be gi yen a" there is no hirth and de~th registration 
in the :-)tatt"l. In 19t7 there Wit~ high flood cCillsing exteosivo cianuge to crops, for 
which land revenue l'emi,,:;;ion amount.ing to more tha.n ~ bkhs of rupees was given. 
,]~he GrEat E}utilq \1:l.ke of 1930 left the State praetio:1Uy unharm ed. rehe exce3sive 
rainfall of 1 ';),1·7 was followecl two ye<trs later by a very severe drought in 1950, 

the severity of which \vas unprecedented in the course of thf~ last 80 years. The 
population of thG State in 1951 was 5,77,6R5 against 5,12,069 in 1941, an increase 
of 65,f)66. This total iner'ease is almost identical with that registered in the pre
vious decade, which was to the extent of 66,463 and shows an increase of 12.8% 
over its 1941 IJopulation against 14.92 registered in the precedin~ decadfl. This is 
the lmvast percentage rate of increase in the last 3 decades . 'rhe present density 
of Ma,nipuf is 67 persons per sq uare mile. an advance of 8 over its last decade's 
figure. In 1\121 the densit.Y \vas only 4'5 per square, which means that the den
sity of Manipur is incl'eaf'ed by almost 00% in the last 30 years, showing how 

steadily and rapidly the pressure of population in the State is increasing . The 
whole of the State being hill area with a density less than 100, in subsidiary table 
I(l) iii featmes in the v dry {iest g-roup. As the Sta~e ctLlthol'i t ies were not able 
to supply the figures of its suhdivisions, I arn not in a position to work out its 
density snhdivisionwise, !lor an: I iible to compare their growth of population in 
the suhdivi3i")l1s in th e Ia.st (3 decades because in the rreviou~ censuseR the prac
-tice was to give these figures by Piinahs. The State has now heen divided into 
3 Plains ana 5 Hills subdivis ions. The majority of the population, as is natural. 
lives in l\[anipur Plains, more especially in the Sadal' 'Subdi vision , which alo~e has 
a. . population of 2,70,97J . .Jiribam is the sm:-tllest subdivision with a population of 
7 ,541 only, while ThoubaJ is the Recond largest with 1,~3,754. 

'2 . rrhe popullttion increase in l\1c1uipur during the dRcade shows no unu~m::\l 

fea,tures, being- exactly in lir;e "\vith its tendency in the past; only 1,nO:;l refugees 
find ~. shelter in the Strtte. All of tbelll being agriculturists have been reha.bilitated 
without any difficulty . 'l' IH'J'e is very litt,l e immigt'<ltion into the State. A s many 
as 57l lakhs ont cf its tota.l population wel 'e born in the State, remaining only 6 

lakhs coming from outside. 

INTRODUCING THE 8TATISTICS. 

In tbe prr.st, vi l;ag-e st1ttistics for each d istl'iet l,lsed to be printed after the 
'CensnEl, giVing the l)iJpula.tio il of each village and 8howing the distribution of cum· 
mnnities ~nd of litera~f:3 p ~ ]'sons. In vibw (If the j!tl portance of the 195 1 CenRl1 R, at 
which in addition to the nsu:ll popn lH.tioll dH.ta., valuable information was collected 
(~Jncel'ning the lSocial and ecnnornic life of the peoplt', jt was decided to puhlit:>h a. 
District Census lIltndbook containing the more important Census abstracts and tables. 

The Primary Census Abstract gives the det:tils of eCl.ch village by the!:) Livelihood 
-Classes rrhere are five geneLtl POpuhition tables of the 'A' Series, three economic 
t:,.,bles of the 'B' SerIes, five honseholl and age (::-ample) tables of the ' C' Serie~, ., 

seven EOcial and cultur.al tables of the 'D' Series and one table IE' givingsurnm~.!!1 

fi cpures for the district and tahsils. A 8 far as possihle. these tables fll:.'nishullil!DI!I3:1 
o 

data with break-up for Census tracts within the district. 
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"Break each pad and stack tI,e slips of the pad; and "cuL" the stack as in 
a card game. plar'8 the ){)\;\'t' t portion allove the upper portioh and then deal the 
slips into the pigeon holes , Yon 8hould deal the slip~ into pigt·on hol!:)s in the 
order of' 1. 2. 0, 4, fi. G, 7. 8 and 9 snccessively. All the time, you should 
watch the slips of 'Displaced l)ersons'. if ~'ou come across n ny slip of a, di"pl:-tced per
sons deal it in thf-l pig-eon holA seperately la,belled for" Displaced Persons", Thus thBre Wf'r} 

three bundle~; (i) (30ncl':-t\ Slips i e. t>lips combined for ho1es lahelled for I, '2., 3, 4, ij. 
6, 7, 8 and ~) (Ii) S>llllple Slips i e. Slips in the hole marked ' ".:J' and (iii) Displaeed Pdrson~. 

Hence it, will be seen that the sample is not 1\ Flample of the total popula
tion but of the jcLtter excludin;; tbe 'Displaced Population' , 

'1' he check factvrs for the ~all1ple population are:-

1,000 RIG 'Rural Total 

] ,000 S/G District Total 

- ]10 9 

110·9 

A 'Disphced Person' was defined by the Regis~rar General of India as follows :

A "Displaced P en:on" means any per:3on vyho has ~ntered India having left 
or being compelled to leave his or her home in Eastern Pakistan on or after the 
1st March, 1947' or his iher home in E~stern Pakistan on or aft6r the lJth October, 
1946 on account of civil distltrbances or the fear of such distllrbances o f on account 
.of the setting up of the two Dominions of India and Pakistan ," 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TAbULA nON OF VILLAGE NOTES . 

'The important infol'Ulatiun for every village was seprtrately l'ecorded on printed 
forms and haH been incul'porated in columus 3 and 4 of Pl'itlJary Censlls A bstraet using 
the symbols given belo,Y:-

1. Floods :-lvfC1ke no entry if the village is not liable to flood, write " J ,; 
if it is liable to flood of any ca.tegorJ' . 

2. Epedemics :-~ 0 entry if the village is not subject to aHY epiderijics. If 
you find entries like Cholera , tSm Cl ll·pox: , Kalct-azar, .Matari::t, write Ch, Sp, KCt" or 
J.11al. For aU other epidemics meutioned in this column, enter it in full. 

3. Water-Supply:-

(a) The vilLige ha~ a WUfce of water supply provided by the Government 
or Local Board . 

(b) Natural smrces oE supply like rivers and hils . 
(c) private supply, 
(d) Acn:e s ::ncity. 

U nderHned, it will indicat!:' that quality of drinking water IS had. 

4. Medical Facilities :--

(a) T be village h:1s a Local Board or Government regular dis pe nsary 
witLin ;] miles radiu~. 

(h) Tllere is no regular dispensal'Y but a Pu bUe liealth Di::lpensary within 
5 mile., radius. 

(c) fflhel e is n) dispen"ary but a private qu ,ilified doctur within 5 miles 
1' :-1 c}: ll'l. 

(c1) :\0 medical facilitie3 of any sort. 

5. Educational Facilities :-

(I) '~ervel by a Local Boatd or Govemojent Scntol within 2 miles radius. 

(2) Served by n Private Venture Schoo! only within 2 miles radius . 

(3) No educatil)lHil facilities of any kind (Mis')ion ::)chools have been 
generally tt'eated as pl'ivate ~cbools although in some areas where. 
they gat gt'ant-in-aid they have heen shown as Government Schools by 
EnllmeratOt'S ) 
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An 'Independent worker' me 'tntl a person who is not emplo.Yed by &nyone
else and who doe::! not emplo.y anyb,)dy else in order to earn bis livelihood. 

The A ge (Sample) tables 'were prepared from the original ennmeration slips- .: 
by taking a ten-per-cent sample in accorc:lancc with the following instructions of the
Registrar General, j ndia. 

The '0' Series social and cu]tul'al tables include Table D-V relatin!? to the 
displaced person~ giving pal'tiruJars about their arrival into India_ r.fable D-'VI gives 
details of the non-J ndian nationals and rrable D-VlI is designed to show the distribution, 
of educated man-power among the different livelihood classes. 

Jmportant population data for the district aDd the tahsils have beell summarised' 
in Table 'E' which also gives the classification of tbe people by livelihood classe~. 

The main Report of the 1951 Census for the States of Assam, rrripura and 
Manipur will he found in two part~ entitled "Census of J ndia 1951-Volume XII-Assa-m, 
ManipuL' and Tdpurct." Pad 1. contains an analysis of the statistics collected and Part II. 
statistics arranged III different tables for the States, their natural divjsions and 
districts. 

In addition to these Volumes there are National Registers of Citizens prepared 
for every village and ward and maintained in mannscript giving imp lrtant census 
details for each person. These l'egist~rs are preserved as permanent records in the 
di:)trict headquarters. 

From the data collected at the Census of the Small-scale Industrie3, three
tables ·were prep'1.red ""hich are include i in the District Censns H'indbook, giving village 
or wardwise distribution of small-scale lndustrial establishments, E-mploymed in textil& 
establishments for Censns tracts and employment in non-textile establishments for the 
same tracts. 

,Vhile the accuracy in respect of th~ dAlails actually recorded by the Enumera
tors during the Census of the Smal1~scale Industries has IJeen reported to be good, 
the District Officers were of tbe "jew that tb t' re v, as tendency to,,'ards under enumera
tion ' of the eJo;tablishments. due to the failure of the enumerating staff to make 
intensive efforts to discover all establishments within the areas allotted to them. 
rrhe figul'~ in the tables for the :::lmalt.scale Indnstries should, therefore, be regarded 
as illustrative of the nature of small industries prevalent in the different parts of 
the district and should not he rl:'lied upon as giving accurate number of specific
type of establishments in different localities. 

CENSUS TRACT- SAMPLE POPULATION AND DISPLACED PERSONS. 

Censns st;-di,.;;tic~ of the urlmn ~H1d ruml population can he studied in various 
ways. The results of such l:3tuJies in compil'l'ing the conditions and characteristics 
of the \lrb~111 and rnral people in the m<tttel' of births, deaths, sex composition , 
sanitation , levels of liviug etc. ,,,"ould be of great valu\ ~ in economic planning and 
develop ::r.e:lt of social welfare ,york in the Sta te and its diffel'6nt pal ts. 

Eaeh district was, therefore, divided for purposes of the Census jnto a number 
of rural and urban tracLs according to the size of the popUlation . 

lJrepal'atory to the sorting and tabulation of ceDRUS informa tion , rural and urban 
areas of a d is trict; were grouped into Census Tracts all the basis of instructions 
issued by the Hegistrar General or India. -'Yitb the approval of the l{,egistl'ar 
General of India , the following rural and urban tra.cts were formed in the case of 

RURAL . 

Tract L\ o. 
HF,·L Rest of Sadal' Subdivision. 
n,j 55. Mao, LJkh!'ul , Tengnoupal , Churachandpul' , Jiribam , 

'l'amelung Subdivisions . 
R /13. Imphal 
Urban. lmphal town. , 

In several Tables the term "Sample Population " has been used. ':Phis sampJe 
was drawn according to the following instruction of the I:{egistrar General of lnaiq,. 
Enumeration " ras done on pads of 100 slips each , a slip containing the record ot 
an indi vid ual. 
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A-lV-TOWN CLASSIFIED BY POPULATION WITH VARIATIONS. SINCE 1901. 

Town. 

(1) 

Imphal. 

State. Persons. Variation. Net variation. Ma]es. variation.) Females •. VariatioD. 
1901-1951. 

(2) (3) (4) (5J (6) (7) (8) (9) 

r ---- .- - --
Manipur. 2 ,862 ... ... 

I 
1J 753 . .. 1,109 

1 
00' 

A-V.TOWNS, ARRANGED TERRITORIALLY WITH POPULATION 
BY LIVELIHOOD CLASSES. 

,------------------------
State Name of Population Livelihood cla~ses. 

Town 

N0n-lI.gricultural classes , Agricultural clasSes 

Persons ( including dependent::;) who derive their' N IV- ]- . ,- I-III 
on- eu tl- I • 

principal means of livelihood from :- I vating I Cult\vat~rs, 
------------;-- - -- -~ owner" of I Cultivatmg 

V VI VII VIII i land, Agri- I lab?urers & 
Prodution Commerce Transport Ot~er seI- I cultural \ their jppen-
other than ~Ices & . rent reeei- dents 

mlscellane- vers & their, 
ous sources dependents cultivation 

1 2 

-F- M F --M F 
l' I M 

3 I 
M r F M I F M F 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ] 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 ---- _--- - - ------ ------~ _- - -

M F 

Mampur Imphal 2,862 1,753 1,109 6I [ 100 ISO J 100 18 5 15 I 99 I 91 
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C. V-SINGLE YEAR AGE RETURNS. 

SAMPLE POPULATION. 

Age Age 
Female I Age 

Fema.le \ 
Age 

return Male Female retllrn Male return Male return Male Femille 

---

Tota.l '" .. ,. 28,382 211,193 

Mal1ipur 0 844- 737 

1 711 690 26 402 433 51 168 171 76 21 26 

2 917 840 27 358 374 52 169 221 77 22 35 

3 1,102 892 28 485 445 53 157 124 78 1~ 28 

4 870 866 29 ., 36S 333 54 153 133 79 18 8 

5 928 984 30 710 628 55 220 214 80 60 90 

6 815 845 31 353 439 56 
I 

151 181 81 15 24 

I 

7 730 699 32 318 391 57 116 143 82 24 18 

8 882 745 33 258 271 58 115 156 53 13 15 

9 591 4056 34 291 295 59 69 146 84 8 13 

10 904 1,105 35 467 466 60 290 310 85 11 5 

11 600 470 36 347 325 61 116 139 86 5 9 

12 667 752 37 277 269 62 83 102 87 5 

I 
7 

13 596 717 38 322 344 63 90 91 88 6 3 -. 
14 598 639 39 274 257 64 56 88 89 5 2 

15 628 656 40 523 689 65 104 126 90 14 25 
I 
I 

16 433 414 41 219 291 66 75 6 91 5 I 2 

! 

17 412 399 42 284 

I 
240 67 74 96 

I 
92 I '" 

1 

f 

18 544 551 43 205 227 68 47 85 93 1 1 

19 369 267 -' 44 193 225 69 34 78 94 3 1 

20 612 I 835 

I 
45 347 445 70 117 180 

I 
95 3 x 

21 470 501 46 219 2,j.2 71 64 91 96 2 3 

22 533 527 47 164 171 72 41 63 97 1 0 

23 456 386 48 189 259 73 27 3 98 2 2 

24 394 395 49 145 154 74 50 32 99 1 1 
, 

25 714 696 50 412 452 75 41 47 100 " 7 

100 over 0 

Age not 38 9 
stated 



Age 
returu 

----
Total ." . " 

° 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

r::i 10 0 
'm .;;: 
;a 11 J-
::; 

rf1 ... 12 oj 
"0 

OJ 
IT) 

..... 13 0 ..., 
'" '" ~ 14 
I 
I ..... 
~ 

\ 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2i~ 

24 

25 

(50 ) 

c. V _. SINGLE YEAR AGE RETURNS. (Continued) 

I Age 
Maltl Female retllrn Male 

- _.-

13,076 13,191 

373 169 

351 216 26 193 

I 
27 170 485 308 

561 354 28 218 

462 405 29 198 

393 4,·t7 30 281 I , 

3i2 378 I 31 168 

275 257 32 134 

476 339 33 126 

312 233 34 131 

423 I 525 35 193 

289 213 36 159 I 

311 
1 

394 37 166 

I 
306 362 38 158 

I I 
264 

I 
354 39 156 

I 
I 

285 40 213 281 

210 ]84 41 107 

177 178 42 114 

276 2:~(j 4:1 102 

210 104 4'~ 99 

24U 330 45 134 

271 222 46 108 

250 246 47 86 

211 193 48 95 

176 197 49 93 

312 259 50 135 

Age 
Female return Male 

~---

193 51 55 

161 52 72 

199 

I 
53 72 

155 54 65 

248 55 85 

182 56 74 
, 

164 57 49 

164 58 52 

177 59 21 

190 60 III 

180 61 49 

136 62 34 

169 63 26 , 
I 

120 64 18 

262 65 

129 66 30 

120 67 2i 

126 68 21 

]37 69 12 

182 70 38 

117 71 21 

103 72 8 

127 73 3 

76 74 14 

182 75 9 

Female I Ag-Il 
return 

97 76 

65 77 

74 78 

84. 79 

114 80 

100 81 

64 82 

94 133 

63 84 

106 85 

76 86 

68 87 

61 88 

72 89 

62 90 

44 91 

47 92 

58 93 

58 94 

58 95 

61 96 

36 97 

31 98 

24 99 

23 100 

100 over 

Age not 
stated 

Male 

5 

10 

8 

9 

28 

8 

5 

.. 
3 

1 

3 

1 

I 
2 

I 

... I 
I 

14. 

Female 

Ho 

21 

17 

30 

15 

11 

8 

7 

... 

7 

-L 

... 

1 

1 

2 

5 



Age 
return 

-

Total ... ... 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(56) 

C. V-SINGLE YEAR ACE RE.TURNS. (Continued) 

Age 
Male Female return lIiale Female 

8,908 9,296 

236 267 

239 264- 26 95 131 

283 355 27 83 124 • 
326 362 28 153 172 

213 327 29 92 113 

298 340 30 298 240 
I 

338 3')4 I 31 102 183 

299 254 32 101 177 

244 297 33 71 56 

194 149 34 80 64 

283 374 35 163 147 

181 125 36 117 65 

21)8 223 37 48 43 

Hl4 184 38 91 97 

231 159 53 42 

199 228 40 I 195 301 

119 153 41 37 54 

123 1]2 42 93 61 

139 200 43 51 50 

92 95 44 12 38 

203 362 45 H2 12·~ 

l(l2 134 46 62 42 

136 137 47 36 21 

112 108 48 48 57 

114 121 49 30 33 

238 325 50 187 193 

Age 

I return Male Female 

51 55 18 

52 60 37 

53 47 17 

54 47 25 

55 93 44 

56 34 31 

57 34 14 

58 31 23 

59 27 13 

60 127 14.1 

61 29 14 

62 30 10 

63 46 9 

64 16 

65 34 34 

66 30 9 

67 41 I 23 

68 16 7 

69 10 9 

70 56 

71 34 6 

72 24 2 

73 15 1 

74 23 

75 20 15 

Age 
return Male 

- - -

76 11 

77 9 

78 4 

79 6 

80 29 

81 2 

82 11 

83 6 

84 1 

85 7 

86 3 

87 2 

88 4 

89 1 

90 5 

91 2 

92 

93 1 

94 3 

95 3 

96 2 

97 

98 2 

99 1 

100 4, 

100 over 2 

Age not 
stated 

24 

I Female 

4 

5 

8 

5 

~6 

-1. 

2 

4 

2 

4 

1 

3 

16 

2 

1 

1 

2 

7 



Age 
return 

----~ 

Totll.l ... .. , 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

I 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

~ 12 
..<:l 
P, 

S 13 .... 
I 

Cf,) 

~ 
~' .14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(57)" 

C. V-SINGLE YEAR AGE " RETURNS. (Concluded) 

I 
Age 

I __ ~~ l\f alo Female return --_. - - .-

6,398 6,706 

235 301 

121 190 26 1.14 

149 .177 27 105 

215 176 28 114 

195 184 29 ! 75 

237 
I 

197 / 30 181 

165 I 613 

I 
31 83 

156 188 32 83 

1G:l I 109 33 61 

85 74- 34- 80 I 
198 I 206 I 35 111 

130 132 36 
I 

71 

148 135 37 63 

126 171 38 73 

103 

I 
126 39 65 I 

I 

I 144 147 40 113 

I 104 77 41 75 

112 1\)!) 42 77 

129 11 5 43 52 

67 fJ 8 52 

160 45 71 

97 145 49 

147 14·1 47 

133 85 48 4G 

10-1 77 22 

164, 112 50 90 

Female 

---

1]4 

89 

74 

65 

140 

74 

50 r 

51 

55 

12\1 

80 

90 

78 

I 
95 I 

126 

108 

51 

50 

139 

83 

47 

75 

45 

77 

Age 
rotUi'll 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

5!) 

60 

61 

62 

63 

6,t 

G5 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

7" ,) 

74 

75 

I 

i M~,_I 
I 

I 

58 

37 

38 

41 

42 

4:3 

33 

I 32 I 
I 

21 

52 

38 

19 

18 

22 

2G 

15 

11 

10 

12 

23 

]2 

F emalo I Age 
return 

I 
I 

56 76 , , 

119 77 

33 78 

, 
24- 79 

56 80 

5f) 81 

... 
65 82 

'" ". 

39 83 

70 84 

63 85 

·Hl 86 

2·t 87 

21 88 

10 89 

30 90 

14 91 

26 9~ I , 

2(l n8 

9J 
I 

]] 

I 
Vi) I 

2·1 96 

97 
') -
-" 

4 98 

8 !)!) 

9 100 

100 over 

not 
ted 

-

MaJe f Female 
I ---

5 I 8 

3 . !! 

'; ;1 

3 2 

3 14 

6 5 

5 .J 
, 

2 3 

3 4, 

1 I 1 
I 

1 1 

' " 3 

1 

I 

2 
I 

\ 
G ;) 

I 
... I 1 

I 

I 

.. . I , :! 

] 

0 2 
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D. I- LANGUAGES. 

(I) MOTH Ell-TONGUE. 
MANIPUR. 

LANGU..l.GE M ALE FEMALE L .\NGUAGE MALE FEMALE 

1. Khasi ... ... 32 84 34. Hangseen (Thado) ... 3 5 

2. Garo ... ... 1 2 35. Haokup (Thado) ... 1,092 1,534 

3. Naga ... ... 1,357 1,694 36. Keepgen (Tha 0) .., 147 77 

4. Mongsea ( Ao ) ... 47 290 37. Lushei ... '" 993 750 

5. Kabui . " ... 8,779 9,607 38. Gangte ... '" 1/~20 1,276 

6. Ang-ami ... ... ~ O 9 147 39. Ngente (Lu&hai) . .. 366 373 

7. Khongzai ... '" 4,049 2,150 40. Mizo . .. ... 125 15 
'. 

7. (a) Kom ... ... 1,132 1,358 41. Sin g po .. . ... 63 78 

7. (b) Tarao ... ... 81 79 42. Mikir ... ... 89 76 

8. Tangkhul ... .. . 16,414 18,129 43. Manipuri 

9. Roungmei ( Naga ) ... 395 405 ( Meithei ) .. . .., 1,85,803 1,91,388 

10. Mao ... '" 7,259 7,236 44. Mu yan ... ... 181 340 

11' Zemi ... ... 1,314 1,263 45. Blsnupriya .. . 58 5 

12. K atcha .. . .. , 1,788 2.101 46 . Kurmi (Bh1lmiz) ... 77 326 

13. Zo ... ... 1,319 1,734 47. Assamese ... .. . 163 82 

14. Simte ( Naga ) ... 888 1,139 48. Bengali '" ... 1,406 1,453 

15. Hrangkhol ... ... 216 322 49. Oriya . .. ... 2 1 

16. Anal ... ... 1,691 1,548 50. Hind i .. . . .. 691 259 

17. Maram ( Naga ) ., .. 1,188 1,609 51. ~aipali . .. ... 1,892 968 

18. Kuki ... ... 12,172 13,994 52 • Gurmukhi ... 26 17 
, 

19. Koireng (Kolhreng) ... 263 233 53 . Garwi (Kohistani) ... 2 . .. 
20. Paite ... ... 5,364 5,308 5' . Marwa.ri '" ... 241 35 

21. Purum ... ... 19 24 55. Or80n .. . . .. 15 H 

22. Lumhao ... ... . 240 134 56. Malayaiam ... 6 4 

23. Ohote '" ... 324 371 57. Telegu ' " ... 4 .. . 

24. Aimol ... ... 156 179 58 Tamil ... ... 3 .. . 

25. Karum (Kuki ) ... 37 53 59. Gujrati '" .. . 1 . .. 

20. Maring ... . .. 2,447 2,540 60. Marathi ... . .. 8 " . 

27. Ralte 12 27 61 . Kashmiri ~ 2 

28. Hmar 4,459 5,334 62. Postho 2 

29. Liengmai 1,H3 940 63. Burmese 22 13 

30. Lamkang 839 849 64. Ohing paw .. . 25 l! 

31. Yaipbel 1,855 2,386 65. English 2 2 

32. Chirll 440 639 Languages as 

33. Thado 3,976 4,308 unclassified 6,782 S,.565 

- -------

Total 2,83,685 2,93,950 
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DETAILS OF LANGUAGES AS UN-CLASSIFIED. 

Males FemaIes 

l. Khul 1,235 919 

2. Neisal 0 158 155 

3. Indoi 12 21 

4. Pathen 5 39 

5. Rem 141 232 

6. Mate 34 16() 

7. Apungnang 5 H) 

S. Rungdim ... 21 20 

~. .Mapaoton~suI 8 .'15 

10. Singsuen 52 41 

11. Kharam 34 :3. 
12. Phutong 7 4 

13. Tgangsal 15 

14. Chist 11 

15. Bamgung 14 :lit. 

16. Dhanton 63 .55 

17. Deiphar 2 

18. Gualnam 94 -43 

19. Hangal ]2 2~ 

20. Impuiron 136 :201 

21. Kilang 2 

~' 22. Lenni 238 il61 
• 

23. Tejong 122 >.51 

24. (Bhotia) Tamang 1 

25, Khongyong 97 l:Oi 

26. Monbung 6 
:} 

27. Monlum L 2 

2S: Sufiia 54 tH 

29. Simba 2 

30. Paomata .... 4,215 4,OIJO 

TO'l'AL 6,7 t\2 , 6.565 
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D. II-RELIGION. 

II TOTAL POPULATION/ HINDl)S I' MUSLIMS CHRISTIANS 
StAt.; & Tracts 

1 _______ --_ -- _ -I ·_"_ ~_:E_' ~l_F_I~ ~~~ 1-:- _F_ 
, 1 I 

SIKHS 

~_I_F_ 

Ma.nipur 5,77,6352,83,6852,93,9501,71,6101,75,715 18,684 18,513 31,504 3G, 8~0 

I 
36 14 

RIM Rest of Sadar Sub. 

R '55 Mao, Ul<hrul etc. ... 

R /1S Imphal ... 

... 2,63,25T,30,676 1,32,5801,11,020 1,12,351

1

12,385 12,097 2 ,094 

1,82,909 89,098 93,8tll 3,217 2,549

1 

890 

\1,31,470 63.911 67 ,559 57,373 60,815/ 5,409 5,770 

646 29,128 

2,485 

34,'<7 I 
282 138 

I 

M 

JAINS 

F 

45 

State & Tracts 

1---------'---~-~-- ~~-

Manipur 

BUDDHISTS 

1\1 F 

4 29 

I r OTHER 
\ ZOROASTRIANS I R.ELIGIONS 

~__ _ __ ~+ __ TRi ~AL -:_:_:::-

_-" __ \ _~ __ \ _"_ F 

I 1 1 61 ,742 62.743 

J 

R/5. Rest of Sadar Sub. 5 5,175 I 5,642 

R IM ]\IIao, Ukhl'ul etc. 1 16 55,862 

R /13 Imphal 105 45 3 8 1 '105 

-
O. III-SCHEDULED CASTES & 

SCHEDULED TRIBES. 
D. Ill-Backward & 

Non· Backward Classes. 
--------- - ~- -- -

SCHEDULED TRIBES NON-BACKWARD 

Sta.te & Tracts. ---~.- ~-

P M \ P M F 
.~----_ --_~ - ---_-

Mllonipur ... 1,94,239 93,835 I,O<J,404 3,83,396 I ,89,85Q 

R/54 Rest of Sadar Sub . ... ...1 }(;,304 7,656 8,648 2,46,952 1,23,020 I , 
R/55 Mao, Ulrhrul etc. '" 1,75,771 85,046 90,725 7,138 4,052 

R /13 Impha.l Z,164 1.133 1 ,031 I 1,29 ,806 I 62,778 

O. IV--MIGRANTS. 

A-I-STATE WHERE BORN. 

State & Tracts w bere 
enumel'ated. 

Manipur 

RJ54 Rest of Sadar 

R/5fl Manipur Hills 

Rj13 Imphal 

Manipur. 

Person Male 

-----~--- - ----- - --

5,71.353 

2,6-.3,765 

1,78,184 

1,30,404, 

2,80, [78 

],'30,399 

86,533 

63,246 

F 

1,93,546 

1,23,932 

3,086 

611.528 

Female 

2, lH,175 

1,33,Hd6 

91,6~ 1 

r7,158 
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D. IV-MIGRANTS. 

B-- COUNTRIES IN ASIA BEYOND I~r.IA WHERE BORN. 

Total Population Pakistb an Nepal Burmah Tibet 
State & Tracts where 

en'.lmera\ed 
p II M - - : - I :-- ~- I -M-I-F-I:- - F--

I : 
M 

~----------- -------- --- ---~-- I-----i--- ----I - -
I 2,075 1,245 830 802 59~ 277 I 147 165 I Manipur 91 

R/54 Rest of Sadar 447 254 193 118 120 I 135 70 3 

R/S5 Manipur Hill s 1,062 1 667 395 429 280 85 38 153 77 

R/13 Tmphal '" 566 324 242 2.')5 192 57 11 11 

O. IV- MIGRANTS. 

E-COUNTRIES IN AMERICA WHERE BORN. 

State & Tracts where 
enumet'ated. 

Manipur 

RJ54 Rest of Sadar 

R/55 Manipur Hills 

, 
R/13 Imphal 

'rotal Pupulation-U. S .A. 

Person Male 

3 1 

1 

2 1 

I 
°

1 

1 

Female 

2 

1 

1 

F 
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D. VI -NON-INDIAN NAT[O~ALS 

TOTAL 
St",t., &0 Trd.cts 

_ _ ____ P_ ~~I_F_ 
___ __1_ 1_2

_ ---3-1-i_ 
Mlluipur ... .. I 683 415 I 

R ;:'4 Rest of Sadar Sub. 1 80 49 j 

j{;j[j M",o, Ul<hrul etc .... 

R ; 13 Imphal ... 
I 

. I 

572 363 

31 3 

268 

31 

209 

28 

z 
;::1 
q 
Z 
H 

PAKISTAN I 
NATIONAL::> 

M F 

5 

257 

3 

254 

~ . 

0. 
E.-< 

I 

,,, 
C<I 

205 

177 1 

28 I 

NEPALI 
NATIONALS 

~f F 

7 8 

129 39 

45 28 

84 11 

I . . . 

..... ..... 

.S 

I 

CHINESE 
I'IATlONALS 

M 

--9-
I F 

,-10 

\
. .--

... . .-~ ., . 

1 

BURMESE I AMERICAN 1 
NA'J' lONALS 

M 

~-ll-

" " ... 
" a a 
0. 

Q 

27 

24 

3 

F F 

12 13 

2 2 

2 1 1 

19 1 

'" ...... 
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D. VII-UVELIHOOD CLASSES BY EDUCATIONAL STANDARD. 

EDUCATIONAL 
STANDARD. 

p 

TOTAL 

F M F 

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES AND NON·AGRICULTURAL CLASSER 

M F M F M 

------_._. -- --- -- --- --

IAN 
RiM Rest of Sadar 

Literate 

lInddle school 

Matriculde or S. L. C. 
Higher Secondary 

Intermediate in arts or 
science 

Graduates in arts or 
scienoe 

.Medic ... l 

Others 

... 22,97fJ 21,156 

1,071 

38 

13 

9 

8 

75 

987 

35 

10 

7 

8 

74 

84 

3 

3 

2 

1,496 3,401 148 

571 60 6] 

9 2 

:1 
2 

2 

.. I . . . 1 

50 

69 

5 

2 89.'1 21 549 55 278 33 20 

52 30 6 38 2 

2 2 

1 

625 67 

228 I 11 

22 

3 

5 

7 

1 • ... ... ' 1 ... . ... 1 I " 

----:-O-:-:-:'-N---.. -· ~:~I~ ~i~l~ ISO ~i -2- ~I_:_"'::' _:_II -~ ~~i-I I~ ~ 
R [55 Manipur Hilla I I I I 
Literate ... . . . 11 ,10" , 9,086 2,019 7 ,450):,6,t6 ,183 40 37 I 7 39 2 92 . 41 1 139 51 7 I 839 i 232 

Middle school... ... 1,8281 1,738 90! 1, li3 41 73 19 8 ... 9 2! 4 ... 38 2 ... ... I 493 2G 

M .. triculate or S. L. C . \ I I 
Higher Secondary . .. 401 89 I 10... 2 ...·.... .. . .. I 2 ... 3 ... ... ... I 

Intermediate in arts or 
I3cience ... 

2') -, 
I 
1 

Graduates in art~ or 
science 

Teaohing 

Medical 

Others 

FOREIGN 

K 

10 

141 
11 

5 

25 

16 

14 

11 

4 

21 

1 

4 

7 

2 ... 

III 
1 

7 

... I ... 
8 

1 I ... 11 

2 ::: I 1: \ : 

•.. ",~ 10,": "~,,, I ":,, ',;871 ." ~ ~ I : :8 
-------,- i ' I' 

American 

TOTAL 

I I '\. 
7 i ... \ 1,389' 264 4 33 100 41 181 

INDIAN 
R/l3 Impbal 

Literate 

Middle sohool 

Matriculate or S . L. O. 
Higher Seoondar:r 

Intermildiate in arts or 
science 

Gra.duates in arts or 
science 

Post graduates in a rts 
or science ". 

Teaohing 

Engineering '" 

Veterin,.ry 

Commerce 

Legal 

Medioal 

Others 

TOTAL 

- 1-----1---

... 21,39410,074 2.320 5,650 1 495 

5,880 5,332 

693 

338 

167 

23 

3 

2 , 
11 

1H 

128 

658 

318 

160 

4 

2 

11 

13 

127 

548 1,051 47 

35 38 4 

20 4, 5 

7 4 

11 ... 
431 1 

I 
.. . 28,65725,726: 2,D31 6,795 552 

t 

,1141 137 

150

1 

5 

2\ ... 
I 

3\ ... 
I 

\ 

:1 :.: 
i . . . I . . . 

2 

1,274" 142 

14 

17 

... i ... 

I :n 1 

- _ ._ --- - ·- 1- 1--
I I ! 1 
, I I 

18·1 )3.470 342 13.558 <132 813 I 58 13 ,6G:l I 'J,l 
To 11,010 180 ( 237 107 112 ! \: .20r. 11:n 

793 

2G 4 51 4 ' 162 6 5 I 1 I 374- 1G 

2 I 25 :3 45 4 1 I ... \ 21~, 25 

11 
1 1 

II 
1 4 ... 20 1 .. < 1 ... 119 

... I 1 .. .! ... 
::. I .. I 1 .. . 2 

. . . I . . 

:'. I.': 
.. ~ 1 ::: 

2 

: \ ... 
9 

.. , , .. 

\ 
.. . I .. . 

J7 

3 

1 

8 

6 

54 

1,360! 2e7 

I 13 

14,575 '529 !;-;'094 J 549 : 932 S::l ,5,665 

6 

832 
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LAND HOLDINGS OF INDIGENOUS PERdONS. 

TABLE NO. l-A-NON_AGRICULTURAL CLASSES-(V-VI-VII-VIIl). 

Sta.te & Tracts. 

}1a.nipur ... 

1{.54 Rilst of 
S",uar 

Total Population E'amiiics ownillg land 

, ' - - - - ' -----) , .,- ;------, 
P f 1\1 I F 0 I ]-10 ! 11 - 30 I 

';;' ,898 1'-32- ,-2-13- '1 -~-)::-.6-S: - -7 ,-9-60-' ~' ~', lG6 ""- }-;2-80-1 

13,772 5,457 8,315 387 520 96 

26,756 7,573 2,!l76 1,J 8 ~ 

31 and 
abovp. 

309 

2 

307 

Families renting la.nd in ca~h or in kind. 

o 11-10 11- 30 :n a.nd above 

12 .6()~ ~-23-4--1--9-4-- - - : : -

919 81 5 

11,777 153 89 21 

TA TILE NO. r ·B-AGR1CULTURAL CL.\.SS I & II. 

Total Population Fa.mes owning land Fa.milie@ renting IImd in ca.sn or in kind 

State &' Tracts. 
p I M I F 0 

-------------.--~-

Mall.ijJur .. 

R 54. Hest of 
~adat 

R 13 Impll3.1 

1-10 11--30 31 and 0 

._-- -

29,028 

. I -~ I -~-~ 1--1----
" . ) 2 ,14,639 11,04,486 11, lO,153 17,5i8 

above - --

16,256 6,496 "42 

1,75,025 85 ,130 8!J ,8!l5 13.934 12.47!J 5,176 675 2:! ,750 

89,614 20,258 3,64i 3, .77 1,820 G7 6,278 

'fABLE-I-C-AGRICULTURAL CLASS IV. 

1-10 11-·30 31 and 
abo"e - - - ---- --~ 

8 ,781 3,072 191 

6,700 2 ,631 183 

2,0111 441 8 

----------~----------------~----------------------~----------------------
owning' land __ I F~~~lies. :entin~n~ in eaa}~_or in k ind Total Popnllttioll Families 

Stat. & Tracts. 

I I --0--1-1" 10 P ! M F 
~--- , ;---.- - --~ _--_ 

-~I--

M&Ilipur ". I 11,53'" 5,16·' 

I 
, 

(j ,371 :!82 
I 

1,400 

R 5. Rut of 
Sadar a ,:JIl;.l 2 ,30:; 

I 
:1,U[)1 l ~j ! 87::. 

& 13 Impha l 6,173 2 ,85\1 3,3 i l 97 I 53·1, 328 1,033 

15 

11-- 30 I ShUd ', 0 \ l - -lu ]11 - 30 31 a11 ,1 ".I .00::1 1---:'''' i -- .. i - - j 6- aboTe_ 

, \ 49 1,405 82 

17 I 1 

TABLE-II-INDIGENOUS PERSONS LAND HOIJDING. 

MANIPUR. 

Land owned I 
by f&mili.~ I . ' 

under I - - --- -. -- _.- - .... __ . 
I NOli Agricnltur:d cla.s8 

No. of fan.iJi c8 renting land ill bighas under O. 1-10. etc . • 
- ---.-----------------.---- - --~-

Non Cultivating. Owner of land Cultivating Agricultul'ltl das" 
I - ---I - --1---

Bighas ' 0 I I - In 

ll~- i 
1 2 :, 

Total 12,6% 

11-3'_ 

8 11 

11 -~(l-I-;;- a~-(; I -~TI 1~ 
above 

- -

4, _ ._1 ~ I ___ ~ __ \ . __ ~_ 
94 21 29,028 8,781 

1- 10 11-30 

99 16 

() 7,6Il 65 36 6 3,781 1,90.') 167 46 7 

1-10 3,496 154 29 8 16,256 4,362 '861 1,409 

11-30 1,280 12 11 5 6,496 602 2S3 19 721 2 1 

:n &aboTtI 309 3 12 2 712 Sf) 23 17 141 1 
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TA BLE-U-INDIGENOUS PERSONS LAND HOLDiNG. 

MANIPUR. 

Land owned \ 
No. of fJ.:1lili es renting land in bighas under 0.10. etc. 

Tract 

40--Yallipllr 
sadar 

T otal ... 

4-2-Imphal. 

Tota.l... _. 

I 

by falJlilies 1-----
N on_Agl."icultural clas~ 

lHigha B] 

o 

1-10 520 71 1 

11 - 30 96 ... I 

31 &, above 2 

919 81 

o 7.310 55 32 ti 

1-10 2,976 83 28 8 

11-30 1,184 12 I 17 5 

31 & ... bove 307 3 12 2 

11 ,777 1 1 ;'~ 89 21 

Cultivating Agricultural class N on-Cultivating. Owner of la.nd 

o 11-10 
- - 1- - --

I 
4,420 2,853 1 ,5()9 

12,479 3,352 769 

5 ,1'76 462 248 

675 33 15 

\ 22,750 I 6,700 2 ,631 

306 
1,

114
1 

3,777 

I 
928

1 

1,010 92 

1,320 140 35 

67 3 8 

6,278 2,081 441 

31 and 0 [ 1- 10 1 11- 30 i 31 lIond 

>bOV: i--ti~ ' [--3;- 1-
7
- - ~~~ve_ 

95 

19 

17 

183 

8 

8 

875 I .~ I 7 

393 I 1 

49 II 
1,405 82 15 

, 
79 

53i 

328 

92 

1,033 

9 

5 

2 

17 1 

1 

SllALL SCALE I~DUSTRIES CENSUS TABLE I. 

\ 

:0<0. of ~o of 
Th.ma Total No. of Non·T,' xtile No. of T extile HandlooITIR in Te~til e E stablishment 

.r.: stabli~ hment Esta.bli shment Eiltabli~hment W ithon t Flyshuttle--W 't h - Flyshuttle --_ ~----- --- I ---- ---- ----. -
I 

1 2 I 3 4, 5 6 

I ---

Manipur ... ... ' " I 34,535 I 608 33 ,927 I 36 ,430 3 ,149 

I 
i 

Imphal .- . , .. ' " 16 ,385 291 16,094 

I 
17,731 2,603 

Sadar Sub·division '" 17 ,725 317 17 ,408 18,260 546 

Ukbrd, Jiribam, etc . 425 425 439 
I ... .., I ... 
I 

TABLE-II.-EMPLOYMEN'r IN TEXTILE ESTABLISHMENT. 

Number of Persons IImployed 

Industry Group Code No. &, l\ame. 
Total no. of 

/-
Establish· i MALES FEMALES 

ment I Tot~l 

I I , 
Total Boys Men T o tal Girls " TO III en i I 

I 

I 
i~~--~· 1--- 1-- - - -- - --

Manipur ... 33,92" 

I 
44,259 1,024 \i9 955 43 ,235 2,350 40,985 

2. 62 Cotton Spinning, SilOing &; 
We'Lving ... 33,489 43 ,434 1,023 (;9 95-i 42,H1 2.206 40,205 

1 
2.82. Woollen Spining & Weaving 3 1 1 2 2 

2. 83 Silk R eeling, Spinning & 

I We<1villg 437 822 822 44 778 
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Hindu Nanakpanthis were recorded as Sikhs and it would appear that the error 
was more widespread than he supposed. . 

148. Buddhists.-There are now 780 Buddhists as against 788 in 1901 1 387 
in 1891, and 103 in 1881. The total change therefore is very small, b~t ' the 
nature and composition of the Buddhist community has entirely altered. In 1901 
there were 662 males and 162 females: there are now 444 males and 336 females. 
In 1901 415 were Burmese prisoners in variolls central prisons and 235 were 
found in Kumaun. r:rhe large increase in Kumaun is possibly due to greater 
facilities of communication with rribet: a large proportion were Tibetan settlers, 
some were so called Chinese, probably rribetan traders, and some Nepalese. The 
odds and ends found elsewhere form a curious mixture, including Chinese shoe
makers, tailors, and carpenters, Chittagong Magh servants (mostly cooks), Japanese 
.cloth merchants, wood carvers, tattooers and prostitutes, N epalese goldsmiths, 
Burmese and rribetan "beggars," r:ribetan traders, a Bhutan merchant, and a 
Bengali-speaking official and his family from Burdwan. The" beggars" were 
probably pilgrims such as I have myself seen at Sarnath, and no more "beggars " 
than Kipling's Lama. . 

149. Parsis, Jews, and Brahmos.- Parsis and Jews are entirely strangers 
here and us ually trader:; ancl shopkeepers. The former have increased from 578 to 
872, and are a progressive and nsefnl little cmnmunity. J ews have decreased from 
54 to 50. Brahmos have risen from 37 to 41: they are almost entirely Bengalis, 
and they and their faith are entirely alien to the province . 

150. Brahmanic Hinduism.--The word "Hindu" has several meanings. 
Besides its original geographical meaning, now disused, of an inhabitant of the 
country lying east of the Indus, it has a quasi-racial meaning, a social meaning, 
and a religious m eaning. In the first case, a Hindu may be defined as an inhabi
tant of India who is not the descendant of the foreign invaders (warlike or peace
ful) who are now settled in India, such as the E uropean, the Moghul, the 
Armenian or the Persian. In the other two cases, Hindu means respectively a 
member of the Hindu social, i.e. the caste system, and a member of the Hindu 
religion. It is not surprising therefore to find that occasionally disputes may arise 
as to whether a particular man or class of man is or is not a Hindu; for one dispu
tant may assert with perfect tiuth that he is a Hindu in one sense, whilst the other 
disputant asserts with equal truth that he is not a Hindu in another sense. The 
Animist, for instance, is certainly a Hindu in the racial but not in the social 
or religious sense. 

But this is not the only source of confusion. Though the three meanings 
are not coterminous yet they overlap. When a man says he is a Hindu, he does 
not as a rule m ean that he is a Hindu by race, or by social position, 01' hy religion, 
though one attribute may be more present to his mind than the others: he means 
that he is a Hindu by all three attributes. As Si.r A. Lyall says, Hinduism " is 
not exclusively a religious denomination, but denotes a lso a country and to a 
certain ext ent a race Hinduism is 11 matter of birthright and 
inheritance it JlICanS a civil community qllite R,S much a.s a religious 
association." Hinduism is not H, mere religion, it is a system, pfLrtly religions, partly 
social, with also a racial qualification. Jt i nchlues all the circu11lstanucs which 
form the environment of a particula,!' class of persons. And though it is 
extremely difficult tu say which of these various sets of circumstances are the 
most important, it is safe to say that they must all be present. A European 
may hold the beliefs of Brahmanical doctrine and carry out Brahmanical 
l'itual (as a few Europeans do), but that does not make him a Hindu, for he has 
neither the racial nor the social qualification. A Jain by raue and by adherence 
to the caste system may be Hindu: but he repUdiates all the beJiefs and ritual of 
Hinduism and is consequently not a Hindu in the same way as orthodox Hindus. 

151. The Brahman.- In-so far, however, as religion implies a particular belief 
or set of beliefs, we may safely assert that Hinduism is less a matter of creeel than of 
anything else. It is unnecessary to repeat the oft-told story of the " tangleel jungle of 
disorderly superstitions" which Sir A. Lyall has declared Hinduism to be: but 
it may be pointed out that whilst religion is defined as " a system of faith and 
worship," Hinduism possesses not one faith or one worship, but many, and is 
conspicuous for absence of system. A man has the choice, mter alia, of pantheism 
(Brahmanic), theism (Vaishnavite or Saivite), polytheism (Sakta), or the worship 
of any or all of the thousands of tutelary gods and godlings, of mother worship, 
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of demonolatry, of hagiolatry, of ancestor worship, of zoolatry, of plant and tree 
worship, of every" ism "and every" olatry " known to man. Not only so, but he 
may actually believe nothing or little or much of any or all of these : he may 
worship one or many or none of these gods. Nobody will mind what he believes 
or disbelieves so long as he does not disobey his caste rules. Hinduism depends
a great deal more on whom one marries and what one eats and drinks than on 
what one believes. How Hinduism came to include all these various beliefs has 
been often discussed, and it is not necessary to repeat the discussion. But thE 
stock explanation may be mentioned because it introduces an extremely important 
factor in Hinduism, namely, the Brahman. Says Monier-vVilliams, these primitive 
forms of worship and local fetishes were" grafted into the Hindu system by the 
Brahmans whose wise policy it has ever been to appropriate and utilize all existing 
cults, customs, and superstitions." One may doubt whether the pictur:e is entirely 
accurate: the Brahman and his wisdom is the stock solution of an Indian puzzles 
from the caste system to infant marriage: he is a sort of divinity that shapes all 
Indian ends, and the wearisome reiteration with which he is dragged forward to 
explain everything that needs explanation is apt to induce scepticism: whilst if 
Hinduism is the monstrous artificial edifice which this theory represents it to be, 
then it is the only religion in the world that is. Some weight must be attached 
to evolution, to psychological and natural environment : Hinduism grew as. 
every other religion has grown, and the " wisdom" of the Brahman lay in seeing 
where he must give way and when he must compromise with divergent creeds by 
admitting them into the Hindu system--wisdom no doubt, but not peculiar to the 
Brahman. The fathers of the Christian church were" wise" in exactly the same 
way when, in St. Augustine'S words, they tUl'ned the pagan "birthday of the 
sun" on the 25th of December into the" birthday of Him who made the sun." 

But though it is legitimate to assert that the Brahmans' influence on the 
growth of Hinduism has been overrated, at the expense of more natural causes,. 
it is impossible to overrate their omnipotence in matters of religion and the 
completeness of their rule over the members of the Hindu system. 'fhe mediaeval 
popes were spiritual despots: but compared with the autocraey of the Brahman 
they were mere constitutional monarchs. The very word" Brahman" implies 
eomplete superiority: Brahma in the neuter is the universal spirit, Brahma in 
the masculine is that spirit made personal, or, to use a metaphysical technical 
term, is that idea hypostatized: and Brahmana is that spirit made manifest in 
man. The Brahman may not be God, but he is at all events godlike, a subjeet 
not only of veneration but of actual worship. Bernard Shaw has supplied us with 
the one word which exactly describes the position whieh the Brahman holds in 
his own estimation and that of all his co-religionists: he is not man, but" super
man." That the Brahmans could rr ... ake good so preposterous a claim is a tribute 
to the power of learning. Other sacerdotal orders, the priesthoods of ancient 
Egypt and mediaeval Europe, for instance, have won their ascendency for the 
same reason: but usually it passes away with the spread of education. That 
this has not yet occurred in India (though there are signs of the approach of such 
an event, especially in the growth of the Arya Samaj) is due to two oauses, -firstly 
to the tendency of custom in India to crystallize till it is impossible for the nation 
to free itself of it and, secondly, to this, that Brahmans have always been sole 
masters of one most important branch of knowledge, the oorrect religious ritual. 
Since a flaw in carrying out a rite results in disastrous consequences after death, 
prudence demands that an expert be employed to prevent the possibility of error. 
In this matter the Brahman is a monopolist, and charges a monopolist's price : 
of which the greatest part is this claim to be acknowledged as spiritually and 
socially pre-eminent. 

152. The criteria of Hinduism.-And thus we get the first great criterion 
by which a Hindu is determined. Every Hindu must acknowledge the Brahman's 
superiority and his omnipotence in spiritual and social matters. And it is on the 
whole safe to say that it is the only positive criterion of Hinduism which has 
anything of a religious nature. Other such criteria are all negative. A person 
who receives the mantra from a guru who admits the authenticity of the Vedas,. 
who worships the great Hindu gods, who has access to the interior of Hindu 
temples, who reverences the cow, will, pro tanto, be a Hindu, but he is not necessarily 
not a Hindu because he does not do any or all of these things. He need not even , 
reverence the cow so long as he does not kill it. And even this criterion is not 
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essentially religious: for admission of the supremacy of the Brahman caste is not 
necessarily connected with faith, but only with ritual, and with the Brahman's 
position as the sole minister of that ritual, whilst the supremacy is quite as much 
social as spiritual. 

On the social side, a man to be a Hindu must be a member of a recognized 
Hindu caste. It is this which chiefly gives Hinduism such definite boundaries 
as it possesses, and makes of it so much of a system as it ~s; and it is a definite, 
clear-cut criterion, because there is no means of becorn~ng the member of such a. 
caste : one must be born into it. "Hinduism is a matter of birthright and 
inheritance: a man . . . . is born into Hinduism." There are no doubt low castes 
which recruit members of other communities, admitting them by various rites of 
adoption or initiation into full caste rights: but I think it may be safely said that 
such a caste, however much it claims to be Hindu, however much it may follow 
ordinary caste rules in other matters, is not a true and recognized Hindu caste, 
but a spurious imitation of a Hindu caste. (Such a caste is the Bhangi.) But 
the word "recognized" deserves some explanation. In the past such 
recognition was a definite act. Sometimes the king was the authority, sometimes 
the Brahmans. There are many instances on record of kings "recognizing " 
members of low castes to be Brahmans and, despite all opposition, Brahmans 
they were henceforth considered to be. When venal Brahmans discovered 
"gutras " for would-be "Hindus," they were really admitting the aspirant 
into the inner circles of the Arya nation, and consequently, c" fortiori, into 
Hinduism. At the present day recognition is not a single definite act, but 
an evolution. The caste desirous of being recognized as Hindu will probably 
begin by adopting all the special Hindu customs, frequently going to greater 
lengths than the Hindus themselves. They will first give up beef and begin to 
cremate their dead: they will worship the Hindu gods in addition to their own 
deities, or possibly assimilate their deities to Hinduism by giving them Hindu 
names: they will try to invent a connection between themselves and some one 
of the twice-born castes of Manu; they may already have infant marriage, but if 
not they adopt it : and they prohibit the remarriage of widows. They will do 
their best to employ Brahmans as their priests, and unless they are extremely low, 
will ultimately succeed. Once Brahmans have agreed to serve them, the process 
of recognition can be considered as complete. 

One other criterion may be considered as absolutely necessary-that the cow 
is, if not worshipped, then venerated, and, at the very least, not killed. This is a 
sine qua non; and it is noticeable that it has no Vedic authority whatever. 

153. Definition of a Hindu. - And so we may arrive at some sort of a defini. 
tion of a Hindu, meaning thereby a member of the Hindu religion. He must in the 
first place have a racial qualification. Secondly, he must have a social qualification, 
as member of a recognized Hindu caste: he must have so much of a religious 
qualification as is implied in the acknowledgment of the supremacy of Brahmans, 
the veneration of the cow, and the rejection of any creed or religion which the 
Brahmans forbid him to follow. A Hindu therefore is "a native of India who is 
not of European, Armenian, Moghul, Persian or other foreign descent, who is a 
member of a recognized caste, who acknowledg€s the spiritual authority of 
Brahmans, who venerates or at least refuses to kill or harm kine, and does not 
profess any creed or religion which the Brahmans forbid him to profess." It must 
be admitted that this definition, though it mentions a few positive conditions, goes 
very little furthfr than Sir J. A. Baines' despairing definition of Hinduism as the 
residuum which is Hindu because it is nothing else; but Hinduism is essentially 
indefinite, and to define the indefinite is a contradiction in terms. 

154. The accuracy of the return of Hindus.-Bearing in mind all these 
difficulties, it becomes important to consider how far the returns of Hindus are 
strictly accurate; there is obviously much room for error. The census l'eturns 
profess to show the number of persons who are by religion Hindu: but the 
sole criterion applied was the person's own opinion. If a man said he was 
a Hindu he was accepted as such without further inquiry. But to the average 
" Hindu" the word" Hindu" does not connote religion,-in vernacular" dharma" 
or "mazhab," but in the case of a Hindu preferably the former. To Western 
thinkers and such Orientals as have some knowledge of Western thought 
" Hinduism" may have a fairly definite religious connotation: but if one asks 
the ordinary" Hindu" what he is by religion (dhar'ma), he will not say Hindu 
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he will reply by reference to the Shastras. The enumerator when inquiring a 
man's religion showed this very clearly by the form in which he put his question. 
He very seldom asked simply "What is your dharma?" If he did, almost the 
last reply anybody would give him would be "Hindu". And so the enumerator 
would invariably amplify his question. "What is your dhwrma? that is to say, 
are you a Hindu, or a Jain, or a Musalman, or au Arya, or a Sikh?" Or more 
simply "What are you-Hindu, Jain, &c. ?" He in short named all the religions 
known to him. or mentioned in the rule, thereby making sure of getting the 
reply "Hindu." But even when the person questioned had replied "Hindu, " 
it was frequently obvious that his thoughts were not running in a religious 
channel. For when further asked "What is your sect? " (panth or rt1,c"tt), he would 
give his caste, showing clearly that in saying "Hindu" he was thinking of his 
race or his social position. 1£ in reply to the question "What is your dharma? " 
a man ever did say "Hindu," the probability is that if one analyzed his mental 
processes, one would find that he merely meant that his was the usual religion of 
a man who by race was a Hindu. 

There is no question that this caused a good deal of misapprehension in 
the minds of those that thought about such subjects; and all the more so 
because there was at the time a good deal of agitation of a political nature, which 

. in one form was directed to urging the inclusion of all Hindus by race in the 
category of Hindus by religion. This was, undoubtedly, responsible for the 
numerous entries such as Hindu Jain and Hindu Arya and Hindu Sikh; and 
was very clearly shown on many occasions in conversation, especially at the 
meetings of the census staff which I held in the course of the preliminary 
operations. These discussions occasionally became heated; the arguments were 
always the same-that Hindu was not a religious but a social t erm, and conse
quently that Jains, Aryas, and the rest ought to be included under Hindus . When 
it was pointed out that Hindu in the census reports m eant Hindu by religion 
only, the disputants were quite capable of grasping the distinction; but it was 
obvious that they thought this use of the word was wrong. But though mis
apprehension was caused, I do not think that it resulted in any appreciable error: 
for it was always possible, as explained above, to ascertain the truth. 

On the other hand the rule that if a man said he was a " Hindu" oy religion 
he was to be entered as such without further inquiry, has undoubtedly led to some 
little inaccuracy. There are castes in the province which are certainly not Hindus 
but Animists--chiefly in South Mirzapur, Bundelkhand, and Kumaun. But 
all these recorded themselves as Hindns : some no doubt because they considered 
themselves to be Hindus by race, others because they wanted to be thought 
Hindus. Any attempt to decide how many persons have shown themselves as 
Hindus who cannot be strictly reg:1fded a,s such is however attended vvith great 
difficulty. W e have enumerated five points which constitute" a Hindu" and there 
is no question that these are the chief ones (in this province at aU events): but 
there are also other matters to be considered. Moreover of those points some 
give no help. All of these tribes, for instance, possess a complete racial quali
fication. It is less certain that they all possess the social qualification: they 
all have some organization closely akin to the caste system, and though it is in 
many cases a tribal, not a caste, organization, yet the two are so similar both in the 
nature and degree of their customary restrictions, that it is well nigh impossible 
to say where the tribe ends and the caste begins. We can only assume them all 
to be castes and consider whether these castes are recognized as H indu castes. 
The question of behef again can be neglected: in the first place this proviso wa.s 
inserted chiefly to exclude the creeds which are definitely opposed to Hinduism, 
such as Islam, J ainism, Christianity, &c., and, in the second place, it is very 
dubious whether there is any Animistic belief which cannot find its counterpart 
in Hinduism. There remain the admission of Brahmanical supremacy and the 
veneration of the cow. But even here one must raise distinctions and admit 
exceptions. There are for instance certain sectarian groups which owe their 
ori.gin to a revolt against Brahman supremacy. Of these the Arya Samaj is the 
chIef and best known. Aryas are Hindus in every sense: their beliefs are such 
as any Hindu could adopt,-Aryaism is in fact Hinduism purified of its later 
accretions. They are of such importance and so much of a heretical sect as to 
render it necessary to show them separately to orthodox Brahmanic Hindus: 
but they are Hindus none the less, and the name given them in the tables shows 
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it (Hindu Arya); There are other castes who because they have been refused their 
ministrations, or because of some somi-historical reason, reject the Brahmans 
both as supreme and as their priests. Such are the Kahars, who refuse to have 
Brahmans as their gurus. In the matter of cow-worship, there are also 
degrees. The minimum is, probably, not killing a cow or eating its flesh; the 
maximum extends to actual worship. In short the tests of Hinduism differ widely 
in nature: they are frequently not all fulfilled in a particular case: and the 
-degrees in which they ar:3 fulfilled differ in various cases. And the net result is 
that it is well nigh impossible to say whether a man is within or without the pale, 
or indeed precisely where the pale is. By far the greater number are indubitably 
within the pale: a small number are as indubitably without it: in between 
lies a debateable territory of considerable extent; and it is here that the difficulty 
.lies. One thing however is certain: it is impossible to divide the population 
boldly into Hindu and non-Hindu: it is necessary to admit a third class of 
castes in the transitional stage which for want of a better term may be named 
" Hinduized." In this connection therefore it is only possible to enumerate 
a certain number of tests, and state how far various castes conform to them, and 
leave the reader to draw his own inferences. 

155. The tests of Hinduism.-The chief tests that suggest themselves are 
as follows:-

(1) Admission of Brahman supremacy. 
(2) Being served by good Brahmans as family priests. 
(3) Being served by inferior Brahmans as family priests. 
(4) Utilizing the services of Brahmans in any of their traditjonal capa

cities. 
(5) Receipt of the mantra from a Brahman or other recognized Hindu gU'ru. 
(6) Worship of the great Hindu gods.--(By " worship" is meant actual 

worship of the god as a Hindu god, not mere identification of 
some aboriginal god with the Hindu god, or the mere recognition 
of the Hindu god as divine. The last amounts to nothing in a 
country so given to polytheism as India: the second shows a 
desire for things Hindu but no more.) 

(7) Permission to enter Hindu temples. 
(8) Death ceremonies, whether burial or cremation. 
(9) Customs in the matter of eating beef and veneration of the cow. . 

Of these tests the one that appears to be decisive is ('2), and with it (5). 
Either of these presupposes that a Brahman of good position has recognized the 
caste as Hindu. If therefore this test is fulfilled it is unnecessary to go further. 
The rest, whether taken simply or in conjunction, by themselves merely indicate 
a desire to become Hindu, and a greater or less progress along the road to 
Hinduism: but if (3) be present, it may be taken that the process is so 
nearly complete that the caste m1.Ly be considered Hindu. In considering the 
various castes I propose to usc as a ba,sis the social groups as drawn up by 
Mr. Burn on pages 248 et seq. of the report of 1901. Of these groups 1-9 need 
not be considered; there is no question that they are all Hindus. Of the rest 
I have selected certain representative castes, taking all those who amount to over 
1 per mille of the population and also certain others of a peculiar or representative 
nature. The castes to be dealt with are the Ka,lwar, T eli, Bhar, Tharu, Banjara, 
Dhunia, Arakh, Lunia, Beldar, Kharwar, Majhwar, Kol, Khangar, Dhobi, 
Kori, Aheria, Bahelia, Nat, Dhanuk, Dusadh, Khatik, Pasi, Boriya, Bansphor, 
Dharkar, Bajgi, Habura, Chamar, Mnsahar, Korwa, Bhangi, and Dom. 

150. The" Hinduism II of certain castes.-Of these the Kalwar, Teli, 
Dhunia, and Arakh are in a class apart. They are all served by Brahmans of good 
position, and though seldom initiated into a sect (which involves receiving a 
mantra), yet more or less frequently worship the great gods. rrhey all 
cremate their dead and reverence the cow, and are undoubtedly Hindus. The 
same is true of Banjaras; indeed many of them claim to be themselves of 
Brahman descent. In another class we may place the Bhar, Lunia, Beldar, 
Dhobi, Kori, Aheria, Bahelia, Dhanuk, Dusadh, Pasi, and Boriya. All these 
may be taken as now completely Hinduized. They all use the services of 
Brahmans to a greater or less extent; usually Brahmans officiate at their birth, 
marriage, and death ceremonies as priests or recipients of gifts: but not as a rule 
.as priests in tbeir ordinary worship, save in the case of Pas is, Bahelias, Aheria" 
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and sometimes of Dusadhs. They are seldom initiated into any sect, save Pasis 
(occasionally Saktas) and Dusadhs (occasionally Vaishnavas). Most of their 
deities are tribal godlings, but nearly all of them worship a great god-generally 
Devi, occasionally the sun. Their customs at death are normal and if they ever 
bury, it is those who die of certain epidemic diseases (cholera and small-pox) 
or are unmarried- a very common distinction. The rest require somewhat more 
detailed treatment. 

The Tharu is a submontane tribe of Dravidian origin with a strong admix
ture of Mongolian blood. Fifteen years ago the majority were still very primitive : 
save that they did not eat beef, they fulfilled none of the tests suggested. Their 
beliefs were purely animistic, they had no connection with Brahmans, and buried 
their dead. A minority were becoming Hinduized: though they occasionally 
employed Brahmans as priests, the instances were still sufficiently rare to be sepa
rately noticed. By the latest information available it does not appear that they 
have made as yet any very great progress towards Hinduism. 

The Kharwal', Majhwar, and Kol can be treated together. They are all 
Dravidian tribes of South Mirzapur, though the Kol is found also in Bundelkhand 
and Allahabad, and are at various stages of Hinduization. The Majhwar is much 
the least advanced. Fifteen years ago there was nothing that was Hindu about 
the Majhwar, save that he did not eat beef; and that was then a new restriction. 
He was in the transitional stage between burial and crpmation: he employed 
Brahmans only as astrologers, and even th:::.,t but very occasionally:- his priests 
were purely tribal - the Patari, the Baiga, and the Ojha. H e had his own gods, 
mostly ghosts and demons. This caste had only so much respect for Brahmans 
that they would eat pakki food if cooked by them, but otherwise would touch 
food cooked by nobody else. They still possess their old priests and though 
they are probably more advanced then in 1896, yet their advance is not likely 
to have been great. The Kols use Brahmans for certain ceremonies with more 
or less freedom, aCl}ording to the locality where they live, being moro Hinduized 
out of . Mirzapur, but their priests are still the Baigas. They are still in the 
transitional stage between burial and cremation: they will not eat beef, but worship 
no great Hindu god Si1ve the sun (Su?'aj) ; and the sun was an old tribal deity. The 
Kharwar can be taken as Hinduized. One branch, the B enbansi, has been recog
nized as of Rajput origin: this branch has permanent Hindu priests, other branches 
are served by Brahmans of a somewhat inferior class. They do not eat beef, and 
cremate their dead : but they also possess other funeral ceremonies, some of which 
are purely aboriginal, and others are an obvious Brahmanical invention. They 
worship no great gods save the sun and Mahadeo, but him only as a local godling. 
They are an excellent instance of an aboriginal caste which itself desired incorpora
tion in Hinduism and was assisted into it by the Brahmans, whilst being allowed 
to maintain many of its old customs. They are much better off than the Kols and 
Majhwars, which suggests a reason why they have been able to progress so much 
faster. 

The Khangar is an example of a Hinduized aboriginal tribe which has turned 
its original totem clans into Rajput gotras, supporting its claim to Rajput 
origin by a large body of legend, and is now Hindus pure and simple in every respect. 

The ChamaI' is a most instructive caste. They vary considerably in their 
use of Brahmans. In the East only the rich utilize their services except in so far 
80S all consult them as astrologers. In the West all employ Brahmans: but both in 
the West and East such Brahmans are of a degraded kind. rrhey occasionally 
worship the great gods, but it appears dubious whether these are not merely tribal 
deities under Hindu names. They always cremate their dead unless they have 
been initiated into certain sects. Their very business would prevent their objecting 
to eat beef or their venerating the cow: indeed they are occasionally cattle 
poisoners. Their habits cause them to be loathed and detested by their Hindu 
neighbours however much they may be compelled by their utility to tolerate 
them. In fact they fulfil none of the prescribed t ests: for no importance can be 
attached to the fact that low-class Brahmans will occasionally serve them. Yet 
not to consider them as Hindus would be ri(bculous. They are an integral part of 
Hindu society-its slaves perhaps, but none the less necessary to the community. 
They are extremely religious: as a worthy Hindu once drily remarked to me " they 
have many sins to expiate." They have even evolved a aeistic sect of their own, 
the Srinarayani sect, founded by Rae Das, who according to the legend was a. 
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Brahman disoiple of Ramanand who was reborn of a Chamarin. They also fre. 
quently belong to the Kabirpanthi or Ramanandi sects. In their religion and 
their caste rules alike they oonform to Hinduism rather mOl'e strictly even than 
better class Hindus. 

The Musahar is a tribe of the most primitive kind. Their burial customs in 
most cases are unusual, amounting merely to leaving the corpse where it died. 
Only some of them, those settled in villages, abstain from beef: and only a very 
few consult degraded Brahmans and then only for their marriage ceremonies, 
as astrologers. They worship no Hindu gods of any kind. One of their sub-castes, 
the Banmanush, have lately been reported to be in a state which closely resembles 
savagery. 

The Bansphor, Dharkar, and Dom can be treated together: the two first 
are settled sub-castes of the last named. The Eastern or plain Doms have no 
connection whatever with Brahmans, except that occasionally they get a Brahman 
to recite a 'catha for them. Their deities are their own. They will eat beef, 
though some of them will not kill a cow: and this, with a certain reverence for the 
snake and certain rivers, is the whole extent of their Hinduization. Their burial 
customs are very unsettled: some oremate, some bury, some expose the body. The 
hill Dam, though totally different to the plains Doms, is little if at all in advanoe 
of his plains namesake, save that he usually cremates his dead. The Dharkars 
are a trifle more Hinduized, being now settled and comparatively respeotable: 
they call themselves Hindus, but do not employ Brahmans, have a pantheon of 
their own, and are in a transitional stage between burial and cremation, though 
they have given up eating beef as a rule. The Bansphors are even more advanced, 
employing Brahmans as astrologers, cremating their dead, save the unmarried 
and those dying of epidemic disease; they also do not eat beef, and worship Devi. 

The Habura is chosen as an instance of a "gipsy" criminal tribe, and 
perhaps the most Hinduized of them. They use Brahmans as astrologers and 
usually cremate their i d~ad: they will not eat beef, and worship Kali. Othel' such 
tribes, the Kanjar and Sansiya, are much more backward. 

The Nat varies greatly. The Bajania Nats have gods of their own (though 
they call them by Hindu names-Devi, Kali, Parameshwar), no connection with 
Brahmans, bury their dead, but do not eat beef. The Byada N ats employ Brahmans 
as astrologers, but not as priests: otherwise they are similar to the Bajania N ats. 
The Kashmiri Nats employ Brahmans of a low type as priests and burn their dead. 
The Gam Nats are still more Hinduized and even fairly strict. The Badi Nats 
have customs almost identical with those of the Majhwars. Some of these sub
castes recruit their numbers from other castes. 

rrhe Korwa is selected as possibly the most primitive and miserable tribe in 
this provinee. They occasionally cremate the dead, but bave no connection with 
Brahmans, worship gods and fetishes peculiarly their own, eat beef and scarcely 
even pretend to be Hindus . In every respect they are of the most aboriginal 
descl'i ption. 

Remains the Bhangi, who deserves <leta-lled description. Historically he 
appears to represent the outcaste Chandala, of Manu, and is closely akin t.o the 
Dam. He habjtutLlly recruits from better 0astes. Bhangis a,re excluded from 
Hindu temples, just as the Muhammadan Bbangis are excluded from Muhammadan 
mosques. Some of them, e.g. the La.1 Begi.s, m~M'ry women of other castes; usually 
they have to be of a higher caste. It is extremely dubious whet her Brahmans are 
present at any of their ceremonies, though Bhangis assert it : the only instances 
mentioned are selecting an auspicious day for weddings, naming a new-born child, 
and occasionally muttering a few spells at death: but the Bra.hmans who would do 
even that much for a Bhangi must be the lowest of the low. 'Those who call 
themselves Hindus have little that can be called Hindu about tll c:ir religion. Lal 
Beg is worshipped by a large number: h e is obviously of Muhammadan extraction, 
and the Hindus if they make a distinction call him Lal Guru. rT heir other gods 
are a confused crowd of Hindu and Muhammadan deities and evil spirits. They 
appear to observe Hindu and Muhammadan fes tivals alike, the Icl and Muharram 
as well as the Diwali and Holi. Some Bh~ngis will not eat beef. 

From these instanees it will be seen how very few in this province are the 
numbers of those who, whilst returning themselves as of the Hindu religion, do not 
fulfil any of the prescribed tests. It is very rare indeed that no test at all is 
fulfilled by anyone tribe. The Majhwar and some Nats, Musa.har and Habura 
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_and the settled Doms utilize the services of Brahmans and do not eat beef; the 
Onamar is as muoh 01 a Hindu by religion as he is allowed to be; the Bhangi, 
though outside the pale, oan manage to get some sort of Brahman to do small 
-services for him, or at all events says he can, which shows that he would if he 
could; the only tribes mentioned who fulfil no test at all are the Korwa, a tiny 
little tribe, and the Doms. Whether reckoned as Hindu or Hinduiz-;ed or non
Hindu, there is very little doubt that there is not a tribe or caste in the province 
which would not be strict Hindu in all essentials if it was allowed to be so. 

There is no known instance in recent times where any non-Hindu has been 
converted to Hinduism. Hinduism never takes in new converts openly: there is 
always the fiction that thEY have been Hindus all through. There may be excep
tions to this rule in other provinces, but I know of none in this. The only back
door into Hinduism is via Aryaism, and the Aryas will convert anybody, not 
excepting Christians and Muhammadans: but how far Aryas in general and these 
Arya converts in particular are looked on as Hindus proper is uncertain. This is 
a matter which will. be mentioned again when considering the Arya religion. 

157. Hindu sectarianism.--In alll'eligions the theory invariably differs from 
the practice, the standard set up from the standard attained. As regards the 
second point, a religion at first always sets up a higher standard than those of the 
religions which it supersedes: but in process of time religion becomes little more 
than hereditary oustom (there are hundreds of men who would never think of 
being married anywhere but in church, who go to church at no other time) : and 
such influenoe as it has on the lives of its followers is a matter of ritual rather than 
faith. If the religion retains any vitality at all, seots will arise to purge it of its 
impurities and revive the waning enthusiasm of its followers. In Hinduism such 
revivalist seots have been no less common than in other religions. 

The first point made above, that theory differs from practice, is immensely 
important. In the first plaoe the praotice of any ohuroh always overlays its theory 
with a mass of foreign aocretions. At some point in the progress of a conquering 
religion it has invariably to compromise with the religions it has conquered, if it is 
to proceed any further. I have already referred incidentally to this: for examples 
the reader is referred to Dr. Frazer's " Golden Bough," volume 5 . It is this faot 
whioh explains the mass of animistic beliefs and rites, the legions of gods and 
godlings which are found in Hinduism. These accretions are no more essential to 
Hinduism than the mariolatry and th e hagiolatry of Southern Europe is to 
Christianity. But though in considering Hinduism it is important not to overlook 
its praotical side, yet for the purposes of classifioation and of a olear oomprehension 
of its real radical beliefs, its theoretioal side must not be underrated. 

But when we turn to consider the theory of a religion, a further distinction 
must be drawn. That theory, as laid down in sacrec1 books, and understood by the 
educated and the thoughtful among its adherents, is usually very different to the 
theory as understood by that great majority of its adherents, whioh is either 
uneducated or thoughtless . In Hinduism this distinction is all the more clea.rly 
brought out because its theory is so abstruse, and the uneduoated and thoughtless 
among its members form such an enormous majority; but it exists in all religions. 

The prinoiples of theoretioal Hinduism have been discussed again and again, 
and all students will be familiar with them. I do not propose to repeat them at 
any length: but for convenience sake a summary of them may be given. The 
growth of Hinduism has had the following stages :-

(1) Ved£sm, an unsettled nature-worship, in whioh natural forces are 
personified, and clothed with human attributes. It is generally polytheism pure 
and simple. Though it is frequently asserted that the Vedio conoeption of the 
Godhead is monotheism, there is perhaps only one verse which supports this 
vIew:-

" To what is one, sages give many a title; 
They call it Agni, Yama, Matariswan." 

The significant" it " shows that though this may be mOnIsm it is scarcely 
monotheism. Max Muller has called the worship of the Vedas "katheno
theism" ; which means that the deity which is for the time being invoked is for 
the moment the only deity. Each in turn is absolutely the highest, absolutely 
independent, and absolutely divine. But as a matter of faot kathenotheism is 
merely a particular type of polytheism, for though ea0,h god in turn may be called 
the highest, all the others are always there. 
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('2) Brcth 'nanism which merges all the Vedic nature-deities into a universal 
spirit (Brahmu) which when manifested as a personal creator is Brahma. This of 
course is pantheism. 

(3) .Ifinduisn is Brahmanism" run to seed and spread ont into a confused 
.tangle of divine personalities and incarnations", from which however three emerge 
pre-eminent- Brahma, Siva, and Vishnu. They are all equally manifestations of 
Brahma the universal spirit, but they are also more : for they are separate personal 
deities. Hinduism's chief characteristic is theism, but with constant lapses into 
pantheism. Hinduism in this form is followed by the Sm:trta section of Hindus 
and by practically nobody else . Brahma, it ma,y be m entioned, is totally n eglected; 
though the Smartas profess to vmrship al1 these manifestations on the same 
level, they have a tendency to put Siva in the first place. Hinduism itself is 
usually divided into five sect s - Saivas, Vaishnavas, Saktas, Ganpa,tyas, and Sauryas. 
'Of these two alone, the fir st two, R,re now sectarian and th o ]a,st three are 
also uncommon in this province. It will suffice to consider the first two cases. 
And in the first pL-1ce it is necessary to explain what is meant by a Hindu 
sect. A sect usually implies a definite body of persons who are severed from 
the orthodox body of their religion because they hoW some heterodox opinion. 
The one creed which may be held to be orthodox in Hinduism is that which 
regards the highest doities as finit e beings, destined ultimately to be absorbed in 
the universal spirit Brahma. And in that sense Saiva and Vaishnava are 
undoubtedly unorthodox inasmuch as they exalt each his favourit e personal deity to 
the position of:tn et ernal, supreme and self-existing god. Bllt they constitute 
to-day the very" warp and woof" of Hinduism: they are vastly more numerous 
than the orthodox Smarta party: and moreover there are a very great number of 
Hindus who follow Saivism and Vaishnavism without ever havin g been initiated 
into those sects . The term" sect" therefore as applied to Saivlsm and Vaishnavism 
is misleading: it m eans no lTlOre than "section," of SiYcIJ worsbippors and 
Vishnu worshippers respectively. The sub-seets found in each aro far more 
truly sectarian in nature. 

(4) S~/.ivism exalts Siva to the position of a snpreme being, infinite, eternal and 
ex~mpt from subjection to the law of ultimate :tbsorptioH into the universal spirit. 
It "identifies him with Brahll1i't as well as Brahma, with the AtmR,n and Maya of 
the Vedanta philosophy, with the. Plll'usha, and Prakriti of the Sankhya system, 
with the mal e and female genera,t ive energies operating in the nniyorse, with every 
conceivable force and form in n:tture". It is not pantheism, for Siva is a personal 
god: it is theism. But it is based on and directly springs from tho pantheism of 
Brahmanic thought; and at times it is not easy to distinguish the two. 

(5) Vaishnavisrn exalts Vishnu to the position which Siva holUs in the Saiva 
system, and regards him in much the same way. It is therefore like Saivism a 
form of theism, even of monotheism. But there are certa,in differences. Saivism 
no doubt recognizes a single, et ernal, personal god: but it is R, severe and cold 
system. It inculeates reverence, fear, worship. Yaishnayislll postulates not 
only a personal god but personal devotion to him (bha.(jh), it incnl()ates faith rather 
than reverence, love mther than fear, Cl evotion rather than \vol'ship. In a word. 
Vishnu is much closer to the hearts of his worshippers tban Siva can ever be to 
his. And Professor Monier-Williams is doubtless righ t in decbring that it is the 
one real 1·e.'igion of the Hindus, since l'eligi.on implies duvotiol1 . 

Such then is the theoretical Hinduism in its various aspects \yhich .is laid 
down in the many Hindu sacred books, which is held by the cc1ucatcc1 and the 
thoughtful. It can be c1escribed in all its threo forms as it stands to-day as theism 
which in the case of 3, few is polytheism, in the case of the vast m8Jjority is 
Inonotheism, but alwa,ys theism with pcrs'mal gods. Owing ho\Yl~ycr to its origin 
in Brahmanism, it is liable to lapse into pantheism (save perhaps in the case of 
the Vaishnava doctrine). But this does not complete the S1llTCY of the" theoreti
cal " beliefs of the Hindu people. 

(6) Paramcshwar-wurship.--Evcry Hindu, however uneducated, however low 
his other beliefs may be, has some conGeption of a supreme personal god called 
by many names, but most cornmonly Parameshwar . Mr. Burn emphasized the 
universality of this belief in 1901 : I n eed not add to his arguments. The Hindu 
who is a Saiva or a Vaishnava has no r eal place for Parameslnvar . in his religious 
ideas, and would probably explain his presence by saying he was Siva or Vishnu . 

. According to the Puranic philosophy, Parameshwar is the nn1\'l'l's:t1 spirit when 
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manifested as a personal god, who, according as he is dominated by activity (rajas), 
goodness (scutvCt) or apathy (turnas), is separated into the divine personalities 
Brahrria, Siva and Vishnu. rrhis however is merely stated to explain his relation 
to them: for it is a recondite theory which does not trouble the ordinary Paramesh
war worshipper. To hill1 Parameshwar is a supreme personal god, who Inade the 
world, who is pleased by good and displeased by evil deeds, but much too exalted 
to trouble about mundane affairs. If the Hindu is not professedly a Saiva or a 
Vaishnava he "\vill look on Siva and Vishnu as on the whole subordinate to him, 
though much more valuable helpers in times of trouble. Still, n ebulous as his idea of 
Parameshwar may be, it makes of him at bottom a monotheist. But it is to some 
extent wrong to say that he " worships" Parameshwar. He mayor may not repeat 
his name in the morning, and occasionally he has the Sat .ZVa?'cJ,Lan Katka recited in. 
his honour: but that is all. It is a waste of time to importune a god with prayer 
and sacrifice when his attitude is one of suave aloofness: and the Hindu reserves his 
attentions for the minor gods and godlings. Of these I need say nothing, for their 
nature and worship was fully described by Mr. Burn in 1901 : but the result is 
that Hinduism, which at bottom is in almost every case monotheism (the sole 
exception is the Smarta doctrine), has been branded as the most coniplete poly
theism in the world. 

To elucidate tbis position I a m tempted to suggest a parallel, all the more so as a very 
well-known memi,er of the Chur~h :Mission Society in conversation brought it forward indepen
dently. The Hilldu looks on Parameshwar an d his godlings in their l'elations to him and 
to each other much as tile French peasant looks on "Le IJon Dieu" and the saints. "Le bon 
Dicu" is comtantly on the lips d the Frer;ch peasants, but they know of Him yery little 
more than the Hindus know of Parameshwar and they look on Him in precisely the same way : 
th.ey seldom pray to Him directly, and in the matter of ceremonial He is much on a pal' with 
Bis saints: 101' instance, He has hit! own feast day, tbe Fete Dieu. But e\-ery day they pray 
to the saints. Each French peasant, like most Hindus, has an Ishfa, Devatu , or favourite 
tutelary godling, in his name saint, whom he considers to be his special guardjan. Quentin 
Durward says of the town St. Quentin "Methinks were I dwelling there, my holy pa.tron 
would keep some lookout for me: he ha,.; not so many named after him as you!' more popular 
saints": and Ihut is still exactly the attitude of the peasant to his name saint Again, just 
u.s ma.ny godlings are animistic fetishes or ghosts ill a Hindu dress, so many of these saints 
~elong l~ their origin to a forgotten Celtic or Roman barbarism (the reader is referred· for 
lOstances tu Hartland's "Primitiye Paternity," volume I, chapter II): I have myst'lf se2n a 
Celtic cromlech Ht Dol in Brittany which was turned into a Christian monument and used as a 
pla.ce of worship by the simple addition of a cross on i.ts snmmit. Morellver jnst as Vishnu 
is worshipped mostly in a particular incarnatioo-R'lma the hero. or the inhnt Krishna (the 
lattel' especially by women)-so too Christ ii worshipped chiefly in two for ll18, as crucified or 
as an infant (a.lso chiefly by women). AlJd it appears quite probable that the gr eat popularity 
of the worship of the female halves of these gods in the persons of their consorts, Parbati 
(Durga or Kah) and Lachhmi (Sita or Rukmini), is comparahle t,o the similar popularity of 
the Virgin Mary. Thtl parallel is close and could be carried further: but if Christianity is not 
regarded as polytheism in spite of these practices, then the underlying monotheism of Hinduism 
shl)uld not be forgotten because of the polyLheism which hides it. 

It has been said above that Hinduism though" branded a s polythei"m " is "at bottom" 
monotheism. This must Dot be supposed to imply that Hindnism is not polytheism: the over
statement is necessary to bring out the essentIal difference between its theory and its practice, 
but it is an overstatement none the less. In a complete view of Hinduism, theory and prac
tice cannot be divorced, but merely distinguished. Similarly the parailel of the French peasant 
is not an exact parallel because whatever his practice is his creed is clear" I am the Lord Thy 
God: thou !'halt have none other God8 but Me." lVlax lVliiller's term " henotheism" seems to fit 
the case of the Hindu who believes in a supreme God, but also in a multitude of other Gods, 
and perhaps the dIstinction betWtell Hinduism and the Christianity of the peasants of Latin 
races may be expressed thus-that Hinduism is henotheism in theory and polytheism in prac
tice, whilst the other religion is monotheism in theory and polytheism in practice. I am 
tempted to add that neither the Hindu's nor the peasant's chance of understanding the 
theory of his religion is improved by the fact that the theory is hidden in the obscurity of a 
classical language ; the Hindu has to do his best with Sanskrit mantras, the French peasant with 
a La.tin c't'edo. There is a distinct difference between a c1'cdo and a creed. 

158. The idea of Salvation in Hinduism.- There is however a point on which 
Hindus of various persuasions differ widely, and that is the question of salvation and 
what it means. The usual view taken of Hindu salvation is that it spells mere re
absorption into the universal spirit- which in fact amounts to no more than annihila
tion, since all identity is completely lost, and the self is merged in the absolute self. 
But when man begins by believing in an absolute self he generally ends, in the 
phrase of Bradley, by "calling it god because he cannot think what the devil else 
it can be " : and once he has obtained for himself a personal god his idea of salvation 
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is also bound to change. That one personal identity should be m erged in another 
personal identity is unthinkable: man may live in a future life with god, but he 
cannot live in him. And so it has been with the Hindus. 

Salvation in every religion is its chief good, the s'Ummv.,rn UOnUYH which it 
offers to its adherents. In Sanskrit the word is « moksha " or « mukt,i" both meaning 
"literation" or " emancipation," i.e. of the soul from earthly existence and the 
sufferings of transmigration. The idea is foreign to the Vedas. '1'he Vedic poets 
had consciousness of sin but personal existence to them "vas not an unbearable 
evil: indeed they feared death and desired long life :-

"May they (t h e living ) survive a hund.l'e:llcn gthened a,uLurnns, 
And lllly they bury deJ, th beneflth th iS ffi(mnLain." (R ig. XIS.) 

But dea th must come at last, and after death the Vecbs look fonvard to !1J new 
and better life in the kingdom of Yama, whom we s]la11 meet again, - the "lurid worlds 
full of light," which so closely r esemble other ancient notions of Heaven, the Rlysian 
fields of the Greeks, the Valhalla of the Scandinavians, the Paradise of Muhammad,. 
where the pleasures ar o simply livelier and more continuous editions of worldly 
pleasures. In the Upanishads, Paradise is the Brahma-VVorlc1--- ', one undif
ferentiated ocean (of existence), in which is no room for individual existence," and 
aU personal differences are abolished. Its ch ief good is deliverance from the povver 
of-death, or immortality: but the state of the individual sonl in that world is some
what indistinct. Sometimes it appears to be merely the union of one person with 
another person: the wise man "when he has become god, goes to the gods ,. 
(Brihadr. Up . IV, 1). More often the theory is ubviously one of complete 
absorption in the" Brahma," which amounting as it docs to the negativo bliss of 
emancipation from death and transmigration pIns the absence of self-consciousness, 
is no better than annihilation. r1'his is worked out to its logical conclusion 
in the Brahmanic philosophy and salvation is definitely ca,llec1 "nin'ccna " or 
extinction, i.e. of the soul, which is merged in the impersonal Bmhma. Whatever 
the details of the theory, this central principle always remains. No dOll bt there 
are according to the description of Sankaracha,rya, various gmdcs of bliss: th e 
pious man obtains al:sVa?'Yu, (heavenly glory, of which we need only say th~Lt it 
consists in the fulfilment of all worldly wishes) in 011 8 of three different states 
of salvation-sal ll lc,lla (dwelling in the same worlc1 with the personal god), s';;,m'ipya 
(dwelling near the personal god), saru'jJya (obtaining the fonn of such a god). But 
these, which are often identified with tIlo Vedic heaven, o,re merely tempomry 
heavens . As soon as the p ious man has received tho full pri ce for his good deeds, 
he must begin t he round of births again. r:I_l be highest final degree or state of 
salvation is sayuiya or union with the Brahma. The 8a,iva a,nd V:~isbnava have 
varied this belief, as was natural with a creed t lULt believos in a sup reme, personal 
god. Each system has its own heaven - that of t) iVH, is called Kai!:=tsa, supposed 
to be in the Himalayas : that of Vishnu is known as Vaikunthn and js gen 8J'ally 
located on the m ythical MOllnt M eru. 'llhc'\ f:=tithfu 1 adherents are transported 
to these heavens, where, safe from future transmign1t ion s, tl1f'Y attain to beatitude, 
which consists, according to the soul 's deserts, in cithor Scdoh;ct , SCl rm pya, or 
SCt1·UPYct,. Slt!fvJya is done away. 

159. The Hindu idea of Hell.- At this stage a brief account may be given of 
the hell in which Hindus at the present day believe. H ell is the kingdom of Yama, 
the god of death, whom we have already met in the Vedas as the king of the Vedic 
Heaven. In the Puranas he loses his kindly, beneficent nature, and becomes 
the judge and punisher of the wicked. His kingdom lies in the south of the sky; 
between it and the earth flows the terrible river Vaitarani, which all departed 
spirits must cross, the Hindu Acheron. Yama however, somewhat inconsistent ly, 
though he punishes the wicked does not reward the good, who escape from his 
power and go straight to Kailasa or Vaikuntha: nor can he avail against the 
power of proper death-bed ceremonies. As soon as the dead sinner has been 
cremated, Yama's messengers hale him to the judgment seat. Ohitra Gupta, the 
recorder of good and evil deeds, produces his balanced account and judgment 
is pronounced accordingly. Once sentenced, the spirit is at once hastened back 
to the place of cremation, there to acquire a body : for without a body it can 
neither enjoy heaven nor suffer the pains of hell. This body is an intervenient 
frame of gross particles, though less gross than those of earth: and is acquired 
by feeding on the pmdas offered for twelve days. On the 13th day it is hurried 
back to hell at the rate of 200 leagues (yojanas) a day, over a road 86,000 leagues 
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long, through fierce heat and icy winds, amid fearful thorns and terrible animals: 
the road in one place is the edge of razors, at another iron spikes: in fact the 
terrors of this road are so great that one wonders what can be left to make hell 
itself more terrible. No furth er description is needed: the most honible sufferings 
imagined by Dante are infantile punishments to the punishments detailed in the 
Garuda Purana. But from there, apparently, the worst of sinners can be saved 
by death-beel ritual and death-bed gifts to Brahmans. Of these ceremonies the 
first and most important stage is to transport the sick man to the nearest sacred 
stream, among which the Ganges is of course pre-eminent. Merely to look on it 
in the death agony keeps Yama's messengers at a distance. If no sacred strea.m 
is available other rites are carried out, which need not be detailed. Mantras from 
the Vedas and Upanishads are repeated during all the ceremonies and hymns to 
Vishnu and SivD! are occasionally recited. "At the last moment the dying man 
is made if possible to repeat the 'taro),a-mant'f'a' or saving text: a formula con
sisting usually in uttering the name of Rama, Narayana, or Hari, or the mantra. 
" Blessed Krjshna is my refuge (81-'ikrishna SarLlnam mama)" Into the funeral 
ceremonies we need not go. 

160. Salvation and its bearing on sect.- I have given the above details 
thus fully because they bear on a theory lately put forward by Sir George Grierson 
which requires examination. He writes :-

". • • 1<_ \'ery Hiudu may be classed ~ithel' as a Vaishnava or a Saiva, though he may not 
know it himself . The religion of every Vaishnava is, though he may not know 
it, based upou monotheism, while the religion of many Saivas is based upon.. . pa.ntheism ... 
Vaislinavism is the daught3r of the old Bhagavata rdigion, which laid stress upon the exis
tence of a kindly personal god, aud strongly denied the' absorption' theory of the soul's salva
tion. To them the soul is eternal a.nd when it is saved it lives for ever near God The few 
Hindus who follow the 'absorption I theory are all Saivas . . . There ur9 millions 
and millions of Vaishnavas, representaiives of the old monotheistic Bhagavatas, who do not 
nominally belong to any sect a.t. all. The old heresy . . . . that Hinduism is at base 
pantheism . .. is only true of the few who are now known as Smartas ..•• 
Everyone who is at all a Vaishnava loathes the idea of Sankara's' Maya' a.nd all the theory 
-of the loss of identity in salvation connected with it." 

. " ... The difference between the two chureht;8 (Vaishnava and Saiva) is that Vaishnavas 
say that Vishnu and Saivas say that Siva is the supreme deity who grantl'l salvat ion or mukti 
... A Hindu's working religion is largely confintld to the things of this world . 
But his lookout for t :le hereafter-his ideas as regards salvation-are un a difterent plane. 
Here he looks to Paramesh,var .. 'To a Hiud_u this P;.Lrameshwar may be juine(lnt 
as regards the things of this life, but he does conL~r 'Yntbkti, a. thing in which every Hindu does 
oe1i8 ,'e heart M,d soul. and for this reason, though ho may not show it, his attitude toward thi:i 
Pal'ameshwar do es colour his whole life . A Vaishnava (sacred) bo ok identifies 
Parameshwar with Vishnu, and a Saiva book identifies him with Si\-a , with in each case 1111 th:J 
i llllJortant consequenees t hat 10110w . . . _ . There is one moment in a man' s life in 
which he and his fIiends are brought into direct contact with the d 8ity from wholll he hop es 
to get mu1cti. T his is the moment when he is at the point of death. 011 · these occasion s, all 
thoughts of minnr dei t ies fade away h3tore the ISupr(;lme nocessity of securing salvati.on to the 
departing sonl, and the dying man hims"if, and his friends around h1s bed, r eitel'attl the Harne 
of the god who to them is the 1'eo,l, supreme god, the giver of mulct;,. At such a moment a 
Vaishnava and his friends call upon Ham and Krishna, or recite the Vaishnava ?]l,u:nCr ,'" while 
a tiiva and his friends call upon Siva or Kali, or recite the Siva mantra .., 
A Vai:;hnava is not a man who worships only Vishnu but a man who identifies ViEhnu with 
the Parameshwal', who d l:"ectly give;; him mu,kti, and a Saiva is not a man who worships only 
Siva, but is a man who identifies Siva with the Parameshwar who directly gives him rnulcti." 

Sir George Grierson's object in writing thus was to suggest a test by which it 
might be discovered whether a man was a Saiva or a Vaishnava, not necessarily as 
avowed sectarian, but at bottom- " though he may not know it himself." And the 
test he suggested was the death-bed 'J/I.c(;ntra. To this I shall return ; at present 
the whole position needs examination. And I may first profitably clear the ground 
by detailing the points in which Sir George Grierson's views agree with the views 
_given above (1). His statements may be summarized thus :-

(1) Every Hindu, whether h e knows it or not, is a Saiva or a Vaishnava. 
(2) Vaishnavism is always ultimately monotheism. Saivism is often ulti

mately pantheism. 
(3) Vaishnavism denies the absorption theory of salvation, and represents 

the soul as living after death et ernally near God (once, of course, it 
has succeeded in conquering knrma). 

(1) Which it ma.y be s" id a rc ta,ken chii3f1y from t,hree b ooKs-l\f onier-Will,a.m's "Brahmamsm ~tnd Hinduism," 
Dilger's" Sa,lval.ion iu Hin.luism .a,nd Ghristill>nity" ,"lid B.. R Lab B .• ijnath's " H induism, Ancient aud Modern." 
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(4) The Hindus who believe in the absorption theory are all Saivas. 
(5) Vaishnavas say that Vishnu, Saivas that Siva gives rnukti. They iden

tify these gods with Parameshwar. It is Parameshwar who gives 
mukti (and consequently, at bottom, every Hindu who believes in 
Parameshwar is a monotheist). 

(6) The god who gives mukti obscures and drives away the thought of all 
other gods when man is at the point of death: and he is then 
appealed to to save the passing soul. 

(7) The mantra then repeated will consequently show whether the man is 
Saiva or Vaishnava." 

Of these points I take the second first. That Vaishnavism is always ulti
mately monotheism, with a kindly personal god, is indubitable. All students agree 
in holding this view; and, as we have seen, Monier-Williams says it is the one true 
religion of India. Lala Baijnath praises it quite as enthusiastically. That Saiv
ism is often ultimately pantheism may perhaps be better stated in the form that 
it is apt to relapse jnto pantheism, for in essence it too is monotheistic. But 
when a god is identified with every force of every kind in nature or in the universe, 
it is not a far step to identify him with nature or the universe as a whole, which 
must lead to an identification with the universal spirit. As regards the third point, 
Vaishnavism certainly denies the absorption theory of salvation; but whether all 
those who believe in that theory are Saivas depends on the view taken of Saivism. 
No doubt those who give Saivism a pantheistic tinge may, perhaps must, believe 
in the absorption theory, for it is a logical corollary of pantheism. But it does not 
follow that all Saivas are either pantheists or believers in the absorption theory, and 
the accepted view is that they are not so; as we have seen, they differ from the 
Vaishnava only in the locality of their heaven and the god with whom they eternally 
dwell. As regards the fifth point, this is undoubtedly true of the professed Vaishnava 
.and Saiva sectarians, and the seventh point will also be true of them. The death
bed mantra to which Sir George Grierson refers would appear to be what Monier
Williams calls the taraka-rnantra. And here it will be well to point out how ex
tremely powerful that mantra is held to be by such sectarians. The Chaitanya 
Vaishnava sect consider that the mere mechanical repetition of Vishnu's name, or 
names, especially Krishna, Narayan or Hari, secures admission to Vaikuntha. Even 
a blasphemous or inimical or accidental mention of that name will suffice, as in the · 
story of the father who had a godless son oalled Narayan. On the son's death
bed, the father involuntarily, and without the remotest intention of invoking the 
god, called out his son's name. This was enough to save the son from the hell 
which he so richly deserved. 

But we can go no further. (1) Because professed sectarians invariably use 
this mantra, it does not follow that every Hindu, who is not a professed seotarian, 
does. ('2) Beoause seotarians identify Vishnu or Siva with Parameshwar, it does 
not follow that the non-seotarian majority, whose monotheism is oonfined to a nebu
lous notion of Parameshwar, identify him with Vishnu or Siva, on the death-bed 
or elsewhere, and oonsequently (3) it does not follow that every Hindu, wittingly 
or unwittingly, is either Saiva or Vajshnava. These are the points that require 
further proof. On all these points inquiries were made from leading Hindus in 
the province, both well educated laymen and priests. The general trend of their 
replies was as follows. The ordinary Hindu layman, with no theological instruc
tion, scarcely knows mukti even by name. If he has a notion of it, it is apparently 
a wrong notion; for he means by it little more than an advantageous reinoarnation. 
N or does he assign it to any particular deity, but to his own actions. 
The Hindu is not a Saiva or a Vaishnava "without knowing it" during life. 
N or does he realize it on his death-bed. And the death-bed rnan:ra would not 
show it if he did, because there is not, in general use, any such thing..as a death
bed mantra. The formula" Ram, Ram" is repeated, as it also is in the funeral 
ceremony in the form "Ram nam satya hai Gaped nam satya hai; satya bolo, 
gatya hai," or some variation of the same. 'These words mean" The name of 
Ram is true; the name of Gopal is true; call him true, this is salvation"; but the 
usual form is " Ram, Ram satya Ram (1)." 

This statement of opinion requires some elucidation. Mukti, as has been 
shown, may be temporary or final. In its final form it amounts to a complete 

(I) But many, I fimcy, misunderstand them; for I have frequently heard the funeral cry in the form" Ram 
Ram, Slta Ram," which involves no statement of belief as "Ram, Ram, satya Ra.m "does but is merely the repetitior{ 
of the names of Ram and his wife. ' 
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emancipation from rebirth. But this is not a form that can be considered to be 
attainable by any but exceptionally pious men. The ordinary "good man" must 
be content with hoping for temporary mukti in the heaven of his partioular creed, 
till he has been paid in full for the goodness of his past life, and it is time for him 
to be born again. On the other hand the bad man can also escape hell (and by 
consequence get some measure of mukt1.) ; so long as his funeral rites are all they 
should be, the god of hell will be disappointed of his victim. Consequently mukti 
is a thing reasonably within the reach of good and bad alike. But the most 
powerful god cannot override the law of karma. The sinner may escape hell, 
but he cannot escape a disadvantageous rebirth; and consequently whilst a Hindu 
need not worry (given a certain amount of cash down to purchase mukti by 
funeral rites) about his life beyond the grave, he is oompelled to think and think 
seriously about his next life on earth. It is not surprising therefore that he 
knows little or nothing about mukti and the reason is simply that he does not 
think about it at all. Nor is it surprising that he should confuse it with an 
advantageous r eincarnation, if he does think about it. To the average Hindu, 
therefore, it is karma and not the pleasure or displeasure of a god which provides. 
the religious " sanction" which dissuades him from evil and persuades him to good. 
In theory it may be a weak sanotion, for a man knows nothing of his former lives, 
and practically therefore it is another person who suffers from his ill deeds. No
body minds running up a bill which somebody else will have to pay. But in 
practice there is no question that it is a real and a powerful sanction; for the 
average Hindu swallows his metaphysics wholesale, and takes them at their face 
value. It is not therefore so much that a Hindu has no, or a wrong notion Of, 
mukti, as that he does not think about it at all. 

But though it seems clear that it is not possible to get at a Hindu's real 
beliefs on the basis of mukt~, it might still be possible that Sir George Grierson's main 
position-that every Hindu is either Saiva or Vaishnava whether he knows it or 
not-is correct. There is no death-bed mantra properly so called in general use; 
but on the other hand, both on the death-bed and at the funeral ceremony,. 
invocations are used by all alike which are distinctly Vaishnava in character (viz. 
the 1I Ram, Ram, satya Ram" invocation). If that be sufficient ground for forming 
a conclusion, then we can only suppose that every Hindu in the province is "at 
heart" a Vaishnava, except such as definitely assert themselves to be Saivas,. 
i.e. the members of Saiva sects, and the unknown but large number who would 
describe Siva as their Ishta Deva; whilst even these have below their professed 
Saivism a strong element of Vaishnava feeling. But is it safe to assume that 
because the words" Ram, Ram" are used on a death bed and Ram is invoked at a 
funeral, that every Hindu is a Vaishnava? The expression" Ram Ram" on these 
occasions and many others (e.g. in the mouth of the disappointed suitor, the 
accused, or the man in pain) is one partly expressive of resignation, partly an 
appeal to the god who alleviates suffering. Now this is precisely Vishnu's 
most important characteristic. Both he and Siva are personal gods, but 
Vishnu is also a lcindly personal god. The very essence of Vaishnavisrn is love and 
devotion, and for a god to be loved he must be lovable. Everybody then who 
uses the expression in this sense has so much of the root of Vaishnavisrn in him; 
and consequently there is some justification for Sir George Grierson's statement that, 
without their knowing it, the population of this province is "sbeeped in Vaishna
vism." Taken as a whole, one of the chief characteristics of the United Provinces 
population is a real and unaffected kindliness; Vaishnavism would certainly appeal 
to them; and if adopted would tend to enhance the very quality which would cause 
its adoption. But no more can be said. Saiva and Vaishnava are technical terms for 
sects with particular beliefs and as such cannot be indefinitely expanded. It is 
impossible to classify all men as one or the other, merely because they behave to a 
certain extent as if they were Saivas or Vaishnavas, without straining the mean
ing of the terms. For the purposes of statistics such a classification would be 
unscientific. But even if it were not, there is no standard of classification avail
able, that anybody could use, let alone a man of the usual intelligence of the 
enumerator. Nor is this surprising. What it is desired to do is to put an persons 
under certain sectarian heads. If a man says he does not belong to any of these 
sects, or (as is more usual) says he does not know to what sect he belongs, it 
becomes necessary to question him about his beliefs on certain cruoial points so as 
to see to what standard he conforms. In such cases two alternatives present 
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th.emaelves: either , man has not thought about the crucial points at arlI,· in 
which , case he cannot be said to possess any beliefs to be classified; or he has 
thought about these crucia.l points and set up a standa.rd of his own, which, 
ea: hypothesi, is not ·tha.t of a.ny of the sects into which it is desired to put him. It, 
amounts to a. classifica.tion of opinions and this is an impossibility because so· 
many , men have no opinions (especially on certain subjects), and of so many more , 
it is true that" qUGt homines, tot sententiae." And , it is all the more impossible , 
in Hinduism because so many Hindus are so uneducated, and religion is so diverse 
and, admits of so many opinions about it. Even in the very small community of 
European Christians in India, where, one may safely assert, everybody is educa
ted;' it would be impossible to allocate to particular denominations those who are 
shown as "Christians undenominational and unspecified" by questioning them 
a.bout their beliefs. An attempt to classify all Hindus by questions of this kind 
was made in 1901 and failed; at this census no such attempt was made. A man 
was asked his sect, and, if he did not know it, was put down as " unspecified." 
In a word the" unspecified" column is inevitable in every classification where the 
thing to be classified is of the nature of opinion. 

161. Hindu sects.-The sectarian figures afford a curious commentary on the 
facts· stated above, especially when compared with those of 1901, which were ob
tained under a different method. In 1901 there were 2,571,232 Vaishnavas ; there 
are only 'l,971,398 at this census of whom 1,768,474 recorded themselves as such 
without giving any sub-sect, which at this census they were not pressed to do. 
There were 13,134 Vaishuavas in the Sta.tes as against 7,676 in 1901. In 1901 
there were 1,290,094 Saivas in British Territory and 41,475 in the States, as against 
1,309,004 in British and 9,146 in States Territory in 1911. The decrease in Saivas 
is small; it may be taken as normal. The decrease in Vaishnavas I do not be
lieve, to be correct, and the explanation is probably as follows. In 1901 a man 
who gave no sect in reply to the enumerator's question was pressed to give one. 
The matter was explained to him, and he was given examples of sects. The 
Or.iental's desire to please would impel him to name a sect; the preference which , 
we ha.ve seen cause to suspect for Vaishnavism would impel him to mention 
some Vaishnava rather than a Saiva sect, and moreover among the examples 
were far more Vaishnava sects than Saiva ones. These tendencies I think would 
be quite enough to artificially increase the Vaishnava figures in 1901, whilst those, 
of 1911 represent the true sectarians only. No Smartas were shown in 1901 in 
Provincial table VI; in 1891 there were 402,981. At this census 131,291 in 
British and 190,765 in States Territory were recorded: of these 44,000 are returned 
in Budaun, 45,000 in Kumaun and 186,000 in Tehri-Garhwal. The figures in 
Kumaun and Tehri-Garhwal are quite intelligible, but the presence of 44,000 

_ Smart as in Budaun is all the more curious that in 1901 it showed 373,000 mono
theists, a figure amounting to over one-sixth of the total number shown in the 
province. This must certainly have been due to some peculiarity of enumeration 
in 1901. 271,309 Saktas are recorded; these too were not shown in 1901 and in 
1891 the figures are not very clear, but over 10 millions worshippers of Devi alone 
(in some form or other) were recorded. Only 3,455 Radhaswamis are shown as 
against 15,315 in 1901. 

Some other entries deserve special mention. There are 8,861 persons who 
showed themselves as Sanatan Dharma, or "orthodox;" but what particular form 
of doxy is in this case to be considered orthodoxy is not clear. The phrase is 
used chiefly in opposition to the Arya Samaj, and in all probability denotes the 
number of persons who were sticklers for the use of a term which was not 
"Hindu." All but 25 are found in the three Western divisions where Aryaism 
is most prevalent, which makes the supposition stronger that they are merely the 
anti~Arya bigots. 2,486 persons recorded themselves as Vedantist-probably merely 
another name for the same class of persons as returned themselves as Sanatan 
Dharma; they were all found in these same divisions. 243 persons recorded them
selves under the name Paramatman or " Great Spirit,!' another name in Vedanta 
philosopher for the neuter Brahma. 2,133 persons, of whom 1,957 were found 
in the Agra division, returned themselves as "Vaidika" ; they too are merely a 
species of the genus which produced such entries as Sana tan Dharma. Three 
persons in Gonda returned themselves as Paramahansa (1), no doubt vainglorious 

(1) The word, I am told by a Sanskrit scholar, means literally" great goose." It has of course an allegorioal meaning, 
but when used as it was in the census schedule oue cannot help thinking that the literal meaning was appropriate. 
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r3etics, since the Paramahansa is a person wholly absorbed in meditating on 
'ahma, and is the narne for the highest degree of perfection. Other important 
.tries were Kalu Baba (44,165), or Kalupanthi, the worshippers of a low caste 
dling, the son of King Solomon and a Kaharin girl who, so the legend says, 
mpelled that uxorious monarch to marry her, and is worshipped chiefly by 
l.hars, Chamars, Gadariyas, and other low castes; Lal Guru, the H indu form of 
11 Beg, the Bhangi's god (40,0'29); whilst interesting as instances of peculiar 
)rships are Miran (68) or 1\-firan Sahib, a magician of Muhammad an extrac
)n who cruelly oppressed a Djinn and was ultimately slain by him, besides 
~rforming other unusual feats, such as fighting after a cannon ball had taken 
f his head; Zahir Pir ('296), alias Guga Pir or Zahir Diwan, a snake god, 
ough how he CaITIe to be connected with snakes is not clear; Bhumia, the earth 
Id, and Bishkarma (Visva Karma), the Puranic arohitect of the universe and the 
,ecial deity of Lohars and Barhais. In all there were 59 sect entries; of these 
~ were Vaishnava, 4 Saiva, whilst the Smarta, Radha Swami and Sakta make 
.ree more. Of othel' entries I have been unable to identify 12. Of the 59 
ltries 23 showed totals under 100, and 45 under 1,000. Twenty entries referred 

an "aninlistic" belief of some kind; I include in that term the worship of 
vel'S, ghosts, saints, godlings, anilllals, &c. In fact the sect returns are more 
~eful as an indication of the enormous range of Hindu beliefs than of anything 
se. Details will be found in a subsidiary table at the end of this chapter. 

162. A r yaism.-rI'he Arya religion is the result of one of the n~ost important 
ovenlents of the past fifty years and has grown more and more important in the 
s t decade. A full description of its tenets and rites was given in the last census 
port, and this I do not propose to repeat. But the subject needs detailed 
eatment frOlD other points of view. 

163. D a yana nd Saraswati, founder of t h e Arya Samai. - Few religions that 
lJd a human founder show Illore clearly than does the Arya religion the ilTIpreSS of 
:; founder's personality. Mul Shanka,r, son of AlTIba Shankar, an officer and land
)lder in Kathiawar, was born at Morvi in that State in 18'24 (or 1827-accounts 
£fer). By caste he was a Brahlnan of tho Audich section, by education no mean 
1nskrit scholar (according to such authorities as Max MUller), and by religious 
?bringinp an orthodox Saiva. From early boyhood he had religious doubts, 
hich ultilnately drove hinl in 1845 to leave horne and beeon~e a sannyasi. Devot
_g hiITIself to yoga or ascetic philosophy, he wandered from teacher to teacher in 
1e purs uit of knowledge. Dayanand Saraswati, as he was now called, studied from 
360 to 1863 under the famous Swami Vijanand Saraswati at Muttra. From 1863 
) 1873 he wandered all over N orthe1'n India, as far west as Bombay and as far 
lJst as Calcutta, pI"C~aching a 1'ef01'111e(1 HinduisIll and disputing with the orthodox. 
[is object was to purge that 1'uligion of its idolatrous impurities; adopting a 
lutheran attit,ude, he ignor ed all that had passed since V cdic tin~es, and went 
iraight to the Vedas for his Teligioll. 

164. The Arya doct rine and ceremonial.- To Mr. Burn's description of the 
rinciples of that r eligion (pa1'agraphs 8'2-3 of the Census Report of 1901) I need 
id nothing, and give, fOl' convenionce, but the briefest recapitulation of it. God 
regarded as a p ersonal creator- all true, all knowledge .. incorporeal, almighty, 

lSt, merciful, unbegotten . . unchangeable. . all pervading . immortal 
. . . and the cause of the universe. He alone is to be worshipped. With God 

['e two other eternal substances- spirit (or the soul) and Prakriti, the material cause 
t the universe; creation was a l.'earrangement of Prakriti. The soul is distinct 
'om God- it is an eternal substance, endowed with consciousness and the capacity 
)r pleas ure, pain and knowledge. The Vedas are so much more than inspired 
Jriptures that they are actually the knowledge of God Himself and oonsequently 
::; eternal as He. The Bhagavatas and Puranas are" mythology, religious com
lies, novels, Iuysteries or miracles." The Brahmans, Upanishads and other 
mritis are not inspired works, but have such value as attaches to antiquity and 
J.e wisdom of their authors. Salvation (moksha) is won by good deeds; it is a 
:)1nporary emancipation £rOITI hun~an existence and its troubles, exchanged for a 
Jate of existence with God. r_rhe law of karma is an Arya tenet; luan is free as 
3gards his actions, but cannot alter their results. The slaughter of kine is 
)rbidden on account of the utility of the animal. Such, with certain moral 
Iaxims of an altruistic nature, are the u~ain dogmas of the Aryan creed. Its 
ltual (vide paragraph 83 of Report, 1901) is simple; to the account given by 
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Mr. Burn (lac. cit.), I need only add the frequent religious services, where bhajans 
or hymns are sung and Vedic recitations and religious addresses delivered. The 
keynote of the whole is simplicity; and it has been said that its very simplicity 
results in the absence of any sort of spiritual fervour or religious zeal, but this is a 
statement that needs a good deal of qualification. That, with many persons, it is 
true, is regretfully admitted by leaders of the Arya Samaj themselves; that it is 
true of all cannot be maintained. 

The claim. of the Arya religion to be a pure revival of ancient Vedism is 
untenable. Despite the Sanskrit scholarship for which Max Muller vouches, 
Dayanand's interpretations of the holy books arc accepted by no scholar, whether 
of the west or the east, outside the Arya SarYla,j, and llla,ny of those interpreta
tions can only be described as n"lore ingenious than ingenuous . Some of its chief 
tenets are indubitably non-Vedic, such as the law of karma and. the prohibition 
against the slaughter of kine. There is an obvious and serious contradiction 
between the idea of a lYlerciful god and the law of k a rma. In the words of Mr. 
Baillie in 1891, the Arya religion is" founded on the divine authority of books 
which do not bear the interpretation attached to them by it; it r evives in the 
worship of the Supreme Oreator the long forgotten ritual of a tribe of worshippers 
of the forces of nature." But the cause of these contradictions is clear enough. 

Dayanand wished to reform Hinduism, but it was on particular lines. H e 
was not merely a religious zealot; he was also a patriot, and though it would be 
unfai.r to say that with hin"l religious reform was a mere m eans to national 
reform, there can be no doubt that he had both ends in view. Hinduism was 
to be reformed into, or replaced by, a religion that could be a national religion. 
That the Arya movement has this patriotic side is indubitable and is indeed 
admitted (1). And for this purpose it was necessary that Hindus could accept 
it, yet remain in all essentials Hindus. This explains these compromises and their 
resultant contradictions; without the prohibition against cow-killing, for instance, 
Aryaism would have quickly become anath81na to all Hindus. In part it also 
explains the truistic nature and vagueness of the ten articles of the Arya faith 
(these will be found given in full at pages 188-9 of the Report of 1891). But when 
all criticisms are made, the fact remains that this religion rests on scriptures of 
antiquity and high reputation, possesses a definite creed, teaches doctrines of a 
bold and masculine type, and is free from the formlessness and indefiniteness of 
lIindu polytheism on one side and the weak eclecticislYl of such reformed sects as 
the Brahmo San"laj on the other. It has had llloreover the courage of its convic
tions in more than one illlportant direction. Though at first doubts were expressed 
whether it would live, it has not only lived but nourished. There is no doubt that 
it is the greatest religious IYlOVen"lent in India of the past half century, and no 
reason for dissenting from Mr. Baillie's classification in 1891 of its founder as one 
of " the great teachers who have been produced by a sense of the need fOl' action 
against the gross idolatry of the masses of the Hindu people." 

165. Organization and Propaganda.-Dayanand founded the first branch of 
the Arya Samaj at Bombay in 1875. When he died in 1883 there were over 
300 branches in the Punjab and the United Provinces. By his will he constituted 
the Paropkarini Sabha at Ajmer, and left all his wealth to it, with the injunction 
that it should be spent on the publication of the Vedas, Vedangas, and commen
taries on then"l, on the preaching of the word and the maintenance and education 
of orphans. It is still the central organization of the Arya community. In 
each province there is a Pratinidhi Sabha cOlnposed of delegates from each local 
sabha. In this province it was located at Meerut from 1886 to 1897, at Morad
abad till 1907, and it is now at Agra. Its funds are raised by subscriptions; 
each Arya is supposed to and most do give one-hundredth of their incOllle to 
their local sabha, who contribute one-tenth of such subscriptions to the Pratinidhi 
8abha. The central sabha of this province is said to control 260 branches, 
73 updeshaks (or missionaries), 5 gurukuls and 53 pathshalas besides honor
ary lecturers and trained choirs. Ever since 1897 " V eda Prachar" or mis
sionary teaching has been the chief means of propagandism, The updeshaks 
are always moving about the province, preaching (especially at large fairs) and 
inspecting local branches Qf the Arya Samaj. The majority of converts are from 
Brahmanic Hindus: but especial efforts are directed to the reconversion of 
oonverts from Hinduism to Ohristianity or Islam, whilst persons who are 

(') " (The Arya Samaj and its Detractor;; ; a ViudiCJ.tion, " by Munshi RlIoma. !loud RaUlSlo Dev<lo, pa.ge 30.) 
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Christians or Muhammadans by birth are also occasionally converted. At least 
two persons of European parentage have in the last few years become Aryas ; of 
such Muhall1madan converts I have myself known at least one case, and other& 
have occurred. 'There is a society affiliated to the Arya Samaj which is known 
as the Rajput Shudahi Sabha, which has as its chief object the reconversion of 
Muhammadan Rajputs to Hinduism, 'I:1"d the Arya Samaj. On a single day 370 
ouch Rajputs were converted to AI'yaism : the officiating priests were all Brahmans 
of the Salllaj. In three years (between 1907 and 1910) this society claims to have 
conveI·ted 1,052 Muhammadan Bajputs. . 'I'he samaj also maintains a certain 
number of orphanages-in many ways excellent institutions, as most of their 
scholastic institutions are; here hovvever they are mentioned as another means 
whereby the samaj increases its nUll1bers. In brief the organization is probably 
the most complete thing of its kind in India, and the propaganda are canied out 
in the nwst thorough and systematic way. 

166. Social reforms.-It is on the social side that the samaj has done its 
best and most progressive work, and this work takes several fOTIns. There is, firstlY7 
its attitude to caste. Though this in theory is clear cut, the practice of the 
samaj in the 11latter is less easy to define. The 7th article of the Arya faith 
bids the Arya treat all men with love and justice, a clear hit at the caste system; 
for the high caste man treats the low caste man with nothing approaching love 
and as little justice, should their interests conflict, as he dares. But the Arya 
position on the matter of caste has also been laid down by Dayanand in unmis
takeable terms in his published vyorks. The Aryas acl{nowledge the existence 
of the four castes of Manu, but hold that not birth alone, but occupation, method 
of life and knowledge (of the Veaas) determines caste. Caste in this sense is 
llot caste but class; the castes are merely social divisions based on personal 
characteristics and attainments. 'I he consequences of this theory are far reaching. 
Sudra can become Kshatriya or Brahman; as Dayanand is said to have told 
a Christian missionary, he too could become a Brahman if his acts were those 
of a Brahman. But to act up to such a view would be impossible, for cOlnplete 
ostracism froTti Hindu society wouJd immediately result and the samaj's very 
existence vvould be imperilled. The position is again one that demands a C0111-
promise. At present the fact appears to be that a high caste convert does not 
give up his caste and all it in1plies, whilst a low caste convert sometimes does
w~en he dal'€S; all of .course can clain1 the proud title of Arya (noble) if they 
WIsh to. More than thIS would be too n1uch to expect and the samai so far 
follows its convictions that it does not hesitate to convert Christians and Muhanl
madans, who jf lately converted to those religions from Hinduism are outcastes 
and if Christians or MuhammaClans by birth, then something worse than out: 
ca,stes. In other matters connected with caste however, the san1aj has done 
nluch nlOre. It bas strong and very sound views against child marriage. That 
it acts up to theln is shown by the very small number of Arya women (263 in 
all) under ten who are marrieo, as shown in the census returns: what few are 
found may well be accounted for by conversion occurring after the child was 
already married. The expenses on weddings al'e curtailed. Widow renlarriage is 
countenanced and encouraged. Occasionally, though not yet very comnl0nly 
instances of mixed marriages between caste and caste occur. In the matter of 
fcod the tendency is to relax the Hindu restrictions till they are little more than 
such as would be dictated in any case by common sense. High caste men are 
actually told by Dayanand to employ low caste servants, since cooking is bad 
for the bl'ain, and in practice the vegetarian party, at all events, does employ 
such men as cooks, so long as they are not the lowest of the low. Nor do Aryas 
of different castes object to eating at the same table, though they do not eat from 
a common dish. 

Secondly, they are far beyond the mass of other Indians in the 11latter of 
education both male and _ fenlale. The samajes of this province, as has been 
stated already, control 5 gurukuls and 29 pathshalas for boys alone and 24 for gil·ls . 
The gurukul system was fully describedin the Census Report of 1901, and seems 
to be in many respects, such as the severity and simplicity of the regime, and 
the thoroughness of the education imparted, the counterpart of the old Jesuit 
seminaries. There are gurukuls at Farrukhabad, Budaun, Jwalapur, Sikandr
abad and Bisali in Muzaffarnagar besides the great gurukul at Rangri near Hard
war (which I believe is under the Paropkarini Sabha); it now contains 245 
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'v~'d'!:iarthis (students) as against 53 in 1902 when it was opened. A maIn object 
of these gurukuls is to produce updeshaks. 

There is yet a third direction in which the samaj's proceedings have, 
though perhaps somewhat indirectly, made for social advance. A great need 
in India, especially among the educated classes, is for freer social intercourse. 
The Indian home in the absence of fenlale education is not a very intellectual 
milieu; and as an Indian police officer of wide experience once said to me, men, 
especially young men, of intelligence have to find such a milie'"w elsewhere, and 
are apt to look for it, in default of better, in the . houses of the city courtesans, 
nluch as the Athenians looked for it in the society of the hetairae. The dangers 
of this are obvious. Of late the institution of Indian social clubs in many large 
plaoes has done much to supply this want; and the Arya Samaj meeting house, 
which is found in most places where a sabha exists and serves the purposes alike 
of social club, religious meeting place, and local headquarters, also has done much 
in the same direction. 

167. The samaj and politics.- Long ago the samaj was charged with being 
a luere political society with objects and opinions of a dubious character; and 
of late the charge has again been made, and with greater insistence. The heads of 
the charge seenl to be three,-firstly, that many prominent Aryas are politicians 
with opinions not above suspicion; secondly, that the samaj strongly supports the 
gaurakhshini movement; and thirdly, that the sanlaj grossly attacks other religions. 
. As regards the first allegation, it is doubtless true. The Arya Samaj has 
many politicians of good and bad repute in its ranks; in one case a whole sabha 
was arraigned as being a political body with disloyal objects. There is no doubt 
too that updeshaks, finding their village audiences unable to digest Dayanand's 
philosophy, sometimes take the line of least resistence and turn to political catch
words as a substitute. And occasionally emissaries masquerade as emissaries of 
the Arya Samaj, when they are not so, or at most are emissaries of a particular 
politician who is also an Arya Samajist. There is of course no doubt whatever 
that the samaj doctrine has a patriotic side, as mentioned above. The Arya 
doctrine and the Arya education alike "sing the glories of ancient India," 
and by so doing ar0118e the national pride of its disciples, who are made to feel 
that their country's history is not a tale of continuous humiliation. Patriotism 
and politics are not synon~mous, ?ut the .arousing of an interest in national affairs 
is a natural result of arOUSIng natIOnal prIde. MOl'eover, the type of Illan to WhOlU 
the Arya doctrine appeals is also the type of man to whOln politics appeal, viz. the 
educated nlan who desires his country's progress, not ultra conservative with the 
ultra conservatism of the east but to a greater or less extent, rerum no'carum 
cupidus ct capax. It is not therefore surpl'ising that there are politicians among 
the Arya Sam.aj. But it is impossible to deduce. from this that the Arya Samaj 
as a whole is a political body. From the first th(~ samaj has consistently affirnled 
that it is not concerned with POJjtjCR, haR hid down this principle in various rules. 
has discouraged its mer.llbers from taking pl1rt in thp,Trl , [LIlll dis::1vow8(1 their actions 
in express terms when they needed disavowal. Of late (1910) Pandits :lYlunshi 
Ranl and RaIn Deo have published ,1, book entitled C( The Arya S~1maj and its 
detractors," which is a vindic::Ltion of the samaj from this charge and developes, 
I think with success, the arguments I have stated above. The position indeed 
is that the tree has been judged by its fruits, the society by the actions of its 
members. That tho judgment, whether right or wrong, is at all events natural is 
shown by the p~1ins the samaj's true leaders, viz. its religious leaders, take to 
disprove it, but it nevertheless seems to me absolutely necessary that a distinction 
should be drawn b etween the action of the samaj as a whole and the action of 
its individual melllbers or, to go to the utmost length, of its individual sabhas 
(though the attitude of most sabhas, as of the central sabha, has always been 
correct). In 1901 Mr. Burn wrote " that Aryas are also politicians is true, but 
that they are so because they are Aryas is a proposition in the highest degree 
doubtful." Ten years later, there seoms no need to alter this opinion, save that 
one may perhaps safely put it in even less undecisive terms; and also add the 
rider that "Aryaism of its very nature appeals to lTIen to whom politics will also 
appeal and turns out a stamp of man who is likely to take SOIue interest in 
nation~l affairs." But having said so much, no nlore can be said. The samaj as a. 
whole is not a political body, all Aryas are not politicians, and those Aryas that are 
politicians have not neeessarily opinions that lead to or connote disloyalty. 
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The connection of the Arya S(:f,maj with the gaura1chshini luovement is a 
trifle obscure. Mr. Burn in 1901 made clear the reasons why Dayanand originally 
took the matter up. Desirous to reconcile Hindu orthodoxy by showing that 
Aryaism could sympathize with one of the strongest of Hindu religious feelings, 
he wrote a book that supported the protection of kine on economic grounds. It 
was in fact his most famous compromise with Hinduism and one with far reaching 
consequences. But his followers have scarcely the same cogent reasons as their 
master. Hinduism with long use has beconle, as usual, comparatively tolerant, to 
the extent even of claiming Aryas as a sect of Hindus when it suits them. Osten
sibly the Aryas advanoe the same arguments for their activity in this cause as 
Dayanand did; consistency would permit them to advance no other; but those 
arguments are Bcarcely such as would convince, much less arouse enthusiasm in 
any intelligent man. It is probable that their advocacy of the movement is due 
to a combination of causes. The Aryas have not made the cardinal mistake other 
sects have made, of deifying their founder; but so great is their reverence for him 
that any legacy he left is regarded as well nigh sacred. Again, in their missionary 
work, the cry of cow protection must still be a useful argument to persuade the 
Hindu convert, especially the uneducated villager. And, finally, there are Aryas 
and Aryas, and though the better educated luay substitute" protect" for" worship ", 
the less educated probably keep after conversion a lurking reverence for the animal 
as a sacred object. The habits of thought of generations are not shed in an 
instant. The sum of the matter is that though the gaurak,hshini movement in 
unscrupulous hands is a political weapon, and too often is used merely as such, 
yet with the majority of its Hindu adherents it is still a religious matter pure and 
simple. With some Arya adherents it may be also a matter, almost unconsciously, 
of religion; but whatever their reasons for supporting it, it is impossible to suppose 
that they are all insincere and unscrupulous in that support. Doubtless some 
Aryas use it as a political weapon, but the sanlaj as a whole does not, nor do all 
Aryas who advocate it. None the less, the samaj's connection with the 
gaurakhshini movelnent has undoubtedly been a powerful argument in the hands of 
those who brand them as a political association; and the cause is chiefly that is 
impossible to believe that the economic grounds they ad vance for that connection 
are their real grounds. 

That the attitude of the Arya Saluaj to other religions is often objectionable 
cannot, unfortunately, be denied. Dayanand in his published works attacked them 
with rabid vituperation and subsequent Arya authors have followed his lead and 
occasionally outdone him. Even the most temperate sin in this respect. In one 
authoritative Arya book which I have perused there is a chapter purporting 
to show that Dayanand was no worse in this respect than other writers. The 
chapter is a long series of quotations; and the quotations are of two kinds-either 
from works of professed opponents of the religion referred to, or from standard 
historical works. As regards the former it is sufficient to point out that if the 
thing is wrong, reiteration of the offence will not excuse it; as regards the second, 
the dispassionate criticism by historians of the actions of the adherents of a reli
gion is on a totally different plane to the passionate criticism by religious opponents 
of the tenets and doctrines of that r eligion. The truth simply is that the Aryas, 
as Mr. Burn pointed out in 1901, study a religion only in t~e works of its oppo
nents ; and even making all allowances for the odium theologwum which has seldom 
failed to distinguish and invariably to disfigure religious controversy in all times, 
one is compelled to assert that the Aryas go too far. 

The matter touches the question of politics however only at one point, and 
that is how far the Arya Samaj in attacking Christianity can be said to attack 
the British Government. It seems certain that the Arya Samaj do fear the 
spread of Christianity (1). 'I'here is no question that Dayanand feared it; his 
objections to the Brahmo Samaj, for instance, were based on its cordial r elations 
with that religion. And he feared it, in part, because he considered that the 
adoption or adaptation of any foreign creed would endanger the national feeling 
he wished to foster. But no more than this can be said. There seems no 
reason to bold that Dayanand in attacking Christianity had any thoughts 
of attacking the British Government. And if he and his followers attack 

(1) Christian missionaries also fea.red the sa.ma.J; at all events 25 years ago. I have read an old tr_Lct by c. Christian 
missionary on the Sama.j which differs from Arya. a,ttacka on Christianity only in the degree of i1s violence, llotinnatur6 
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Christianity, they attack Hinduism and Islam also, and in the latter case, at all 
events, with no less virulence. That Christianity and Islam have been marked 
down by the samaj as the special objects of its assaults is simply explained by 
the fact that both these religions are proselytizing religions and as such specially 
dangerous. However objectionable the forn~ of these attacks, it does not appear 
that the samaj as a whole is actuated by other than religious motives in making 
them, though of course it is highly probable that some of its members have an 
ulterior and political motive as well. . 

To sum up, the essential point in passing 3J judgment seems to be that one 
should distinguish between the objects and actions of the sarna] as a whole and 
the objects and actions of certain of its members. The samaj's objects are 
religious and social, and not political; but many of its men~bers are politicians, 
and some of these n~embers do use religion as a cloak for politics, and ~$ far as 
they can, endeavour to use the society's _orgi:Lnization for ~l1eIr political ends. 
But they are notL--llo]itlic.i::l~ -h-o<>=== Lh-vy <:LTe Aryas. Indeed In some cases, the 
c ~ =ray be more nearly true, that they become Aryas because they are 

~ians, and see a chance of misusing the society's organization to ends which 
the society through its religious leaders has frequently, consistently, and emphati
cally condemned. 

168. Position and prospects of the samaj.-Aryaism, like other missionary 
religions, finds it difficult to make much impression on the stubborn rock of 
Hinduism. The Brahman priest hates and fears the samaj, which not only 
arraigns his most cherished beliefs as nonsense and himself as little better than 
a charlatan, but by refusing to believe in the efficacy of many of his most lucrative 
ceremonies strikes hiln severely in the pocket(l). The educated among the orthodox 
whose religion is more than a mere form abhor their teachings; and among 
such persons a society, the Sanatan Dharma Mahamandal, has been formed to 
meet the samaj with its own weapons and actively combat them at every turn .. 
The Inass of the rural population treat them with the same good humoured 
toleration which they extend to all new creeds, but are not affected by their 
arguments. The villager, stubbornly conservative in his b eliefs, listens to the 
wandering updeshok with politeness; but even if he understands his argmnents, 
he is not to be persuaded to give up the god or gods his father and his village 
have always worshipped simply because a stranger tells him to. And indeed 
the bulk of the rural population in most parts are totally ignorant of Aryaism 
or even of its existence. The emissary of a well-known Arya leader came round 
distributing relief during the famine of 1907 -08 and visited a certain village near 
which I was encamped. After his visit, the recipients of his bounty, not quite 
sure whether they were doing right in accepting private charity when Government 
was looking after them, sent a deputation to ask me whether they might keep
his gifts. I of course told them GO take all they could get; and then their leader, 
a n~an of considerable property and a business which had branches in two districts 
and fairly well educated to boot, asked me who on earth was this man (the Arya. 
leader) who was distributing money in this wholesale way? I discovered he knew 
nothing either of Aryaisrn or of this leader, though his name at the time was 
on everybody's lips. It serves to show how little is known in these quiet 
backwaters of India of what is going on in the main strealn. Where however 
ihere is a closer touch with the main stream, in the towns and bazars and villages 
where the inhabitants know something of the outer world, matters are different. 
The lower classes there whilst tolerating the samaj do not pretend to like it. 
They leave it alone so long as it leaves them alone; but if their interests ever 
clash, they make their feelings known in no uncertain way. In a small bazar, 
in this same famine year, where the Aryas were, so far as I know, only known 
by hearsay-certainly none lived there-a Hindu foundling was discovered one 
morning at the door of an old Muhammadan widow, where the child had been 
deserted by the mother. This widow was well known. to be as charitable as 
she was poor, and she took the child and clothed and fed it, with the assistance 
of both public and private charity which was pressed on her. Ere long, the 
iocal Arya Sabha claimed the child for its orphanage. The Hindus of the place 
held a meeting and bluntly announced their decision that they prderred the 
child to stay with the Muhammadan widow rather than become an Arya, under 
the circumstances a most striking decision. In brief, the educated Hindu hates 

(I) In spite ot this many JJr>l.omanti have jomed the ;:;i.Lmaj, a very striking fact. 
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and fears and is seldom_ unready to speak evil of them, and the lower classes of 
cities whilst they tolerate will have nothing to say to then1. What has been 
said, however, hardly applies to the western districts, "vhere they have made their 
greatest progress; the reasons for this have already been dealt with. 

The causes of their success (and though they al'e still comparatively but 
a small cOlnmunity that snccess cannot be doubted) appear to be as follows. 
9rthodox Hinduisrn is too apt to lead to irreligion; a religion which gives ritual 
~n place of dJ creed and unintelligible mant'1'US in place of religious instruction 
IS bound to have such a result. And a thoughtful U1an will often be driven to 
turn to other creeds . Am_id all the r eligions such a n1.an has a choice of four. 
Brah,n1.oi~rn is ~"lothing ~ut a linll' eclecticis~n; it has discarded the Vedas and put 
notl-ung In theIr place, It has adopted a belIef here and a dochine there, and when 
dnnht arises, leaves the individual to decide the doubt for him_self. Such a relio-ion 
has little vltaLiuy Yl ,:r has it ever gained ground in this province. Christianity band 
Islam are ~tt,erly ll'recon(_)i~ClJl__'-ll_) vv j_LJ ~-'-. I:r;,~ ,l·, ~ "ro~ ~n "llV shape or forrn. They 
deny the valIdlty of every HIndu doctnne; they condernn every SOGl""" -·,d,nn1. and 
every hereditary superstition which is ingrained in the H indu nature . '1'here alv 
few Hindus of high caste who are prepared to lose a ll for a creed. But Aryaisn-:t is 
very different. Let us take :.1 concn~te ease and suppose that a high caste Hindu 
is deeply dissatisfied with his religion, H e has, perhaps, seen, as Dayanand 
saw, TIJ.ieo eat ing the offerings laid before the idol he worships in the t emple and 
felt, a s Dayanand felt, that this cannot be God or His inl:.1ge. H e has asked 
his priest what his mant'('cYS mean and received no anSvvel', he does not see what 
spiritual ben efit can accrue to him fronl feeding a lll.unber of Brahm_an beggars 
whom_ in his heart of hearts he knows to be useless parasites on society. And so 
on \vith all the other rites ; inciaenta~]y if h e is a busy Il1an, he has probably never 
found tinlG to bathe in a sacred river or go on a pil~rimage (1) . On the social side, 
he has strong doubts about thd caste systelll; h e cannot really believe that he 
is an infinitely superior being, as a t\vice born Hinclu, to the European Judge 
in whose court he practices or the :IYluhamrnadan Deputy Collector who lives 
next door; on the other hand (we will suppose hin1 to be, say, :.1 Kayastha) he 
does not believe that the Brahman beggar to yvhom he gives charity or the 
Brahman cook, his own servant, \VhOnl he has to address as "Maharaj,"(2) is in 
any sense his superior. He is revolted too, at the notion, that his daughter 
must perforce be lnarried at an age which his education tells him is nothing less 
than shan-:tefully young. And so on; the ways in which a well educated and 
thoughtful Hindu lTIight legitimately be discontented with his lot could be 
multipliecl for pages. Y et in spite of it all he aare not break too cOlnpletely with 
old associations; he longs for a religion that wDl satisfy his spiritual needs, yet 
pardon him when in other matters he bows dmvn in the house of RiITImon . To 
such a man, and there m.ust be Inany such, Aryaisrn m_ust appeal with tremendous 
force . It offers him a bold, straightfonvard Inonotheism; it bids him discard 
a ll those superstitions which he most especially dislikes; it bases this order and 
its whole teaching on the V edas, which he reverences deeply, though he probably 
rever ences nothing else; it gives him a creed that he can believe, c erenl0nies 
that he can hin1.self carry out, and a hope of salvation, if his d eeds are good. At 
the san-:te time he n eed not break com_pletely with the Hindu social system; he 
can maintain his old caste custon-:ts as much or as little as he pleases, he is 
still told to protect cows, he can marry his daughter at a reasonable age, and 
discard his Brahman cook for a low caste man to whom he can speak his mind 
if his cooking is bad. Incidentally, if his orthodox friends outcasts. hin1., it will 
not amount to much more than refusing to eat with him or marry his daughter; 
and h e will :find plenty Aryas in his own rank of life to take their place. It is 
scarcely surprising to find that a great nlajority of Arya converts belong to the 
educat ed classes and to just those castes "vhich though high are not the highest, 
the Jat, the Taga, the Kayastha, the Bania, the Rajput. 

With the lower classes who become Aryas, the probability is that there is 
almost always an ulterior nlotive which pronlpts their conversion. With the 
majority it is probably the samaj's fleshpots: for the samaj looks to the needs 
of its poor~r members, and n-:tissionaries of all religions are well acquainted with 

(llAn old re tired Deputy Collector told nle onca t ha t sin ce h e hal retired he ha.:'l been making up for lost t ime 
i n the ma Gter of rel igion. vVhilst in Gov8r-umellL serv;ce, said h e, he had never had any bme for xelJglous practJCes. 

(~I One of my own Depu ty Supar. n tenclen ts in mentioning this cU3tom to m e. told TI1S h ow dlsta~telullt wag to 
him and many like him, 
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-converts of the type who "for want of means are content to wear crucifixes" 
as Terry wrote of the Jesuits' converts, when he was in India in 1615. I have 
known instances where such men {roln Hindus became Christians and from 
Christians Aryas, within the space of a lTIonth or two-no doubt they sold their 
." conversions" to the highor bidder. In another recorded case an English ne'er 
do weel becan18 an Arya for a similar reason; and in yet another case the only 
cause I could discover for the conversion was a desire in the convert (a Muham.
lllad<1n lad) to escape from paternal (or to be accurate, avuncular) authority. Oft en 
the desire is to hide the identity of one's caste in the lofty appellation of Arya. 
Outcastes too become Aryas in the hope of recovering some measure of social 
position. The convert with an ulterior 1110tive is a thing from which no proselytiz
ing religion can ever hope to be fre e . On the whole, however, Aryaisn1 app8:1ls 
rather to the eclucated ancl to the higher castes than to the illiterat e a':ld th 3 lower 
castes, and I am inclined to believe that the former are the only Aryas who are so 
in more than name; for the latter, save in exceptional inst:1nces, n1ust be incapable 
of understanding what the change they have lllaie implies. 

It has been said that" the greater laxity which now prevails in the lllatter 
of caste restrictions tends to retain in the ranks of orthouoxy persons who would 
otherwise have broken loose"; and that this affects or will affect the further 
progress of the Arya religion. It seems to me a proposition in the highest degree 
doubtful. I doubt in the first place whether there is a general or noticeable 
relaxa.tion of caste restrictions (1); occasionally there are outcries in the papers against 
caste connubial and comme nsal cLlstoms, but the matter does not appear to have 
got beyond the stage of " le tters to the editor." In the second place, an agitation 
against such restrictions would urgm by being favourable to Arya progress; for the 
conscientious objector could find the fr eedon"l h e clesires in the ranks of the samaj. 
Moreover if he was of a progressive turn of n1ind in this direction, h 8 would 
·probably be so in others as ,veIl; especially, h e 111ight see the faults of orthodox 
:Hinduism, and so far from. r ernaining in its ranks, be all the 1110r e disposed to 
abandon it as unsatisfactory. And inll ecd even if a t in18 shon lcl ever arr ive when 
a Hindu of high caste can 111arry h is daught er t o, a n d cat h is 111ea1s with, and 
have his food cook ccl by, whom soever h e pleases, t h e fact wi]} still remain 
that orthoc1oxy, as it now is, will oft en fail to s a tisfy the t houghtful and 
they will look elsewher e for a croel. A nd on the other hand there is at the 
present day a v ery s trongly 111arkcd t en dency arnong nU1ny castes not quit e at the 
top of society whic h 111ight very w ell induce their lllelllbers to join the san1aj. 
'.rhis is the t enden cy t o c laim direct d escent frOID one of the twice born castes of 
Ma,nu--u sually the K shatriya, occasionally the Brahman, least c01umonly the 
Vaishya, - which is inspired priularily by a desire to rise in the social s cale. Aryaism 
distinctly lays down that there are but these four castes, and that a 1l1an is a 1ll81llber 
of one of thern, n ot by birth alone, but by personal attributes and attainments . It 
is true that these aspirants after noble origin woulu trouble th81llsclves little about 
t heir personal attributes and attainlllents if their birth "vas recognized, but it is 
obvious that Aryaism offers thern a better chance of entering the twice-born haven 
of their desire than orthodoxy does. For in theory if they can reach the necessary 
standard of attributes antl attainl1"lents they can legitimately claim to b elong to 
these castes; and in practice, the Arya would not very much care what the 
convert was by caste, and consequently as little what he calleu himself; and in any 
case, they are all "Aryas" or nobles, and the higher marriage for his daughter or 
the permission to ea,t with the man of higher caste for which the would b e "twice
born" long, cure at all events less unattaina.ble in the ranks of the salllaj than out 
of them. 

169. The relations of Aryaism to orthodoxy.-There is no question that 
the stricter members of orthoClox Hinduism would never regard Aryas, least of all 
such Aryas as were formerly Ohristians or Muhammadans, as true Hindus. No one 
would think of taking water from. then1. But there is some evidence that Aryas 
are beginning to gain a footing with the orthodox; and the chief point which is, 
if not breaking down orthodoxy, at all events straining it to the breaking point, is 
the question of voyages over seas . A youth of an orthodox faulily who studies in 
England, Am.erica, Japan or the continent, 011 his return has to perform the well 

(1) 1 believe th~t in some communi t163 not iound In ttllS province cas te restrictions a.re often much relaxeci: 
e.g. amon" Bmhmos ap.d doubtless amongst some, cspe~ially those who have come into close contact with European 
customs, these restr ictions are relaxei in cer tain circumstances. "Where there is no eye, there is no caste." 
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known prayaschitta ceremony. His family then, but not till then, eat with him ;. 
sooner or later the cmnmunity as a whole do so too. But these youths are 
naturally averse to undergoing a ceremony which their whole training teaches 
them. to regard as absurd. Instances of such contumacy are by no means rare. 
The family and the community are then torn by two conflicting feelings; their 
great and generally justifiable pride in their brilliant r elative, and the demands 
of orthodoxy. At present orthodoxy carries the day; such lTIen are outcasted and 
stay so till they conform. But this cannot go on for ever. When these students 
from abroad grow sufficiently nunlerous, they will be able to compel the comnlunity 
to reeeive them baek without this eerernony. The orthodox can cut off all the 
tallest heads when there are few of them; but they will not be able to afford this 
expensive waste when there are nlany. And once the process begins, it will not 
stop till these orthodox restrietions cease altogether. And if these h einous sinners 
against orthodoxy, these recalcitrant barristers and Oxford B.A.'s are fit for the 
orthodox to associate with, why not the Aryas? They are far less serious offen
ders ; their sins are rather of onlission than cornmission, and if they had not so 
absolutely alienated the Brahnlan by the "ital blows they strike at his pocket, nlight 
ha ve been recognized as Hindu sectarians long ago. Certainly the orthodox, 
even now, will wink at Aryaisnl if it is worth their while. Poor but high caste 
Rajputs have been known to intern larry with Arya girls; the orthodox Hindus 
are willing enough to claim the Aryas as a Hindu sect when it happens to suit 
their political aspirations. Aryaisnl in short is not yet recognized as merely one 
form of Hinduism by the orthodox; but the tendency is in that dir ection. 

170. Islam.-As was pointed out at last census, though the fact that Islam 
is a kitabi religion, i.e. possesses a book, and also possesses a very definite creed, . 
makes for an uniformity in the essential beliefs of Islanl which is totally 
wanting in Hinduism, yet there is a considerable divergence between the 
theory and practice of many of its followers. I need not go into this 
divergence at any length; for it amounts to no more than it arnounts to in all 
religions. Islam prescribes the performance of certain religious duties, just as the 
Christian Church does, and just as Christians are frequently lax in carrying out. 
these duties, so are Muhammadans. Just too as uneducated (Jhrjstians do not 
understand much of the doctrine of their Church, so too uneducated JYluhammadans 
are ignorant of the meaning of many of Islam's doctrines. And, lastly, just as many' 
Christians have overlaid the pure theory of their religion with a nlass of practices 
which are totally opposed to that theory, so too have the Muharnmadans. For 
instance God to the M uhamllladan is one and omnipotent; yet the nlasses possess 
many saints whorll they r eckon as a still lllOre present help in time of t emporal. 
trouble (1). Mr. Burn gave many instances on page 94 of his report in 1901; another 
important one is that of Shaikh SaliIn Chisbti of Fatehpur Sikri, to whoso shrine 
barren women resort, and there ,vonid doubtless be no difficulty in multiplying 
instances. But we nlay leave this subject, _vhiuh "possesses nothing of especial note~ 
for another,-the religious practices of the IIindlls who have been converted to 
Islam. 

The first Muhammadan ruler who invaded this province was Mahmud of 
Ghazni who led armies into it in 1018, 1021 and 1023; whilst Oudh is full of 
traditions concerning his General Salar Masud Ghazni, killed at Bahraich in 1033. 
These w ere mere raids in sea,rch of plunder; yet even at that date, it is said, the 
Muhammadans left converts behind thenl. In 1192 Muhammad Ghori crushed 
Prithwi, Raja of D elhi, whose Chauhan kingdom. extended to South Bundelkhand: 
and under the Ghoris, the Slave dynasty, the Khilji and the Turkis, North India 
from Sind to Lower Bengal was a JYluhamnladan kingdonl with its capital at 
Delhi. In 1398 Timur, the Moghul, crushed the Turki King Mahnlud, and though 
the Saiyid and Lodi dynasties ruled on to 1526, yet their power was snlall and 
their kingdom frequently comprised but a few square nliles round Delhi. India 
broke up into a number of kingdoms, some Hindu, some Muhammadan, of which 
latter, however, the only considerable one in the province was the Sharqi dynasty 
of Jaunpur. Then came the Moghuls, and till 1857 there was always a real or 
nominal Muhammadan Emperor of Delhi. 

All this time conversion went on. Up to the advent of the Moghuls the 
Muhammadans were intolerant fanatics who regarded the Hindus as infidels. 

(I) A Muhammadan gentleman told me t.lnl>t the saint was r ega.rded <1>.> it w are as a vakil, a re presenta.tive of the, 
petitioner in the court of the Almighty~a :,triking simile. 
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. The l'vioghuls fronl the earliest tinles of their sovereignty in India were compabi-
tively tolerant, belonging as they did to the l~ter mediaeval period when ,Islam, 
like Christianity, had lost much of its former bigotry. Conversion till 1526 . wa"s 
largely forcible, as m.any legends of various castes show. Later, compulsion' was 
seldom employed. It has been pointed out above, both in connection with Hinduism 
and Aryaism, that converts are apt to maintain many customs and ceremonies 
which belonged to their old faith; and where conversion has been forcibly imposed 
on a conquered population as often as it has been on converts from Hinduism to 
Islam, it is not surprising to find that this tendency is often carried to ' a point 
where it is difficult to say whether the caste is Muhammadan or Hindu. Even at 
the present day there are C'=Lstes which regard with loathing their Muhammadan 
customs and have occasionally relapsed into the nearest approach to Hinduism 
which they can achieve. 

Of converted Muhammadans, by far the greatest proportion are to be found 
among Rajputs (1). rrhis is natural, for they were the caste which as rulers and 
soldiers ca,me at all periods directly into violent conflict with the Muhammadan 
kings; whilst at a later date, under the prudent Moghuls, also served them 
faithfully. Of the larger clans, some 45 in number, 12 have Muhammadan 
branches; but there are also Muhammadan castes like the Khanzadas, the 

. Ranghars, the Lalkhanis, the Malkanas, which are all descended from converted 
Rajputs, either in whole or in part. rrhe Lalkhanis are mostly Bargujars of 
Bulandshahr descended from one Lal Singh, a favourite of Akbar, who was given 
the title of Lal Khan; his son was the first member of the family to embrace 
Islam. The ancestor of the Qudh Khanzadas (there are other Khanzadas in the 
Punjab) was rr'ilok Chand, a Bachgoti Rajput, who was taken prisoner by Babar 
and was offered the choice of Islalll and liberty or adherence to his own religion 
and imprisonment. He chose the forme:r and became known as Tatar Khan . 

. (There is some evidence however which put the conversion of the Khanzadas 
earlier than the date of Babar, probably in the reign of Sikandar Loid.) The 
Ranghars were converted in the reigns of Qutb-ud-din and Ala-ud-din (1206-1'210 
and 1295-1315); the former was the first of the Slave dynasty, the second the 
greatest of the Khiljis. The Bhale Sultans of Bulandshahr bec~me Musalmans 
to please Khizr Khan, Timur's p?'otege; but they had been closely connected with 
the Muhammadan rulers both in the days of Shahab-ud-din Ghori and Ghias-ud-din 
Tughlaq. Other castes, which are almost certainly Hindu converts, are the .Jhoja 
and Gara of Saharanpur and Muzaffarnagar, usually held to be converted slaves 
of Rajput origin. 

There are also many castes, apart from the Rajputs, who have Muhammadan 
branches, and in lllany cases these branches are probably descended from converted 
Hindus. The Bhands, for instance, ure practically all Muhammad)]'ns, and carry 
back their origin to one Saiyid Hasan, a courtier of the time of Tinlur; hut they 
have a grea,t num.ber of :Hindu custOlllS, and if not purely Hindu, certainly contain 
an extremely large admixture of Hindn blood; they have ma,ny subcaste narnes 
connecting them with H indu castes, e.g. Kaithela (Ks,yasth) and Bamhania 
(BrahnlClJn). The Muhalllnladan Bhats (who in the east say they w ere forcibly 
converted to Islam by Mr. Jonathan Duncan, later Governor of Bombay, because 
they were in the service of the rebel Raja of Benares, Chait Singh, and in the 
west ascribe their conversion to Shahab-ud-din Ghori) have a most curious 
mixture of Hindu and Muhammadan rites; for instance at marriage, they have 
practically two ceremonies, one containing all the essential Hindu rites, and the 
other all the usual Muhammadan rites. The Bhathiyara innkeepers, now a purely 
.Muhammadan caste, were obviously largely recruited from Hindu converts, as 
the names of some of the subcastes, and certain customs, especially that of using 
Brahmans as astrologers to fix auspicious days, show. The Churihar is even a more 

, striking instance of the survival of old Hindu customs; for though now a purely 
Muhamnladan caste, the three forms of marriage in vogue are Hindu (though cele
brated by a Qazi in the usual Muhammadan form), the rules of succession are 
partly Hindu and partly Muhammadan, but rather the former than the latter, 

. and they worship Kalka, Sahja Mai, and other Hindu godlings, besides using a 
kind of s?~addha ceremony. Without multiplying instances it may be said that 

,. similar features, more or less strongly developed, are noticeable in the customs 
.. of the Dafali, Darzi, Dhunia, Gandhi, Ghosi, Iraqi, Kingaria, Kunjra, Mewati, 

(l) Muhammada.n Rilojput:; have suddenly taken to callmg themselves Pa.thans; see cha.pter XI. paragraph 350. 
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Mirasi, Tank Rajput and Turk, all of which castes are either solely Muhammadan ~ 
or have Muhammadan branches. For further example of Hindu customs in 
Muhammadan castes and the influence of Hinduism on Islam, the reader is · 
referred to the 1901 Report, page 95. Perhaps the most striking instance of all 
is that of the Malkana. These are converted Hindus of various castes belonging 
to Agra and the adjoining districts, chiefly M uttra, Etah, and Mainpuri. They ' 
a.re of Rajput, J at, and Bania descent. ':rhey are reluctant to describe themselves 
as M usalmans, and generally give their original caste name, and scarcely recognize · 
the name Malkana. Their names are Hindu; they mostly worship in Hindu 
temples; they use the salutation Ram, Ram; they intermarry arrlOngst them
se1ves only. On the other hand, they sornetimes frequent a mosque, practise 
circumcision and bury their dead; they will eat with Muhammadans if they are 
particular friends; they prefer to be addressed as Mian Thakur. They admit 
that they are neither Hindus nor Muham.rrladans, but a n1ixture of both. Of late, . 
as has been described in the paragraphs on Aryaism, some of them have definitely 
abjured Islam. 

At the present day conversion from other religions to Islarn is uncorrlmon . . 
Islam never seeks it; if anybody desires to en1brace it, there is no objection, and 
isolated individuals occasionally do so. These are usually outcastes, who 
prefer to lose their disgraced identity in the easily won appellation of Shaikh, or ' 
men or women who have lovers of the opposite sex in the other r eligion; the 
motives are probably always ulterior . . It would be interesting to frame some · 
estimate of the Muhammadans at the present day who are of Hindu parentage; 
but it is scarcely possible. There are certain Muhan1n1adan castes which can at 
once be declared such, for instance, all the 1\1[ uhammadan Rajputs, the four or 
five castes (such as the Lal Khanis and Malkanas) who admit their conversion, _. 
and the Muhanunadan branches of lTIOSt purely Hindu and non-occupational 
castes, such as the Ahir, the Gujar, the Bahelia, the Bhuinhar, and so on. But 
when one turns to the occupational castes, the matter is different. The Darzi, 
the Dhobi, the Bharbhunja, are all trades as necessary in one religion as in tht~ 
other. It is true that the Muhan1madan invaders were not invading races, but 
invading armies, and probably brought few persons who followed th ese professions 
with them; but it is not at all impossible that when the Muhammadan armies 
settled in India, many of their rr18mbers gave up soldiering for such rrlOre peaceful 
trades. As regards the Muharrnuadan branches of such occupational castes, . 
therefore, it is impossible to say how many are the descendants of foreign 
Muhammadans, and how many Hindus who have adopted Islam. The san1e 
applies to some occupational castes which arc now purl?ly lHuhamlnadan, such 
as the Iraqi and the J ulaha. Even the presence of Hindu custom s is not au 
infal1ible guide; it is obviously quite possible t h at Muhamma,dan settlers CLdopted 
SOllIe Hindu custorns, just as the Hindus adopted som.e 1YluharrnnaC!an customs, . 
for instance the pa'rda system. After considering all the cirCl.m1s tances, the 
probability appears to be that the vast majority of snch :lYIuh lLlnmadans as these 
are Hindu converts; but it is impossible to give any trustworthy figures . On the 
other hand, also, there are many Muhammadans who claim the distinctively ' 
Muhammadan appellation of Shaikh who are certainly Nau-Muslims; as the old 
proverb says H Pesh a yin Qassab budem, bad azan gushtem SI. aikh; ghcdla c!t'u,n 
Q,'Y zan shawctd, irnsal Sctiyid 'rneshawem." (The :first year I was a Qassab, then next 
year a Shaikh; this year if prices rise, I shall be a Saiyid.) As a luatter of fact 
though this is true of "Shaikhs," I do not think it ever occurs in the case of 
Saiyids. Indeed, one can say far more easily who are certainly not Hindu converts, . 
than who are. The Saiyids, Mughals, Pathans, and probably three-fourths of the 
Shaikhs are Muhamn1adan by descent; but it is in1possible to assert this with ' 
certainty of any other Muhammadan caste, even such (now) purely Muhammadan 
ca.stes as the Bhathiyara, Bhishti, Ghosi, and J ulaha. 

171. Sectarian divisions.-There have been no changes in the position of 
Muhamrnadan sects at this census. The Sunnis now number 5,135,136 and the 
Shias 178,161, as against 6,430,766 and 183,208. The difference doubtless 
represents that percentage which does not know its sect which exists even among 
Muhammadans; with the laxity in the matter of religious practice which exists 
among many low class Muhammadans, and is evidenced by the tendency noted 
above to maintain Hindu customs, this causes no surprise. The other sects 
amount only to 911 all told, of whom 398 are Ahl-i-Hadis or Wahabis, also known _ 
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as Ghair Mukallid, and 276 Imamis or Imamias, or followers of the 12 Imams, 
also known as Asnai Ashari. There are also small numbers of Haidaris or' 
followers of Ali (also called Haidar) ; both Haidaris and Imamis are sub-sections of 
Shias. Muhammadi is no sect. There are 2 Sufis, probably a mistake for 
·Shafai, or followers of the school of law of Imam Shaft, and not free thinking Sufis. 
Only 7 persons recorded themselves as Ahmadi (1) (a sect fully described by 
Mr. Burn in 1901~ and a few as Ghoris, said to be descendants of the followers of 
Ala-ud-din Ghori. 

172. Present tendencies in Hinduism, Aryaism, and Islam.-One of the 
chief cries of the present day is for religious instruction; those who cry, it may 
be rernarked, frequently mix it up with moral instruction. Moral instruction 
should not be beyond the powers of aDY decent school of any persuasion 
and there can b e little "instruction," properly so called, in the matter; for it 
is not a question so much of precept as of example. Moral text books are not 
very much more useful than Mr. W eller's moral pocket handkerchiefs; the boy 
becomes what his rnaster is, the new pupil becomes what the old pupils are. But 
religion can and must be taught, and if all persuasions are on a level in the matter 
of moral instruction, they are certainly not so in the matter of religious instruction. 
Islam has always had mosque-schools, where children learn the elements of their 
faith- the Musalman counterpart of our Sunday schools. Musalmans are on tho 
whole strict in the observances of their religion; certainly no less strict than 
Christians are. The Muhammadan on his prayer carpet with his face to Mecca 
is a common sight everywhere; and I have played cricket with the team of a well 
known Muhammadan college on a Friday, when, at the call to prayer from. a 
neighbouring mosque, every member of the team stopped playing, and answered 
to the call, praying where h e stood. But it is different with the Hindus. It is 
hopeless to cry for religious instruction when there is nothing, not even a creed, 
that can be taught. The sects are inactive (as their figure indeed shows). Their 
initiates get some llleasure of religious instrnction from their gurus, but it 
amounts to little more than a few forrnulae. As regards the lllajority, the 
religious teacher has the choice of mantras and metaphysics, both unintellig
ible. MeantilTIe w estern science and w estern ideas have had a serious effect 
on HinduislTI; they have rendered the neeel for , religious instruction all the 
more pressing, and the cry for a creed all the louder. It is well enough known 
that they have not been without an effect even on Christian dogma. Such 
belief as a Hindu possesses is shaken to its foundations by western science and 
he has nothing to which he can cling in spite of its assaults. 

The Brahrnan does nothing. He sees his influence slipping away but 
he Inakes no atteInpt to probe the causes and renlove them, sinlply stru ggling 
stubbornly to retain the pre-eminence he forfeited centuries ago. The average 
llindu, conservative to the last, a {audatur temporis acti by nature and training~ 
praises the past at the expense of the present and allows the future to look 
,tfter itself. A few r eformers here and there attempt to steIll t he tide; but 
some are imposters, dressing up politics in a religious gui':le; others like the 
leaders of the Radha Swami sect, take r efuge in eclecticism, and produ ce patch
work creeds which satisfy llobody; th e rest cannot make up their TninGs to do 
without the Brahman. The Arya Samaj alone has provided a, manly and 
straightforward creed which is in all essentials thoroughly Hindu, and by doing 
::>0 has rendered religious instruction possible; but even Aryaism has several 
w eaknesses. It has revived an antiquated religion · in a form which is not its 
own, by disguising the nature worship of thc V edct in a theistjc dress; it has 
endeavoured to get rid of the divergences between the past and the present, by 
assigning to the past all the new truths discovered in the present on a rieliculous 
basis of verbal misinterpretation; and finally it has failed to infuse any enthu
siasm into the followers of its doctrine. In brief it has not attempted to appeal 
to the Hindu heart; it has appealed only to the Hindu head. Yet when all 
has been said, Aryaism has a creed, and this explains much of its success, for 
it satisfies the cry for religious instruction. How loud that cry is can be seen 
from the fact stated by a well known missionary to me, that parents often ask 
him to teach their boys as much Christianity as he desires, to make them as 
Christian as he can provided he does not baptize them or teach them to 
break their caste laws. Any creed is better than none. But the state of 

(1) There are as a matter of fact a. very com!lderable number, as 1 Ie rn on first-hand a utLortiy. 
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affairs is obviously serious. Hinduism badly needs h er Luther; and until she 
,gets him, will continue to decay, slowly ' but' surely, as she has for the past 
30 years; losing here to Aryaism, there to Islam, and elsewhere to Christianity, 
but always wasting away, for she has no vitality left to withstand this process 
,of attrition. 

173. Christianity.- The position of Christianity in India is very similar 
to the position it occupied in the early centuries of its era in a pagan Europe, 
at all events as regards its relation to Hinduism, from which it chiefly gains 
its converts. It is that of a definite, clear-cut religion in opposition to an 
enormous and unweildy congeries of divergent : beliefs both high and low. Its 
strength lies in its definiteness; the weakness of its opponent in its lack of 
cohesion. A Hindu may be almost anything- pantheist, monotheist, polytheist; 
a Christian is in essentials always the same thing (though in unessentials, no 

,doubt sects differ), for the Christian a lways possesses the same creed, whilst a 
Hindu possesses no creed. With the exam_pIe of what it achieved in the past 
b efore us, its success in India need not therefore cause surprise. And the important 
question for consideration appears to me to ,?e nO,t why it has been s~ccessful, but 
why it has been no more successful, with Its corollary, has It been more 
successful in this decade than others, and if so, why? 

Mr. Burn detailed the reasons why the acceptance of Christianity was so 
slow in 1901. Thev were :-

(1) the fact that Christian practice did not come up to Christian doctrine,. 
as displayed in the ordinary life of Christians; 

('2) the essential differences between Hindu and Christian views of philosophy 
and theology; 

(3) the dread of social ostracism; 
(4) the in1possibility of insisting on a high standard of Christianity in the 

case of low caste Hindus. 
As regards the first reason, it undoubtedly has some force . I do not know 

that it is possible to assert fairly that Europeans in India are less truly Christian 
than Europeans elsewhere; but it is undoubtedly true that they pay less attention 
to the observances of their religion, sometin1es because it is difficult to do so, 
sometimes because the conditions of their life prevent it. The argun1ent has 
force chiefly because the Hindu spectator is himself so apt to consider that 
religion lies wholly or chiefly in observance of ritual, and notes these matters. 
Yet it does not touch the main issue, for defects in the conduct of the adherents 
of a religion are not proof that the religion itself i, defective. On the other points, 
I need add nothing to what Mr. Burn said in 1901 ; but it is necessary to consider 
whether these reasons against the adoption of Christianity are still as strong as 
they were 10 years ago. 

As regards Mr. Burn's second reason, there is no doubt that the Hindu who 
thinks of such ITIatters as these regards philosophy and theology as inseparable, 
whilst the Christian draws a cl ear distinction between them, and considers 
metaphysical speculation "de omnibus rebus et qu~busdam ali£s" to be a mere 
unessential excrescence on r eligion. And I do not think that there has been any 
considerable change in this position. In a critical age Hindu philosophy has not 
escaped criticism; but I fancy that it has seldoyn been criticized from the stand
point of Christian doctrine, simply because so few who could deal with it from 
such a standpoint are capable of understanding the subject in the original Sanskrit. 
But the ma.tter is not perhaps of great pra.ctical importance. For the educated 
Hindus who are able to understand their own philosophy and also think of 
religious matters are not numerous; whilst of the minority who are concerned with 
such matter8 many are themselves critics of that philosophy. 

The chief cause which is opposed to the success of missionary propaganda. 
is the fear of social ostracism. I give no details, for they are well known. But it 
is necessary to discriminate between various cases. It is not too much to say that a. 
high caste convert loses by conversion everything which from a worldly point of view 
makes life worth living and gains nothing of the same nature in return. A high 
,caste convert has to approximate very closely to the ideal proselyte of the Gospel; 
he , must lose all if he is to follow Christ; and in any age there are few who will 
lose all for a creed. As regards high caste converts the socia.l disabilities attach
ing to conversion stand where they did. But the low ca.ste convert has much less 
-to lose and in return gains much more. He is already despised of his superiors; 
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a little contempt more or less makes no difference to his lot. He has to suffer the 
penalties of outcasting by his own fellows; but on the other hand he gains materially 
in facilities for education, in the knowledge that he has a powerful organiza
tion at his back which will do its best to find him emploYll1ent, which will look 
after him and his in times of sickness, and so on. He escapes from the ill-favoured 
caste name ~hich once was his, and under the name of Christian can lift up his 
head among his fellows. It is not therefore surprising that low caste converts are 
many and high caste converts are few; and indeed this was always the course that 
Christianity took. It commenced with the lower strata of society, the Galilaean 
fisherman, the Roman slave and the pagan sav~ge, and worked up to the higher. 
And with these lower classes, the social ostracism which follows on conversion is 
not so severe as it once was. The reasons for this are cornplicated. The Hindu, 
especially the lower class Hindu, is always a kindly person, tolerant of new gods 
and new beliefs, and religious persecution is totally foreign to his nature. It is not 
surprising therefore that with long use he has b ecome toJerant of conversion and 
less uncharitably disposed to converts; his nature is reasserting itself. A convert,. 
no doubt, is still outcasted, but he is now regarded as a m.en1ber of a fres//' caste, a 
low caste no doubt, but still a caste, and Hindus bear with its idiosyncrasies as 
they do with those of any other caste. So far as their social position is concerned 
Indian Christians are now recognized as a separate body, and left alone whic h is 
already much. The converts themsehes, with the increase of their own nmubers,. 
find the loss of caste rights easier to bear. r.rhere are now plenty of persons in the 
same position as thenlselves, many girls to whom they can marry their sons, many 
young men to whom they can marry their daughters, many who will eat and drink 
and smoke with them. Further they are a better type of individual in every way. 
It has often been brought as a charge against certain missions that they con
verted chiefly the lowest of the low and did not Cl emand of them a high standard 
of belief; and here we touch the fourth reason which Mr. Burn alleged as operating 
against the success of Christianity. At the present tilne it would be vain to deny 
it ; some missions had recognized it as early as 1901 and had warned their pastor s 
to be less indiscrin1inate with baptisms; and I believe that s ince then some of 
these missions have insisted on a r easonably strict prepar ation before t h e catechu
lllen of a low caste becomes a convert. In my opinion it was wrong to in1.putc to 
the missions such action as this for blame . As alreaay stated, they could get no 
other than low class converts; Christianity boasts of its open door to all.and could 
not refuse to take any who would COllie; and it was vain to expect high s tandards 
from persons who by nature, by lack of intelligence, by the accun1.ulatec1 weight of 
centuries of oppression were incapable of appreciating them. But the results for 
many years appeared certainly disastrous. Such converts relapsed as easily as they 
were converted, beconling Christians in a famine year and reverting to Hinduisn1 in 
the first year of plenty; or if they remained Christians in nan1e still clung to n1any 
of their Hindu gods and Hindu usages in secret. 

The tide however has now turned. It was, I think, Kingsley who said that. 
the best way to reach a man's soul was to look after his body. rrhe missionaries 
all these years have been providing the corvus sanum (if one thing is noticeable 
about Indian Christians it is their greater cleanliness in dress and habits) and now 
they al'e being rewarded by the appearance of the mens sana. rr1 he new convert,. 
may be, is no better than his predecessors; but a new generation, the children of 
the first generation of converts, is now growing up. If the n1issionaries coula and 
can get little out of that first generation, the second generation is in their hands, 
from their earliest years. The children of the converts, born in Christianity, are 
very different to their parents; their grandchildren will be better still. It is this. 
which provides the other side to the black picture so often drawn of the inefficiency 
of Christian conversion. And this generation is now beginning to make its 
influence felt. The Hindu fellows of these converts have now to acknowledge 
not only that they are in many material ways better off than themselves, but that 
they are also better men. And this too has undoubtedly contributed to the better 
esteem in which Indian Christians are regarded. Given the right type of Christian~ 
the Hindu win regard him not only with toleration, but with respect and even 
affection. Two instances, one in the higher strata of society and one in the lower, 
will suffice to show this. I know of a missionary who was approached by a prominent 
Indian gentleman in a certain large city, with a view to securing his conse~t. to 
become a member of it~ ·municipal board, on the definite ground that the ChrIstIan 
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·community ought to have a voice in the management of the affairs of the city. 
And in Banda in 1907-08, at the worst of the famine, there was a certain elderly 
Indian Baptist pastor living in a large village. For various reasons h e was in 
,extremely poor circumstances ; but rich and poor were rivals in seeing that he 
never wanted for anything. A well-to-do gentleman, not even living in the san~e 
vicinity, not only insisted on contributing largely to his support, but thought out 
.a scheme by which help could reach him, without his knowing that he was the 
recipient of charity. The villagers themselves whenever Government loans were to 
be distributed, came forward of their own motion to stand security for hinl, since 
the pastor being only a subtenant could offer Rone for himself; and also selected 
him, poor as he was, to be the local distributor of Government gratuitous relief. 
No more striking instances could b e given of the fact that nowadays if the man is 
the right kind of luan, the Hindu does not condemn him on account of his creed. 

rrhere are no doubt still instances where Ohristians are the subject of petty 
persecution from bigoted landlords, emissaries of other religions and so on. Such 
cases always crop up at census-time, and this census was no exception. But 
before accepting them as real cases of religious persecution, it is always necessary 
to discover whether r eligion is the reason or merely the excuse of persecution. In. 
any case they are exceptional. I feel no doubt whatever that the Christian of 
1911 is in a much less unhappy condition than he was even 10 years ago; and 
the reason in large measure I put down to the fact that he himself is a better 
man. 

174. Christian Missions.--In view of the undoubted impetus given to Chris
tianity in this decade, a brief account of some of the leading missions of the 
province will be of interest. 

(1) Thp. Baptist, Missionary Society of London was founded in 1797. To 
this most Baptist Missions are affiliated. I take as an example the Agra Baptist 
Mission. This .commenced work in 1811 ; the most notable of its early pastors 
was Captain Henry Havelock of the 13th Light Infantry, afterwards tlze Henry 
Havelock of Lucknow fame. He was appointed pastor by the Serampur Baptist 
missionaries, Carey, Marshman and Ward, to the second of whom he was related 
by marriage; the Baptist Church in cantonments is still called by his name. The 
first Baptist Church for Indian Christians in Agra was built in 1844 ; and in 1845 
an auxiliary society to the London Baptist Missionary Society was founded there. 
Their work extended to Agra and Muttra. Their methods are as follows :-They 
only allow individual conversion, and endeavour to reach all classes; their converts 
are of mature age. They do not atternpt to wean their converts from their former 
avocations; though of course a nun~ber :ue enlisted arnong the agents of the 
mission. They luaintain in Agra a high schuol and four elementary schools for 
boys; whilst the Baptist Zenana Mission, which vvorks in conjunction with the 
Baptist Missionary Society, maintains four girls' schools. There is an orphanage 
for boys, which at one time (1896) hacl 70 inITIates; now there are only 4, though 
20 others are in the Presbyterian Inuustrial school a 1:, Saharanpur a,nd 4 a t the 
Church Missionary Society Industrial School at Sikandra near Agra. These are 
,all learning trades ; the rest are earning "Gheir own livelihood as artizmns or 
servants. Two medical institutions are maintained, one at Achnera and one (.for 
women) at Dholpur. 

(2) The C. il'1. S. (Church IJ£ission(J,ry Society). - This well known society 
commenced work in the United Provinces in 1813, under Abdul Masih, who in 
1826 was ordained the first Indian clergyman of the Anglican Church. Work 
was opened at Meerut (1815), Benares (1817), Gorakhpur (1823), Azamgarh (1831), 
Jaunpur (1831), Lucknow (1858), Allahabad (1859), D ehra Dun (1859), Fyzabad 
(1862), Aligarh (1863), Muttra (1878). The educational establishments include 
St . .Tohn's Oollege at Agra, with hostels forO hristian, Muhammadan and Hindu 
students; St. Andrew's College at Gorakhpur ; the Oxford and Cambridge Hostel 
.at Allahabad for student,s attending the Muir Central College; large high schools 
at Agra, Azamgarh, Benares, Gorakhpur, Jaunpur, Lucknow and Meerut; luiddle 
schools at Ghaziabad and Chunar ; and a considerable number of elementary 
schools. For girls there are schools at Agra (a high school), Benares and Meerut 
(middle schools), with an orphanage at Benares; besides numerous girls' schools 
in almost all the C. M. S. stations for non-Christian girls . There is also the 
Sikandra orphanage and Industrial school near Agra. Itinerating preaching work 
is carried on for several months of the year, notably around Allahabad, Agra, 
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Aligarh, Benares, Gorakhpur and Meerut. A description of the constitution of 
the Church Missionary Society would be superfluous; it is sufficient to say that 
it is one of the most important and influential missionary bodies in the United 
Kingdom, with world wide support. The Church Missionary Society, as regards 
conversion, prefers fewer converts but real ones, to many. It does not limit itself to 
-any class; and three to six months' preparation is the shortest tinle before baptism. 
But apart from actual conversion, the Church Missionary Society reaches and 
influences, by means of its colleges and schools, its zenana lady workers, and its 
itinerating missionaries, an extremely large number of persons. High caste converts 
frequently take teaching posts. For low caste converts an effort is made to find 
suitable employment, but the search is not always easy. Converts from castes that 
,deal in the preparation of food of course lose their occupation; and this the 
Church Missionary Society finds a real difficulty. Conversions are individual only. 
41 In the Meerut district amongst the outcastes (1) w e could baptize any number 
each year if we adopted the plan of accepting all who offered themselves without 
testing motives or demanding the breaking off of h eathen customs." Converts 
are of all ages; but minors are baptized only with their parent's or guardian's 
-consent. 

(3) Methodist Episcopal Church.-This is an American Mission of world
wide activity. So far as India is concerned, its work commenced in 1856. In 
1864 the India Mission Conference was organized. In 1893 the North India 
Conference was separated into the present North India and N orth-Western India 
Conferences, which are the two which concern this province. The North India 
Conference works in Rohilkhand, Oudh and Kumaun; the North Western India 
Conference works (in this province) in Allahabad, Agra and Meerut. With Oudh 
goes Basti. The country covered is divided into districts; each district is under 
the charge of a district superintendent; the whole is under a bishop, usually 
stationed at Lucknow. The horne organization appears extremely powerful and 
is well endowed. The statistics of the North India Conference (for the year 

Proba.tioners 
FUll m embers 
Baptized children 
Total number 
TOlal baptisms 

25,558 
17,341 
20.457 
63 :156 

4 .592 

1910) in the margin will show the magni
I tude of the operations of this mission. 
I As regards scholastic institutions, this 
I conference had 327 vernacular boys' 

jtL~~~diDo11'~:r~~~~~ ! schools with 5,173 scholars, 144 ver-
parents. . nacular girls'schools with 2,273 scholars, 

________ -'---__________ ~l 17 European and Anglo-vernacular 
boys' schools with 3,183 pupils, and 15 girls' schools of the same class with 1,517 
pupils : a total enrolment of 12,146 pupils in 503 schools, besides 1,180 Sunafty 
schools with 47,686 scholars. 

It is often said of this mission that it deals chiefly with the lower castes 
and fron~ its own reports this would seem to be true. I have already referred 
to this matter. But the reports a lso make it abundantly clear that the mission 
is fully aware of the dangers attending this course, whatever ultin~ate advantages 
it may possess and has taken steps to com_bat them. 

(4) L. M. S. (London Mt'ssionary Society).- But a brief reference to this 
mission need be made as its operations will c10ubtless come under a fun review 
in the reports of other provinces where its work is moore extensive. The first 
branch was founded in this province at Benares between 1820 and 1824; it now 
works chiefly in Benares, Mirzapur and Almora. It maintains 129 schools (both 
-sexes) with 3,034 scholars. The converts are of all castes; industries are taught, 
especially carpentry and cane work. It also has several medical institutions 
under its care including a leper asylulll at Almora. 

(5) The Salvati(}n Army.- The methods of the Salvation Army need no de
scription. In this province their headquarters are at Bareilly ; they have, in th6i:r 
own terms, 54 corps and 402 outposts in charge of 86 officers and employes. 
They address themselves chiefly to the low castes. Their best work by far (it 
is saying a good deal) has been among the criminal tribes. They maintain 5 
settlements for such tribes in this province, which they started at the invitation 
of Sir John Hewett, Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces. As an 

_ example the Dom settlement at Gorakhpur may be quoted. This was opened 
in 1908; its object was" to reform this criminal tribe by moral suasion, by finding 
them regular and remunerative employment and by bringing to bear upon them 

(1) Sic." r ... ow castes" is m3ant. I h ,we b tely learnt that the Chamard of l\feerut .ure freely demanding conversion. 
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and upon their women and children, influence of a kindly and ameliorative nature"; 
the system_ was to gradually relax the severity of the existing regulations for the 
"would-be goods." The Salvation ArnlY began by asking the advice 01 the 
Doms themselves as to whether such methods were worth trying. The Doms, 
flattered by so unusual an attention, invited them_ to undertake tho work of 
reforllmtion, though expressing no hopes that it would succeed. They could 
not believe that they would ever b e able to get rid of their habits of drunkenness. 
and gam_bling ; drunkenness at all events was second nature. It was suggested 
that they should begin by trying moderate drin16ng b efore coming to the settle
ment; they agreed to try. These facts are rnerely rnentioned as instances of the 
wisdom and tactfulness with which the Salvation Army officers in charge (Brigadier 
and Mrs. Hunter) carried out their task. Between 1908 and 1910, 447 Doms passed 
through their hands, of whom 183 were in the settlernent at the end of the 
latter year . The increasing tendency is for then~ to settle down in the Home. 
In 1910 there was not a single proven case of theft against the residents of the 
settlement. Drunkenness is" very exceptiona1." Nearly an are novv working 
at some form of industry, w eaving, the making of n e t bags and boxes for the 
treasury, rope llmking, carpentry and cabinet Tnaking, &c. 'l'h ey a lso take out 
of door employment as scavengers and so on. They aro paid by ljhe piece; 
the Army plays the part of the bania, supplying the rnaterials and selling the 
goods; the last is no easy task, but the Army's large connection and the good
will with which their efforts are regarded will in time enable thenl t o do so with
out trouble. In time, they hope too to draft th eir settlers into the ordinary 
channels of labour. "There is every hope that from this SOI'l'owful wreckago of 
humanity a very large proportion of salvage will be possible ; an10ngst . .the 
children there seems no r eason to doubt that the vast majority will be salvable." 
This quotation from a Government report on this sett len~ent sums up the situation,_ 
one of the most striking situations that has ever b een present ed in India. The 
Army is in truth proving itself worthy of its name. A s regards conversion, this. 
is, and will remain entirely voluntary. But that it should not b e considerable 
could not be expected in such circumstances. 

(6) The S. P. G.-The Society for the propag-ation of the G ospel first com
rnenced work in this province at Cawnpore in 1833, where its "york in this 
province is chiefly carried on with outstations at Banda, Halnirpur and Karwi. 
It maintains a college, several schools for boys and girls, and worJ;;shops (printing 
press, brass foundry, just closed, and for a while a carpentryshop). Its rnethoc:s 
are similar to those of the Church 1\1issionary Society. 

175. The influence of missionary work on the thought and morality of 
the people.-Missions influence their converts, of course, directly, and as bas been 
already stated, there is good reason for supposing that the low caste converts 
of the present day are better converts and better men than their fathers were 
before then~. The difference is not so striking in the case of the l11issions who 
have always demanded a high standard of faith and performance b efore baptism, 
but with the converts of the Methodist Episcopal Church it is noticeable . '1' he 
reports of the years 1907 and 1910 of that mission are worth comparing. In 
the former report it is stated that "kachcha" baptism, i.e., baptism where the 
candidates have been insufficiently prepared, though reassuringly uncommon, 
still occurred, and the problem was regarded as one of importance. It was pointed 
out that earthly advantages are not one of the chief arguments for conversion. 
The state of affairs as regards Church attendance was "quite hopeful"; as, 
regards the sacrament" a great deal remained to be done," and it was found 
that heathen rites, especially in the matter of marriage and death ceremonies" 
were far from rooted out. Caste feeling was almost unknown among the second 
generations of Christians, but this was not the case with the first generation. 
The bulk of the Christians were cultivators, sweepers, servants, chamars (in the
occupational sense), weavers and clerks; they did not take to mechanical ani! 
industrial enlployment. But in 1910 it is clear that matters in all these directions. 
were much improved. The converts for instance knew and could repeat the 
elements of their faith, and heathen rites were being given up. There can be no 
question that year by year Christianity is becoming far more of a reality for those 
who adopt it. 

Missions again have a great indirect influence. Through their schools, 
and colleges they influence the lives of theil" non-Christian pupils to an enormous. 
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extent. In one work it is pointed out how many reforms of the present day of a 
social nature are in a measure traceable to Christian influence; how Christian 
books, the New Testament and the Imitation of Christ, are studied by educated 
Indians, who approve their teachings. Another authority writes to me, " I 
have been greatly struck by the fact that while baptisms as the immediate result 
of education in mission schools and colleges are comparatively few. . . .' , 
the degree to which students educated in such places get their minds saturated with 
Christian ideals is very great. . such doctrines as the personality of God, 
the solidarity of the human race. . . . . seem to become part of the thinking 
of many of those students who are with us for a long time" ; though, as the writer 
also says, they are usually claimed to be latent in Hinduism. " The Christianizing 
of moral standards seems to me to be more remarkable still. . . . . instances 
of real sportsmanship. , chivalrous regard for women and a sense of 
honour and truth. . are by no means rare." 

Christin,nity, then, whether it affects the well-born youth of our large 
colleges or the Doms of Gorakhpur, is beginning to have its full effect, partly 
because of the mere lapse of time, but partly, too, "because India is asking for 
something new." As one report succinctly puts it, the young Indian refuses to be 
bound by the old systems of thought; they are disintegrating. And in this state of 
affairs, it is not surprising that some are led to Christianity, others to Aryaism. 
Hinduism's hold on the masses has not yet weakened appreciably, but it is 
beginning not to satisfy the thoughtful; nor will any religion satisfy them that 
has no articles of faith to offer. 
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CHAPTER IV--RELIGION. 

Subsidiary table I.-General distribution of'the population by religion. 

Actual 
Locality. number 

Proportion per 10,000 of 
population in-

Variation per cent_ (l ucre[lse+ 
Decreas€-. ) 

Percentage 
net 

variation_ 

in 1911, I I \ 
_____ 1 ____ ______ _ _______ , ___ ______ 1911_ 1901.

1

1891, 1881. 1901-1911_ 1891-1901. 11_8_8_1-_1_8_91_-:_1_88_1_-_19_1_1_, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 
------1-----·- ---- --------

United Provinces (British Ter-
ritory) . 

r 
Hind~ Brah- j 

Himalaya, West •• 
Sub-Himalaya, West 
Indo-Ganget ic Plain, West __ 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central .• 
Central India Plateau 
East Satpuras •• 
Sub-Himalaya, East 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 

mam" l 
'l'ehri-Garhwal State 

:Muhamma
dan. 

Christ ia. n 
(a) all. 

(hJ Indian .• 

Hi n d 
Arya._ 

Jain 

Rampur 8tate •• 

United Province, (British Ter-
ritory). 

J 

HImalaya, West •• 
Sub-Himalaya, West 
Indo- Gangetic Pla.in, West 
Indo-Gangetic Pla.in, Central •• 
Centra.l Ind ia. Plateau 

l
East Satpuras .
Sub-Hima.laya, East 
Indo-Gangetic Pla.in, East 

Tehri-Garhwal State 
Rampur Sta.te •• 

United ProfJince. (British Te,.-
,.itory)_ 

J 

H imala.ya, West _. 
Sub-Hima.la.ya., West 
Indo-Ga.ngetic Pla.in, W est 
Indo-Ga,ngetic Plain. Central •• 
Central India Plateau 

l
East Sa,tpura.s -
Sub-Himalaya., Ea.st 
Indo-Gangetio Plain, East 

Tehri-Garhwal State 
Rampur Sta.te _ . 

United Provinces (Briti'h Xer-
ritor,Y)_ 

Himala.ya, West __ 
Sub-Himalaya, West 
Indo-GangetIC Plain, West 
Indo-Ga.ngetic Pla in, Central •. 
Central India. Plateau 
East Satpuras __ 
Sub-Himala.ya, East 
Indo-Ga.ngetic Plain, East 

Tehri -Garhwal State 
Rampur 8tate .• 

[T nited Province, (B,.itilh Te,.-
ritory) , 

Himalaya, West _, 
Sub-Himalaya, West 
I ndo-Gangetic P lain , West 
Indo-Ga.ngetic P la.in , Central •• 
Central India Plateau 
East Satpuras _. 
Sub-Hima.la.ya, East 
Indo-Gangetio 1'la.in, East 

Tehri-Garhwal State 
Rampur State •• 

UNited Provinces (B,.itilh Te,.-
ritory), 

Himalaya, West .• 
Sub-Hima.laya, West 
Indo-Ga.ngetic Plain, West 
Indo-Gangetic P lain, Central •• 
Central I ndia Plateau 
East Satpuras 
Sub-Himalaya, East 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 

Tehri-Garhwal State 
Ra.mpur State •• 

40,122,238 8,504 8,532 8,610 /8,627 

1,410,858 9,198 9,142 9,128 9,076 
3,166,563 7,304 7,382 7,493 7553 

10,474,806 8,128 8,201 8,293 8:351 
10,871,555 8,750 8,764 8,799 8_807 
2,059,745 9,329 9,345 9,371 9,399 
1,001,022 9,346 9,312 9,343 9,342 
6,430,209 8,583 8,611 8,681 8,707 
4,708,490 9,001 8,953 8,986 8,962 

298,983 9,939 9,941 9,935 9,945 
284,132 5,349 5,4GO 5,621 5,591 

6,658,373 1,411 1,411 1,353 1,343 

106,837 
1,110,340 
2,159,397 
1,513,969 

129.100 
68,507 

1,055,989 
514,234 

],754 
244,604 

171,949 

11,2]3 
24,550 

104,992 
25,441 

4,726 
735 

2,526 
3,766 

6 
] ,739 

136,469 

4,924 
20,065 
95,106 

9,210 
2,185 

411 
1,775 
2,793 

2 
1,7 ]8 

131,154 

2,608 
25,208 
88,233 

8,105 
971 
522 

1,628 
3,879 

3 
48] 

75,427 

377 
5,393 

54,286 
2,728 

12,020 
131 
178 
314 

49 
259 

697 
2,561 
1,676 
1,218 

585 
640 

1,410 
983 

58 
4 ,605 

38 

73 
57 
81 
20 
21 

'7 
3 
7 

2 
33 

29 

29 
46 
74 

7 
10 

4 
2 
5 

32 

28 

17 
58 
68 

7 
4 
5 
2 
7 

1 
9 

16 

2 
12 
42 

2 
54 
1 
2 
1 

1 
5 

788 
2 ,539 
1 ,672 
1 ,212 

581 
670 

1,383 
1,036 

57 
4,523 

21 

48 
32 
39 
17 
17 

7 
3 
4 

4 
9 

14 

26 
23 
33 

7 
6 
4 
2 
2 

2 
8 

14 

13 
24 
37 

3 
2 
3 
1 
1 

1 
5 

18 

3 
16 
46 

3 
54 

2 
3 
1 

2 
3 

820 
2,455 
1,621 
1,182 

559 
648 

1,316 
1,010 

59 
4,374 

12 

37 
21 
17 
14 

9 
4 
2 
4 

1 
1 

5 

17 
11 

8 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 

6 
8 

5 

7 
8 

13 
1 
1 
1 

18 

2 
17 
52 

3 
55 
2 
1 
3 

8 
3 

881 
2,416 
1,587 
1,175 

538 
647 

1,290 
1,033 

54 
4,409 

11 

39 
12 
12 
15 

5 
6 
2 
5 

'4 

3 

11 
4 
5 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 

-4 

18 

2 
18 
49 

2 
58 
2 

* 
• 

(1) and (2) See note on following page. 

-1-4 

+ 11'4 I 
--03 
-2-8 
-3-9 
+4-7 
--7 

+2'9 \ 
- 4-7 

+11 -6 
- 2-5 

-2·1 
+1 ' 9 
-1'8 
-3-2 
+5-5 
-5'5 
-5-2 

-10 0 

+15'0 
+1'4 

+73-7 

+68-8 
+77-6 

+105'3 
+15-5 
+30-8 
+3-2 

+21-5 
+55-5 

-53'8 
+267'6 

+98'2 

+37'5 
+105 ' 3 
+118 -8 
+18 -2 
+81 ' 1 
-'7 

+23-2 
+139-1 

-71-4 
+290-4 

+100-9 

+44-5 
+148-5 
+83-3 

+148-1 
+202'5 
+41'1 

+218'0 
+429 ' 9 

+87-0 
+80'1 

-10-6 

-8-0 
-21 -1 
-4-0 

-31'3 
+6-2 

-41 -7 
-11 -9 
-21'4 

+683'3 
+48-0 

+- 71 

+2 -8 
+-05 
+8'8 
+-9 

-8 -7 
-7'1 
-'6 

-7-4 

+11-6 
-6-1 

-1'4 
+5-0 

+13-0 
+3-9 
-4'8 
-3-6 
+5'4 
-4'7 

+7-0 
+-02 

+75'3 

+32-6 
+53'2 
+14 -7 
+26-1 
+65'0 
+53 -1 
+28 -9 
+14-1 

-7-1 
+650-8 

+194-1 

+56-8 
+106 '0 
+320 -4 
+119-8 
+463 -.') 
+130-7 

+1l0 -8 
+17-1 

-50 ' 0 
+923-2 

+196'0 

+97-0 
+197'7 
+205 -9 
+124-4 
+25 -4 

+232-7 
+427'6 
+751-1 

+1060-9 

- ' 2 

+46-4 
-3'7 

+ ' 8 
+14-2 
-10'4 
-19-9 

+130'4 
+133'5 

-70'0 
-3'8 

+ 6'1 

+14'0 
+4-4 
+-8 

+8-4 
+3·4 
+2 -2 

+12'8 
+5-4 

+20-5 
+2'2 

+7-2 

+5'6 
+6-9 
+3 -7 
+9-2 
+84 
-1 -3 
+3-3 
+2'8 

+743-2 
+1 -1 

+22 -6 

+5-8 
+84'1 
+40 -6 
- 1-9 

+111-2 
- 33-7 
+31-3 
+19'8 

+55 -5 

+79-1 
+183'1 
+86-7 
+62 -1 
-4 ·0 

-19 ·4 
+15'6 
-15'0 

+5'7 

+13-9 
-3-9 
+5-8 

+65-9 
--7 

+20-5 
+148 -7 

+2,342-8 

+ 5 ' 4 

+ 30-6 
+4 ' 4 
+ 6-6 
+5-1 
- -7 
-5 -7 

+15 ' 9 
+7 ' 5 

+50-4 
-6 -2 

+12 -3 

+1 ' 9 
+14-5 
+15'6 
+9-7 
+8'8 
-6-8 

+28-0 
-1-12-0 

+i:i37-2 
+2-6 

+273-3 

+140'0 
+401-0 
+614'4 
+42'8 

+368 -4 
+4-9 

+105 -4 
+42-4 

-33 -3 
(1)+2,650'3 

+929'5 

+207'3 
+1,097-9 
+1_617-5 

+312 -1 
+878 -9 

+84-7 
+86-:J 

+136-r; 

-77'7 
(1 )+ 3,895'3 

(1)+494 -7 

(1)+183-6 
(1)+639'7 
\1)+460'7 
(1)+4f)6'7 
(1)+279'3 
(1)+411-8 

:1)+l.578'4 
(1)+4,408'1 

(2) __ 

(1)+1,991'3 

-5'7 

+59 -0 
-27-1 
--5'2 

+30 -2 
-5-5 

-34-5 
+381-1 

+4,385 -7 

{1)+145'0 
(1)+10-1 
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Subsidiary table I.-General distribution of the population by religion-(concluded). 

Proportion per 10,000 of Variation per cent. (Increase+ 
Percentage 

net 
Actual population in- Decrease.-.) variation. 

Religion. Locality. number 
in 1911. I 

1901-1911. 11891-1901. 
I 

.. - 1911. 1901 . 1891.1 1881. 1881-1891. 1881-1911. 

~ .. .--~~~.-- - --~l~- ' ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 9 10 11 
- ------- -- - - ---_- _ _ 1_ -

-~---~- - .... --

United Provinces (British Ter· 15,T60 2 3 2 '8 -1 ' 0 +35'0 +211'3 +316'0 
ritory). 

8 1 +105'2 +377'5 

I 
Himalaya, West .. .. 1,250 4 6 -20'3 +681 ' 2 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. 2,909 7 7 5 1 +4'4 +25'8 +348'1 +488 ' 9 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West .. 5,236 4 4 4 1 -7'5 +9'8 +327 ' 7 +334'5 
Indo-Ga.ngetio Pla.in, Central .. 3,052 2 1 '8 '6 +106'2 +49 ' 7 .. +34'1 +311 ' 3 

Sikh 
Central India Pla.teau .. 1,090\ 5 '5 5 '1 +876'8 -89' 4 +776'0 +804'l .. 

1 
East SaLpuras 121 1 6 2 ' 6 -82'5 +268'1 -51'5 -68 ' 8 .. .. 
Sub·Himalaya, East .. 930\ 1 2 1 8 -24·4 +61'5 +44'1 +75 ' 9 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, E~ .-;' .. 564 1 7 ' 3 • -84'9 +1,745'8 +6,666 ' 6 +18,700'0 

Tebri·Garhwal State .. 24 '8 '5 ' 3 .. +71 ' 4 +180'0 .. (2)+380'0 
Rampur State 2 · (3)-.. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. 
United Provinces (B,.iti8h Te,.- 872 '2 ' 1 • • +50'9 +69'0 +200'0 +664'9 

,.,:tory) . · '1 · -64'3 -57'l 

I 

Himalaya, West " .. 5 • +366 ' 0 -28'0 
Sub-Himalaya, West 37 * • · • +94'7 -5'0 +11 ' 1 +105'5 .. 
Indo-Gangetjc Plain, West 211 '2 • • · +88'4 +47'4 +181 ' 5 +681'5 .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 3M '3 '1 '1 · +62'9 +56 ' 8 +156 ' 9 +554'9 .. 
Cent ral India. Plateau 267 1 1 '4 • +30'2 +130 ' 3 +1,171'4 +3,'714 ' 3 

Parsi .. .. 

l 
Eas t Sa t pUl'as 3 * '1 _70'2 (2)-.. .. .. .. " .. 
Sub-Himalaya.. East 10 · • · +66'7 -68'4 (1)-90 ' 0 .. .. . . 
Indo,Gangetic Plain, East 5 * * · · _28'5 +75'0 + ' 0 +25'0 .. 
Tehri-G:arh wal State .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 
Rampnr State · (4)-.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 
United Provinc81 (B'!'iti8h, Te,.- 780 '1 '2 ' 3 • -1'0 -43'2 , +1,246'6 +670'3 

,.ito'!'y). 
, 

Himalaya, West .. .. 709 4 2 '5 ·7 +201 ' 7 +240 ' 6 -20'7 +714 ' 9 
Sub-Himalaya, West 9 * '2 ' 3 • - 88 ' 8 -27'0 +640 ' 0 - 40'0 .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 8 · ' 1 '4 - 97'3 - 69'0 .. .. .. .. 
Indo-Gangatic Plain, Oentral 46 · * ' 3 * - 77'3 -55'4 ,-j-46,300 ' 0 +4,500 '0 .. 
Central India Plateau " * · +700 ' 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
East Satpuras .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 
Sub-Himalaya, East 8 · * -65'2 .. .. .. .. ., .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East .. .. .. '1 '4 .. ., -69 ' 8 .. .. 
Tehri·Garhwal State .. .. .. .. 4 .. .. .. .. (5)-
Rampur State .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
United Province. (British Ter· 50 * • • • -7'4 -10 ' 0 -40'6 -50 '5 

'!'itory). 

f 
Himalaya, West .. .. .. • .. . . .. .. .. " .. 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 10 • * • +400'0 - 80' 0 .. .. .. .. 
Indo-Gangetio Plain, Central 24 · • · · -7'7 -92 ' 8 -48 '0 .. .. 
Central India Plateau .. . , .. .. • .. .. +550 ' 0 .. Jew .. 

"l 
East Sa.tpuras " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . -. 
Sub-Himalaya, East 8 • * • • -38'5 -45'8 -42'S - 80'9 .. 
Indo-Gangetio Plain, East 8 · · · • -27'3 +83'3 -25'0 +0 .. 
Tehri·Garhwal State .. .. .. 

" .. .. . . .. .. . . 
Rampur State .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 
United p,.ovince. (Briti.h Ter- 47 • • • • +10'8 +164'3 +133'3 +583 ' 3 

ritory). · , Himalaya, West . . 8 · · +300'0 +700'0 .. .. .. .. f Sub-Himalaya, West .. .. · .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 14 * • • +366'6 +600 ' 0 .. .. .. .. I Indo·Gangetic Plain, Central J4 • • · -56'2 +16'6 .. .. .. .. 

Hi ndu Central India Plateau .. .. · .. .. .. .. " " .. 
Brahmo. l E""tS.!pU"" . . 5 * · +150'0 .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Sub-Himalaya, East .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
I ndo-Gangetic Plain, East .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Tehri-Garhwal State .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. .. .. 
Rampur State .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 

I 
-~----~-- ----

Note, :-
(I) None of this religion were recorded here before 1891. The variation in column 11 is from 1891-1911. 
(2) None of this religion were recorded here before 1901. 
(3) None of this religion were recorded here before 1911. 
(4) One Parsi recorded in 1901 ; other yea.rs blank. 
(5) One hundred and seven Buddhist. recorded in 1891 ; other years blank. 
An asterisk (*) in columns 4. to 7 denotes that the proportion per 10,000 of population is less than·l. 
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Subsidiary table II.-Distribution by districts of the main religions. 

Number per 10,000 of popUlation who are ;-
Q) 

\ 

--~~- ~ --_ 
.0 

S H indus. Muhammadam, Christ ians, Aryas. ::s District and natural division. s:! 

~ 
- -_ .. 

I 

, [ 

I ~ 
';:' ,...; ,...; ,...; I ,...; ,...; ,...; ,...; ,...; ,...; ,...; ....; ....; Q) 

I 
@ ,...; rn r-i 0 0> 00 r-i 0 '" 00 r-i 0 0> .-l 0> Ol Ol 00 00 cr;, cr;, 00 00 cr;, cr;, 00 00 0> 00 .-{ rl r-i rl M M r-i ..-i rl r-i rl . ~ M M 

~-

4 I 5-
- - --- - - -- -_-- - -- - _ -- - ----- -

I 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
-- - -- -._---- - - - -- - - - ----

I 
United Provinces (British Territory) 8,504 8,532 8,610 8,627 7,471 7,477 7,353 7,343 38 27 72 71 28 74 5 

Himalaya, We6t .. .. 8,198 9,142 9,128 9,076 697 788 820 881 73 48 37 39 17 13 7 
I 

1 Dehra Dun .. .. 8,271 8,321 8,547 S,G91 1,355 1,384 1,184 1,147 246 '176 1G3 141 56 76 47 
2 N aini Tal .. .. 7,652 7,G01 G,417 6 ,375 2,222 2,441 3,572 :J,G22 75 46 1 1 36 7 4. 3 Almora .. .. .. 9,868 9,874 9,757 9,723 68 87 212 228 56 31 28 48 4 4 .. 
4 Garhwal .. .. 9,903 9,878 9,897 19,929 75 103 88 60 18 15 14 7 2 ' 2 .. 

I 

Sub-Himalaya, Well .. .. ' 7,304 I 7,382 7,493 I 7,553 2,561 2,539 2,455 2,416 57 32 21 12 58 24 8 

1) Saharallpur .. .. : 6,472 6,531 6,668 6,669 3,336 3,359 3,241 3,242 56 28 19 18 69 22 3 
(; Barcilly .. .. . 7,322 7,519 7,592 7,666 2,523 2,399 2,356 2,309 115 66 50 23 35 11 5 ,-

Bijnor 6,311 6,383 6,563 6,713 3,479 3,'184 3,372 3,272 41 25 11 4 154 74 26 , .. .. 
1:)1 Pilibhit .. .. 8,158 8,224 8,285 8,348 1,769 1,731 1,700 1,651 43 28 8 .. 30 14 8 
9 Kheri .. .. 8,540 8,625 8,685 8,748 1,441 1,367 1,306 1,247 11 5 6 5 7 2 1 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Welt .. 8,128 8,201 8,293 8,351 1,676 1,672 1,621 1,587 81 39 17 12 68 37 13 

10 Muzaffarnagar .. .. 6,913 6,918 17,020 7,055 2,868 2,910 2,833 2,819 32 16 2 1 77 36 13 
11 Meerut .. .. 7,404 7,439 I 7,527 7,599 2,270 2,337 2,278 2,244 119 79 40 31 78 33 20-
12 Bulandshahr .. .. 7,975 7,909 8,053 8,091 1,875 1.909 1,884 1,897 91 40 2 1 156 108 47 
13 Aligarh .. .. 8,507 8,609 8,801 8,824 1,229 1,240 1,153 1,149 102 42 4 3 136 80 10 
14 Muttra .. .. 8,908 8,912 9,060 9,106 941 1,010 778 865 91 30 12 5 35 13 3 
15 Agra. · . .. 8,669 8,633 8,772 8,803 1,121 1,169 1,045 1,024 71 52 47 51 27 22 10 
16 Farrukhabad .. .. 8,760 8,799 8,808 8,865 1,159 1,154 1,158 1,116 28 12 10 9 45 23 10 
17 Mainpuri " .. 9,290 19,340 9,375 9,350 558 576 545 562 30 4 2 2 62 15 4 
18 Etawah .. .. 9,306 9,383 9,384 9,403 600 572 582 574 9 3 2 2 59 11 2 
19 Etah .. .. 8,719 8,784 8,872 8,915 1,048 1,071 1,040 1,015 127 51 7 2 52 36 11 
20 Budaun .. .. 8,162 8,267 8,353 8,464 1,674 1,638 1,601 1,530 107 60 27 3 53 28 13 
21 Moradabad .. .. 6,212 6,386 6,557 6,647 3,589 3,530 3,398 3,330 135 51 28 16 55 24 11 
22 Shahjahanpur · . .. 8,472 8,572 8,569 8,580 1,471 1,453 1,407 1,403 42 20 14 16 14 18 7 

I'IrJ,o-Gangetic Plain, Contral .. 8,750 8,764 18,799 8,807 1,218 1,212 1,182 1,175 20 17/14 15 7 3 1 

23 Cawnpore .. .. 9,013 9,061 9,127 9,184 910 891 839 788 46 35 25 27 22 8 5 
24 Fatehpur " " 8,833 8,837 8,895 8,912 1,15'j 1,156 1,102 1,085 2 2 1 1 7 3 .. 
25 Allahabad .. .. 8,589 8,602 8,866 8,632 1,347 1,340 1,290 1,<l24 48 46 38 41 4 2 .. 
26 Lucknow .. .. 7,748 7,838 7,816 7,750 2,102 2,052 2,084 2,151 113 91 71; 90 13 5 7 
27 Unao .. " 9,156 9,195 9,201 9,235 835 802 796 764 1 1 J \ 1 7 2 1 
28 Rae Bareli .. .. 9,J.34 9,130 9,173 9,183 861 868 830 813 2 1 1 1 2 1 .. 
29 Sit.a.pur .. .. 8,479 8,507 8,524 8,544 1.508 1,483 1,466 1,448 5 6 7 5 5 1 1 
30 Hardoi .. .. 8,912 8,910 8,969 8,961 1,006 1,07911,031 1,039 10 5 1 I 1 11 6 
31 Fyzaba.d 8,869 8,868 8,841 8,835 1,109 1,111 1,137 1,152 17 12 \ 10 3 

.. .. " 12 2 
32 Sultanpur 8,887 8,893 8912 8,939 1,109 1,105 J ,OSG \ 1,060 1 2 

.. .. .. 1 " 1 .. .. 
33 Parta.bgarh .. .. 8,957 8,959 9,000 9,008 1,040 1,037 1 997 99l 1 1 J 1 1 1 .. 34 I Bara Banki " .. 8,325 8,298 8';)44 8,329 1,666 1,691 1,644 1,655 2 2 1 1 2 .. .. 

Central India Plateau .. .. 9,329 9,345 9,371 9,399 585 581 559 538 21 17 9 5 4 2 1 

35 Banda .. .. 9,423 9,414 9,416 9,410 564 576 576 582 3 3 1 4 5 1 1 
36 Haroirpur .. .. 9,329 9.336 9,348 9,344 655 655 648 655 8 6 . . .. 6 1 1 
37 Jhansi .. ., 9,251 9,269 9,353 9,446 502 501 424 328 58 50 28 12 3 1 2 
38 Jala.un .. .. 9,308 9,364 9,351 9,383 677 627 643 614 5 2 2 .. 3 3 . . 

E alit SatptlrUI .. .. 9,346 9,312 9,343 9,342 640 670 648 647 7 7 4 6 5 3 1 

39 Mirzapur · , .. 9,346 9,312 9,34.3 9,342 640 670 648 647 7 7 4 6 5 3 1 

Sub-Himalaya, Ealt .. .. 8,583 8,611 8,681 8,707 1,410 1,383 1,316 1,290 3 3 2 2 2 1 ,. 

40 Gorakhpur .. .. 8,982 8.989 8,988 8,998 1,009 1.004 1,007 998 5 5 4 4 3 1 .. 
41 Basti .. .. 8,333 8375 8,456 8,453 1,665 1,623 1,544 1,546 '4 1 .. .. 2 .. .. 
42 Gonda · . .. 8,388 8,474 8,588 8,672 1,606 1,521 1,408 1,326 4 2 2 1 1 1 

" 43 Bahraich .. .. 8,064
1
8,147 8,297 8,362 1,923 1,842 1,698 1,631 3 2 1 1 1 1 .. 

Indo-Gangeti.c Plain, Ealt .. 9,001 8,953 8,986 8,962 983 1,036 1,010 1,033 7 4 4 5 7 1 .. 
44 Benares .. .. 8,884 8,943 9,021 8,979 1,080 1,030 959 1,001 22 18 15 20 7 2 .. 
45 Jaunpur .. . . 9,107 9.087 9,076 9,060 876 910 919 939 1 1 1 1 16 2 .. 
46 Ghazipllr .. .. 9,079 9,004 9,041 9,010 912 982 953 983 7 5 5 6 2 1 1 
47 Ballia · . " 9,363 9,321 9,294 9,250 623 674 704 750 12 ,. .. .. 2 .. .. 
48 Azamgarh · . .. 8,739 8,585 8,695 8,683 1,252 1,403 1,305 1,316 1 1 1 .. 8 1 .. 
49 Tehri.Garhwal State (Himalaya, 9,939 9,941 9,935 9,945 58 57 59 54 '2 .. 1 .. '1 1 .. 

West) . 
Rampur State (Sub-Himalaya, West) 5,349 5,460 5,621 5,591 4,605 4,523 4,374 4,409 33 9 1 .. 9 5 , . 
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Subsidiary table III.-Ohristians.-Number and variations . 

..:\ 
~ 

Actual number of Ohristians in- Varia.tion per cent. 

~ .1 

~ , District and natural division. 

~ I 
J5 i _ 1 ____ . _ __________ _ 

1911 . 

1 I 2 
_ _ 1 _ _ ____ -------- ~ ___ _ 

I 
: United Provinces (including Na.tive 
i States). 
! 
: Himalaya, Weld 

1 I Dehra Dun 
2 Naini Tal 
3 Almora. 
4 G:ubwal •• 

I SlIb.Himalaya, W,llt •• 

5 [ Saharanpllr 
6 , Bareilly •• 
7 ' Bijnor 
8 Pi lib hit " 
9 : Kheri 

Indo-Ga"getic Plain, West 

10 Muza,ffa,rnagar 
11 ' :>1eerut •• 
12 ; Bulandshahr 
13 i Aligarh .• 
14 1 Muttra .. 
15 Agra .• 
16 . F arrukhabad 
17 I Mainpuri •• 
18 Etawah •• 
19 Etah .• 
20 Budaun •• 
21 Moradaba.d •. 
22 i Shahjahanpur 

I 
Indo- Gangetic Pla; .. , . C~ntral 

I 

23 Cawnpore " 
24 I Fatebpur " 
25 . AlIaha.1,ad .• 
26 1 Luckrow .. 
27 '1 Unao •• 
28 . Rae Bareli •• 
29 , Sitapur .. 
30 ~ Hardoi •• 
31 : Fyzabad .. 
32 I Sultan pur •• 
33 P,uta bga.rh 
34 I Ba.ra Banki 

j Central Inaia Plateau 

35 I Banda .. .. 
36 Ha.mirpur. . •• 
37 Jhansi •. •• 
38 Jalaun.. " 

Ea&t Satp"ra. 

39 Mirza pur •• 

Sub.Himalaya, Ea,t •• 

40 Gora.khpur •• 
41 Ba.;;ti •• 
42 Gonda •• 
43 Bahraich •• 

, IndQ·Gangetic PZain, Ea,t 

44 Ben ares •• 
M> Jaunpur 00 

46 Gbazlpur •• 
47 BaHia •• o. •• 

48 Azamgarh. 0 •• • 

49 Tehri·Garhwal State (Himalaya: 
West). 

50 Rampur State (Sub-Himalaya. West) 

779,694 

11,!J13 

5,036 
2,413 
2,919 

845 

24,550 

5,548 
12,591 

3,315 
2,085 
1,011 

104,992 

2,583 
18.142 
10,111 
11,947 

5.992 
7,229 
2,548 
2,395 

693 
11 ,077 
11,298 
17,023 

3,954 

25,441 

5,224 
142 

7,055 
8,660 

123 
219 
569 

1,111 
1,911 

134 
72 

221 

4,726 

198 
363 

3,970 
195 

735 

735 

2,526 

1,608 
69 

501 
348 

8,766 

1,930 
117 
568 

1,008 
143 

6 

1,739 

1901. 

4 

702,995 

6,642 

3,
134

1 1,417 
1,427 

664 [ 

13,822 

2,972 
7,148 
1,933 
1,296 

473 

1891. 188l. 

5 6 

1901 to 1891 to ! 1881 to 

19~1~1~. _1_~1~9~0_1._ 1 1891. 

1881 to 
1911. 

7 8 9 10 

--·-I----I--·-~I----~I----

58,518 

4,940 

2,743 
23 

1,601 
573 

9,023 

1,974 
5,271 

908 
365 
505 

47,673 

4,671 

2,025 
11 

2,393 
242 

4,900 

1,793 
2,393 

299 
18 

397 

+75 +76 

+68 +34 

+61 +14 
+70 +6,061 

+105 -11 
+27 +16 

+78 +53 

+87 +51 
+76 +36 
+71 +113 
+61 +255 

+114 -6 

+23 +277 

+6 +140 

+35 +149 
+109 +21,836 
-33 +22 

+137 +249 

+84 

+10 
+120 
+204 

+1,928 
+27 

+401 

+209 
+4:26 

+1,009 
+11 ,483 

+155 

51,145 20,671 14,697 +105 +147 -1-41 +614 

1,40.2 
12,203 i 

4,528 I 
5,055 
2,262 
5,522 
1,128 

353 
245 

4,365 
6,116 
6,103 
1,863 

22,032 

4,414 
145 

6,814 
7,247 

136 
117 
751 
513 

1,502 I 
103 
102 i 
188 I 

i 
3,616 I 

186 I 
272 

3,064 
94 

712 

712 

2,078 

1,443 
93 

321 
221 

2,422 

1,597 
116 
491 

33 
185 
13 

473 

127 
5,435 . 

210 I 
465 < 

846 I 
4,758 [ 

828 ' 
132 
134 
620 

2,581 
3307 I 

1,
328

1 

17,475 

3,036 
7J. 

5,933 
5,769 

106 
145 i 
717 1 167 

1,254 
5~ 1 
77 I 

147 ' 

I 2,.131 

74 
50 

1,940 
67 

465 

465 

1,614 

1,176 
66 

248 
124 

2,122 

1,364 
93 

576 
15 
74 
14 

63 

54 
4,063 

115 
289 
338 

4,997 
826 
146 
158 
117 
309 

1,877 
1,408 

17,812 

3,200 
88 

6,079 
6,280 

49 
123 
443 

75 
1,294 

55 
48 
78 

1,009 

278 
17 

700 
14 

701 

701 

1,229 

933 
78 

159 
59 

2,645 

1,768 
120 
648 

32 
77 

9 

+84 
+49 

+1.23 
+136 
+165 
+31 

+126 
+578 
+183 
+154 
+85 

+179 
+112 

+18 
-2 
...L4 

+'19 
-10 
+87 
-24 

+117 
+21 
+30 
-29 
+ 18 

+31 

+6 
+33 
+30 

+107 

+3 

+3 

+22 

+11 
-26 
+56 
+58 

+55 

+21 
+1 

+16 
+2,955 

-23 
-54 

+268 

+1,004 
+125 
+205 I 
+987 
+167 
+16 
+36 

+167 
+83 

+739 
+137 
+85 
+40 ' 

+45 I 

+104
1 +15 

+26 I 
+28 
-19 
+5 

+207 
+20 
+94 
+32 
+28 

+ 70 

+151 
+444 
+58 
+40 

+53 

+53 

+29 

+23 
+41 
+29 
+78 

+14 

+17 
+25 
-15 

+120 
+150 
-7 

+651 

+135 +1,683 
+34 +347 
+82 1+8,692 
+61 1+4,034 

+150 1+ 1,673 
-5 +45 
+0 +208 

-10 1+1,540 
-15 +339 

+ 344 +9,368 
+735 +3,556 
+76 +807 
-6 +181 

-2 

-5 
-19 
-2 
-8 

+116 
+18 
+62 

+123 
-3 
--4 

+60 
+88 

+111 

+43 

+63 
+61 
+16 
+38 

+151 
+78 
+28 

+1 ,381 
+48 

+144 
+50 

+183 

+368 

-73 -29 
+194 +2,035 
+177 +467 
+379 +1,293 

-34 

-34 

+31 

+26 
-15 
+56 

+110 

-20 

-23 
-23 
-11 
-53 
-4 

+56 

+5 

+5 

+106 

+72 
-12 

+215 
+488 

+~ 

+9 
-3 

-12 
+3,050 

+86 
-33 

--- ------------.---.-----------__;---...:....--~-------------
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Subsidiary table-IY.-Races and Sects of Ohristians. (Actual numbers.) 

Europe~n. Anglo-Indian. Indian. Total. 

Sect. 
I 

Ma]e, IF=.'" Males. Females. Males. Female •. 1911 . 1901. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-- --. 

Anglican Communion .. .. 14,835 5,503 2,149 2,115 3,343 2,967 30,912 28,168 
Armenian . . .. 19 5 .. .. 3 . . 27 65 .. 
Baptist " .. .. 161 96 58 63 1,142 1,082 2,602 536 
Congregationalist .. .. 65 43 14 7 371 487 987 557 
Greek .. .. .. 21 1 3 7 .. 4 36 6 
Lutheran 23 I 18 1 2 69 76 189 133 .. .. .. I 

Methodis t .. .. .. 908 i 440 152 269 54,965 49,121 105,855 51.933 
Minor P rotestant denominations .. 23 \ 28 15 10 160 338 574 224 
presbyterian .. .. .. 3,931 511 81 133 5,174 4,616 14,446 5.094 
Protestant, unsectarian or sect not 239 209 141 117 914 600 *2220 .. 

specified. 
3 8 Qaa.ker .. .. .. 1 1 2 4 19 3 

homan Catholio .. .. 4,072 1,637 1,336 887 1,585 1,192 10,709 10,725 
Salvationist .. .. .. 8 6 .. . . 522 455 991 122 
Syrian, Chaldean .. " 

1 .. .. .. . . .. 1 . . 
Syria.n, Jacobite " .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. 
Sect not returned " 

398 141 88 438 4,686 4,293 10,044 5,359 .. 
Indefinite beliefs .. .. 40 18 5 1 14 3 81 30 

----

Total .. 24,747 8,664 4,044 4,050 72,951 65,238 179,694 
I 

102,955 

Subsidiary table-Y.-Distribution of Oh'ristians per mille (a) Race~ by 
sect and (b) Sects by 'race. 

Variation 
+or-. 

10 

t+4,964 
-38 

+2,066 
+430 
+30 
+56 

+53,922 
+350 

+9,352 .. 
+16 
-16 

+869 
+1 
+1 

+4,685 
+51 

+76,739 

Races distributed by sect. Sects distributed by race. 

Sect. 

E=_n.
1 

Anglo
Indian. Indian. 

--------------------1-------------------- 2 1----3----1 
4 

Anglican Communion 
Armenian •• 
Baptist .. 
Congregationalist 
Greek .• 
Lutheran .. 
Methodist •• 
Minor Protestant denominations •• 
Presbyterian . • • • • • 
Prot.estants unsectarian or sect not specified 
Quaker • • •• •• 
Roman Catholic •• 
Salvationist.. •• 
Syrian, Chaldean •• 
Syrian, Jacohite •• 
Sect not r eturned 
Indefinite beliefs 

.. \ 609 
1 
8 
3 
1 
1 

40 
1. 

133 
13 

171 

16 
2 

1

-

527 I 46 
.. I •• 

I 15 16 
! 3 6 

I .~ 
52 

3 
26 
32 

275 

65 
1 

1 
753 

4 
71 
11 

20 
7 

65 

Total. 

5 

173 

14 
5 

1 
589 

3 
80 
12 

60 
6 

56 
1 

European. 

6 

658 
889 
99 

109 
611 
217 

13 
89 

S07 
202 I 
579 \' 
533 

14 I 
l:~OO \ 

54 

716 I 

Anglo
Indian. 

7 

138 

46 
22 

278 
16 

4 
44 
15 

116 
105 
208 

52 
74 

Subsidiary table-YI.-Religions of Urban and Rural population. 

Indian. 

8 

204 
111 
855 
869 
III 
767 
983 
867 
678 
682 
316 
259 
986 

1,000 
894 
210 

Number per 10,000 of urba n population Number per 10,000 of rural population 

Natuml division. 

1 

British Territory •• 
1. Himalaya, West •• 
2. Sub-Himalaya, West .• 
3. Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 
4. Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 
5. Central India Plateau .• 
6. East Satpuras •• 
7. Sub-Himalaya, East 
S. Indo-Gangetio Pla.in, East 

Nativs States .• 
Tehri·Garhwal (Himalaya., West) 
Rampur (Sub-H4na1aya, West) 

Hindu. 

2 

.. 5.969 .. 6,692 

.. 4,503 .. 5,685 

.. 6,086 

.. 7,637 

.. 7 j 803 .. 6;614 .. 6;999 .. 2,253 .. . . .. 2,253 

who are--

Muham- Christian. madan. 

3 4 

----

3,726 163 
2,458 648 
5,172 150 
3,951 160 
3,631 206 
2,020 153 
2,071 92 
3,279 55 
2,929 38 
7,680 34 .. .. 
7,6~ 34 

who are-

Others. Hindu. Muham- I Christian. madan. 

- --- I 

5 6 7 8 

142 8,792 1,1018 23 
202 9.416 543 23 
175 7,759 2,138 41 
204 8,547 1,285 68 

77 9,0l9 974 2 
190 9;559 389 4 
-34 9;430 562 2 

- 52 8;653 -1,343 2 
34 9;203 ' 786 4 

~j 33 7;583 '2,391 19 
.. 9,939 58 . .. 

33 5,349 4,604 33 

* Shown with Anglican Communion in 1901. I t Inoludes Protestants. 

Others. 

9 

3'1 
18 
62 

100 
5 

48 
~ 
2 
'1 
'I 
3 

14 
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LANGUAGE. 

KOLARTAN F A ~m,y-
1. Santhali 
2. Kol 
3. Mundari 
4. Kudzu 
b. Klwrriti 

Sta t ement No. lo8--continued. 

'l'OTAL ]<'0[( TllI, PROVINCE. 

II 
Burn SEXES. 

! I 

J' 1 S V II II Brahmapu tra H'll J ' • t 
'om, c<. Icm-n:__:_'Y'

1 

V.II,y. "ne"" ,. 

I I 

Total. Males. 

19,191 10,2[)8 8,933 i G,095 13,096 
8,871 4,556 4,315 5,7H3 3,046 32 

20,227 10,690 9,537 1,179 19,048 •••. " 
181 94 87 .... .. 181 .... .. 

... 982 599 383 96 886 .... _ 

Total KolarianFamily ... 
T IBETO-BuRM'AN FAI,IILY-

-~----- I .... -·-::-;;-I---:,-~ ---------,,-
._!!_:_45,9 _!5_197 __ 2::.,,200 1 __ 10,lCu __ 36,257 02 

14,315 10,930 3,385 I 1,683 7,990 4,642 
A. Nipal

l. Nipali 
2. Mangul' 
3. Rami 
4. Limbu 

Total lYipal ... 

B. FIimalayan
J. Tibetan 
2. Bhutiu 

Total Himalayan 
C. As,sam-
(a) Bodo Group

I. Chutiya 
2. Garo 
3. Hajong 

4. Kachari 
Ditto Hojai 

5. Koch 
6. Lalung 
7. Mech 
8. Rabha 
9. Tipperah 

Total Bodo Group 

(b) Naga Group-
I. Angarni 
2. Ao '" 
3. Kacha 
4. Kezharna 
5. Lhota 
6. Rengma 
7. Serna 

9 7 2 ••••••••• •••••. ••. 9 

21~ 20~ I .. ······io I ::::::::: 19i ...... ··25 
1----- 1----- ·-----1--- -------

14,546 1 11,149 ' 3,397 : 1,683 I 8,187 4,676 

1"18 1-- 61' r---I---I---
( 17) ......... 78 \ ....... . 

1,303 895 408 ......... 1,301 2 
------1---·------- ------------__ _ 

1,381 956 425 1,379 ---·------·i---I 
::: 120,47~ 59J63~ GO,83! •· .... 5·71 I 18,94~ 100,95i 

... 1 _ _ 999 _525 __ 474 , ___ ::~___:_:_:~_ ... ____ 9~ 
... 197,330 100,572 96,758 I 8,017 1 . 177,426 11,887 
... 2,799 1,396 1,403 : ..... ... I 2,778 21 

_____ _ _________ 1 _ _ • __ - _ ___ • ______ _ 

, .. \ 200,129 101,968 98,161 i 8,017 I 180,204 11,908 

... 1-'3,604 1,969 1,635 I-~=-I ' 322 -3,282 

... 40,204 20,3-13 1V,861 I 5 37,481 2,718 

... 69,217 34,307 3J,910 , ..... . ... 68,866 ;)5 1 

... 509 305 204 1 1 508 ..... v ••• 

r ... 8,017 4,130 3,887 i 8,017 I ......... • •••••••• 
--- 1-----------

443,159 223,191 219,968 17/;12 306,335 119,312 
-------·-1------------

26,880 ... 13,700 ] 3,180 ............. .to ••••••• " 26,880 ... 21 ,152 10,126 ] 1,026 .: ......... . ........ 21, 152 ... 5,233 2,703 2,530 .. ............. . ........ 5,233 ... 1,570 837 733 . ........ , .......... 1,570 ... 2,161 1,087 1,074 .. .......... . ......... 2,161 
... 104 53 51 I . ... ~ ........ " ............... 104 

.... 2,164 1,068 1,096 . ..... .. ... . ... ........ 2,164 
8. Naga unspecified* 43,593 22,194 21,3!J9 3,073 3,567 36,953 

------ ----- -----._--------
Total Nciga Group ... 102,8f57 51,768 f5 1,089 3,073 3,567 96,217 

---- -----------
(c) Mikir ... 90,236 46,803 43,4:33 

I 
1,076 60,456 I 28,704 

Total JJliki?· ... 90,236 I 46,803 43,433 1,076 60,456-1 28,704 

(d) Kuki Group- 1 I-
I. Kuki ... 18,813 9,058 \ 9,755 0,794 2 12,017 
2. Lushai 41,839 20,918 20,921 

I 2405 
q 41,59 1 ... i> 

3· Manipuri ... 72,323 37,532 - 34,7(H __ 7~822 399 102 1-------Total ]{l1ki G1'OIlP 132,975 67,508 65,467 I 
404 : 53,710 ... i 78,861 

I I 
Ik Thls inctudC;!s persons tipeak ing the above dialects who Were rdnrm.:d. by th~ enumerators simply as speaking' Naga '. Th\! cast1.:. table really 

furnishes a better guide to the number of persons speakinli each Naga dialect. 

Languages. 



Languages. 

REPORT ON THE CENSUS OF ASSAM, 1891. [PART 11., CHAP. VH\. 

Statemen t N o. lo8-continued. 

- ------ ---------------------~----------------------------l 

L ,\ N( , UA UE. 

TInET'O-BuRMAK FAM,1LY

cOl/td. 
C. Aswm-contd. 
(e) Al)Of-1Hil'i Gl'onp

I. Abor 
2. lVliri 
3. Dafla 

T<J}'XL FOlt TilE PROVl1\ CE. \30'l' 1I SEX ES . 

' J i\[ 1 I ], ' I lis - 11 1 131~l.IHnap:~;~a I II '11 d' t . t T eLa . J a es. 1 'ema os. , Untlll \i:J. (.y. Valley . - 1 IS ne s_ 

------ ----. - ------1-
1 

--- \ 

I 

:1 1 

173 110 63 III 173 I 

35,530 ! 17,6[j2 17,878 i 35,5:30 I 
1,035 ! D69 JGfi , ],035 I 1---- ,------, _____ , ___ __ - ___ _ ' ____ _ 

Total Abo1'-J1Ul'·i Group ... [ 36,738 1 18,331 I 18,407 ; .... ... , 36,738 ......... 
1-----

1
----- ---,---_. -----

(/) Dnclasscd Lan-
guagcs-
r. Aka 19 18 1 19 
2. Mishmi ... 1 217 118 ~9 2] 7 
3· Singpho '" i 1,886 i 971 915 1 ......... I ],886 

1 

Total . .{1.~sL!ln "' ,' ~8,087 ! 408/i'08 _ 399,37D 1 100,522 ___!!!9,62:_ _!!_~,9:::_ 
D . BUl'ma- I II I I 

I. Burmose ... I 14 1 8 (; 'I 12 2 
2. Al'akancse ... I 1 1 ......... i ......... 1 ........ . 
3. nfagh ... 22 I 10 1:2 '1 22 ......... .. ...... . 

Total Bm'lIla ... ) 37 ---19 - ---18i ----34!----11-----; 
Total T~beto-BU1')}Wn 8.9-1,051- 420,832 403,219\ 102,2391419,1891' 302,623 

l,'wnily. 
---I ----- - - ---- -----

'l'Al OR SUAN FAJHILY-

1. Khamti 2,945 1,562 I 1,383 
2. Phakial ... I 625 ~30 1 ~!:J.) 

2,iJ33 
li25 

12 

3. Aiton .. . 2 1 1 2 
4. Turung .,. 1 ......... \ (Not returned '>epar:l.toly.) ••••••••• 
5. Shan, unspecified. \ 639 339 \ 300 I ... •••••. \ 190 449 

Total 'l'ai or Shan Farnily . I------:1,.:.?11 - -- - 2,2321--1,979\1-----
1

-- 3,7j8 --463 
1- -- --- - - ---- ---------
1 i I 
, I, 
I ,i 

... \ 121,897 67,266 G4,();\] ', 3.i6!J 300 ]18,048 

... I 54,213 2-I, 9-!.~ :2D,~70 I 54,~~3 

... : 673 1 37':) 1 .'lOO I; ......... ......... 0{3 

... , _~,84? __ ~~I_~~I I_"" " ' ~ __ "'= __ 1,84~ 
118,630 83,481 i 95,1-19 ~ I 3,469 380 174,781 , , 

- ---------,----:---------------

I KHASL FA~nLY-
I I . Khasi 
I 2. Synteng 

3. Dyko 
4. Lyngam 

Tolu& Kl/( isi PWllillf 

I ! I· l\l 01:[(, OLIAN FAMILY- 13 - 1" I i 2 11 

Te,,:; J~:~;:l::" ]/a""'9.· ----13 --1: 1- ::::::~ 1 1 ----2 --11 ~~~::::: 
I Grand total 
1 

;;47S;-s33 2,8i9,70312,657,lWli 2,522,135 12.449--:782
1 

504,916 

Th e immense number and variety of the languages found in this little corner of 
Llle world is extraordinary, and although of those mentioned above, many are spoken only 
by immigrants, the number in use amongst the indigenous inhabitants of the province 
(which have been printed in antique type) is still larger than in any country of the 
same size in any other part of the earth.* 

·X The 1l1l1nlJer \\~ollld ne\"crthc!t:ss h~l\' e llee n milch larger had fig \lrt:s. for the langnages spoken in Manlpnr been available. Amongst the langl1age~ 

spuk cn \Il that Stilte may ht..:~lllcntioncd Unuro, S cng,ma i, Chaird, l\1iyang, Kapui, KoirCl1g, Phudang, Ktlpomc. Mnram, Murring, and Anal Namfau' 

Theil agai n B ::t llfera, J oboka, and other Na~a u ialects du not appear in thl: taLk, as they \",,'e re not shown sCl1arately by our enumerators. who entered them 

~;i mll!Y as ' N aga', 
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Aryo-Indic Languages. 

160. Of the languages proper to the province, the first two to be mentioned are Languages. 

A I d· Aryo-Indic. 
Bengali and Assamese, both of which are of the ryo- n IC 

family. Bengali is spoken by the great bulk of the people 
Assamese and Bengali. 

in Goalpara, Sylhet, and the plains portion of Cachar. Assamese is the parent tongue of 

the Musalmans and Hindus, including the Hinduised aborigines, of the Brahmaputra 

Valley. Both languages are too well known to require detailed description, and I shall 

confine myself to the following quotation from the Census Report of 188 I, in which the 

peculiarities of Assamese, and its claims to rank as a separate language, are very clearly 

stated: 

Between Bengali and Assamese there has been waged a battle of the dialects to which 
some interest attaches, and which has not altogether been composed to rest. A few years ago 
it was the fashion for Government of£cials to assert that Assamcse was only a corrupt and vulgar 
dialect of Bengali, a patois bearing to it the same relation which Yorkshire bears to the literary 
English, and that it ought in no way to be encouraged, . but to be crushed out as quickly as 

possible, by using Bengali as the official tongue and teaching it in schools. This view was eprnest ly 
opposed by those educated Assamese who cher ished a fe eling of patriotic pride in their country, 
and who claimed for their speech the position of a distinct dialect and a literary tongue; they were 
warmly supported by the American missionaries settled at Sibsagar, who were the first to print 
educational works in Assamese; and in the end they won the day. Assamese is recognise d as a 
separate tongue, and is taught in all primary schools in the Brahmaputra Valley, while instruction 
is conveyed only through the medium of Bengali in the middle schools, in default of a complete 
set of educational works in the Assamese languagc. The real position of the facts in this 
controversy appears to be as follows. Allover the Bengali-speaki ng area, there is much 
fluctuation and variation of idiom ; the vernacular dialect of 'vVestern Bengell differs strongly from 
that of Central Bengal, and still more strongly (rom that of Eastern Bengal; but the language 
which in its fixed and literary form is called Bengali is a special dialect (that of Nadiya), which 
has been selected and cultivated as the standard speech, and which differs in some degree, greater 
or less, from every vernacular dialect. The gradations in the popular ' utterance from west to 
east are insensible, but on reaching the easternmost extremity of the Bengali area, the Brahmaputra 
Valley, these insensible variations arc fou nd to have become so great that the speech of the west 
is hardly understood in the eas t. Assamese is, properly speaking, only one of many dialects 
springmg probably from one central origin, the majority of which dialects are ordinarily grouped 
under the name of Bengali, but it has received a literary form under the Assam kings (for 
indigenous Assamese lite rature in the shape of Boranjis, Kirtans, and translation of Sanskrit 
religious poems, is far from inconsiderable), and this has tended to stereotype its dialectical 
peculiarities, and it stands in undeniabl e opposition to literary Bengali. Probably the vernacular 
of Sylhet, and still more so that of Cachar, would appear to the speaker of vVestern Bengali equally 
fore ign and difficult with that of N owgong or Sibsagar; and had Sylhet ever acquired a literature 
we might have been entitled to speak of the vernacular of that district as a distinct tongue, as 
we do of Assamese; but it has no literature of its own; its literary standard is that of Nac1iya, and 

thereby its distinctiveness is lost. Assamese differs materially from Bengali in grammatical 
forms; its plural is formed in a different way from the Bengali plural; the feminin e gender is 
shown in a different way; there is much difference in the conjugation of verbs, especially in the 
present and future tenses; and it differs also in idiom, in t he syntax and collocation of words. 
There is also an important difference in its vocabulary ; it has an infusion of non-Aryan words, 
picked up from various tribes, who have been welded together into the popUlation of Assam, 
and it retains a considerable proportion of Prakritic word s, for which Bengali has substituted 
Sanskritic words. There is a further difference in pronunciation, which morc than anything 
else tends to make interchange of ideas di [ficult between a speaker of Bengali and of Assamesc

J 

'Viz'J the change of the letters sh and s to h and of chh and ch t9 s. 
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Ti beta-Burman Languag es. 

r61. Leaving these two lang uages of the Aryo-Indic family, Ive come upon a large 

General remarks . 
nurnber of languages , all of which , with the exception 

of the sma1l Khasi family and a tcw Tai or Shan 

dialects, bear traces of close resemblance. They belong to the great fami ly 
of Tibeto-Burman languages. ,if Our knowledge regarding many of them has increased 

greatly of late years, but a great deal has still to be learnt, while the comparison of 

one language with another and the examination of: their aFfinities and points of: 

difference is a subject 'which has hitherto been scarcely touched. It rnust, therefore, 
be understood tha t the classification (if such it can be called) which I ba\'e adopted 

above is purely tentative, and \vi ll undoubtedly require considerable ~lOdification 'when 

more is known of the true relationship of these languages to each other and to the 

languages of Tibet, Arracan, and Up per Burma. 

Their general kinship with T ibetan, which is now admitted, was first pointed out by 

Robinson , who founded hi s conclusions chiefly on a series of short g ra mmatical sketches 

which he contributed to the Journal of the Asiatic S ociety of Bengal. t H is method was 
a ttacked by Brian Hodgson, wh o pointed out that no conclusions could be drawn from 

grammatical resemblances, until it was known how far these resemblances, many of 
which were shared by a much larger g roup of languages, were peculiar to those under com

parison. H e arg ued, th erefore, that lists of vocables were really a better test.t Now, there 

can be no doubt that much of the gram matical struc ture of these languages is common 

not only to tha t of other lang uages on this frontier, but also to many others, as 'will be 

seen by com paring the brief account of the IC'tch,'tri grammar on the next page with the late 

Bishop Caldwell 's description o[ the main characteristics of the Dravidian languages 

a s dist inguished from those of Sanskritic origin. ~ At the sa.me time the vocables of 

these nomad forms of speech are so constantly changing that it is often diffic ult to 
trace ling uist.ic k inship through their aid alom::. l\Llx Miilier points out that "The most 

necessary substantives, such as Llther, mother, son, daughter, have frequently been lost 

a nd repb ced by synonyms in the different dialect:..; uf Turaniall ~peech, and the grammatical 

terminat ions have been trcakd with the ~cul1l" ireedom ", and S :l),C, ', that neither grammar 

nor vocables a lone can be accepkd as ,;uffl cil' l1t f'vidcncl' , but that tlw kst of linguistic 

kinship is agrecment in structure, gralllmar , ill\d ruo! s taken LPgeLher. f have lleither 

the ti me nor qualifications needed for a detailed cA;tJ1lill<LLion 01 the affinities of these 

languages, and shall accordingly confine myself to ilOling briefly some of the main 

features of the structure of those languages of which grammars have been published, and 
furnishing in so me cases short lists of vocables. I t should, hov;ever, be c1carly 

understood that only the most general conclusions can be drawn from these fragmentary 

sketches, which_l have g iven simply in order to bring together some of the main results 

which have been a rrived at. 

I have already pointed ou t ll that, although language lS no proof o[ race, 
it has a more than philological value. An enquiry into the affinities of the tongues 

spoken on and around this fron tier 'would clear up many of the doubtful points regarding 
the origin a nd migrations of the various tribes, of which \ve at present know so little, and 

now that our knowledge of the different la nguClges has been so much increased hy the 

it Thi~ lamily w;\s ctlll:d T;II'Y1I11ic hy T l()dg~on, ;}n(i C 8.I1t-;t'ljC ;lnd L(lohd_lrhy ~!nx j\'Ii.·dlcr. The Lcrrn JrHl()·Chille~c 11:1.(' also some tImes heen applied 

to i tor parts u[ it. i\ l r. Cust, 1 IJclic\l',wa...: the tirtlt to llse lht.: term Tihct:u~l)llr nlan, \\hieh ~ecnb tu he llltlre sllliallk than un) tlthl:{ \\hi cb ba~ hitherto 

been sll~gcskJ. Thl! term Tibdo· r\s s:-Ull., ,.vb ich is lIs~d to dt.:notc t.he lall~; n<l~c:-, () f this famil y \' hich an; fonml, in'1\s sam, is less fellcitOIlS, as it comhi ne s 

a gcographical with a philological Cl;l~::. iiicaliun. Thi s, hO\\'CHT, cann ot well Ill' Cl yoidcll u ntil the a1iinitic:5 nf thL:::'c l; lI1gu agt;s an; uctkr kno\vn 

th an thqr art; at prcscnt. 

t J ournal ofHhc t\s irl.tic Socidy of Jktlg;:l.l, 1849, pa~(cs 183 an~l 310, ,851) ]Jrigc 126, ;tnu 1855) page :j(l / . 

.t 10nrnal of the Asiatic Socidy o[ Bengal, 1849~ p3gcs 451-4Cio, reprinted at page I, \' o]nme 11 of h i ~ ' ES5ays on IndHl11 suhJect$' ~ 

§ 'Grammar of the Druyjdiau Languages " p;:;.gc 51. 
I Supw, page ~z. 
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publication of outline grammars, it is to be hoped that some one with the requisite scientific Languages. 
and linguistic attainments will take up the enquiry, and arrange and classify the material, Tibeto-

B l!rman. 
of which so much is now ready to hand. 

162. The first languages to be mentioned are tho se to which Brian Hodgson has 

The Bodo group. 

wise called Kuchari, whose 
group. 

gi'v'en the generic name of Bodo, a term which, in its more 
limited application, applies to the tribe of that name, other
language is more widely spoken than any other of the 

The Kachari language has been made accessible by the researches of Brian Hodgson 

Kachari. 
and more recently by the Rev. Mr. Endle, whose grammar 
not only gives an excellent description of the idiom, but also 

conclusively establishes the identity, with slight dialectic differences, of the Klkh{Lri 
speech of the North Cachar Hills with that spoken in the Brahmaputra Valley. The 
census shows that Kachari is the parent tongue of 197,330 persons, who are distribu ted 
over every district in the province, but are chiefly found in Goal para, Kamrup 
Darrang, Nowgong, and North Cachar. The Kacharis are gradually being converted to 
Hinduism, and when this process is completed, many adopt Assamese as their parent 
tongue, at least as soon as they drop their distinctive racial name. Many, indeed, 
take to Assamese while still calling themselves Kachari, and the census returns 
show that there are 47,028 persons of the Kach{ui tribe in excess of the number 
shown as conversing in the tribal tongue. The language is, I think, undoubtedly dying 

out. 

The following short outline of Kachari grammar is given for comparison with that of 

Grammatical sketch. 
other languages of the group. In ' Kachari inanimate 
objects have no gender; that of animate objects is denoted 

by a qualifying word placed after the noun, the particular word used vary ing according 
to the class of objects referred to. There are only two numbers, singular and plural, the 

former being sometimes made more emphatic by the addition of a word me~ning (one 'j 

the latter is denoted by the postposition (fur' or 'fni'. Case is denoted by affixes 
which are added to the nominative form, the only modification being the occasional 
insertion of an euphonic ( i ' between the stem and the termination. Adjectives sometimes 
precede, but usually follow, the noun they qualify, the case-ending in the latter alternative 
being attached to the adjective, and not to the noun. They undergo no change in termina
tion to make them agree with the gender or number of the noun they qualify. The compara

tive is formed by adding some word meaning (than' to the dative of the word with which 
the comparison is made, and (sin' to the adjective which immediately follows it. The 

superlative is formed in the same way, some word signifying ( all ' being placed befo,re the 
word compared. 

The numerals only run up to ten, higher numbers being expressed by the use of 

the word ( zakhai " meaning a group of four. Thus, fifteen is three groups of four , plus 
three. Different prefixes are used with numerals ~ccording to the class of noun referred 
to, 'sa' being used for human beings, (ma' for irrational animals, ( gang' for flat things, 
and so forth. 

There are three personal pronouns which are used without distinction of gender, and 
are declined in the same way as nouns. Possession is denoted simply by the use of 

. the ' genitive. There is no true relative pronoun i" its place is usually supplied by 
the participle. Thus, ( the man whom I saw yesterday has run away' is expressed in 
Kachari by (the yesterday seen man has run away'. There are interrogative and 
demonstrative pronouns, which are declined in the usual way, except that the former 
seldom take the plural affix. 

- A borrowed relative,' zi 't is sometimes used. 
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The imperative is the simplest form of the verb, the different tenses being 

denoted by affixes, which remai.n unchanged for all persons, numbers, and genders. 
Potentiality is expressed by the use of the infinitive with the auxiliary verb 
I hanu " to be able. The past participle is frequently used as a noun, and in such 
cases is declined as such. The passive is formed by prefixing the past participle to 
the different tenses to the verb I zaanu', to be, a nd the causative by conjugating 

I hunu ',to give, with the infinitive of the main verb. Negative verbs are formed by 

inserting 'a' * between the stem and the termination, except in the imperative, when 
Ida' is prefixed to the stem. Adjectives are often conjugated like verbs, and 
verbs are frequently compounded with other verbs, the latter only being declined in 
such cases. t 

Adverbs are often separate words, but are ,also frequently formed from the 
corresponding adjective by adding (hul:' or 'ill'. Sometimes they are declined like 

nouns. The relations of space and position are expressed by postpositions. Conjunctions 
are very sparingly used, their place being largely taken by participles. 'I saw and 
called him', for instance, would be expressed as ( I seeing him called'. 

163. The H ojais, as will be explained in the chapter On castes, are true Kacharis, 

Hojaj and Hajong. 
remnants of the old kingdom at Dimapur, whose special 

name is derived from the fact that they live on hills (Kacha

ri ( Haju '= hill) just as their brethren in the plains often call themselves Dilimasa, or 
people of the ( rivers' . Damant says that their speech is the purest form of the Kachari 
language. In ar;y case, M r. Endle has shown that it is not a separate language, but simply 

one of severak 4(lialects. I have accordingly classed it as a dialect under the main head 
, Kachliri " as the latter is the more general and better known expression. Less is 
known regarding the Hajongs and their language, but the general opinion is that the 

name is simply a local designation of a section of the Bodo tribe and tongue, but as it is 

uncertain whether it is more nearly allied to Garo or Kachari I have thought it best to 

enter it as a separate form of speech. 

164. One Bodo form of speech has escaped notice at the present census and also in 
1881. The Morans of Sibsagar and Lakhimpur have a 

Moran. tribal tongue of their own. It is fast disappearing, and, owing 

probably to their desire to rank as Ahoms, was not entered as a language in a single 
instance in the census schedules. It is evidently very closely allied to Kachari 

(although the Morans are said to deny all connection with that people), as will be seen 
from the Klkhari equivalents, which I have added to the following Est of Moran words 

collected by Lieutenant Gurdon: 

English. Moran. Kachari. English. Moran. IUcMri. 

Water di dui. Rain makuhang nakha. 

Salt SlIn Sankhri, (Sham Tip- Tree senphang bangphang. 
perah.) Cloths . hingka hi . 

Paddy mal mal. Head khero kharii. 
Rice lllalrUm mairang. Body han madam. 
Cooked rice miyam mikham. T eeth hatai Mthai. 
Flesh mohan bidot (Tipperah, Hand hapka akhai. 

muihan). Foot happatola atheng (yapha 
Sun san san. tala='sole', 
Moon dan dan. Tipperah.) , 

Stars hatarai hitorkhi. Male hiwa boa. 

Heaven dansa akhrangsa. Female hichi hingzhau. 

it" Sometimes also' i J or' e". 
t This failure to realise the distinction between the verb and other parts of speech is found in nearly all the languages of the world except the Indo •• 

European and Syro·Arabian families, and is attributed by Byrne to inferior mental power (' Principles of the Stracture of Language', VOlume II, pag~ 375). 
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Subsidiary table VII.- D?:st'n:bution and variation of Indian Christians and 
, 'Ccwiation of" Aryas by dzsl1·ict.~. 

~ 

1 District and natural division. 

:ii 
~i 
III 

Number of Indian Ohristians in:-

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 

I ----~-----~I--- ---- ;---
2 4 5 

~--------------

,,' United Provinces . , 136,469 68,841 23/*06 i 13,255 

Himalaya, West .• 

1 Dehra, Dun 
2 Naini ral 
:3 Almara 
4 Garhwal 

Sub-H£",alrt,ya, 7Vesl 

5 Saharan pur 
6 Bareilly 
7 Bijnor 
8 Pilibhit 
9 Rheri 

Indo-Gangotic Plain, West .. 

10 Muz[1ifarnagar 
11 Meerut 
12 Bulandsbahr 
13 Alig>1rb 
14, }.iuttra. 
15 Agra. 
16 Farrukhabad 
17 Mainpuri 
18 Etawah 
19 Etah 
201 Budaun 
21 Moradabad 
22 Shahjahanpur 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, TfT,,,,.t •• 

23 Cawnpore 
24! Fatebpur 
25! Allahabad 
261 Luclmow 
271 Unao 
28 Rae BaroJi 
29i Sitapur 
30 Hardoi 
311 Fyzabad 
321 Sultanplll' 
33i Partabgarh 
34 Blm R1nki .• 

I Central Incl'ia PI,dea·1t 

35· Banda 
361 Hamirpur 
37 Jhansi 
38 Jalaun 

East Satpttras '. 
I 

.39

1 

M.rzapur .. 

, Sttb·Himalaya, East 

I 
40 Gorakhpur 
41 Basti 
42 Gond" 
43 Bahraich 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 

44 Benares 
451 J'LUnpur 
46 Ghazlpur 
47 BalLa 
48 Azamgarh 
49 Tehri-Garhwal (Himalaya, 

West). 
50 Rampur (Sub-Himalaya, 

West). 

4,924 

1,748 
10:39 
1,417 

720 

.'20,065 

4,102 
9739 
3,249 
2,047 

928 

95,106 

2.566 
14,447 

9,960 
11.626 

5.192 
3,437 
2.311 
2,347 

614 
10,901 
11,289 
16,576 
3,tHO 

9,210 

2,007 
108 

2,399 
2,223 

76 
137 
490 1 

1,0,,9 I 
38H . 
IJ!l I 
17 

134 

2,185 

134 
311 

1,587 
15;) 

411 

411 

1,775 

1,160 
41 

311 
263 

2,793 

1,155 
87 

482 
989 
80 

2 

1,718 

I 

:J.;)87 I 

I 

i,-J05 i 
059 I 

1,1)::9 I 

588 i 
, 

') ~~O i .,1 ' I 

J,(il7 ' 
,~ (iOI) 

1,85:3 
1,:l8:l 

417 

43,J74 I 

1259 I 

9:315 1 

4480 I 
4,888 : 
2,0\31 
2,343 

699 
308 
198 

4,268 
6,080 
5866 
1,7::!9 

7,788 

1,456 
113 

2,230 
2 150 

'106 
97 

548 
485 
:341 

7i\ 
4:) 

144 

1,206 

147 
223 
773 
59 

1,441 

I,O'J,() 
53 

175 
173 

1,168 

669 
62 

329 
4 

104 
7 

440 

2,.'288 

1375 : 
1:) 

886 
51:! 

4,742 , 
! 

488 : 
2.582 ~ 

866 ' 
;144 
462 . 

. 10,841 1 

81 1 

1,133 
110 
203 ! 

173 i 
1,486 

372 
56 
50 

393 
2,552 
2,956 

776 

.'3,548 

586 
27 

1,330 
836 

65 
80 

1il8 
11.8 
22;~ 

2\ 
96 i 

214 

26 
'7 

Hil 
20 

179 

179 

1,102 

852 
:38 

139 
73 

.997 

GIG 
48 

,no 
2 

21 
14 

43 

1,277 

~2.) 
218 

1,6;.') 

:1/i38 

8 
1,121 

18 
87 
5i 

1,587 
381 
102 
69 
29 

225 
1,394 

460 

2,186 

259 

910 
739 
14 
48 
4() 

52 
58 

. '171 
18 

18t 
2 , 

40 I 

'~221 
2221 

9ii3 i 
808 

25 
104 . 

16 l 

1,181 ! 
Gi~ I 
498 

:! . 
40 
9 

1901-
1911. 

Vari"tion. V,uiation in Aryas. 

1891-
1901. i 

1 

18:~~- 1881~ - -- ~::~--1- 1891- I 
1891. 1911. 1911. 1901. 11891-1911. 

~-~I---I 
11 ' 12 I 13 

---- 1-----

7 8 

--i-
I 

9 10 

- ------~ --- .~-c -1----
i 
1 

+ 67,625 I + 45,435 : + 10,151 + 123,213 +65,872 ' 4-43,229 1 + 109,101 
, 

+1,843 I 

+443 
+180 
+;)88 
.LID2 : 

+1U,295 ; 

+2485 i 

+5 L'19 : 
+U96 

+764 , 
+5L1 I 

T:)1 ,632 

+1 :;07 Ii 

+5 .132 . 
+5,480 I 
+(i 7;)8 i 

+ 3,161 I 
+1094 
+1612 i 
+2.039 i 

.L416 ' 
+6633 i 
+5:2,,9 I 

+ 10,710 I 
+ 2101 

+ 1,422 

+611 
-5 

+169 
+73 
-:)0 
+4U 
-38 

+574 i 

+47 i 
-f-:37 r 

-2G 
- lO i 

I 

-2 
-2 

+384 

+120 
-12 

+136 
+90 

+1662 

+486 
+25 

+IGa 
+985 
-<4 
-5 

+1,278 

+1,29.'1 i 

+430 
+044 
+143 
+ 76 

+1.128 
+201H 

+987 i 
+9;19 . 
~4:j i 

+33,13.') • 

+1.178 I 
+8.1 82 , 
-H 370 ~ 
+4.685 
+18GB , 

+857 i 
+ il27 1 

+252 , 
+Hs i 

+3,875 I 
+B.52S , 
+2,9 10 I 

. +96i~ 1 

+4,24:> I 
, 

+870 ! 

+f3G 
+ 9Jl) : 

+1,:n4 
+41 
+1 7 ' 

+4tl) I 

+ ;)6i i 
+ Ll8 ' 

-+-{)~ I! 

+;!:~ i 
+ 18 ' 

, 
+ Y92 i 

I 

+ 121 
+3iG I 
+616 • 
+19 

+234 I 

+234 i 
! 

+339 ' 

+188 
+ 15 
-I-:l6 

+100 

+171 

+153 
+ 14 
- 8l 

+ 2 I 
+8:3 ! 
-7 1 

I 

+
397

1 

+1,011 

+141 
+15 I 

+(;61 
+29,t 

+3,067 

+152 
+184l 

+G92 
+:J40 
+140 I 

+41,80.) I 
1 

+ 7:3. 1 
' ]~ 

+92 j 

+110 : 

+
116

1 -101 
-9 1 

-46 \ 
-1 9 

+:)(i4 \ 
+2 n~7 
+1 .5fi2 i 

+316
1 

,\, 
+ 1,851 j. 

! 
+327 I 

+2 i 
+ 420 I 
+ 97 
+51 
+:12 
+92 
+G6 

+lG5 
+23 
+4 

+ 78 

-9 

-lGCi 

+J.21. 
+2ll 

-43 

-43 

+149 

+44 
+ 18 
+ ;-15 
+G7 

-184 

-94 
+ 17 
--88 

-ID 
+5 

+3,6047 

+1014 
+1,0:39 
+ 1,092 

+502 

+ 18,890 

+3,766 
+8,998 
+2.975 
+2,043 

+608 

8:),
568 1 • 

+2,558 
+13326 
+9.942 ! 

+11 ,5:\9 " 
+;'1:\5 ' 
+ 1,850 
+1,9:10 
+2.~45 

+ 545 
+10872 
+ 11,064 
+11-;,182 
+3,380 

+7,024 

+1.808 
+83 

.l-1,489 
+1.484 

+ 62 
+89 

+444 
+1,007 

+330 
+112 
.. 
+ 116 

+1,9;')2 

-47 
+:lU9 

+1Ji47 
+153 

+189 

+189 

+822 

+ 352 
+ l6 

+2u7 
+ 247 

+l,IU.'2 

+ 645 
+56 
-it; 

+987 
+40 
-7 

+1,718 

+R03 

-211 
+94·7 

+12
1 

-{-Go') 

+ID,()(i31 

+4;'12 I 
+:!'(i04 . 

+6,064
1 

+790 
+493 ' 

1 

+40,10.1 

+2,102 
+6741 
+5 07;{ 
+6,:31( i - , 
-tl,195 

+4;;4 
+l,8tiL 
+:3,(;7'1 
+;UJ84 
+UG7 
+2.75l 
+4,151 
-34·5 

+4,833 

+1.574 
+::49 
+3:30 
+6:35 
+4i9 
+ iOt 
+522 
+;'94 
+50 

+174
1 -l7 

+141 1 

+650 \ 

+278 , 
, "4l I 

T " i 
+ 1.57 j 

+~:: I 
+152 

+3,14', 

+461 ! 
+1487

1

' 

+89 
+105 : 

+1,I}05 i 

-20 \ 
i 

+214 i 
I 

+889 • 

+571 
+ '82 

+174 
+62 

+2.090 
+ 2272 

~~i,Btl8 
-f +1 

.:-t·1. 8 
v . + 924 
. +721 
+2,305 
+1,665 
+1,529 
+1,006 

+ 1,811 

+24 

+ 1,692 

+360 
+1,029 

+186 
+1l7 

+2,104 
+1,799 
+3.139 
+4,597 
+4,305 
+ 3,772 
+4,416 
+5,680 

+661 

+6,649 

1 
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District and natural division . 

1 __ -------------

U.Ilited Provinces 

British Territory 

, ... .lI'imalaY'I, West 

1. Dehra. Dun 
2. N'~ ; n i Tal 
3. Almom 
4. G ,nhwal 

S.li.Himala.f/a, Wed 

'5. Saharanpur 

6. B ~reilly 
7. Bijnor 
8. P lhhit 
9. Kheri 

Indo-Gangetio Pla"'" Welt 

10. 
ll. 
12. 
13, 
1,4, 

Muz'Lffarnagar 
M "eru r• 

Bulaondshahr 
AI .g·",rh 
Mut tra 
Agm .. 
Faorrukhabad 
M!Joinpuri 
E I80wah 

'Etah 
Bu:3aun 
Morad;j,bad 
Shahjaohanpur 

Indo-Ganegti(J Plain, 06ntral 

23. Cawnpore (1) 
24. Fatehpur (2) 
25. Allahabad (3) 
26. Lucknow (4) 
27. Un~o (5) 
28 . R Le B :Lreli (6) 
29. S tapur (7) 

H~rdoi ·8) 
Fy70ahad (9) 
Sul t.anpur (10) 
P 'H tabguh 
Ba.m Banki (11) .• 

,.al India Plateau 

pur 
(13) 

(14) 

Sub·Him.alaya, Eallt 

40. Gorakbpur (15) 
ti (16) 

(17) 
(18) 

Plain, Ead 

(19) 
(20) 

."zi~ur (21) 
,U,a, (22) 

.. z~lDgarh (23) 

_. Tehri-Garhwal (Himalaya, 
W~st,j. 

R ::un pur (Sub-Himalaya, Wes t) 
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Subsidiary table VIII.-

Vaishnavas. 

i 

Vai~~~~~as . . 1 _ ~fLiSh nf!Vas. 

,,':5,582 i "1~:'8'2 
I 

1,962,398 I 1,768,495 

4 ,820 I 4,735 

2.123 2.123 
1,932 ! 1,861 

315 315 
450 436 

293640 

175,579 

23.019 
35215 
48.075 
11.752 

613,630 

, 49901 
122,926 

61,315 
55.126 
92397 
104,'J~,? 

4936 
8925 

22886 
80:9 

13,577 
52959 
15.716 

326,223 

17.78) 
6575 

39.095 
3995:1 
10.880 
25.584 
3 1.~4;J 

15445 
26 ,606 
4 .; :197 
19.759 
46 .306 

69.297 

14.983 
6,370 

32 ,551 
15,393 

63,061 

63.061 

205,594 

107,999 

22.140 
20526 
44.991 

9 .938 

577,748 

47.285 
111.098 

61.3i5 
54,966 
92397 

102.853 
4779 
8 .262 

22 .435 
7 ,226 

10.848 
39.5~5 

14.759 

294,544 

16.985 'I' 6 3;;l2 
38 :378 
36,049 
10.090 
:22, ~89 
26.!HO 
1509J 
248':': 0 
44.210 
19,612 
33,756 

67,621 

14,710 
6255 

31,692 
14964 

62.208 

62,208 

Kabir· 
panthi. 

4 

49,605 

49,186 

4 

4 

5,083 

2,390 

490 
354 

1 ,453 
396 

11,555 

955 
1,550 

110 

1,475 
8 3 

594 
382 
5;.8 
766 

5,112 

13,789 

619 
142 
521 
960 
492 

2 .707 
2 ,032 

66 
l48 
562 

67 
5,473 

1,326 

248 
92 

726 
260 

332 

332 

353,836 324,981 14,605 

110,609 
7:.l,7RL 

111 ,1364 
5748.J 

237,891 

4(; 064 
33865 
49. ~71 
58.5H5 
50156 

13,134 

60 

13,074 

101,856 
69368 

106,241 
47,516 

231,064 

45507 
33664 
47469 
55764 
48,660 

11,317 

60 

11,257 

5,149 
1,231 
2,057 
6,168 

2,492 

127 
129 
761 
931 
544 

419 

419 

Nanak- . . Otber 
th O R'lldasl. Va ish

piLll 1. nava. 

Saivas . Saktas. 

1---- ----- . . ----.. 

___ ~_"1 _-6- ! _ .. _?__ __ ~_1 ___ 9 __ 

66,775 i 12.589 1 1,351 1 1,318,798 289,548 

64,777

j

l 72,589 7,351 I 1,309,052 271,309 

53 1 27 I 8,179 15,954 

, I 5.290 666 
.. 40 I' 27 I 1,682 15235 
.. 384 ' 7 

13 1 823 46 

16,182 

10,095 

205 
4348 

205 
1,329 

17.526 

1,070 
6,133 

7 

377 
74 
69 
31 

270 
1,957 
7057 

481 

16,732 I 

55 
14 

691 
2,930 

292 I 
1,~~i I 

152 ' 
1 .4 ;',2 
1,568 

bO 
7,049 

43 

11 

8 
24 

521 

521 

9,645 

1.377 
2 ,6 25 
2,107 
3,536 

4,075 

352 
71 

992 
1.755 

905 

1,398 

1398 

66602 

55,015 

174 
9,987 
1,426 

5,963 

542 
4,145 

16 

6 
1,133 

121 

23 

23 , 

179 

80 

10 

I 
89 I 

888 

49 

43 

216 

38 
5 

132 
355 

1,158 

121 
97 

105 i 

14 
6 

64 
3 ; 6 
134 
216 

57 

28 

284 

14 

1~5 

145 

4,605 

2,227 
557 

1,559 
~6:l 

260 

78 
1 

49 
85 
47 

116.276 

67,726 

3.094 
4 .273 

10.744 
30,439 

173,550 

17.786 
58,9J6 
16.846 

3,533 
1,979 

10,:370 
1.5t'O 
5,795 

19,397 
2,134 
6046 

20 ::1H I 
8,987 

I 
151 .777 I 

25,196 
5 .793 
7,v43 

21,5 :' 4 
153()9 
4;1(\2 

24.036 
16.702 

2,5. :~5 ! 
6 :'09 
104:l ! 

21.876 

19 ,995 

7043 
4 ,2Hl 
21089 
6032 

34.692 

34692 

443.149 
115,646 

25595 
7,486 

212,707 

48,744 
3 .974 

46.1.65 
81 ,720 
32,104 

9,146 

116 

9,030 

15199 

6,753 

1,415 
2 ,487 
1,654 
2,890 

67,294 

589 
7,668 
9,342 
2.361 
1.259 
7,537 

236 
4,711 

17,.:1l4 
::'89 

3162 
7:~30 
5,696 

50.898 

3,050 
1.882 
5,056 

20,OJ4 
1,959 

579 
4,000 
1 • .l52 

4 :.:5 
89 

191 
12,471 

10,285 

3.083 
547 

4.753 
1,902 

8,704 

8,704 

61,154 

25.833 
iO,797 
12.704 

1,8.:..0 

41.821 

12,458 
10,404 

9il 
3.0:31 

15017 

18,239 

2 

18237 
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.A.-Sects of Hindus. 

Other i Sanatan Veda.n- inde- Radha- Kalu- Other 
Smartllos. Dharma. tao Vaidika. finite Swami. panthi. 

1La.lguru. sects. 
Remarks. 

entries. 

----.- - - -~~ ---I 

10 11 12 
13 I 14 

15 16 17 18 19 

' --~,4; 44,~-;; 1 
- ------- - -- -

322,056 8861 2,133 246 3,455 40,029 10,449 

1111.291 8,861 
~~86 1 

2,133 246 3,455 44.165 1 40,015 10,405 
I 

45,542 184 312 54 

371 184 312 \ 
20,822 Column 7 inoludes 27 Dadupanth i. 

16,706 51 . "'~ 
7.643 3 \. 

\ 

7,528 385 431 1,419 543 40,007 13.470 903 '~ 

732 167 253 32,679 8,626 898 Column 7 includes 45 Ramnathi, 22" 
Ramanandi and 13 Vallabhacharya. 

1,744 221 804 189 567 2,925 Column 7 includes 2 Ramana.ndi a.nd 

2,787 142 615 8 895 369 8 Vallabhacharya. 
, 

1,233 I 22 264 38 5,866 1,550 
1,032 I 55 5 Column 7 includes 89 Apapanthi. 

I 
57,059 8,267 2,055 602 243 1,855 4,158 26,545 4,439 

324 16 393 116 205 10,774 Column 7 includes 20 Ramnathi 

321 2,547 562 74 832 3,289 750 29 Vallabhacharya. 

2,059 2,086 68 17 ,. 
344 180 207 12 45 14 719 
1.:'7 141 174 222 
500 2,274 428 41 243 404 5 173 Column 7 includes 50 

564 78 377 141 R a=an3.ndi, 19 

101 61 1 2,3H7 V all,t bhach:crya. 

1,967 95 3 Column 8 includes 243 Paramatma~: 1 
123 11 42 20 Column 7 includes 38 Ramanandi. 

~4,542 348 183 16 5,350 
5,092 1575 538 609 2,992 4,505 Column 7 includes 5 Ramanancli •. - ."" . . 

995 40 76 123 2,613 Column 7 includes 2 R amnathi 10·8-
Ra=ana.ndi and 22 Valbbhacbllorya. 

12,311 8 112 149 180 Column 7 lllcludes 307 Ramanandi and 
48 Vallabhacharya.. 

7,638 41 180 
216 8 
4068 (I) Column 7 includes 121 Ramanandi. 

765 (2) Column 7 includes 97 Ramanandi. 

54.1 7 (3) Column 7 inc1udes 105 Rama.nandi. 

247 (4) Column 7 includes 14 Apapanthi. 

716 (5) Column 7 includes 6 Apapanthi. 

1,888 16) Column 7 includes 64 Apapanthi. 

116 55 17) Column 7 includes 316 Apa.pan~i. 

60 95 41 (8) Column 7 includes 134 ApapaD~i. 

4.0 17 (9) Column 7 includes 37 Ra.man:mdi 

126 5 
and 179 Satna.mi. t . 

nO) Column 7 includes 57 Rl1ma.na~di. 
1,686 17 24 919 (ll) Column 7 includes 57 

(12) Uolumn 7 includes 14 

9 
(13} Column 7 includes 

12 5 93 n i1ndi. 

1,116 17 14 40 (14) Column 7 includes 107 

549 5 786 m.d 38 Valbbhacharya. 
(15) Column 7 includes 675 

118 
1,196 Ramanandi. 65 
291 Siva N 

118 
includes 1,672 

(16) Column 7 includes 

1.825 3 35 3,910 and 292 Satnami. 
(17) Column 7 includes 544-

139 17 1,793 and 1,015 Ramanandi. 

1,163 127 Column 14 includes 3 Para 

3 18 1,990 (18j Column 7 includes 262 

• 523 (19) Column 7 includ6:l 
nandi. 

5.222 537 
(20) Column 7 includes 1 
(21) Column 7 includes 49 

878 97 
(22) Column 7 includes 85 

1,757 72 (23) Column 7 includes 47 

45 325 
159 

2,383 43 

190,165 14- 44, 1 

186,837 

3,928 14 4.4 

-.----.~--, ._ .. -_ '_- -------~ -- --~-" 
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SllPsidlary table VIII (b).--Seots of Muhammadans and Jctins-(concluded). 

Sects of Muhammadans. Sect of Jain •. 

-----~-------.------ Remarks. District a.nd na.tural 
divisions. 

Suunis. Shias. Others. Digam- Swetam- Others. 
ba.ra. bara. 

--- --------- ---

1 2 3 
~.-- - -- -__ -_.--- -- __ . -

United Provinces 

British Territory 

Himalaytl, Jr.)t 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

J 
n 

S«b-Hit;i~ West ... 
5. Sa.~IUlp¥ 
6. Barein,. .,; .. 
7. Bijnor .. 
8. Pilib 
9. Kher; 

~
wnpore •. 

atehpur . '. 
lahabad .. 
ucknow •. 
nno •• 

f .ae Ba.reli .. 
..,ltapur " 
Hardoi 
Fyzabad 
Sultanpar •• 
Partabgarh _ 
Bara Banki 

st 

5,135,136 

.. i 4,893,080 

80,156 

22,290 
55,905 

1,084 
877 

719,968 

89.777 
223.385 
242 .944 

68.880 
94,982 

1,529,354 

173,922 
267,264 
167.252 

58,768 
37,693 
80,835 
12,325 
25.383 
32.750 
47.498 

123,695 
401 ,374 
100,595 

1,162,882 

66,662 
53,155 

122,040 
117,310 

53.441 
69,239 

150,404 
81,784 

103,696 
103,012 

78.709 
163,430 

83,114 

27,369 
18,868 
22,521 
14,356 

26,091 

26,091 

927,732 

186,084 
366.373 
202,335 
172,940 

363,783 

67.944 
64,444 
56.841 
30,407 

144,147 

242,056 
rrhwal (Eima- 488 
West). 
(Sub-Himalaya, 241,568 

). 

178,161 

177,606 I 

578 

415 
80 
35 
48 

9,572 

860 
2,352 
4 ,892 

456 
1,012 

35,777 

9.293 
3,876 
7,024 
2,118 

653 
1,897 

200 
413 
883 
275 
394 

8.503 
248 

65,711 

2,379 
1,485 
3.946 

29,575 
1,102 
1.828 
3,160 
3,758 

10.788 
3,319 I 

(i03 
3,768 

1,243 

433 
167 
506 
137 

25,594 

25,594 

16,323 

922 
11,716 

2,084 
1,601 

22,808 

2,739 
8,252 
2,501 

302 
9,014 

555 
15 

540 

----1-------1---- --"---1 
4 5 6 7 

917 

911 

167 

165 165 ImBmi. 
2 2 Imam Sufi. 

185 

28 
38 

8 
2 

109 

7 

7 

1 

1 

349 

28 Muh:tmdi. 
27 Ahl-i-H a dis 

and 11 Haidari. 

8 Muhamadi. 
2 lrollomi. 

109 Imami. 

7 Ahmaili. 

1 Ghori. 

349 170 Ahl-i-Hadis, 
179 Haidri. 

202 
1 1 Muhamdi. 

201 201 Ahl-i-Hadis. 

43,930 

43,767 

246 

219 

27 

3,931 

3,222 

708 

1 

38,385 

5,627 
11,207 

790 
1,682 
1,006 
8,148 

374 
3515 
1,198 
3,861 

192 
785 

966 

90 

262 

146 

16 
6 

78 
368 

89 

54 

35 

92 

92 

58 

58 

163 
14 

149 

2,116 

2,774 

22 

20 

2 

2,587 

426 
1,411 

78 
122 

48 
465 

1 
36 I 

124 

121 

1 

2 

31 

8 

23 

10 

10 

2 

2 

8 

29,029 

28,886 

131 

101 
20 

10 

1,440 

1,209 
3 

217 
3 
8 

13,314 

2,110 
4,317 

483 
1,027 , 

403 
2.597 

126 
1,089 

699 
431 

5 

27 

1,638 

333 
81 

637 
153 

7 
32 

108 
16 
28 

8 
3 

232 

11,900 

300 
23 

11,369 
208 

131 

131 

86 
57 
2 
2 

25 

246 

233 
12 

1 

143 
35 

108 

Remarks. 

9 

558 Sukhwasi. 
706 Sthonakwasi. 

20 Darawasi and 
9 Sthonakwasi. 

22 Sthonakwasi. 

I 
. _----- --~--------_-----=--- :_--_:..-_------------



Chapter V.-AGE (1). 

176. Introductory.-The age tables will be found in various Imperial tables, 
of which for present purposes table VII is the only important one. In this table 
the population of the whole province and whole religions is classified by annual 
age-periods up to 5 and after that by quinquennial periods up to 70. For districts, 
the whole population and the two chief religions are also classified by quinquen
nial age-periods up to '20 and after that by periods of twenty years up to 60. 

The age-statistics, seldom sa,tisfactory in any country, are the most inaccurate 
of all Indian census returns. The rules laid down that the number of completed 
years at the last birthday should be entered, and infants under one recorded 
as "infant" (bacha). Enumerators were further given instructions regarding 
the testing of dubious statements of age, by inquiry from others who ought 
to know, by reference to well-known historical events, or personal inspection when 
possible. Rule and instructions, time-honoured though they were, and indeed 
the only ones possible, were alike unsatisfactory. f_rhe cause was the abso
lute ignorance of the average Indian of his real age. The rule failed in two 
respects, both because so few knew their birthday and consequently could 
not say how man.y years they had lived at the last one: and because, as a matter 
of fact, Indian custom in reckoning years always includes the current year. The 
instructions failed, because when a man does not know his own age, he is not 
likely to know anybody else's, and even the most skilful in guessing age from 
appearance could not guess closer than the nearest quinquennium. Reference to 
historical events is often delusive; one can make little of such a statement as 
"at the Mutiny I was just beginning to use a razor ;" or "I weaned my first child 
in the famine" (of 1878). Both are answers I have actually received. 

177. Sources of error.-The ultimate source of all errors in the age tables 
is that an Indian seldom knows his birthday. He can find it out if he wants to do 
so ; a Hindu for instance consults his horoscope. But he has no practical nse for 
the knowledge as a rule, and consequently dOGS not possess it. A parent may 
know his child's age with approximate accuracy for the first few years of its life, 
but after that he forgets it; uneducated rtc1ults have often very little knowledge 
of periods of time. An aneiont lady in my court informed me once that she 
"would be about 10 or 1'2" (das barah). So old was she that my feader unkindly 
asked her if she meant 10 or 12 centuries. Pressed to think again, she admitted 
that she might be rather more than 10 0 1' 1'2 : she might be 100 or 50 (sau 
pa,chus). Such extreme cases are perhaps not very common, but the story serves to 
introduce one of the most important causes of error in Indian age tables. When 
any man is uncertain of the exact number of ::mything, he usually gives it to the 
nearest round number, a 10 or a 5, if the true figure is not likely to be large, to 
the nearest 100 or 1,000 if it is likely to be considerable. The Indian, tot~lly 
ignorant of his true age, naturally gives what he imagines to be the nearest mUG 
tiple of 5 or 10. But he is not singular in this; tho custom is common in most 
languages and its results have been observed in the age tables of many other coun
tries as well. The result is that figures are heaped up at multiples of 10 and 5 
in the age tables. The only difference between India and other countries is that 
the ignorance of age is so much greater and the heaping up mentioned so much 
more considerable in consequence. The effect of this custom is further exaggerated 
by the effect of certain vernacular idioms. 'Nhen an Indian wants to explain that 
a figure is "about" so and so, he mentions two between which the true figure is 
supposed to lie. In most cases he can only say that his age is " about" so and so, 
and consequently this idiom has a considerable effect on the figures. The numbers 
so used are usually a ten and its next succeeding even figure (bis bais, tis battis), a 
ten and the next succeeding or preceding five (bis pachis, tis pachis), two tens more 

(l) Subsidiary tao ble I.-Age distri bution of 100,000 of each sex by annual age-periods. 
Ditto II.-Age d.istribution of 10,000 of each sex in the province and each natural division. 
Ditto III.-Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each main religion. 
Ditto IV.-Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes. 
Ditto V.-Proportion of children under 10 and persons over 60 to those aged 15 to 40; also of ~ 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

married females aged 15 to 40 to 100 females. 
VI.-Variation in pop Illation at certain age-periods. 

VII -Birth-rate. 
VIIL-Death·rate by sex and natural divisions. 

IX.-Death-rate of deca.de and selected years of sex at various age-periods. 
X,-Death-rates from certain diseases (luring decade. 
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or less close together (bis tis, bis chalis, scm pa,chas), or a ten and its succeeding odd 
number (bis ekis). Two successive numbers are seldom if ever used in this way 
even "bis ekis" is uncommon. Two successive odd numbers are never so used. 
It is impossible to say how enumerators dealt with statements of this kind. When 
I was asked for advice on the subject, I could only tell them to put down the 
particular figure of the two mentioned, or any other, which seemed most correct. 
I also advised them, if a man really looked like something between the two figures 
mentioned, to put down the mean; the reason was that in the most common case 
of such dual numbers (20 or 25, 30 or 35, &c.), the mean would at all events 
ensure that the person was placed in the right quinquennium, whilst if the enu
merator were to put down the "5" (25 or 35) it was an even chance that he would 
be putting the man in the wrong one, viz. the next above. But I doubt if any 
amount of advice was of any avail. In perhaps 90 per cent. of all cases the enu
merator had to assess the man's age from his looks with the assistance of such 
vague statements as those mentioned above. The result is that whilst the figures 
are much heaped up at 10 and 5, there are minor but noticeable accumulations of 
the same kind at 2, the third favourite figure. rl1his custom has never varied. I 
have examined the age tables of three enumerations from 20 to 50, and in every 
one of them there are such accumulations at 10, 5 and 2. As between 20 and 25, 
25 is more of a favourite number, possibly because it is exactly divisible into 50 
and 100; but in other series of 10 the favourite number is 10, followed by 5 and 2. 
N ext to these three, other even numbers usually follow, in no particular order, 
though the" 1" occasionally rises above some or all of them. But, generally 
speaking, 10, 5, 2 are first, second and third; the rest are nowhere-or what is a 
great deal worse, anywhere. Even at 100 the effect of this custom is distinctly 
traceable in subsidiary table I. 

178. Errors in the early years of life.-Mr. Gait, in the Bengal report of 
1901, pointed out certain errors which affect the age table in the first five years. 
Since these are the only 5 years which are returned by annual age-periods, it is im
portant to notice them. Idiom again is chiefly responsible for the errors. "Bacha" 
(infant), the word that was by rule to be entered for children under 1, usually 
means an "unweaned infant." Weaning often occurs very late, for it depends 
less on the age of the child than the continued presence of milk; I have frequently 
seen children at the breast who were able to stand. Moreover, a child is seldom 
spoken of as aged" ek barras " 01''' do baras " the usual phrase is "clerk" (It) or 
" dhai (2i-) baras "; or more vaguely "derh do" or " do dhai bat'as." A child 
aged" derh baras" would be under rule entered as 1 ; a child aged" dhai bara~" 
would be entered as 2 ; a child said to be aged " de1'h do baras " or "do dhai baras " 
would probably be entered as 2, simply because an enumerator would scarcely be 
able to get any closer than this, however carefully he inspected the chjld, and would 
take the round number. One would therefore get returned-

1. Under age 0, unweaned children both over and under 1, up to 1~ or so; 
2. Under age 1, weaned children between 1 and It, plus some weaned 

children under 1; 
3. Under age 2, children aged Ii to 2t, plus some vaguely called" It or 2 " 

who were aged under It, and some vaguely called" 2 or 2i" who were agedover 2t. 
At age 3 would be found children aged 2t to 3 ; but as 3 (in the units) is a 

favourite number, one would get a considerable number also that were certainly 
more than 2t, but not old enough to be called 5, the next favourite number. At 
age 4 one would get most of the children aged 3, under the usual custom of count
ing the current year C). The result is that the figures at ages 0 and 3 will 
always be too large and at age 1 too small. If the circumstances of the 
preceding few years which affect the duration of life have been normal, then the 
figures at age ~ should be correct or a little too large, and those at age 4 should be 
correct or a little too small. But whatever the actual figure, and whether it is 
correct or incorrect as far as its size is concerned, it is always incorrect in that it 
represents as belonging to a certain age persons who do not all belong to that age: or 
in other words, even if quantitatively correct, it is always qualitatively incorrect. 

(1) It will be seen la.ter on (chapter VI) tha.t the a.ge-period 0 to 5 ha.s certaill peculia.rities, one of which is that 
the proportion of fema.lea to males is low compared. with what prima fad, it ought to be. There are good reasons for 
this; but it is possible that the faots mentioned here also afIect the question. If parents (80S is not improba.ble) are 
more vague a.bout the ages of girls tha.n of boys, it would mean that the errors here mentioned would be intensified 
in the calie of girls. As these errors in sum amount to the inclusion in the period 0 to 6 of only the children aged 0 to 
4, it would mean that whilst there were too few, whether of boys or girls, in this period, there would be proportion
a.tely iltill fewer girl. than boys, whioh would obviously afIeot the ra.tio. 
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Generally speaking, a reader could select any age table in the report of any 
census of this province and see for himself that this is so. At this census though 
the errors at 0, 1 and 3. are obvious, they are not quite so obvious at ages 2 and 
4; and the reason is that the circumstances affecting the duration of life have not 
been normal. At age 2, the persons recorded are chiefly those who are really aged 
I! to 2!. Now children aged I! to 2i in March 1911 were born between August 
1908 and August 1909. The children really aged 2 in March 1911 were born 
between March 1908 and March 1909. Both between August and August and 
between March and March in these two years the birth-rate was low; but between 
August and August, for at least 9 months the infantile mortality was unusually 
low (26 per cent.). Between March and March for at least 9 months, the infan
tile mortality was exceedingly high (42 per cent.). There are consequently more 
children aged Ii to 2! than children aged 2 to 3, and the figure at age 2, which re
presents the former, is too high. Similarly at age 4, the children at age 3 who are 
entered as 4 were born in a year of higher birth-rate than the children really aged 4. 

The incorrectness of the figures at these early ages can be gauged from a 
calculation based on the birth and death returns. The children born in 1910 may 
be taken as approximately equal in number to the children born between March 1910 
and March 1911. The births in 1910 were in round numbers 1,955,000. The death
rate of persons aged under 1 in 1910 was 30 per cent. and as this was a fairly normal 
rate, 1,387,000 (01' 1,955,000 minus 30 per cent.) may be taken as the number of 
infants likely to be alive at the date of the census. The number of infants actually 
recorded was 1,545,000, or 158,000 too many. Most of these belong to age 1, 
though some few are accounted for by omissions in the birth statistics. A similar 
calculation can be made for age 1 and other ages, by taking the births of various 
years, diminishing each figure by the death-rate of that year and so ascertaining the 
-- --- ---------- - - - number of children alive atthe end of the year, and then 

Actual.. Ca.lculated. again diminishing this number by the death-rate of the 
--- - ------- --.---- - next year, and so on. The calcula tion is of course of the 

o 1,545 1,387 roughest; but at all events gives figures which are nearer 
~ 1,~;~ l,~~; the truth than the recorded ones, and in a much more 
g 1,232 1,105 accurate series. The actuals and calculated figures are 
4 1,165 966 put side by side in the margin (OOO's omitted). The 

Total 0-4 5,712 - -5,5;;-- total of ages 0 to 4 comes to 5,520,000 as against 
_________ _ i _ __ __ 5,712,000; of the resultant deficit doubtless a part is due 
to omissions in the vita,l statistics and a part to the roughness of the oalculation. 
But the figures serve their only purpose which is to show how erroneous the age 
table is. . 

179. Understatement of age of females aged 12 to 20.- It has been re
peatedly asserted that there is a tendency to understate the age of females over 12 and 
under 20 who are unmarried, and by custom ought not to be so. At first sight the 
figures bear out the statement. Between 10 to 15, amongst Hindus (who are chiefly 
affected by this custom) there are only 1,022 women per 10,000 women to 1,223 
men per 10,000 men; between 15 and 20 the figures are 751 and 860. Moreover, the 
one combination of figures which should be fairly accurate in t he various age tables are 
--- I the figures for complete decennia, for most, 

Proportions per 10,000 of each sex in decennial periods. people can usually put themselves in the right 

Age. 

0-10 .. 
10-20 " 
20-30 .. 
30--40 .. 
40-50 ., 
50-60 
60 and over .. 

~ndUs. _1~Uhammadans. 
J 

Males. !Females. Males Females. 

i 

2,489 2,575 2,584 2,600 
2,083 1,773 2,098 1,833 
1,81S 1,S50 1,701 I,S22 
1,410 1,481 1,372 1,389 
1,OS3 1,OS3 1,027 1,01S 

646 666 654 64S 
471 572 564 590 

decennium. Age tables should of course run 
in a diminishing scale from ° to the higher 
ages. The decennial figures for Hindu men 
and Muhammadans of both sexes do run in 
this fashion (the figures are given in the 
margin) but this is not the case with Hindu 
women; their sequence fails at one point, the 
age-period 10 to 20. When it is remembered 
that the Muhammadan marries his daughters. 
at a later age and does not look on an 
unmarried daughter of an age above the 

normal marrIage age as so disgraceful a phenomenon as Hindus do, this appears 
convincing proof. But there is a good deal to be said on the other side. Since 
in such a case the age would be understated, there would be an excess at 
the age-periods below 10 to 15. But if a man was going to understate a daughter's 
age, for the mere sake of verisimilitude he would do it as little as possible. The 
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enumerator, be it remembered, is a resident of the same village: he could not be 
made to believe that a girl who was really over 10 was (say) under 8, though 
he might possibly be willing to believe that a girl aged 12 or 13 was 8, 9, 10 or 
11. It would be impossible to falsify to any greater extent than this, and one 
would expect an excess of females at these ages. But taking the figures in 
subsidiary table I, it appears that the excess of females over males stops at 7: 
between 8 and 11 there are only 934 females to 1,004 males or, in other words, there 
is no excess just where one might expect it, and such excess as there is at the early 
ages stops just where one might expect it to begin. Moreover, the Muhammadan 
figures are very similar; the excess in their case stops at 6, but there is a defect 
from 8 to 11, and also from 12 to 20. 1£ there is any wilful understatement, there
fore it must begin very much earlier than is usually supposed, viz. at 8 instead of 
12: but for this there is no obvious reason, since puberty (12 years) is the crucial 
period and it is only if a girl is unmarried at that age that" the brotherhood begins 
to laugh " (bir(f,d (_~r1' }wnsClt). At most there may have been some slight understate
ment of this kind, but I do not believe that it could affect the figures e) . 

180. Adjustments of the age tables.·-The inaccuracy of the record is to 
some extent avoided by tabulating the general results chiefly by quinquennial 
periods; whilst when the table is arranged by decennial periods, the irregularity of 
the series almost disappears. A more accurate method of constructing an age table 
is that known as Bloxam's. Its object is to get rid of the error caused by excessive 
grouping at multiples of 5 and 10. Where A is the number of persons living at 
any year of age, the real value of any term A3, in the series AI, Ii. 2, A3, 

. k fi Al+A2+A3+A4+A5 nll . 1" th 
• IS ta en rst as 5 ..1. lIS e umnates e enol' caused 

by the fondness for mllltipies of 5. These smoothed figures are then further 
smoothed to get rid of the similar partiality for multiples of 10, by taking the value 
f . . Al +A2 +A3+A4+A5+AG+A7+A8+A9+ AlO + All o any term A6 m the smoothed senes as ------------n---------~- · 

Even this however generally leaves a further error which' is corrected in the usual 
way of smoothing the curve drawn according to the series. It is unnecessary to 
give the figures so smoothed. Age tables will be constructed by a trained English 
actuary and a memorandum written by him on the subject, which, it is hoped, will be 
in time to form an appendix to this report; and to forestall his conclusions would be 
presumptuous. I have hovvever worked out the figures, smoothed by 5's and II's, 
for Hindu males and constructed a curve accordingly, and the goneral results ma.y be 
mentioned. The curve is smooth as far as age 17: there is then a slight rise and a 
subsequent fall: but from 19 to 26 the curve again rises sharply. It then falls 
smoothly as far as 53 when it rises again up to the ages 55 and 56 and then 
falls away once more. It is a striking fact that in 1901 the curve did not rise and 
fall so greatly as it does in 1911, though there was a similar though slighter 
irregularity in the neighbourhood of 27. In the curve drawn in the India 
Administrative Report for 1901, page 396, there is a precisely similar irregularity 
at this age. The cause is to be sought in the original figures. Those which affect 
the ages 19 to 26 are the figures from age 14 to age 31. Now, these contain five 
ages where the figures are heaped up very considerably, namely 15, 20, 22, 25 and 
30; and the heaping up at these ages in the age table of 1911 is very much greater 
than the heaping up at the same ages in the age table of 1901. The error itself is 
constant, but it has varied in degree: and I think the explanation is to be found in the 
nature of the figures which form the basis of this age table. Two hundred thousand 
persons of each sex are classified by annual age-periods to form the material for this 
table. It is meant chiefly for the use of the actuary: and as the object is to construct 
age tables which shall represent a fairly normal state of things, it is obvious that 
they must come from a locality where circumstances have been fairly normal, and 

. (1) In this connection chap~er V1, paragraph 204(3) may also be read. In this matter of wilful understatement of age, 
as III some other matters, I think critics are apt to lay too much stress, in support of their arguments, on what a man might 
be expected to say in view of his peculiar circumstances. They forget that the average enumerator knows intimately most 
of the persons he has to enumerate and could probably fill up most of the schedule without reference to the person enume. 
rated at all. In my own experience the person enumerated is allowed to say very little. The enumerator [lS a matter of 
f~rm ask~ him the necessitry questions, but he rarely has to stay for an a,nswer. He couli generally enter name, religion, 
CIVIl condltlOn, caste, language, literacy, occupation and disease, if any, without asklllg a single question; age and 
b;rthplace are the only two po:nts he would haVG to ask about and even as regards them he would certa.inly not be 
deceived by a fa.lse answer. It is useless to argue merely that a man would naturally say so and so: one has also to 
consider whether the enumerator would give him a chllnce of saying it at all, or believe him if he did. I tested many 
enumerators, and I found that their fault lay by no means in accepting anything that was said to them as true, but in 
relying, if anything, rather too much on their own knowledge. It was a. fault on the right side, for as often as not the 
answers given were scarcely illuminating. For instance a common answer to "What is your age? " was" You can see for 
yourself, " to " What is your mother-tougue?" was II The same as you speak," or " You can heilr what I am speaking.' 
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the age distribution has not been too greatly disturbed by any calamities of the 
decade. I am unable to state the locality from which the figures were taken in 
1901: but in 1911 it was a matter of the greatest difficulty to select charges which 
had not been disturbed by one or other of the many calamities of the decade, 
especially plague, famine and epidemic malaria. In the end purely rural charges 
had to be taken: the age distribution of all urban charges was violently upset, not 
only by these causes, but by the plague which was raging at the time of census and 
half emptied the towns of their inhabitants. The result is that though the charges 
were typical enough as regards their age distribution, they were also typical as 
regards ignorance of age, and the merest glance at the unadjusted figures of 1901 
and 1911 will show that the former were less originally erroneous than the latter. 
Especially from 15 to 30 inclusive, and from 45 to 60, are the latter wrong: the 
multiples of 5 and 10, and '22, have very large figures in the former case, and the 
other ages have extrc1ol'dinarily low ones in the latter case. It seems to me 
important to draw attention to the probability that the nature of the original 
figures will have some effect on the figures when smoothed by Bloxam's method 
for according as they are more or less of a rural nature the greater will be the 
amount of smoothing that the final curve will require. The cause of the rxcess at 
20, 25, 30, and 50 in the case of males is purely fondness for those round numbers, 
causing probably overstatement from 16 to 19 and again from 21 to 24 and resulting 
in heaped-up figures at 20 and 25: both overstatement and understatement round 
the age of 30; and overstatement from 44 to 49. In the smoothed figures of course 
the errors are transferred chiefly to odd ages . As regards femal es it is probable that 
whilst these errors are exaggerated owing to a still greater ignorance of age, between 
15 and 20 there may be some slight understatement to partially redress the balance. 

181. Variations in the age distribution.-Any further process of adjustment 
·0£ the age tables is unnecessary in view of the fact that this will be done by a far 
more competent agency. But since the instructions for filling in the age column 
have not been changed the errors are constant at each census and consequently 
any changes disclosed by the unadjusted figures correspond to actual facts. It is 
legitimate therefore to draw deductions from those figures. 

rrhe variations since 1901 are as follows ;-
(1) There has been a considerable decrease of children under 5. 
(2) There has been a considerable increase of children between 5 and 10. 
(3) At 10 to 15 and 15 to 20 the figures are slightly lower than in 1901. 
(4) From 20 to 40 there is a very considerable increase. 
(5) From 40 to 60, though the figures are stationary for males, there is a. 

decrease in females. 
(6) The same applies to 60 and over. 

In the two main religions the variations are of an exactly similar nature 
to those in the total population though they differ slightly in degree in some cases. 

(1) Decreas(" oJ children under 5.-The causes affecting the variations in 
a.ge tables are the normal longevity and fecundity of the people, which are 
measured by the death and birth-rates, and departures from the normal in the 
shape of calamities affecting one or the other rate. 

This decade falls roughly into two quinquennia: one (1901- 05) on the 
whole favourable to the growth of population, and one (1906-10) unfavourable. 
In all the 5 years of the first quinquennium, the birth-rate ranged from very high 
to normal and in 3 years out of the 5 (1902-- 04) was higher than normal. The 
death-rate, on the other hand, was much below normal in 3 years (1901, 1902, 1904) 
normal in a 4th year (1903) and higher than normal in the fifth . rrhere were no 
calamities save a very severe epidemic of plague in 1905 and a less severe one in 
1904. In the second quinquennium the birth-rate was normal in 1907 and in 1910, 
below normal in 1906 and much below normal in 1908 and 1909 : whilst the death-rate 
was normal in 1906 and 1910, very high indeed in 1908, high in 1907 and less than 
normal only in 1909. There was SEvere plague in 1907 and 1910, a partial famine 
in 1906, a severe famine and very severe malaria in 1908 and malaria in 1909. 

The children under 5 represent the survivors of the second quinquennium 
mentioned and under the circumstances it is not surprising that there is a decrease 
at this age. Fewer were born, more died: the death-rates at this age (as sub
sidiary table IX shows) were exceedingly high in 1907 and 1908. In 1901 the 
children under 5 were the survivors of a bad quinquennium with high death-rates in 
1896 and 1897 and a very low birth-rate in 1897 : but the last three years were more 
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finds small colonies of outcastes scattered up and down the country. One (of 
Chandels) is mentioned as living in 12 villages of Sheorajpur tahsil in Cawnpore 
district. 

334. The panchayat system in the hills.- In the hills there appears to be 
no system of caste panchayats outside the towns, such as Srinagar ; their place is 
taken by the village panchayctts, of which the padhan or thokclar is the sarpanch 
(in Jaunsar Bawar, i.e. tahsil Chakrata of Dehra Dun district he is called siana). 
To these members of all respectable castes belong: lower castes such as the Dam 
and Bajgi get their affairs settled by it, but apparently have no voice in its deli
berations. Their panchayats deal not only with social matters, but it appears that 
matters which would normally come before a law court, whether civil or criminal, 
are usually discussed in panchayat before the courts are moved, and frequently 
finally decided there. In Garhwal the panchayats also deal with the arrangements 
for periodical festivities. In Almora the panchayat is described as a primitive 
court of justice: the accused if found guilty has to sign a kailnamct, or admission 
of guilt, which is countersigned by all members of the panchayat and handed to 
the complainant. Fine is the usual punishment, but gauhatia or cow-killing 
demands as usual a severer expiration. In Garhwal the Dharmadhikari (mentioned 
above, paragraph 331 (8) purifies the offender who has been sentenced by the pan
chayat. and so makes his reinstatement in caste possible: but in Almora he decides 
what the punishment should be after the panchayat has found him guilty. Persons 
dissatisfied with a panchayat's decision often have recourse to the courts: but it is 
not clear what occurs if the court should not agree with the panchayat's views. In 
the Tarai and Bhabar the Tharus and Bhoksas seem to possess caste panchayats 
of the usual type. 

335. The case of the Lucknow Khatiks.-I give in some details the facts 
concerning the Khatiks of Lucknow city, partly because they exemplify the work
ing of the panchayat system in many of its phases, pa~tly because they appear to 
be in some respects unique. That particular sub-caste of the Khatiks which resiiles 
in Lucknow consists of three ghols, known as Manikpur, J aiswuJa, and Dalmau. 
They are immigrants from J ais and Dalmau in the Rae Bareli district and Manik
pur in Partabgarh : and came to Lucknow three generations ago. Each ghol has its 
chaudhri or chaudhris: J aiswala has t hree, Manikpllr two, and Dalma,u one. 
Normally the three ghols both eaJt and smoke together and intermarry; and 
normally, the members of all three meet together inpanehayat under the presidency 
of their chaudhris. Fines are equally divided if worth dividing and go to provide 
a feast or a kathct. The three ghols once possessed seven specially large cooking 
dishes which were their joint property. Of late however these have been divided, 
Dalmau and Manikpur taking each three of the snmller ones and ,Taiswala the 7th 
and largest one. The chaudhriship is heredit3,TY: and '20 years ago each ghot only 
had one chaudhri. But the chaudhri families of J aiswala and Manikpur were very 
large and this, it is said, led to an increase in the number of chaudhris. rI'here has 
been a great deal of bad blood between the ghols . It appears to be permissible for a 
member (If one ghal who is dissatisfied with the decision of his own group to join 
another ghol on payment of an " entrance fee," which vari.es fr om Re. 1. to R s. 80. 
Whether this was always the practice, or whether the custom grew up in the course 
of the quarrel which is now to be mentioned is not quite elGar. rrhis quarrel, or 
rather series of quarrels, was as follows. Firstly, a certain woman peddled fruit with 
her basket on her head-an act considered derogatory to the caste's dignity--women 
should only sell at shops. Two brethren told her to stop doing so, or they would bring 
the matter before the panchayca. She and her husband said they would shoebeat 
these men. Ultimately the husband was excommunicated; it does not appear to 
which ghal he belonged, but at all events the Dalmau ghol took his part and 
allowed him to join them on payment of Rs. 80 (described as entrance fee) . Secondly, 
a certain man (his ghol is not mentioned either) was excommunicated for a social 
offence; and while his case was under trial a chaudhri of the Jaiswalas sent him 
an invitation to dinner" by mistake." He and his two fellow chaudhris were fined 
Rs. 30. Thirdly, it was decided to have a katha as certain fines had accumulated. 
The Dalmau chaudhri claimed his third of the money: but the Manikpur chaudhris 
who held the money refused, taking up the attitude that there was going to be a 
katha to which the Dalmau people could come or not as they liked. The matter 
was then brought into court. There are several cases of men leaving one ghol for 
another. 
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These are the facts as they reached me. There is obviously much left un
explained. Points that need clearing are (1) Do the ghols meet in panchayat as 
separate units? (2) If so, was it ghol or caste panchayat which punished the 
pedlar's husband? (3) Was it ghol or castepanchayat which punished the Jaiswala 
chaudhris ~ 

I think the facts are probably as follows: these gho1s are in all probability 
merely juwars or tats (local pClnchayats with separate jurisdictions) under another 
name. In their own country they would be separated by 20 odd miles from eaoh 
other. When they migrated to Luoknow, doubtless their numbers were small and 
they found it convenient to amalgamate their panchayats: which would be easy 
enough, as even at home they could have met in joint assembly to decide any im
portant point. We have seen instances in Sitapur where one jv,war will take in 
an offender from another juwar on a mitigated punishment. This kind of thing 
might well occur in cases where iuwars held different opinions; and so long as dis
tance was a bar to any real commensality or intermarriage betweenjuwa?' andjuwar 
(whatever theoretical commensality or intermarriage might exist) it would do little 
actual harm to their normal relations. N ow it seems quite clear that the husband 
of the woman who peddled fruit was treated with unnecessary harshness. His and 
her offences were not very great and to excommunicate him was extremely severe. 
It is quite possible that the Dalmau ghol thought so (l), and so were willing to 
adopt him into their own ghol on payment of a fine: which was not an entranoe 
fee, but a minor punishment substituted for excommunication, and quite suffici
ently severe, since the amount was Rs. 80. It follows therefore that either 
this man was outcasted only by his own ghol or in general panchayat by the votes 
of Manikpur and Jaiswala, Dalmau dissenting. The second case however makes 
it probable that ghols do act independently: for it is difficult to see how the J ais
wala chaudhri could possibly invite a man to dinner" by mistake," whilst he himself 
was actually helping to try him in the joint panchayat. Living side by side as 
they were, these cases would cause a great'deal more bad blood than they would if 
,the ghols had been separated, as they usually would be, by a wide stretch of country . 
. The katha quarrel simply brought matters to a head. 
. The case is interesting chiefly as exemplifying (1) that the juwa?' or tat pan-
chayats have merely arisen from considerations of convenienco n,nd distance, and 
there is nothing to prevent their amalgamation if the circumstanoes should change, 
(2) the conservatism of India, which helped to maintain t,hese divisions in theory 
when they meant nothing in practice, with the Tesult that if a further cause of 
cleavage arose, a fresh split was easy, (3) the working of the tat system in the 
matter of the mitigation of the decision of one tat by another tat, (4) the results 
of that system in the shape of the splitting up of an endogamous group. That 
these results do not occur more often can only be due to the fact that in practice 
the endogamous group is split up by distance, though in theory it may be one. 

336. Rajas and caste panchayats.-There ii:l little evidence to show that 
ruling mjas have any inlluence on the caste parlChaycr;ts, though it is known to ocem' 
elsewhere. The cases of the Rajput raja and the Chandel gentlemen who act as 
a kind of sarpanch in Cawnpore (paragraph 33'2) possibly come under this category: 
but in that case they interfere only in theil' own caste matters. Two ourious inci
dents are however reported from Shahjahanpur. In one case two thoks (or juwars) 
of the Dhabi caste quarrelled as to which thok a certain village was in; a pancha
yat was held in it and both chaudhris claimed the chaudhri's fee of Re. 1-4 of which 
Re. 1 had to be paid to the Raja in whose estate the village lay. One chaudhri 
obtained a parwana from the Raja giving him authority to collect the fee. In the 
other a Dhobi claimed his rights as chaudhri in a court of law. He stated that 
his own grandfather had been made chaudhri by the grandfather of the present 
Raja (not the same gentleman as in the other case) : but that on his father's death 
the Dhobis selected not himself but another man. The complainant had to admit 
that the hereditary principle though usual was not compulsory. 

337. Caste Sabhas.-I have received notes on the Gaur (Brahman) Maha 
Sabh~, th~ Taga Sabha, and the Vaishya Mahasabha, and it may be interesting to 
explam brIefly the nature of these modern successors and to some extent supplan
ters of the old panohayat. The Gaur Maha Sabha is a central body consisting of 

. (1) They were not however unanimous; for two persons are mentioned as leaving the Dalmau ghol over this ca.se. 
ThIS could only have been because they objected to the action taken by their own ghol. . . 
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JOO elected members whose term of office lasts a year. The president is selected by 
these 100, and his term is also a year. It meets once a year. Its jurisdiction ex
tends nominally to the whole of India but it has little influence where there are 
no local Sabhas. It endeavours to reduce expenditure at births, marriages, and 
funerals, to inculcate the true principles of religion and the observanoe of religious 
:rites, and to encourage the study of Sanskrit. It is a registered body. The Taga 
Sabha is known as Dan Tyagi Brahmana Prautia Sabha. Cragas claim to be Brah
mans and derive their name from dan-charity and tyagi-renouncer : one who has 
renounced the acceptance of offerings.) Its objects are the diffusion of knowledge 
,and education. The Vaishya Mahasabha was established in 1893, and is the 
executive committee of the annual Vaish Oonference. The subjects discussed by the 
conference are education, social refor:ql, and the reduction of expenditure at festivals. 
There are local Sablms in large cities whose duties are to give effect to the resolutions 
passed by the conference. These are of the nature of panchayats and impose fines 
or excommunication. 

338. The relation of caste to sub-caste.-The importance of the sub-caste is 
already apparent from the account given of the panchayat system. It has been 
shown that the panchayat is of the endogamous group whether of caste or sub-caste: 
that there is no such thing as a caste panchayca if the caste is made up of 
endogamous sub-castes and that there is no such thing, strictly speaking, as a 
panchayca belonging to an exogamous sub-caste (1). 

It would seem therefore that the true unit of classification is not the caste 
but the sub-caste, or rather the endogamous group. M. Senart said long ago that 
the real caste was the sub-caste because it was the true endogamous group, that the 
,caste na,me is merely a general term including many castes (i.e. sub-castes) following 
the same occupation and that sub-caste should be substituted for caste in classifica
tion. To this there are many objections. The first is terminological: sub-caste is 
used to denote not only endogamous but exogamous group. Secondly, it has been 
said that most castes with endogamous sub-castes have a common tradition of 
origin as well as a common occupation to bind them together. I have already 
,suggested that this is as a general rule not so. But thirdly, the most important 
objection of all is that though the endogamy of the caste is with the very rarest 
exceptions, absolutely stringent, the endogamy of the sub-ea,ste is much less so. It 
is said that to marry outside the sub-caste is an offence that can be expiated. 
Excommunication follows but can be wiped out in a purificatory ceremony, usually 
the prayasohitta (2). But even this fact is unimportant compared with the 
constant variations in the restrictions on marriage that occur in endogamous sub
castes. It does not appear very difficult to get rid of t hem altogether. The 
Brahman sub-castes are normally endogamous, but exceptions occur when circum
stances call for them (e.g. a paucity of girls). Sara swat occasionally marries Gaur, 
for instance: Sanadh and J ujhotia are both said to give their girls to Kanaujia, 
and the former also to Gaur. And if the Brahmans can get rid of their endogamous 
restrictions, it is obviously easier still for other castes. Not only so but the 
connubial restrictions between the same sub-castes vary from place to place. No 
more striking example of this can be (ounel than the instance of the Ca,wnpore 
Dhanuks given in the ethnographic glossary at the end. Taking a single sub-caste, 
the Laungbarsa, we find that within tho boundaries of a single district, it is (1) 
exogamous as regards one sub-caste, but endogamous as regards all others, (2) 
strictly endogamous, (3) strictly exogamous. Further wherever it is exogamous its 
exogamy varies in that it sometimes gives girls to, sometimes take them from, the 

Il) A~ regards exogamous sub-c3ostes what seems to occur is t h30t sub-casteE who intermarry have a common pan
chayat: but if for any reason they 30re endog3omous to any rartlCular sub·caste they cannot meet it in panchayat. A 
better way of putting the above statement is therefore t h30t people who can intermarry can meet in panchayat: people 
who cannot do so cannot meet in pancl"'yat . This covers t he curious case of the Dhanuks of Cawnpore (see below) 
whose panchayats follow their endogamous and exogamous varia.tions. The only exceptions I have traced are (1) the 
Qalandar (a Muhammadan caste of wa.nder ing bear and m onkey showmen. who might very well travel ontside the 
ordinary rule). They used to consist of 3 exogamous Rub-castes; one of t hese, the Chindi, was practically outcasted (no
body now will eat or smoke or marry with them) because they admitted a man in to t heir sub-caste from anotheI sub
caste, the Khokar, and he gave away to them the secre t of a lot of Khokar charms (jadu). But in spite of this they still 
maintain their former common parwhayat and th e sarpa>lch is actually a Chindi. (2) The Khunkhuniya Ahir (see 
below), who has no panchayat of his own though endogamous but can attend the panchayat of any other sub-caste. It 
should be noted that j11wars. though they are exogamous groups, are in no sense sub-castes but mere local subdivisions. 
A man can only be born a member of an exogamous sub-caste, just as he can of a caste: but he can become a member of 
a juwa,. (cf. the cases of the Khatiks of Lucknow and Julahas and Behnas of Sitapur). I am inclined to think that 
the so-called exogamous sub-castes of Qalandars are really juwars SlUce the split was due to the admission of a man of 
,one group into another: it may be noted too that the Chindi live in a different district to the rest. 

(Z) Amongst Brahmans, the rite of purification is called Ohandrayan. 
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same sub-caste. How is it possible to consider the Laungbarsa a caste, when the 
very criterion of a caste is strict endogamy? 

Nor is this all. Not only is a sub-caste endogamous in one place and 
exogamous in another and both exogamous and endogamous in a third, but its 
marriage restrictions vary from time to time. A caste's restrictions never vary 
either in time or place. The Rhatiks are endogamous always and everywhere : 
but the Khatik sub-castes are not. The case of the Lucknow Rhatiks (above 
paragraph 335) is most instructive as to the circumstances which lead to this, and 
it is worth while following it up to understand the matter. We are not told to 
what sub-castes these three ghols belonged: but since at one time they inter~ 
married they obviously at one time formed part of one sub-caste, which we may 
call X. In Lucknow, therefore, a few years "back, there were certain endogamous 
sub-castes--say X, Y, Z. There are now to all intents and purposes 6 sub-castes, X 
(tho rest of this sub-caste minus the 3 ghols), Y, Z, and Manikpur, Jaiswala and 
Dalmau. X is endogamous as regards Y and Z, but exogamous as regards the 3 
ghol sub-castes: each of the 3 ghat sub-castes is endogamous as regards every other 
division save X; Y and Z are completely endogamous. Meantime elsewhere, say 
in Rae Bareli whence the ghols first came, either only 3 sub-castes will be supposed 
to exist as usual, all endogamous: or if by any chance and on the force of 
the Lucknow analogy the three ghols are there also considered to be sub-castes we 
shall get a further variation-X and the 3 ghals will all be shown as exogamous to 
each other and endogamous to everybody else. Or let us suppose that after 
a certain lapse of time when the Lucknow gaols have been firmly established 
in popular estimation as sub-castes, the trouble is patched up (and we have had 
evidence from Azamgarh to show that such quarrels may cause a split of the same 
kind to last for years, only to be mended in the end), we shall get in Luclmow yet 
another variation. Or some of the ghols may come to terms and not all: when 
there will be still a further variation. Yet the cause of this quarrel was trivial 
enough: similar quarrels must occur again and again in all castes. The diversity 
of sub-castes in different places, the diversity of the restrictions obtaining between 
them at different times and in qifferent places need therefore cause no surprise. The 
Dhanuks of Cawnpore are by no means abnormal. \ r:rhe Tambolis afford another 
instance. They have amongst other sub-castes the Jaiswar and Chaurasiya. In 
Bahraich and Cawnpore the former is endogamous: but in Unao it intermarries 
with the Kathyar or Rathwar, in Cawnpore it. dOAS not. Now t.he Rathyar is the 
sole Tamboli sub-caste which does not permit widow remarriage. Since the J aiswar 
and Kathyar intermarry, it seems probable that the Kathyar broke off from the 
Jaiswar owing to this custom: alnd if in Unao either the Katbyar have given it up 
or tho Jaiswar have taken to observing it, it would account for their intermarrying 
there and not elsewhere. The Cbaurasiya similarly is fonnd in Unao, Jalaun, and 
Cawnpore and in Jalaun intermarries with the Kandariya, also probably the result 
of a split from the Chaurasiya which h:ts sinne been mellded. 1'hese eX<1mples 
serve to show j he infinite variety in sub-castes and the consequent impossibility of 
using them as a basis for classification, since in nature and number they are never 
the same from district to district or census to census. 

339. The origin of sub~castes.-The origin of most sub-castes is shrouded in 
the obscurity of the past and there is generally nothing but the name and an occasional 
legend to explain how it came into being. A majority of the names are 
local. These may be vague, referring only to a point of the compass (l): or
relate to a more or less well defined part of the country CZ), or to a town (ancient 
or mOdern) (3); and in the last two cases the part of the country may be either 
within or without the province. Occasionally one finds an eponymous title (4) or 
a totemistic section (5), though these last are usually reserved for exogamous 
rather than enc1ogamous sections, as is natural, and are found chiefly among low 
tribal castes. The names of other castes are also very common. These may 
occasionally be the name of the particular (higher) caste or clan that was 
served by this sub-caste, from which they borrowed the name (6): or may point to 

--~ ---~ ---' . -- -

(1) Purbiya (eastern). Uttariya (northern), &0., &c. . . . 
(') Madbesiya (Maubyadesa), Antarvedi, (the lower Jumna-Ganges Doab), Sa.rw~mya (SarJupanodwcllcrs boyond 

the Sarju) 
(3) Kanaujia, Saksena (Sankisa), Srivastava (Saraswati), Jaunpuria., Jaiswa.r. 
(4) Benha.nsi (Raja Vena), Na.ndabansi ; and most words ending in bansi. 
(5) Marka.m (tortoise), Sanwan (Ian-bemp), Gidhle (qidh-vulture). 
(oJ Bais Dhobi, Kaghl-walla Bhat, Pantllat' Dusa.dh. The Bba.ts ha.ve a grea.t many such sub-ca.stes. 
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the elements from which the caste was made up (1): or simply denote a close con
nection between the castes (2). There are many ()ccupational titles oiall kinds, 
some akin to nicknames (3) ; finally a few denote changes in social practice (4), or 
particular religious tenets (5) . 

340. Accretion and fission.- How the sub-castes arose, there is as I have 
said, generally nothing but the name t o show; but it appears that most cases if 
not all are cases of either accretion or fission. Accretion would occur when a group 
tacked itself on to another group because it practis8d the same occupation, or per
haps held the same religious beliefs. Long before there wero castes it is probable 
that the guilds grew chiefly in this way. A goldsmith guild would come into being 
amongst either the aborigines or the Vaishyas ; to this guild Brahman and Kshatriya 
and all sorts of other groups who were also goldsmiths by profession would join 
themselves. Local sub-cast es would possibly also be accretions in many cases. 
There would be (say) Telis everywhere; and as the Telis of one place grew 
gradually into a caste (probably V1'a a guild) , .the Telis of other places would become 
as gradually included in it. Or put in another way, each of the old political 
divisions of India evolved its own functional groups: and when all those who 
followed one occupation came to be regarded as one caste (whenever that was), the 
functional groups, now sub-castes, would be distinguished by their local names (6). 
Sectarian castes obviously grew by a process of accretion; the Bishnoi caste 
mentioned in the ethnographic glossary (q. v.) is an excellent example. But the 
principles on which accretions to castes occur at the present day are also the 
principles on which entirely new castes come into being: and they invariably 
involve previous fission from some other caste. It will be more convenient therefore 
first to consider the growth of sub-castes by fission. . 

341. Sub-castes due to fission.-If a caste is a solid (or solidified) body, it is 
made up of much less solid bodies, its sub-castes: and these have a strong t endency 
to break off, and having done so, either to solidify themselves, or to gravitate to 
other bodies. The causes of such a break are various. A difference of locality may 
cause it, or the adoption or abandonment of a degrading occupation; a change in 
social practices: pollution of some kind, possibly involved in a change of social 
practices: an increase in prosperity: or, as we have seen, a caste quarrel- may all 
lead to fission and its consequences. 

(1) Difference oj local~ty.-As regards fission due to a change in locality it is 
impossible to speak with certainty. When one finds a caste divided into several 
endogamous sub-castes, some of which belong to different localities, it is impossible 
to say whether these sub-castes grew up independently in the first place, and with 
the lapse of time and the improvement of communications joined together to form 
a caste whilst preserving their endogamy: or whether from a caste a; sub-caste went 
off to settle in another place, became known by that place's name, and was com
pelled by mere distance to become endogamous. That it would naturally become 
endogamous is certain: distance would prevent would-be husbands going to their 
original homes to get a wife and, as a correspondent points out, such a man would 
probably not get one even if he did go, since in the absence of railways and penny 
postage, separation of this kind would mean lifelong separation and parents would 
refuse to give him a daughter. But that the formation of the local sub-caste is 
often due to change of locality is shown by many legends. Not only have many 
caste and sub-castes traditions of an original home whence they migrated but some 
definitely ascribe their present endogamic rules to that migration. The Sarwaria 
Brahmans for instance ascribe their origin to their ancestors having been sent to 
perform the yagia (purificatory) ceremony for Rama after he had killed Rawan : on 

(1) Okkatri and Rastogi Sonar, Viavakorma or Ojha (Brahman) or 'l'umariya Lohar. 
(') Brzrai- Tamboli and T"mboli-Bani ; Dhnrkur-Dom and Dom-Dhz.rkar, &c., &c. 
(3) Dhalwal (shield-maker) aID0ng Barhais : Gadbaiya (donkey-drivers) among Dhobis ; Ghorcharha (horseman) 

among Ahirs, &c. 
(f) Byahut (married, i.e. forbidding widow marriage) is the most common. 
(5) Pachpiria and Mahabir ia (Tel lS). 
(") Some very important deductions follow trom this-- namely (1) that local sub-castes may connote racial differ. 

ences and (2) that the sub·caste is frequently racial, whilst the main caste is usually functional, in origin. To this it m ay 
also be added that when thc sub·castes a re not local (and therefore possibly racial) they often appear to belong to and be 
sprung of different social classes. Hace and social grade go together and consequently both these deductions agree with 
the theory of the origin of caste sketch ed earlier in the chapter, They also throw light on the matter of anthropometry. 
The majority of measurements h itherto made did not distinguish between caste and sub-caste. If castes are made up of 
numerous groups of different racial origin, it would not be surprising to find (as has been found) differences in physical 
type in the same caste. Though anthropometry has beon greatly discrediied as a test of race , it is obvious that if this 
view is right anthropometry to be of any value sholld work on a basis of sub·caste not of caste; though even here owing 
to a long. continued process of fission and fusion, the rGsult would probably only be confllsion. 
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their return they were not received by the Kanaujias to whom they belonged, and 
were made to settle across the Sarju. 

(2) Adoption or abandonment of a degrading occupation.-This is much the 
most common cause of fission, and cases distinctly traceable to it occur even at 
the present day. To these must be added all the occupational sub-castes which 
(though the exact process is no longer traceable) probably arose in most cases from 
the same cause. Sometimes the sub-caste which comes into being forms merely a 
fresh sub-caste in the same caste: sometimes when there is no possible connection 
between the occupation abandoned and the one adopted it forms a fresh caste 
altogether. I give instances of both here though the latter type of case will also 
have to be referred to in fuller detail later on. 

Bhar and Raj Bhar were obviously one in the past. The Bhar now 
keeps pigs, the Raj Bhar does not and they are separate sub-castes. Probably in 
view of the exalted position of the Bhar in old times, this fission was due to the 
adoption, not the abandonment, of this degrading function. 

Belwars claim to be Sanadh Brahmans, a.nd since in most of their 
customs they are orthodox Brahmans, their claim is probably correct (l). They 
took to dealing in cattle and cattle-carried commodities, which caused their 
:separation. Now some of them in Hardoi have given up this profession and other 
non-Brahmanical habits like smoking tobacco: and though these customs have 
been followed for 150 years at least, the Hardoi Behnas are again being recognizea 
as Sanadh Brahmans, intermarrying with them and receiving the paelagan or 
Brahmanical salutation. 

In Mainpuri Ahirs have the curious subdivision of Dwijat, Uttam 
.sudras, and Adham Sudras. The last two are clearly a ca.se of fission, and it is 
due to the fact that they take menial service. 

Kuta Banjaras are an occupational offshoot due to their following the 
profession of husking rice. 

Kayastha-Mochis are said to be Kayasthas who have taken up the 
profession of saddlers. 

Kayastha-Bharbhunjas similarly are Kayasthas who have taken up grain
parching. It may be noted that several of the Bharbhunja sub-castes plainly point 
to Kayastha origin, e.g. Kaithia, Srivastava, and Saksena. 

Kayastha-Darzis again are Kayasthas who have taken to tailoring. 
Chamar-Julahas in Moradabad are said to be an occupational offshoot 

of the Jatiya Chamar who have taken to weaving. The Jatiya ChamaI' claims 
descent from a J at and his Chamarin mistress. They are occasionally called 
Bhuiyars (weavers). 

Mochi, now a caste, is merely an occupational offshoot from Chamar. 
rfhe Gharuk is an occupational offshoot from the Kahar, due to the 

fact that Kahars took service with Europeans. Many of the Kahar sub-castes are 
occupational. 

The Rumhar sub-castes are largely occupa.tional. We have the Bardhiya 
or Baldiya (using oxen), the Gadhere or Gadhila (using donkeys), the Hateria (or 
Gola) who does not make pots with a wheel but by ha.nd (hat eli-palm), Kasgar 
(Kuzagar) who makes goblets, Intpaz (who makes bricks). All these are as a rule 
endogamous. 

Phansiyas are Pasis in Moradabad who have taken to the occupation 
vf fruit-selling and changed their name (see ethnographic glossary). 

Singhariyas are an occupational offshoot of uncertain origin. They 
grow the ground nut. They claim to be Rajputs of various kinds but are probably 
either Kahars or Kachhis. 

There appears to have been a curious case of fission and accretion 
between the Nat and Banjara in Moradabad. The former consist of Gual, Chaudhri, 
and Ranchan (divided into Kabutar and Kalabaz). Amongst the Guals, only 
married women dance and sing: the Kanchans make their unmarried girls dance, 
sing, and prostitute themselves. The Chaudhris are Kabutar Kanchans who have 
risen in the social scale by giving up dancing and taking to agriculture. The Kala
baz (acrobats) was formed by fission from the Kabutar. Chaudhris will marry Kabu
tar girls. Some Gual N ats appear to have taken to trade during last 10 years and 
now call themselves Badi Ba.njaras, though the other Banjaras look down on them. 

~l) A small matter pointing to Brahmanical origin is their habit ohitting dha,.na at a debtor's d<1Or ; it would 
have no effect of course, unless the Belwar was a Brahmc.n. 
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The Gidhiya is an occupational (hunting) offshoot from the Bawariya 
(see ethnogra phical glossary). 

The Balahar is an occupational offshoot from the Dom tribe. He 
beats the drums at weddings. 

Kayastha-Senduria (Gorakhpur) are similar to Kayastha-Mochis. They 
sell sendur (red lead). 

The Khunkhuniya Ahir is the privileged mendicant of the Ahir caste and 
its only occupational sub-caste. 

The Khatiks of Cawnpore have 3 occupational sub-castes: Rajgar (masons), 
Sombatta (rope-makers), and Mewafarosh (fruit-sellers). There also appears to 
be a fourth sub-caste in the making, drawn from all three, which sells pork and is 
known as Bekanwala. 

Many more instances of occupational sub-castes some of which must obviously 
fall into this category could be found in the pages of Crooke. 

(3) Char~ge ,:n social practices.-The most common instance of this is the 
Byahut sub-caste found in several castes, e.g. the Kalwar, Lohar, Nai, and Teli, 
where the particular section is marked off by refusing to marry any but virgin 
brides. Another excellent instance are such cases as the Basor, Bansphor, Dharkar, 
all branches of the Dom tribe who have broken off from them on giving up their 
wandering habits and settling down (l). There are also certain social differences 
between the Dhe and Hele J ats : and the Khare and Dusre sections of Srivastava 
Kayasthas may also be due to some original social difference. The Purbi and 
Pachhmi Sonars in Benares are divided on the subject of widow-remarriage: the 
latter (or one section of them, the Ajudhiabasi) permit it. Baiswar and Jaiswar 
Kurmis in Sitapur are looked down on for the same reason. In Jhansi the Sadh 
Kori is said to be superior to all others as he will not eat flesh. The Kayastha. 
Darzis and Kayastha Sendurias try to account for their fission by alleging that they 
could not stand the drinking habits of the Kayasthas proper (!) ; whilst the Bhar
bhunjas in the same district are said to have left the Kandus for a similar reason 
(the Bharbhunjas in this case being the offenders), and the Turaha the Kahar. 
Instances of this however seem to be now uncommon : the change in social practice 
seems to be usually a result of the fission (which in such cases is generally due 
to increased prosperity) and not its cause. 

(4) Changes due to pol{ution including alleged low or£gin.-Cases of these are 
rather more common, as might be expected. In Sitapur the Behnas or Dhuniyas 
have 3 sub-castes, nominally endogamous, Mehtariya, Khwaja Mansuri, and 
Qassaiya. The Qassaiya is an occupational offshoot which has taken to butcher's 
work and the other two win have nothing to say to it. These two alike 
claim the higher status: the Mehtariya says the Khwaja Mansuri used to keep pigs, 
the Khwaja Mansuri retaliates that the Mehtariya is the offspring of a Khwaja 
Mansuri and a female sweeper (Mehtarani). The Kurmia Ahirs of Hardoi are 
said to be the descendants of an Ahir and a Kurmi mother and are despised in 
consequence. The Gual Ahir in Bijnor is looked down on because he is saiu 
to be descended from the servants (cattle-herds) of the true Ahirs who owned the 
cattle. The Nikhar or Salia sub-caste of the Gadariyas is despised because of a 
similar stigma of illegitimacy, though elsewhere "Nikhar" is interpreted as 
"pure; "whilst in Cawnpore the Dhingar is despised beca.use he follows some 
Muhammadan customs. The Khagi-Chauhan (vide ethnographical glossary 
" Chauhan") is clearly of mixed origin. The Jatiya Chamar is of mixed origin 
which is indicated by the name. The Dakaut and Mahabrahman would a.lso be 
polluted Brahmans. Amongst the Luniyas is found a sub-caste which is reported 
under the name of Gola Agaria, who claim a Thakur origin: they are obviously 
the same as Crooke's Agaris who claim such an origin and are known as Gole 
(bastard) Thakurs. In a village in Cawnpore were found some "Thakur Arakhs" 
consisting of two or three families which, as the Cawnpore ethnographical officer 
says, were obviously the descendants of some mixed union. To these instances 
must be added other cases of bastards born of mixed marriages. They are mentioned 
as occurring in the case of four castes, Gujar, Rajput, Brahman, and Bhar
bhunja ; and are known as dogala. These unfortunates are compelled to marry 
amongst themselves. An instance is reported of the daughter of a Ba.rgujar 

(1) Query-are the various Bhangi cas tes (they are not really sub-castes) instance~ of tbe same thing? The rela
t:on between Bhangi and Dom is remarkably cloae in every possible redpect and it is quite p.)ssible that the Bhangis 
Qnce formed part of the Dom tribe and broke off on &ettling down (as of course they must) to their present avocation. 
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R 'ajput by a Nai mistress who was married to the son of a Rajput of another sept 
by a similar union. They are obviously similar to the Thakur Arakhs just men
tioned. There is a proverb, sarcastic enough in the circumstances: "Raja ~Hmt: 
SI) rani, chhani binti ani." The Raja's love is a Rani, even if she live by gather
ing cowdung. It may be so, but the Rajput's love never becomes a Rajputni. 

(5) Change:; d1te to increased prosperity.- . Changes of this kind are rare; 
indeed only two or three are mentioned which can be definitely put down to s~ch 
a cause. There is firstly the case of the prosperous Kalwar who insists on callmg 
himself Mahajan-merely, so far as one can see, because it sounds better. SecoJ?-d
ly, the Sainthwar sub-caste of Kurmis, chiefly because of the rise of its leadmg 
family (of Padrauna in Gorakhpur), is now a separate caste. It has legends of its 
own which assimilate it to the Bisen Rajputs and it has given up widow-remarriage. 
But as a caste's prosperity increases, it usually takes a different line. It 
does not merely cut itself adrift from its humble relatives: it tries to push its way 
into the ranks of a higher caste, usually the Rajput. Many historical cases are 
mentioned in the pages of Crooke and I need not refer to them. I have already 
referred to several modern cases in an earlier paragraph: I may also mention the 
case of the Jujhotia Brahmans (see ethnographical glossary), the Khagis who 
claim Rajput origin, and of some Tambolis in Bijnor who claim to be Gaur Brah
mans; whilst (thanks in part to the actual presence of Kayastha Darzis and 
Kayastha Bharbhunjas) both Darzis and Bharbhunjas seem to be setting up a 
semi-general claim to be all Kayasthas. It is not for me to pronounce on the 
truth or falsity of these claims (l) : all that I am concerned to point out is that, if 
the caste had not prospered, they would not have been made. 

342. Sub-castes due to changes inreligion.-It is natural that when in any 
caste any particular group takes to some new or unusual worship, especially if 
other members of the caste or sub-caste do not approve of it, that group should 
break off and become an endogamous sub-caste. Amongst Hindus such sub-castes 
are not very common simply because the Hindu is a tolerant person in matters of 
religion and generally he will care very little what particular god or godling a man 
believes in or how he worships him. All he cal'es about is what and with whom 
he eats and drinks and whom he marries: and so long as he does not break caste 
laws in these matters he will let him believe anything he likes so long as the 
Brahman's supremacy is not disputed. We do however find the Mahabiria and 
Pachpiriya sub-castes in the Teli caste, the latter also in the Halwai, and the 
Nanakshahi in the Barhai, Bhangi, and Kadhera: whilst the Sadh sub-caste of 
Karis may also be a case of fission due to change of religion. The most important 
and commonest cases are those of the Muhammadan sub-castes of castes common 
to both religions: their names are often the same in both the Hindu and Muham
madan branches and it is probable that many such sub-castes are cases of this 
kind of fission. Another point worth noting is that the Christian members of 
castes are now apparently forming, or at all events are regarded by Hindus as 
forming into sub-castes. One or tvyo ethnographical officers speak of Christian 
Bhangis as if they were a Bhangi sub-caste: and apparently some of these men 
seem to think of themselves in much the same light, describing themselves as 
Bhangi Isai (2). I have already given reasons (chapter IV, paragraph 139) for 
considering such a development to be, from the Hindu point of view, quite normal. 
One officer speaks of the Arya movement as likely to introduce a similar result and 
it is quite possible that if they ever are regarded as merely Hindu sectarians, 
" Arya" sub-castes may be added to various castes. At present however there is 
no sign of it; the Arya in ·CJ9 per cent. of cases simply gives his caste name, as if 
he were an ordinary Hindu. Jain Banias, of course, often describe their sub-caste 
(or to be more accurate, in this case their caste) as J aini or Saraogi. 

343. Rigidity of the rules regarding sub-caste commensality and endo
gamy.- Generally speaking, the commensal, connubial, and intel'-panchayut cus
toms all follow each other: that is to say sub-castes who can intermarry, can also 
hold joint pancha.yats and eat any kind of food and drink or smoke together. On 
the other hand it is probable that it would not be sufficient that two sub-castes oem 
intermarry to enable them to eat together: they must have actually intermarried. 
At the present time this would rarely make any difference, but it serves to show 

( 1) I . have indeed ~ugges ted tha t there is nothing impossible in them. 
(") .A wrong entry a.s it happens, but an interesting one in the circumstances. The L~l Begi Bhangi (Lal Guru 

amongst Hindus) lI'.ay or m ay not be a. religious sub-caste. 
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that commensality becomes possible with actual relationship. Hypergamic res
trictions seem to introduce no variations in this rule. All Rajput septs have 
hypergamous rules but if they have intermarried they can eat together: the 
Dhanuk sub-castes also have hypergamy, but though a Badhik in one part will not 
give his daughter to a Laungbarsa he ·can still eat, drink, and smoke with him, 
because he can take a Laungbarsa damsel to wife. I can find no variations to 
.this and indeed none could be expected. The basis of the existing commensality, 
as of the joint panchaya l , is relationship though marriage and it would be the 
extreme of purism not to eat with one's wife's relations, though some Brahmans 
do carry purism to such a pitch (1). As regards endogamous sub-castes the matter 
is different, and the rules are varied. Generally speaking the rule seems to be 
that if a caste is endogamous it will eat or drink with nobody else; which is the 
converse and natural corollary of the rule stated at the beginning of this para
graph. To do so involves severe punishment. A Karaul Baheliya can neither eat, 
drink or smoke with any other kind of Baheliya on pain of permanent outcasting. 
If amongst the Dhanuks a Laungbarsa man and Badhik woman married contrary 
to the rules of hypergamy, they would be fined and have to annul the marriage. 
Elsewhere where the Laungbarsa is the superior sub-caste, a similar result would 
follow if he married his daughter to a Bacihik, but he would be permanently out
casted if he married her to a Taihal, who is beyond the exogamous pale. In other 
words a breach of the rule of hypergamy is less serious an offence than a breach 
of the law of endogamy. Similarly intermarriage or commensality by any other 
Gadariya with a Dhingar Gadariya would involve permanent outcasting. 
Amongst the Kahars, to eat, drink or smoke with another sub-caste involves fine: 
to marry outside the sub-caste involves permanent outcasting. Among the 
Kayastha members of different endogamous sub-castes may smoke together in 
narial fashion (i.e. putting their hands to the stem of the pipe but not putting the 
pipe itself in their mouths), or drink, or eat paklcct food together: but may not 
intermarry or eat kachcha food together, on pain of permanent outcasting. 
Amongst the Khatiks either commensality or endogamy among endogamous 
sub-castes would involve permanent out casting, though the offender's son could 
.get' back into caste by a fine and feast. The case amongst the Lodhas is more 
,complicated. Commensality between endogamous sub-castes as well as intermar
riage is punished by fine; the married pair must also give each other up. 
Seduction of a woman of one's own sub-caste is punished by permanent ex
communication. The Srivastava and Umar Nais can intermarry and share food 
and drink: but if either committed these acts with any other sub-caste, permanent 
outcasting would follow. Amongst the Qalandars a breach of the rest:riction on 
intermarriage with the Chindi sub-caste only involves a fine. Amongst the Telis of 
Cawnpore a breach of the endogamous restrictions would involve a fine only; but in 
Moradabad it would involve excommunication. All the above instances corne from 
Cawnpore. In Gorakhpur it is said that any breach of the endogamous restrictions 
involves out casting in any out of 21 castes (2). From Etah it is stated that though 
-endog3.IXlOUS restrictions anlOngst the Kayastha sub-castes are still strict and a breach 
of them involvcG p"l{communication it is only partial because the more enlightened 
members of the -commLLnity sympathize with the offenders. This is a change due to 
modern progress: as is the all but complete disappearance of commensal restrictions 
in the same caste. In Bijnor the penalty for intermarriage between two endogamolls 
sub-castes (Dhingar ancl Nikhar) 01 the Gac1ariya is permanent excommunication' 
commensality however is condoned if not permitted. There are also example~ 
from Moradabad and Ghazipur, but they mAl'Ply strengthen what has been 
.said above. Generally speaking it may be said thH,t the penfl,lty for intermarriage 
between endogamous sub-castes is excommunication more or less permanent; the 
sole exceptions seem to be the Lodha and the Teli, both in Cawnpore. The 
information about breaches of the commensal law is less satisfactory: but it is 
obvious that as a general rule the offence is not regarded as so seriolls, and there 
are variations in practice. On the other hand it is stated that even breaches of the 
sub-caste endogamous restrictions can occasionally be forgiven on performance of 

(1) I have seen it recorded somewhere that one kind of Brahman cannot eat food cooked by his Own motber-in
law in a.ny house but his own. I also remember a Brahman telling me that normally speaking the only food he could 
eat was what had been cooked by himself or his wife. But such cases are probably extreme. 

(2) Ahir, Baheliya, Bharbhunja, Bhat, Bhuinhar, Ohamar, Dom, Gadariya, Mali, Koeri, Kurmi, Kori, Kumhar 
Kahar, Kayastha, Khatik, Nai, Pasi, Sonar, T~li. These 21 castes were inquired into generally, but few reports wer~ 
as full as those of Oawnpore, Morada.bad, Ghazlpur, and Gorakhpur. 
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the pretyaschitta ceremony (e.g. amongst Kumhars and Ahirs in Ghazipur): whilst 
as regards commensality there is probably a distinction made between eating 
kctehcha and pakka food. A very large number of castes will take p2klc(t food 
from other castes, and it is scarcely conceivable that they would not also take it 
from other sub-castes of their own caste. In all probability the restrictions referred 
to above refer chiefly to kachcha food. 

344. Summary.-We may now attempt to sum up what appears to be the 
general principles on which the caste system is based in the matter of pnncha
yats, commensality ana intermarriage. 

(1) The unit to be considered and which governs the situation, is not the 
caste or the sub-caste, but the endogamous group, whether it be caste or suh-caste. 

('2) Normally, if two persons can intermarry, they can eat, drink, and smoke 
together and meet together in panchayat: if they cannot intermarry, they cannot 
meet in panchayctt, nor can they eat kachcha food together. It is probably 
generally possible for them to eat pakka food together and drink together, at all 
events if they will do so with members of other castes altogether, and provided 
that either of the sub-castes concerned is not one which has broken off for some 
cause which involves pollution in any way. 

(3) It follows that panchayats are only of (1) endogamous sub-castes, 
or (2) castes that have no endogamous sub-castes, and not of exogamous sub
castes. 

(4) The panchayaf, is not however, as a rule, an assembly of, or representing, 
the whole endogamous group. An endogamous group may have within it dozens 
of panchayats, which are chosen only from members of that group residing in a 
particular locality; and these are the normal panchayats. Occasionally several 
such panchayats meet together to consider important matters. 

(5) Though sub-caste restrictions on endogamy are strict, they are subject to 
variation due either (1) to circumstances such as a lack of girls which makes it 
impossible to maintain them, (2) to quarrels of various kinds which result in 
fission of the sub-caste into various other groups, which, according to circum
stances, may be exogamous to some of the resultant groups, and endogamous to 
others; whilst if the quarrel is of the particular kind which may cause one or more 
of the resultant groups to be looked down on by the rest, the exogamous rules may 
be modified by hypergamous restrictions. 

(6) The penalty for breaches of sub-caste endogamy appears to be as severe 
as the penalty for similar breaches of caste endogamy-namely out casting which is 
usually permanent. Indeed it is often more severe, for certain breaches of caste 
endogamy (e.g. where the offender sins with a person of a higher caste) in some 
castes are leniently treated. On the other hand it is probable that in some cases 
the sin can be washed away by a purificatory rite. 

(7) The penalty for breaches of sub-caste commem;al restrictions varies in 
different castes but generally speaking it would seem that sub-caste and caste 
commensality are much on a par in this respect: but where a distinction is drawn 
between commensality with a higher and lower caste, sub-caste and 10we 1" uaste 
commensality seem to be treated abke. In other words, both itS :regards intermar
riage and commensality, the word" higher" is strictly interpreted a.p_d does not 
include" equal," as of course sub-castes normally are. 

345. Some curiosities among sub-castes.-lt is noticeable that there are 
several pairs of castes, one (or each) of whieh 11as a sub-caste known by the name 
of the other caste. Such pairs are thp Ahir-Gujar, the Barai-Tamboli, the Arakh
Khangar, the Bhar-Dusadh, tho Bhar-Pasi, whilst there are many such correlations 
amongst the Dom and Bhangi caste. Cases such as the Barai-Tamboli are 
intelligible enough: they are both connected with the trade in betel, and though 
the traditional difference is that the Barai grows the plant and the Tamboli sells 
it, it is merely traditional. In Gorakhpur the two terms are practically synonym~ 
ous, 1'amboli being restricted rather to the city folk who deal with this 
commodity. It is easy too to see how either could contain a sub-caste called by the 
other's name. The two are necessary to each other (a man cannot sell betel if 

_ nobody grows it and it is no use for a man to grow it, if nobody sells it). In such 
cases as the Ahir-Gujar, the Bhar-Dusadh, the Bhar-Pasi, and the Dom affinities, 
the correlation obviously points to racial kinship. I need not go into this for 
Mr. Crooke deals exhaustively with the subject. The close relationship between 
Ahir, Jat, and Gujar is well known. The Arakh-Khangar seems to be a real case 
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of confusion. In Cawnpore one of the Arakh sub~castes is Bal, which is 
according to Mr. Crooke a Khangar sub~caste; whilst Khangars in that district 
say that across the Jumna Arakhs and Khangars are" two separate equal castes 
forming one united biradari with one panchrtyat and marrying, eating, and drinking 
amongst themselves "-which can only mean that they are really two exogamous 
sub~castes of the same caste. There is a sub-caste of Arakhs called Khagar (or 
Khangar), and the Khangars have a legend that the Arakhs are a Khangar offshoot, 
which seems to be correct. The Khangar is a caste that has risen in the normal 
way (via gotras provided by a " venal)) Brahman) and it is probable that they left 
the Arakhs, who are much lower in the social scale, behind in the process. 

A curious case is reported from Cawnpore. The Kanaujia Bharbhunjas regard 
the Halwai as an equal caste, so much so that if a Kanaujia follows the trade of 
Halwai he will intermarry with true Halwais though he would not if he followed 
any other trade. Those who have so intermarried hold joint pCinchayats. If this 
is so it is a curious reversion to an endogamous trade guild system. Both 
Bharbhunjas and Halwais have a section named Kanaujiya. 

There is also much confusion between Kewat and Mallah. One of the 
Kewat sub-castes is given as Jariya which is given by Crooke as a Mallah sub-caste; 
whilst the Batham sub~caste appears in both castes. As for the confusion, the 
following facts speak for themselves. One man in Cawnpore before the ethno~ 
graphical officer stoutly declared he was . a K ewat, but two friends as stoutly 
maintained that the first man had forgotten (1) his caste and that all three (they 
were all Bathams) were Mallahs. They admitted that they were sometimes called 
one, sometimes the other. Another man said first he was both Mallah and 
Kewat, and then asserted he was Mallah but kept on speaking of himself as a 
Kewat. Neither the Jat nor the Gujar appears to have any endogamous sub-castes 
though both have innumerable exogamous gotras or clans; the Gujars say they 
possess 100,084 of these. The Ahar and Ahir have always been supposed to 
be closely akin. The Ahir himself derives his name from ahhir (fearless); they 
say they settled in Gujarat after the war of the Mahabharata. The division into 
Ahar and Ahir was the result of an internecine strife which occurred "after the 
death of Lord Krishna." Of late there have been attempts t o accommodate this 
very ancient quarrel by promoting intermarriages but without much success. 
Another curious point is reported from Bijnor about Ahirs, viz. that the J adubansi 
and Nandbansi sub-castes are on the high road to amalgamation. The ostensible 
cause is that they belong to the same ancestry: though they smoke together, 
they have not yet begun to intermarry but it is expected that they soon will. 
Amongst the Kanaujia Kurmis in Sitapur there is a curious local custom of 
hypergamy (1). They are divided into three septs, Southern, Northern, and Chau~ 
dhris. The Chaudhris live in four villages, divided into two groups of two each. 
Southern takes bride from Northern and Chaudhris :-Northern takes brides from 
Chaudhris :-one group of Chaudhris takes brides from the other group, but only 
gi1;es its daughters to Southern: so that Northern can only get brides from the 
second group of Chaudhris. 

346. Caste and sub-caste in the Hills.-The information on this point is 
precise and valuable, and I give much of it verbatim. Mr. Stowell, Deputy Com~ 
missioner of Garhwal, writes as follows:-

"The Rajputs of Garhwa.l are or used to be divided iuto three classes, the high caste 
Rajputs, second class or ordinary Rajputs and third class or Khasias: many of the last class 
(Khasias or Khas Rajputs) dld not rank as Rajputs at a.ll J\1r. Pauw in his settlement 
Report of 1896 .. .. remarks on the constant process of Khasis putting on the janeo 
and raising themselves into the ranks of Hajputs . But nowadays all such 
distinctions are breaking down . Respectable families of the first group still as a 
rule intermarry with their own group_ But even with them it is becoming m ore a matter of 
material position and of the individual than of the former status of the clan. For instance 
amongst the Ringwara Rawats (firRt claE.s) the poorer members of the clan have 

---- --_ -------- _ - - _._------------

(I) The report from Sitapur about K ut'mis shows how difficult it is to get correct information about sub-castes: 
it varies according to the informant. I summarize it below :-

(a) Informant (Manwar no. 1) says sub-oastes are 4 :-Manwar, Gujarati (both h igh), Baiswar, Jaiswar 
(both low-all endogamous). 

(b) Informant (Manwar no. 2) says sub-castes are 7 :-Kanaujia, Manwar, Kathiwar, Saurani (arranged in 
hypergamous order) : Gujarati, Baiswar, J"aiswar, (endogamous)_ 

(c) Informant (Baiswar) says sub-castes are 7 :-Kairati, Baiswar, Jaiswar , Gujarati, Manwar, Bilwar, 
Pitarha (all endogamous save that Kairati takes JaiBwar girls_ Kairati is a sllbdivision of Manwal'). 

(d) Informant (Jaiswar) says sub-castes are 4 :-Baiswar, Sainthwar, Jaiswar, Kairati. 
(e) Another says sub-castes are 3 :-Kanaujia, Baiswar, and Jaiswar. Baiswar give girls to Kanaujia. 

It is obviously difficlllt to decide anything definite about the Kur,mi sub-castes on such information. 
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taken to intermarrying with lower castes Rajputs and prosperous Khasias . . . . . A 
certain man of a very low Khasia caste enlisted and became a subahdar-major : he has married 
his daughters to high caste Rajput husbands. This would have been impossible a generation or 
two ago . . . . . No distinction is made between the giving and taking of girls as wives 
IIomong these castes . . There is a family of Tibetan Lamas who have settled down 
in Garhwal and been transformed into a sub-caste of Lama-Negis intermarrying with lower 
class Rajputs. The Negi caste is a sort of RajPut refuge of the destitute, who thus find a 
backdoor entrance into a recognized caste" -like the Kashyapa gotra in the plains. 

"The Brahmans of Garhwal fall into two main divisions: (a) Sarolas and (b) Gangaris. 
There are also a number of Khas-Brahmans (somewhat similar in sta.tus . . . . . to the 
Khasias of the Rajput divisions). The Sarolas are by origin a functional group with local clans 
. . . . . The original clans were the priests, cooks, astrologers, &c., of the Chandpur Rajas 
who are . . . . . now represented by the Raja of Tehri . . . . . Other functional 
clans were subsequently admitted as Sarolas such as the Dimris (priests of a shrine at 
Badrinath) . . . . . They are mostly called by local names according to the villages 
assigned or granted to them . . . . . The Gangaris . .. . include all the other 
castes or clans of Brahmans proper in Garhwal . " 

The marriage rules of these Brahmans are most curious. There is hyper gamy 
as between Sarola and Gangari. Sarolas may intermarry or a Sarola man may 
marry a Gangari girl: but if he does the latter, then the offspring are Gangari not 
Barola, and the result is that one finds Gangari sub-clans attached to Sarola clans; 
these persons of the mixed blood can only intermarry with Gangaris. A Barola 
may also keep a Rhasia or Rajput woman as a concubine: the offspring are Rhas
Brahmans. The Gangaris, save certain high sub-castes (especially the Dobhals, 
Unyals, Dangwals, and Bughanas) do not observe any fixed rules but marry with 
any Gangari clan or sub-caste: among the four clans mentioned, a wife from a lower 
clan is forbidden to eat with her father's family after marriage- a curious, possibly 
unique, prohibition. Some low caste Khas-Brahmans, especin,lly the Ghidwals 
(who call themselves Ghildyals which is a respectable Gangari clan) and the 
Belwals, have lately begun to intermarry with Gangari sub-castes. The Belwal is 
a sub-caste degraded by pollution, as they are the recipients of such gifts as cows 
which bleed at the udder and of oxen on which the shadow of a snake has fallen, 
both of which are reckoned impure (1). The Kedarnath Pandas who used to be 
reckoned Khasias now call themselves Brahmans but have not yet obtained 
recognition as such: they still marry among themselves and with the Dakhinis, or 
offspring of Madrasi priests by hill women. Briefly, then, marriage rules amongst 
hill Brahmans are rigid only amongst Barolas and the higher Gangari clans. 

In Almora four Brahman sub-castes are mentioned with whom good Brahmans 
do not intermarry: the Bhandharias (stewards of the Rajas), Harbaulas (heralds), 
Mathpals (watchers of the math) and Phularas (royal florists). These are instances 
of fission due to degrading occupation. The former were once Upadhyas and the 
second Pants: it is not said to what branches the two last belonged . 

.... The Dom is said by Mr. Stowell (whose knowledge of the hill tribes is 
unrivalled at the present day) to be not a tribe as it is in the plains but a race of 
aboriginal non-Aryans with non-Hindu gods. Their divisions are rather castes 
than sub-castes. These fall into 6 groups as follows :-(1) Koli, ('2) Lahar (with 
Agl'i) ; Tamta (with Kothyal), Ruria, Chunara, and Orh, (3) Dhunar, (4) Mochi, (5) 
Auji, (6) Hurkia, Badi, and Dhaki. These six groups are arranged according to 
their superiority and as groups are endogamous, though the castes in each group 
intermarry. Any Dam can eat food cooked by a Koli, but a Roli will eat food 
·cooked by no other Dom, and only drink water from the hands of group ('2). All the 
classes or castes in group (2) eat and marry with each other: they will not take 
food from group (3), or food or water from groups (5) and (6). Groups (3) and (4) 
..are strictly endogamous and have no commensality with any other Dam. Group 
(5) is rather higher than group (6). The Almora report gives a list which is slight
ly different and rather longer: it is as follows, arranged in endogamous groups: 

(1) Hankya (potter), ('2) Bare (stonemason), Orh (stonemason), (3) Lohar, 
Tamta (copper and iron smith), Barhai (2), (4) Bhul (oilpresser), Chandal (Chamar), 
(5) Koli (weaver), (6) Auji or Dholi (musician and tailor), Dhuni (catechu manu
facturer), Bairi or Ruria (basket-maker), Pahari (watchman), Khaikut (excavator), 
Turi (trumpeter), (7) Damai (drummer) (3), (8) Mochi or Sarki (tanner), (9) 
Hurkiya (dancing master), (10) Parki (maker of wooden vessels). 

(1) The latter kind of animal must be so rare as to be worth receiving as a curiosity. 
(') This group also intermarries with Orh. 
(3) Also intermarries with Auji or Dho!i. 
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rrhe system of panchayats in the hills has already been dealt with. Notes 
on the Tharus and Bhoksas will be found in the ethnographical glossary. 

347. New castes and accretions to castes.-It is a popular theory that 
caste is eternal and immutable; and at any given moment it may indeed appear 
so. Yet if the past is compared with the present, or even if various periods in 
the past are compared together, for instance the Vedic period and that which is 
repr<:sented in the Institutes of Manu, it soon becomes apparent that caste is 
nothing of the l{ind, but" vaTiu'ln et 'lnutabile sempeT," like woman or the rupee. Few 
of the tribes mentioned in the Mahabharata or the Vishnu Purana are traceable 
in caste nomenclature nowadays. Abhira, Ambastha, Kaivarta, Malava, Nishada, 
Tomara, and Yadava and ono or two more may possibly survive: but where are all 
the rest-the Angas and Aparakashis and Sakas and Surasenas and Yamunas, not 
to mention many of Manu's mixed castes? Caste has become no more immutable 
with time. Such changes are still in progress and are very noticeable at this 
census (1). "New endogamous groups are constantly being created, the process 
of fission is ever in operation and what is more importELllt still thE. novus homo
like his brethren all the world over is constantly endeavouring to force his way into 
a higher grade (2)." Not only do sub-castes break up within the caste, but sub
castes break off from a caste and form a new caste altogether. Some examples 
have been already given. r:Che Kayastha-Mochi, Kayastha-Darzi, Kayastha-Bhar
bhunja, Kayastha-Senduria, Chamar-Julaha, Baghban, Ghogar, Gidhiya, Kanmail, 
PhansiY~1, Singhariya, Sainthwar, r:ruraiha, Chikwa, Mahajan, Kutamali, and 
Dhimar are all offshoots from other castes, who have broken off for some reason or 
other from the parent caste and have become new castes. The reason is generally 
a change of occupation; occasionally it is due to greater prosperity as in the case 
of the Mahajan and Sainthwar, sometimes there is no very obvious cause as in the 
case of the Tnraiha and Dhimar. The Phansiya, Ghogar, and Gidhiya appear to 
have risen in the world by changing their occupation; the rest have generally 
fall en. These are all instances which have been noticed for the first time at this 
census: but if one searched the pages of Crooke many other instances could be 
found (3). It is unnecessary to give details here as all of these castes will be found 
in the ethnographic glossary, with several others, such as the Dakaut ancl Gharuk 
which have been formed in the same way. 

A case however may be mentioned which exemplifies the process of formation 
of a new caste. It is reported from Azamgarh. As is well known patwaris are 
generally Kayasthas. The caste is as a whole in good repute: but the village Lala 
has a name (in my own experience not always deserved), for chicanery and astute
ness. The occupation of a patwari is despised by Kayasthas of better position: 
and it is said that many Srivastava families, especially in Oudh, object to inter
course whether commensal or connubial with patwari families. It is said that a 
"patwari" division was avoided by the Kayastha Sabha just in time. If that en
dogamous division had been formed from among the Srivastavas, I think it is quite 
certain that it would in time have included not only Kayastha patwaris of other 
groups than the Srivastava, but probably also patwaris who were not Kayasthas 
at all : and there would have been a patwari caste, occupational, with endogamous 
" caste" sub-castes. When a sub-caste has broken from its parent caste, then there 
is always a possibility of its attaching itself to another caste, especially if the 
fission is due to its having adopted that caste's occupation. It is almost impossible 
to trace such cases for the process of transfer is slow and almost imperceptible. In 
paragraph 340 I have already tried to show that functional castes in the past pro
bably grew very largely by such accretion: but it is impossible to prove it in any 
particular case. 'l'he Bharbhul1.ja is a C(1sto that has probably grown by accretion. 
It has sub-castes pointing to Kayastha, H.ajput, and Brahman elements (apart from 
the new Kayastha.:Bharbhunja); whilst thp Bharbhunja, Krmdu, and Halwai are 
also inextricably mixecl up ('I). In Gorakhpur the local Bharbhunja is represented 

(11 Probably however this is merely hecause ~pecial attention waS directed to the matttor. 
(') Crooke's Tribes and e n .i"s of tf.e N.- TV. P. ,,,,d Vuda, Introduction volume I, p'lge XIX. 
(3) Ahar (certainly broken of!' from Ahir. a very old case of fission): Abl\v",si ( occupationaloffsboN from 

Brahman): Arakb (offshoot from Khangar): Balah",r (DOni offshoot): Bansphor (Dam offshoot): Bargahi " nd Bargi 
(probably offshoot from Bari): Basor (Dam offshoot,) : Belwar (Brahman occupationn.l offshoot): Beobansi (rjoen 
Kharw2.rs) : &c., &c. One h,~s only to look through the pages of Crooke's index and see how often caste names (eaSIly 
distlllguishable as marked by an asterisk) are also sub-caste names in other castes to see how very gr<lat tblS process 
of fission and accretion must have been; p.g. the Chai sub-caste of Bhar, Bind, Kahar, Kewat, and Mallah: the Dhanuk. 
ot Basor, Bansphor, Beriya, D2.l"zi. Radhera, ::md Pasi, and so 00. 

(') Sir . H. H. Risley treats Kandu and Bharbhunja as synonyms in Bihar ancl Beogu.l, : Mr. Sherriog calls 
Kandu a sub·caste of Bh:nbhunjas. 
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as really a Kandu, in Cawnpore, as we have seen, the Bharbhunja and Halwai are 
closely connected: in Azamgarh there is a Halwai sub-caste (Madhesia) which 
is said to be Kandu in origin: whilst Madhesia is a constantly recurring sub
caste among both Bharbhunjas and Kandus. The Bharbhunja and Halwai are 
purely occupational castes and many other castes especially Brahmans and Vaishyas 
follow these occupations at the present day without calling themselves Bharbhun
jas and Halwais (l) : so that the explanation is probably that the Kandu is the oldest 
,of the three and that there is a Kandu element in the Bharbhunja and Halwai castes 
in the east, just as there is a Kayastha and Rajput element in it in the west. The 
Kori is another very mixed caste . It has sub-castes connecting it with both 
Kayastha, Rajput, and Chamar; these last are known as Bhuiyar (weaver) in 
Moradabad, Kor-Chamra, Chamar-Julaha, and Chamar-Kori elsewhere. There is 
also an Orh sub-caste who seem to be the same as the wandering Odhs of Rajputana 
and the Punjab and should be treated (as they usually are) as a caste. It has been 
said that Koris admit outsiders to their caste, and though they themselves deny the 
impeachment now, there can be no doubt that they have done so in the past. 
The Sonar is another very obvious caste of accretion, being made up of sub-castes 
with Vaishya names such as Rastogi and Ajudhyabasi, and others with Kshatriya 
names such as Chhatri, Khattri, and Mair. The same thing is observable amongst 
Lohars, Barhais, and. Telis : the Teli Rathaur sub-caste claims descent from a craven 
Rathaur Rajput. who to escape his enemy began to work at a Teli's oil press and 
,described himself as a Teli. '}'he most striking case however and almost the only 
one reported at this census is that of the Badi Banjara already referred to. They 
:are said to be Gual Nats who have taken to trade and adapted the style and 
designation of Banjara. There seems to be no doubt of the fact for they are said 
to be specially looked down on by other Banjaras because their women still 
occasionally dance; and they also possess the same" gotra " (Dharam Soti) as the 
Gual N ats. It would not as a matter of fact be a difficult matter for the Gual 
N ats to pass themselves off as Badi Banjaras. In Rohilkhand where this occurred, 
there are Gual and Banjara and Badi Nats, and also Badi and Gual Banjaras. 
Both again are alike in using the term naik freely for headman; and in short 
there is a good deal of external similarity between the two tribes which would 
assist the accretion, which amounts in this case to little more than deception. 

I know of no case where a single man can change his caste save in such well 
known instances as Bhangi, Nat, et hoc genus omne, or a "cave of Adullam" 
caste such fLS the Meo: but I doubt if this is common at the present day amongst 
either sex and it probably nevei occurs among men. 

348. The caste system amongst Muhammadans. - There is very little to be 
added to what has been said of Muhammadan castes by Mr. Burn in 1901. 
rrhese comprise original foreign tribes (Saiyid, Moghnl, Pathan, and Shaikh), 
which are divided into sub-tribes, mostly racial or local in character. rrhere is a 
tendency to endogamy amongst most tribes and sub-tribes: blit it is due not 
so much to any definite connection between endogamy and the tribe, as 
to the fact that Muhammadans are apt to marry in a very restricted circle of 
relations (cousins of various kinds) and the result is to draw a very tight endog
amous bond. Panchayats are unknown. Shaikh takes the place of Kshatriya 
amongst Hindus as the tribe to which persons of doubtful origin affiliate them
selves: similarly the Siddiqi or Qureshi sub-tribes take the place of the well-worn 
Kashyapa or Bharadwaja gotras. To the title of Shaikh is often appended a term 
which shows the true caste, such as Momin (Julaha) or Mehtar (Bhangi). These 
four tribes are probably the only true Muhammadans by descent. The rest as a 
rule are converts from Hinduism and to a greater or less extent possess customs 
with regard to marriage and panchcryats which are the counterpart of the castes to 
which they formerly belonged. Muhammadan Rajputs are strictly endogamous as 
:a whole and have even occasionally preserved the Rajput exogamous rules. The 
Qccupational groups usually have panchaJ,als quite as strong as those of their 
Hindu hrethren ; this is the case amongst the Banjaras, Khumras, J ulahas, Behnas, 
Kuzga.!'8 .0,r Kasgars (Muhammadan Kumhars), Mukeris, Tawaif, Shaikhs, Mehtars 
(Bha.ngis'), Halwais, Kunjras, Manihars, Churihars, Nanbais, Qalandars, Ghogars, 
Kanma.il1i ,and others (2). There is nothing striking in the panchayats in any of 

.; ~ 

(1) ~,¥'Il. e.g. some person following the trade of Halwai at Bijnor who claim to be Gaur Brahmans and 
"''Iear to be rWJly 110; 

: (.) Muhammadan castes or castes with Muhammadan branches are marked with M in the list in paragraph 331. 
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As regards the Kahal's thero has obviously been confusion with the Gond.
'The Gond suddenly appears in lal'ge numbers in Gorakhpur and Benares divisions 
whilst Kahars disappear from the same localities. If the excess of Gonds be 
[Ldded to Kahars the loss is reduced to 5 per cent. ; whilst probably Kewats and 
Mallahs have also increased at the expenso of Kahars in the sante locality. The 
Dhimars, a Kahar sub-caste, are also shown separately. The confusion between 
Gond, Kahar, Kowat, and Mallah always exists: it may be mentioned that the 
Gonds are now back at the figure of 1891. 

To the Kahn1,r fignre the Mahajans (shown separately) must be added which 
reduces the decrease to something under 2 per cent. 'rhe local distribution of the 
decrease amongst Kayasthas and its nature (it is greater amongst women than men) 
shows clearly that it is due to the vicissitudes of the decade though conversion to 
Atyaism also accounts for a considerable proportion. Kayasthas of course are by 
the nature of their occupation tied to their houses and shops and both plague and 
malaria aTe house diseases. The same is true, mutatis 1n1itancZis, of Kisans, Koe1'is,_ 
and Tambolis, whose losses are greatest in districts that have suffere(l from plague, 
and greater amongst women than men, \vhilst \vh ere plague was not sovere, they 
shmy increases; whilst Sonars have also lost chiefiy from disease and especially 
amongst women, though conversion to j-\_Tyaislll has also had somo effect. 

'1'he only increases that remain to be mentioned are those of the Bhangi, 
Dom, and Pasi. As regards Bhangis there is a huge decrease amongst Muha,m
madans and both it and the increase amongst Hindus is widespread. It is well 
known that the Bhangi religion is a thing which cannot be easily clasBified ; and it 
depends very much on the taste of tho enumerator or the person enumerated to. 
which religion he assigns such a cult as that of Lal Beg. For some r eason it 
would seem than in 1901:-t large number chose to recOI'd themselves as Muham
madans: whilst the Muhammadan figure of 1891 is smaller even than that of 
1911. Taking both religions together the decrease in Bhangis is 9·1 per cent.; 
which is intelligible in view (1) of the general losses of the decade, (2) of the 
large number of sweepers converted to Christianity, and (3) the fact that a 
bir number of Shaikh Mehtars (the one kind of Bhangi who is certainly Muham
madan) have undoubtedly returned thernselves as Shaikhs simply, thus disappear
ing into that comprehensive class. I have known cases myself, and they are 
undoubtedly common, of Muhammadan Bhangis taking to other trades of a more 
reputable natnre and palming themselves off a,f; Shaikhs: and it is probable tha,t 
the practice has grown considerably. 'rhe Dom increase is almost entirely 
in the hills and D ehra Dun and no explanation is needed: but it appears 
that the Allahabad division's Dmnars have at t.his census been shown as Doms. 
'l'he1'o is little difference between them. The Pasi increase n eeds no com
ment. 

As regards M uhamnlada.ll castes little comment is Heeded. N either increases 
nor decreases are very stribng save oue or two. Faqirs have increa.sed greatly, whilst 
the increase in sLwh <1 caste a,s the Dhobi and N:Li if; quite possibly due to convursion. 
The Bhangi decreH.se has been mentioned ; that decrease, and possibly the 
decreases amongst Qassabs, KUlljras, Churihars, &c., are accounted for by persons 
calling themselves Shaikh: this is the largest Muhammadan caste, yet it has only 
dCCTeased by some 3 pcr cent. in a most unfavourable decade. A most striking 
decrease however is that in Muhammadan Rajputs (over 50 per cent.) coupled with 
fL groat increase in Pathans (17 per cent.). '1'he local distribution of this decrease 
::LIld increase is the same and it is absolutely certain that Muhammadan Hajputs 
}laye suddenly k1.ken to calling themselves PH.thans; why can only be a m atter of 
conjecture, but it is ~1 deception easily enough carried out since in their names the 
Rajput "Singh" is nsnally replaced by the Pathan Khan. Reconversion to 
Hinduism viti the ArY~L backdoor is known to explain some cases, but it can 
scarcely havo any appreciable effect on the figures. 

As regards Aryas all the castes shown have greatly increased. The Ahirs and 
Loc1has have suddenly taken to Aryaism. The Bajputs, Banias, Brahmans, 
Ka,yasths, and Jats still possess most membors of that religion. No remarks are 
needed as regards the castes amongst Jains and Sikhs: practically all Jains are 
Balliyas and about half of the Sikhs are J::Lts: there are also a fair number of 
&jput and Khatri Sikhs. 

351. Race.-Anthropometry as a test of race is out of fashion and even to 
s')me exter.t discredited. One German savant has shown that the shape of the 
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these cases, which are in all respects permanent prmchayats of the usual type: 
though as already noted, they have rather less to ao, as many acts which are 
offences in a Hindu caste are not so in a Muhammadan caste. 

349. Local distribution of castes.-There is nothing of any importance to 
notice in this connection. There is no change from the normal. Certain castes, 
the AhaI', Jat, Gujar, and Taga are found entirely in the west, others the Bhuinhar, 
Bhar, Dharkar, Dom, and a number of low castes are found entirely in the east. 
Of purely cultivating castes the Baghban, Jat, and Kisan are western castes, the 
Koeri is an eastern oaste. But there is nothing important and no change .in the 
local distribution. 

350. Variations since 1901 in Hindu castes.--The most important varia
tions are as follows sinoe 1901 :-(1) Decreases - - Bania castes 16'9, Barhai 8'7, 
Bharbhunja 7·6, Bhat 12'1, Bhuinhar 34'9, Dan'li 20·4, Halwai 16'2, Jat 9'8, 
Kahar 11 . 9, Kalwar 11' 7, Kayastha 9' 8, Khatik 8' 5, Kisan 6' 2, Koeri 12 '1, Kori 
14'7, Kurmi 5'5, Lohar 5'8, Mali 37'3, Sonar 8'7, Tamboli 15'0. 

(2) Increases.-Bhangi 7' 6, Dom 16' 6, Gond 450' 0, Kewat 3' 7, Mallah 7' 4, 
Pasi 5' 7. 

The Khatik, Kori, Kurmi, and Mali decreases are easily explained. rrhe 
Chik was inclUded in Khatik in 1901 but is now shown separately: this reduoes 
the decrease to 3' 5. The J ulahas shown amongst Hindus are almost certainly 
Karis, or rather were so shown in 1901; they are found in districts which show 
unusual decreases in Koris. Even after adding these figures however the decrease 
is still very large, and probably some Koris have disappeared amongst Chamars who 
show an increase. (For this see the ethnographic glossary.) To Kurmis Sainth
wars must be added and to Malis Baghbans ; the decreases then become increases. 

As regards the Bania castes, the decrease is fairly equally distributed 
amongst all the castes, and also equally spread ovor the province with the exception 
of Gorakhpur and Kumaun divisions. The cause appears to be plague chiefly 
for the loss amongst women is 19 per cent. and amongst men only 14 per cent. 
It is not however quite clear whether Jain Banias were shown amongst the Hindus 
in 1901: if so this, with the increase in Arya Banias, would account for some 82,000 
souls and reduce the decrease to some 10 per cent. Banias, tied to their shops as they 
are, probably cannot leave plague-infected areas as easily as other folk and doubtless 
suffered more severely than those who live an out-door life. 

As regards the Ba,rhais and J_johars their losses are chiefly in the western dis
tricts. It appears to be pl'obn.ble tl::Utt some, especially the former, clisappeared 
among the ranks of Brahmans. 'rhel'e were energetic demands amongst the 
Dhaman Barhais and Visyakanna Lohars, especially t he former, to be classed as 
Brahmans and in the case of the Barhais these clemancls came chiefly from the 
western divisions. This coupled with plague and malaria doubtless accounts for 
the decrease. It is worth noting incidentally that Muhammadan and Arya 
Barhais and Mnhammadan Lohars have greatly increased in numbers, so conver
sion may account for a part of the loss. 

The loss amongst Bharbhunjas is evenly distributed over the province and 
though a part of it may be due to Bharbhunjas returning themselves as Kayasthas 
I should say that what applies to Banias applies also to them and that the dis
asters of the decade caused most of thoir losses . The same applies also to Darzis 
and Halwais ; though it is probable that some Halwais have returned themselves 
as Kandu Banias (as many of them probably are), e.g. in Gorakhpur where the 
Kandus have increased and the Halwais decreased. The Muhammadan Dan~is 
have increased so that again there is possibly a gain by conversion. 

It is probable that some of the Bhats (the Brahmbhats of Allahabad division 
especially) have returned themselves as Brahmans. But most of the loss is 
undoubtedly due to plague. 

The Bhuinhars have suffered very severely. I thought at first that it was 
possibly due to their recording themselves as Brahmans, but nearly the whole of 
the loss is in Azamgarh, BaHia, and Ghazipur whilst there are increases in Gorakh
pur, Benares, and Basti, and I am inclined to think that plague accounts for most 
of it, especially as thedecrease is greater amongst women than men. The first three 
districts were severely affected by plague, the second three much less so : anc. it is in 
these six districts that some 90 per cent. of the total number of Bhuinnars reside. 
The Jat's losses are easily accounted for, partly by plague and malaria; (they live in 
the west where both were rife), and partly by conversion to Aryaism. · l 
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(30) Phansiya.-The word is connected with phansi, a noose. The same 
people are called Aheriya on the right bank of the Ganges and Chirimar around 
Delhi; the name Phansiya is that by which they go in Moradabad, Bareilly, and 
Rampur. They claim connection with the Bhil tribe. It seems quite obvious 
that they are really Pasis : the two Pasi sub-castes in Moradabad are Aheriya and 
13hil, and Bahelia and Bhil in Budaun; whilst Pasi and Phansiya are synonyms. 
Aheriyas are also known as Bhils in Aligarh. It seems quite clear that Aheriya, 
Baheliya, Phansiya, and Pasi in the western districts are closely connected with 
each other and may possibly belong to the Bhil tribes of the Deccan, and that the 
Western Pasi is different to the Oudh and Eastern Pasi who are akin to the Bhar 
tribes. Though, like Aheriyas and Baheliyas, the Phansiyas used to be hunters 
and fowlers, they are now cultivators and fruit-sellers. They have a panchayat 
which may include the whole brotherhood or merely a few selected panches. Each 
panchayat is local and each locality has 2 hereditary chaudhris and a selected 
sipahi whose duty it is to call the panchayat together. The panchayat deals with 
social, domestic, and professional matters; the social and domestic matters are of 
the usual kind, and so are the punishments for them. There is however a curious 
provision that if a married woman runs away with some person unknown and on 
her return her husband refuses to keep her, any other member of the community 
can keep her as a mistress on payment, which is sometimes as low as Rs.3. The 
professional matters dealt with are such as fixing the rates at which fruit must 
be sold, or punishing any attempt at competition within the caste. A Phansiya may 
not outbid another Phansiya for (e.g.) the right to the fruits of an orchard, on pain 
of fine. The levirate exists in the usual form. The caste is serveil bv Gaur 
Brahmans. The practice of marrying outside the village is strictly mairitained. 
The caste has risen considerably in the social scale: they only eat such meat as high 
caste Hindus eat, and any Hindu will now drink from their hands. In a word, 
as my informant says, the caste is a typical instance of how an untouchable 
caste can become touchable by adopting a clean profession and following Brahma
nical rites. 

(31) Qalandar.-Mr. Crooke has an article on this caste to which some 
addenda and corrigenda are necessary. They deny that they charm snakes, as he 
alleges: nor have they ever heard of any Langre Qalandars, though they admit 
that there are Rohilla Qalandars from Rampur. They have thl'ee exogamous sub
divisions, Khokhar, Ghorawal, and Chindi, the last of whom however has been out
casted as regards commensality and endogamy, because they affiliated a Khokhar 
to their subdivision who gave away some charms to the Chindi of which the 
Khokars had the secret. None the less there is a panchayat common to all three 
sub-castes with a permanent hereditary sarpanch who is actually a Chindi. The 
panchayat is held once a year at Nawabganj near Cawnpore, and once a year at 
Bahraich. To these Qalandars from most of the districts round Lucknow come. 
It deals with the usual kind of offences, but punishes only by fine or feast with 
temporary excommunication. A thief is punished with fine if his victim is a fellow 
casteman; but thieves who steal from strangers are only punished if they have been 
convicted and sent to jail, when on their release they have to feast the caste. 

(32) Rajputs-Baghel and Chamargaur. -If a Baghel in Banda is out
casted by public opinion, a relative can call a panchctyat attended by the head of 
each house with the eldest person present as sarpanch. The Brahman priest also 
attends and advises--a very unusual incident. But it is said that such a panchayat 
has not been held for 3 generations. Amongst certain Chamargaurs of Pailani 
in Banda (who seem in a somewhat lower position than other Chamargaurs in 
the district) there is a tradition of the holding of a single panchayat. A man was 
out casted for marrying a girl of bad character. He went on a pilgrimage and 
gave a feast to the caste, after which a panchayat, consisting of a man from each 
family, was held and he was restored to caste save in the matter of eating lcachcha 
food. The Muhammadan Chamargaurs have a panchayat of another type. An 
outcaste prepares food on a day fixed by himself and assembles the members of the 
caste, whether Hindu or Muhammadan, and some Brahmans. If all agree that 
he may be reinstated they show it by eating the food; but one dissentient amongst 
the Muhammadan members and 3 or 4 amongst the Hindu members or Brahmans 
would ma.ke it impossible. Such a panchayat has never been actually held within 
the memory of man but the procedure has been traditionally handed down in the 
caste and it is said that it would have been actually adopted in one case if the 
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outcaste concerned had not died. This last case is obviously nothing more than 
a. formal obtaining of general public opinion, as the presence of Hindus and 
Brahmans shows. 

(33) R .amaiya.- In Bijnor this caste says it came originally from Sankaldip 
beyond Sangla (said to be Oolombo) ; some Ramaiyas stated that they had been there: 
thence they migrated to J aipur and thence to the Punjab. The geography is a 
trifle wild, as Sankaldip is usually located near Kabul, and there is not very much 
land" beyond" Oolombo. 

(34) Sainthwar.-This has always been regarded as a Kurmi sub-caste, but 
it is now to all intents and purposes a separate caste. The chief member of the 
caste is the Raja of Padrauna in the Gorakhpur district; and it appears to be due to 
the rise of his family to prominence that the fission occurred. Kurmis claim 
descent from Mayur Bhatta, the traditional ancestor of the Bisen Rajputs of whom 
the Majhauli family is the head, by a concubine; but the Sainthwars allege that 
they are the sole descendants of this union, whilst another version is that the Mal 
exogamous group of Sainthwars alone is so descended. The Majhauli tradition 
is that this concubine was a Kurmin. It may be noted that the Majhauli sur
name is also Mal. Sainthwars differ from Kurmis in disallowing widow-marriage, 
which however is more probably the result than the cause of the fission. 

(35) Singhariya.-The Singhariya has usually been regarded as a sub-caste 
of the Kahars. The Moradabad Singhariyas however claim to be Rajputs of the 
Kachhwaha, Panwar, Surajbansi, and Tomar clans who took to the profession of 
growing ground-nuts, and deny any connection with Kahars who serve them as 
they do other castes. There can however be no doubt that they were Kahars 
and that this Rajput origin is a fiction. No other caste has a sub-caste of this 
name. That they were a sub-caste which has now broken off is shown by the 
fact that they have no subdivisions of their own. The panchayat has a permanent 
elected chaudhri and panches elected for the particular occasion, usually 5 
in number. The panchayat is a local committee; very important matters are 
referred to a caste panchayat of chaudhris at the Ohaiti fair at Kashipur in the 
N aini Tal district. The pancha!/at deals with the usual social and domestic matters 
and the punishments are normal. The levirate exists in the usual form. The 
prohibited degrees are those of the parents and grand-parents on both sides. 

(36) Tawaif.-It is worth noting a point not mentioned by Mr. Orooke. 
This caste has also a panchayat of women. The cha,udhrain is elected for her 
life; the other members are selected when required. The chaudhrain must be 
a permanent resident of (i.e. born in) the place ; a person born elsewhere though 
otherwise a permanent resident is never selected. There is generally one 
chaudh'r'ain for each town. They deal with caste offences such as dancing at the 
house of a low-caste person or refusing to take part in a ceremony or feast given 
by a fellow prostitute. There are of course numerous proverbs at the expense of 
this caste. Randi ka joban rakabi men,- a harlot's charms are in the dish (or as 
we should say, in the make-up box) ; Randi howe kiski '? paisa dewe tiski,- (a pros
titute is his who pays her) ; and Randiyon lei kharchi vakilon ka kharcha peshgi 
hi diya jata hai,-(a harlot's pay and a lawyer's fees are paid in advance) are some 
of the best. 

(37) Tharus.-There is no element of permanency in the panchayat, save 
that the village headman is also the sarpanch ex-officio. In serious cases the 
bari panchayat of the whole community assembles under a permanent hereditary 
sarpanch called barbag (great tiger). There is only one barbag for the whole 
caste and the post has been hereditary in one family from time immemorial : he 
possesses an ancient copper plate which is his badge. The caste is endogamous 
a.s a whole in the Tarai, though they have sub-castes. 

(38) Turaiha.-This is a sub-caste of Bhangis found in Unao and Oawnpore. 
They do the work of Bhangis and are usually known by that name, but objected 
strongly to being so called. They acknowledge no connection with any other 
Bhangi sub-caste. They are endogamous, with a somewha.t weak panchayat ; 
widow marriage and the levirate are allowed. 

(39) Tyar.-In 1901, 135 Tyars were enumerated in Ballia: in 1911 none 
were found. The fact is interesting as it marks the disappearance of a tribe which 
has acquired a certain notoriety in anthropology. Lord A vebury in his work" The 
Origin of Oivilization" (quoting from another work entitled" The People of India" 
by Watson and Kaye) mentions them as an instance proving his theory of 
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communistic marriage. There appears to be here a double error. The persons he 
refers to are the" Teehurs of Oudh," and there seems to be no ground whatever for 
supposing that these Tyars ever lived in Oudh ; they belong to the Eastern districts. 
The Tyars of the Eastern districts and Bengal are boatmen and fishermen, pro
bably a sub-caste or branch of the Mallahs, and though it is possible that in a com
munity where the men are.forced by their profession to leave the women for long 
periods ideas on the restrictions imposed by the marital tie may easily tend to grow 
lax, yet this does not justify the assertion that such a system as communistio 
marriage was recognized as lawful. Communistic marriage, like polyandry, is 
in such cases merely a polite term for adultery. Nor, so far as appears, is there 
any ground for supposing that these Tyars were particularly lax in sexual inter. 
course save this one unsupported statement, which is certainly erroneous in another 
direction (that of the locality where they live), and is not therefore particularly 
convincing. There have been Tyars or Tiars in Oudh (Sultanpur) but they were 
a Rajput clan, now it seems extinct, and certainly they never had such a custom. 
Their name survives in tappa Tyar in the above mentioned district, which probably 
was the extent of their dominions, and was, as one of the early settlement officers 
()f Sultanpur put it, "like Niobe, all Tiars." 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XI. 

I have received tLe following suggestions with regald to various points in this chapter 
which came too late to te incorporated in it. I accoJdingly put them here:- . 

Note 7, page 325.-The E'adh of Farl'ukbabad ar:.d Mil'zapur is another excellent example 
of a sectarian caste. 

lVote 8, page 325.-'1 he offspring of miscegeration at the-Plesent take the caste of the 
father i~ they have mone;r fDough to support the position and obtain a bride of proper rank. 
Otherwlse they can only mterman y amongst themsehes. 

Page 326, 7th line sqq.-It is probably too much to Eay tbat Rastogi and .Ajudhiabas 
S()DarS are "clearly" of Vaishya deSCEnt. "Poesibly" is a better word. Mr. Burn doubts 
~hether' Eouars at all events are eyer of .Aryan bloed. 

Note 3, page 326.-1t is possible, indeed even probable, that this curious phenomenon is 
due merely to confusion between the caste and the trade of Halwai. 

Note 1, page 331.-Rajputs will eat wild hog in the western districts. 
Middle oj page 338.-1n Bundelkhand and Rumaun debt cases a.nd other disputes are 

c.ommonly settled by a panchayat, but Lot a caste panchayat : it, is a commitke of arbitration. 
Reference8 to 'PuniehmentB jor cow-killirng on page 339 sqq.-A part of the punishment 

often involves consumption of all products of the cow, including dung and urine. '1'he begging 
is often done with a cow whose tail the offender has to hold. 

Reference to Thathera, on pags 340.-Even high-pJaced gentlemen t\ttach a grEater value 
to commen~al pollution than to extra-tribal immorality. One such once condoned the latter 
offence on the grour..d that the offender was a man: but when the offender had drunk water 
in bis mistress's house, ccnsidel't:d that he bad put himself entirely without the pale. 

Page 343.-Anotber instance of the interference of a panchayat in profession matters is as 
follows :-.A pJanter tried to stop cattle-poisoning by insisting on all his tenants slashing the 
hides of all lullocks which diEd without any obvious leason. The tenants were willing enough 
at first, but in the end bEgged tbat the rule sl: ould be cancelled. The Chamar panchayat bad 
decided that none of their women should act as midwives. This was in Gorakhpur. 

3rd line, page 344.-The Chauhan referred to is not of course the Rajput Chauhan, but 
the Robilkhand Chauhan. 

Paragraph 340, rage 340.-A s regards trital castes, the sub-castes would be portions of 
the tribe, which split off by reafon of differences in residence, function or social position : or 
possibly a group of tribes (as the Ehar fo ssibly was) would become the castes a.nd its 
component parts the su b-castes. 

12th line, page 350.-Mr. Burn considers that probably abodgines had little objection to 
pig and that the difference between Raj Bhar and .ohar was one of social position. 

~~th Une sqq., page 350.-Mr. Burn considers that all these cases are instances of rising 
in the social scale-viz. that they are Chamal's who call themEelves Kayasthas. 

11th line trom bottum, page 351.-The Dakaut and Mababrahman may also be aboriginal 
priests (like the Ojha, Patari, and Baiga of the present day) who have claimed and to a certain 
extent made good a claim to be regarded as Brahmans. 

NOTE 1, page 353.-These are probably Kanaujia Brahmans. 
Para.graph (17), rage 367.-0n the other hand there are inscriptions which give the name Jejaka Dhukti to

parts of Bundelkhand, whilst the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen-Tsiang called it Chi·ki-to. 
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Subsidiary table I.-Castes olassified according to their traditionat occupations. 
[·ooo's omitted.] 

Group and caste. Strength.- Group and caste. Strength.-

------------------------------I----------~---------------------------
1 2 3 4 

---------------- --- --

Landholders 
Bhuinhar 
Rajput 
Sainthwar 
Taga .. 
Others 

Cu ltivatorl 
Baghban 
Barai .. 
Bbar .. 
Ja.t 
Kachhi 
Kisan 
Koiri .• 
Kurmi 
Lodha 
Mali .. 
Murao 
Others 

Labourers 
Dhanuk 
Others 

Pastoral 
Ahar .. 
Ahir . . 
Gadariya 
Gujar 
Others 

Fishermell, Boatmen and Palki-bearer., 
Kewat 
Mallah 
Others 

Hunters ~nd Fowlers 
Jthers 

Praesis and Devoto88 
Brahman 
Faqir . . 
Go.hain 
Others 

Geneologisl8 and Bard, 
Bhat . . 

Writers 
Kayastha 

Mfllician8, Dal~cer8, Singe,." eto. 
Others 

Trader, and Pedlar8 
Bania 
Khatik 
Others 

Carriers 
Raniara 
Others 

Barbe,., 
Nai •• 

Wa,herm8n 
Dhobi 

Weal!e1" alUZ Dyer, 
Dhunia 
Julaha 
Kori .. 
Others 

(85) 4,105 
135 

3,658 
119 
168 

25 

(149) 7,176 
135 
139 
393 
743 
738 
353 
446 

1,889 
1,114 

186 
674 
366 

(10) 461 
129 
332 

(117) 5,614 
270 

3,903 
983 
366 

92 

(18) 845 
445 
249 
151 

Tailor, 
Da.rzi 

Carpenters 
Barhai 

Potter., 
Kumh'H 

Glass and Lac-worker8 
Others 

Blacksmiths 
Lohar 

Goldsmiths 
Sonar 

Brass and Coppe'l'8mith • •• 
Others 

Oonfectioner, and Gl'ain-parcher8 
Bharbhunja 
Halwai 

Oil-presser8 
Teli •. 

Toddy-drawer. and Di,tillerll 
Kalwar 
Pasi. . 
Others 

Butcher 8 
Qassab 
Others 

(1) 60 Leather wor ker8 
60 Ohamar 

. (111) 5,353 
4,678 

528 
94 
53 

(3) 145 
145 

(10) 484 
484 

(3) 130 
130 

(34) 1,609 
1,209 

182 
218 

(2) 96 
94 

2 

(19) 911 
911 

(15) 724 
724 

(48) 2,288 
404 
990 
860 

34 

Others 

Bask,t and Mat-maklJf" .. 
Others 

Earth, Salt, etc., 1Q0001r:e" •• 
Luniya 
Others 

Dome8tic Se1' f1ant, 
Kahar 
Others 

Menial. 
Dom 

Sweeper' 
Bhangi 

Criminal and Yagraftl 
Others 

Othllr8 
Bhishti 
Gond 
Pathan 
Saiyid 
Shaikh 
Others 

NOi'E.-Figures in brackets show the proportion per mille of the population of the province. 

(5) 253 
253 

(12) 600 
600 

(15) 725 
725 

(2) 107 
107 

(12) 588 
588 

(6) 267 
267 

(4) 20 
2.0 

(8) 392 
301 

91 

(20) 968 
968 

(33) 1,607 
287 

1,311 
9 

(4) 187 

(127) 

172 
15 

6,091 
6,082 

9 

(1) 61 
61 

(9) 448 
409 

39 

(25) 1,21:t 
1,112 

100 

(7) 334 
334 

(9) 418 
418. 

(I) 57 
57 

(67) 3,210 
9.8 

110 
961 
250 

1,315 
476 
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Subsidiary table 11.- Variation in caste, tribe, ~()., since 1881. 

Figures for Hindus before 1881, Muhammadans and Aryas before 1891, and other religions except in 1891 are not 
available. 

-
Persons, OOO's omitted. Percentage of variation increase (+ ), 

decrease (-). Percentage 

Caste, tribe or raoe. of net 
variation 

1911, 1901. 1891. 1881. 1901-1911. 1891-1901. 1881-1891. 1881-1911. 

- -- ~----- - -

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
- - - _ _ --- _ -- - -- - - -

__ -- -_ _ -- --- - .., - -- - ---_- -_ ---- - -

Aha.r .. .. 283 246 244 
Ahir, . .. .. 3,884 3,837 3,933 
Bllghban (l) · . .. 135 .. .. 
Ba.nia .. .. 1,114 1,340 1,288 
Banjara .. · . 46 45 40 
Barai (I) .. .. 139 138 153 
Barhai .. .. 503 551 503 
Bhangi .. .. 398 370 415 
Bhar .. · . 393 381 418 
Bharbhunja .. .. 290 314 306 
Bhat · . · . 116 132 132 
Bhuinhar .. .. 134 206 221 
Brahman .. .. 4,660 4,805 4,830 
Chai .. .. 30 29 29 
Chik (8) .. .. 10 .. 9 
Chamar · . · . 6,076 5,932 5,854 
Darzi .. .. 82 103 84 
Dhanuk · . .. 129 127 146 
Dhobi · . .. 623 615 585 
Dhunia (') · . · . 28 20 .. 
Dom .. .. 329 282 315 
Faqir .. 144 297 149 .. 

982 948 936 Gadariya .. .. 
Gond (5) .. .. 110 20 124 
Goshain (al ,. · . 94 .. 138 
Gujar .. .. 292 285 281 
Halwai .. .. 57 68 77 
Jat .. · . 710 787 680 
1 ulaha (7) · . .. 37 .. .. 
Kaohhi (8) · . · . 728 714 706 
Kahar .. .. 1,104 1,253 1,201 
Kalwar · . .. 286 324 347 
Kayastha .. · . 471 522 519 
Kewat (8) .. .. 445 429 316 
Khatik .. .. 182 199 189 
Kisan (10) .. .. 353 375 369 
Koiri (I) .. .. 444 liOu 540 
Kod .. .. · . 860 995 925 
Kumbar · . · . 715 711 708 
Kurmi .. · . 1,887 1,998 2,035 
I..odha .. .. 1,111 1,097 1,065 
Lobar .. · . 602 533 527 
Luniya · . " 

409 400 413 
Mali .. · . 181 289 268 
Ma.llah · . · . 245 228 365 
Murao (I) .. .. 674 659 678 
Nai .. .. 674 675 673 
Pasi .. · . 1,311 1,240 1,221 
Rajput . · . · . 3,429 3,525 3,409 
Sainthwar (11) · . · . 119 ,. " 
Saini (.) .. · . 66 74 99 
Sonar .. .. 262 287 258 
Tag~ .• .. .. 103 109 99 
Tamboli .. .. 68 80 74 
Tali .. .. 734 735 744 
Baghhan and Mall · . 316 289 268 
Barai and Tamboli .. 207 219 227 
Kewat and Mallah .. 690 658 681 
Gond and Rahar · . 1,214 1,258 1,308 
Faq ir and GoshaiD .. 238 297 287 
lulaha, Dbuna and Kori 

a~ci 
925 1,015 925 

Kaohhi, Koiri, Murao 1,912 1,952 2,023 
Saini. 

Kisan, Kurmi and BaiDthwar 2,359 2,873 2,404 
Chik and Khatik · . 192 199 198 

(l) Inoluded in Mali before 1911. 
(I) " Tamholi in 1881. 
(I) .. Khatik in 1901 and 1881. 
(') " Kori in 1891. 
(0) " Kahar in 18814 
(.) I, Faqir in 1901: 

HINDUS. 

273 + 5'0 + '8 -10 ' 6 +3' 7 
3,584 +1'2 -2'4 +9'7 + 8' 4 

' . .. .. .. .. 
1,213 - 16 '9 +4 ' 0 +6 -2 - 8'2 .. +2'2 

+.:~:: ! 
.. .. 

.. +'7 .. .. 
500 -8'7 +9'5 +'6 +'6 
435 +7'6 -10'8 -4'6 -8' 5 
349 +3'1 -8'1} +19'8 -t-12 '6 
305 -7'6 +2'6 + '3 -4'9 
130 -12'1 .. +1'5 -10' 8 
188 -35'0 -6 '8 +17'6 -28'7 

4,712 -3'0 -'5 -2'5 -1'1 
48 -3'4 .. -39'6 -37'5 .. .. .. .. --5,413 +2'4 +1'3 +8 ' 1 + 12 ' 2 
89 -20-4 +22'6 -5 '6 -7-9 

119 +1'6 -13'0 +22'7 +8-4 
523 +1'3 +5'1 +11-9 +19'1 
37 +40'0 .. .. -24-3 

205 +16'7 -10'5 +53'7 +60 '5 
225 -51'5 +99 -3 -33'8 -36 ' 0 
867 +3-6 +1'3 +8 ' 0 +13'3 .. +450'0 -83'9 _ . .. 
120 .. .. +15'0 -21 ' 7 
270 +2'5 +1'4 +4'1 +8'1 
66 -16'2 +11'7 +11'7 -13'6 

674 -9'8 +15'7 +'9 +5'3 
38 .. .. .. -2'6 .. +2'0 +1'1 .. .. 

1,222 -11'9 +4'3 -1 ' 7 -9'7 
346 -11'7 -6-6 +'3 -17 ' 3 
520 -9'8 +'6 - ' 2 -9'4 

" +3'7 +35'8 .. 
152 +8'5 +5'3 +24 '3 +19'7 .. -5'9 +1'6 ., .. .. -12'1 -6' 5 .. ., 
843 -13 ' 6 + 7'6 +9 '7 +2'0 
609 +'6 + ' 4 +10'8 +11'11 .. -5 '6 -1'8 .. .. 

1,040 +1'3 +3 ' 1 +2'4 +6'8 
497 -5-8 +1 '1 +6'0 +1 ' 0 
379 +2'2 -3 ' 1 +9'0 +7 ' 9 
257 -37 ' 4 +7'8 +4'3 -29 ' 6 .. +7'4 -37'5 .. .. .. +2'3 -2'8 .. , . 
644 -'1 +'3 +4'5 +4'7 

1,034 +5'7 +1'6 +18'1 +26'8 
3,156 -2'7 +3'4 +8'0 +8'7 .. .. .. .. .. .. -10'8 -25'3 .. .. 

251 -8'7 +11 ' 2 +2'8 -\-4'4-
101 -5'5 t1'O -2'0 +2 ' 0 .. -1'5 +8'1 .. .. 
687 .. -1'2 +8'3 +6'8 
257 +9 ' 3 +7 '8 +4'3 +23'0 
210 -5'5 -3'5 +8'1 -1 ' 4 
612 +4 ' 9 --3'4 +11'3 +12'7 

1,209 -3'5 -3'8 +8'1 +'4 
345 -13'1 +3'5 -1.6'8 -31'0 
918 -8'9 +9'7 +'8 +'8 

1,959 -2'0 -3'5 +3'3 -2'4 

~,110 -'6 -1'3 +13'9 +11 ' 3 
152 -3'5 +'5 +30 ' 3 +26'3 

(7) Included in Kori in 1901 and 1891. 
(8) Kachhi, Koiri, Murao and Saini shown together in 1881 
(") rncluded in Malla.h in 1881. • 

(10) .. Kurmi in 1881. 
(U).. " 1901,1891, and 1881. 
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S lJ!bsidiary table 11.-Variation in caste, tribe, &c., since 1881-(concluded). 

l Percentage of variation Persons, OOO's omitted. increase (+) decrease (-). 
Percentage of net 

Caste, tribe or race. variation 1891-1911. 

1911. 1901- 1891. 1901-1911. 1891-1901. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

MUH.A.MMAD..I.NB. 

Banjara .. · . .. 47 44 35 + 6'8 + 25'7 + 34'3 
Barhai · . .. .. 95 81 6 6 +17 4 + 2>l'7 + 43'9 
Bhangi .. · . " 20 91 17 -78'0 +435 ' 3 + 17'6 
13hat .. .. .. 29 35 29 -17'1 + ~0'7 " 
13ha.tiyara •• .. .. 34 35 31 - 2'9 + 12'9 + 9'6 
Bhi.shti .. .. " 98 85 83 +15'3 + 2 ' 5 + 18'1 
Churihar .. .. . . 31 36 28 -13'9 + 28'6 + 10'7 
Dafali .. .. .. 33 38 43 -13'2 - 11'6 - 23'3 
Darzi .. .. · . 170 163 149 + 4 3 + 9'4 + 14'1 
D h obi .. .. .. 102 97 85 + 5'2 + 14'1 + 20'0 
Dhunia .. .. .. 376 362 408 + 3'9 - 11'3 - 7 ' S 
Faqir · . .. .. 383 347 351 +10'4 - 1'1 + 9'1 
Gaddi .. .J .. 55 59 53 - 6'8 + 11'3 + 3'8 
Gora. .. .. .. 49 54 51 - 9'3 + 5'9 - 3'9 
Ghosi .. .. . . 36 41 28 -12'2 + 4'7 + 28'5 
Gujar .. · . .. 72 78 65 - 7'7 + 20'0 + 10'8 
Ha.lwai .. .. .. 34 32 31 + -6'3 + 3'2 ,_ 9'7 

J hojha. 30 
; 

80 27 + 11 ' 8 + 11 ' 1 .. .. .. 
J ulaha · . .. .. 953 fiB 902 + S ' S + ·1'2 + 5'7 
Kunjra. .. .. .. 1'2. $3 86 -16'S 

'i6" + 16'2 
L ohar · . .. · . 96 M 72 +14 ' 9 + + 33'3 
H anih_a.r .. .. · . ·75 7+ 68 + 1'4 + S' 8 + 10 '3 
Meo .. .. .. 62 '-68 67 + 6'9 - 13'4 - ·7'0 
Mughal .. .. .. 60 84 79 - 40'0 + 6 '3 - 24'1 
N ai .. .. " 

237 ' 227 20 1 .+ 4'4 + 12'9 + ..17'9 
Pa.than · . .. .. 960 8i6 749 +17'6 + 8'9 + 28'2 
Qassab .. .. . . In 184 15>l - 6'5 + 21 ' 0 + 13'2 
Rajput .. .. .. 194 406 379 -52'2 + 7'1 - 48'8 
R30ngrez .. .. .. 34 39 .37 -12-8 + 5'4 - 8'1 
Sa1)ld · . .. · . 250 263 249 - 6'7 + 7'6 .. 
Shaikh .. .. . . 1,315 1,365 1,358 - 3 ' 7 + '5 - 3'1 
Teli · . .. .. 233 215 200 + 8-4 + 7'S, + 16'5. 

ARYAS. 

Ahir · . .. .. 6861 1,382 193 -+-396' 5 +616'1 +3,454'!}-
Bania .. .. . . 21,563 13,546 5,750 + 59'2 +135'6 + 59-1 
Barhai .. .. .. 2,061 749 81 +175 2 +824'7 +1,456'8 
Brahman .. .. .. 17,970 10.887 5,042 + 65'1 +115-9 + 250 '2 
;r at .. .. . . 9,765 4;367 724 +123 ' 6 +503'2 + 179'3 
Kayastha .. .. .. 11.992 5895 2,889 +103'4 +104'1 + 315'1 
Kurmi .. .. . . 2 ,480 1,046 140 +137'1 +647'1 +1,(-;42'8 
Lodha. .. .. .. 2,990 144 12 +1,976'4 +1,100'0 +24,H16'G 
Rajput .. · . .. 32,659 17,673 3,710 + 84'8 +376 . 4 + 753'3 
Sonar .. " .. 2,345 1 ,197 240 + 95-9 +398'8 + 877'1 
Taga .. .. .. 4,662 2,434 1,086 +91'5 +134'9 + 3'5, 

MINOR RELIGIONS. 

Jai .. -

Bania .. .. .. 74,137 .. 84,178 
Brahman · .... .. .. 111 

" 
32 

Kamboh .. .. . . 168 .. . . 
Rajput .. · . . . 688 .. 441 

S ikh-

Bania .. · . . . 242 .. 90 
Banjara . . .. .. 678 .. 246 
B ra h man .. · . .. 115 .. 116 
Chamar .. .. .. 118 .. 260 
Jat .. .. . . 7,000 .. 6,058 
:'-ulaha' .. " .. 148 .. . . 
Kach hi .. .. . . 123 .. . . 
Kahar .. .. .. 313 .. 60 
Kamboh .. .. . . 118 .. 28 
Khatri .. .. .. 1,004 .. 6 :15 
Murao .. .. .. 173 .. .. 
Raj pu t .. .. .. 1,335 .. 849 
Ramaiya .. .. .. 148 .. 7'1. 





Chapter XII.--OCC UPATION (l). 

353. Tables.-The statistics regarding occupations will be found In tables 
.XV and XVI. The former is divided into five pal'ts :-

A.-Showing the number of persons following each occupation shown in 
the classified scheme of occupations by districts and cities. 

B.-Showing the subsidiary occupations of persons mainly dependent on 
agriculture. 

C.-Showing the figures for certain pairs of occupations. 
D.-Showing the distribution of occupations by religion. 
E.-Showing the figures of operatives and nationalities or castes of owners 

and managers of certain classes of factories, with other information. 
Table XVI combines occupation with caste. The same castes are dealt 

with as in tables IX and XIV, and the figures are arranged so as to show the 
number of persons in each caste who follow the caste's traditional occupation, 
and the rest of the caste under certain major occupational heads. 

354. Difficulties of enumeration.-There were three columns for occupational 
entries in the schedule. In the first (column 9) was entered the principal occu
pation, which was interpreted to mean the most lucrative; in the second (column 
10) was entered the subsidiary occupation, which was interpreted to be the most 
lucrative of any other occupations, besides the principal occupation, which a 
worker might follow; and the third (column 11) was reserved for the non
workers, who were considered as dependent on the principal occupation of the 
person who supported them, which occupation was entered in this column. In 
about ninety per cent. of all cases or even more, the entries on this basis caused 
no difficulty. There would be one occupation or possibly two: the head of the 
family and his adult sons would all work at it or them: or possibly some of the 
.sons whilst working at the principal occupation, had a secondary occupation of 
their own: the same would apply to the women, if the caste was not one that 
keeps women in purda: and for the dependents, children too young to work, 
women in purda or women too old to work if purda is not observed, the entry was 
the principal occupation of the head of the family. But in the remaining 
10 per cent. of the entries many errors might occur. There was firstly the fact 
that the principal occupation so far as ' its effect on the family income is con
-Derned is by no means always the" principal" occupation in any other sense of 
the word. The most striking instance of this is that of the subaltern in a British 
regiment. His" principal" occupation is soldiering: but few subalterns find it 
the most lucrative of their" occupations" (which term of course includes sources 
·of income). ~1any Indian officials have a much larger income from private 
property than from their salaries. In such cases to keep strictly to the rule 
would be to absolutely obliterate the facts, and it was necessary to explain that in 
{Jases of this kind the principal occupation to be entered was the one that took up 
most time; but there were doubtless many cases where the rule was followed and 
not the exception. Secondly, when a man has two occupations, it is very largely a 
matter of whim which he enters as the principal one. A labourer who rents a 
little land, a village artizan who rents or owns a few fields, a tenant who owns a 
fraction of the land he cultivates will return his principal occupation as tenant 
or landlord instead of labourer or artizan or tenant, simply because it sounds 
better. I have said before and I repeat that there is a great deal of human nature 
involved in the filling up of a census schedule: and in such cases the principal 
occupation entered is not the most lucrative but the most dignified. Similarly many 

{l j Subsidiary tables-I. General distribution of occupation. 
n.-Distribution by occupation in natural divisions. 

IlL-Occupations combined with agriculture (subtlid ary). 
IV.-Distribution of the agricultuml, industrial, co=ercial and professional population 

in natutal divisions and districts. 
V.-Occupations of females, by sub-classes and selected orders and groUi}', 

Vr.-Occupations combined with agriculture (principal). 
VII -Selected oecupa.tions 1911 and 1901. 

VIII.-Occupations of selected castes. 
IX.-Distribution by religion and by occupation of 10,000 persons. 
X.-Number of persons employed on the 10th M:uch 1911 on Railways. 

XI.-Number of persons employed 0'1. the 10th March 1911 in tbl': Irngation department. 
XII.-Number of persons employed on the 10th March 1911 in the Postal department. 

XIII.-Number of person.s ~mployed on the 10th March 1911 in the Telegraph departme:Jt. 
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Brahmans doubtless entered their principal occupation as panditai, purohiti, or 
iajmani, instead of agriculture. Again, one charge superintendent (I forget where) 
expressed the fear that some artizan-tenants would falsely describe their tenures 
as their subsidiary occupation to avoid an enhancement of rent which they were 
anticipating. So long as both occupations were agricultural, probably little 
trouble was involved: the enumerator, and in almost every case at all events the 
supervisor knew in his capacity of patwari every inch of ground possessed or 
I"ented by any particular agriculturist and its exact value much better than the 
man himself did, and would laugh to scorn the attempt of a tenant to describe 
himself as a landlord because he owned a couple of fields whilst renting forty or 
fifty; and indeed, as a rule of thumb, the staff were instructed to enter the 
principal and secondary occupation in such cases according to the area of each 
kind of holding. But matters were very different when one of the occupations 
was non-agricultural, and, save in very obvious cases, it was then difficult to resist 
a man's contention that he got more from his land than fronl his other occupa
tion. I have no doubt whatever that this tendency as at last census has 
caused a good deal of error. Thirdly, there is the great difficulty of drawing the 
line between worker and dependent. In vernacular there is no very good term 
for dependent. I called for suggestions but all were unsatisfactory; the majority 
were translations of " wife and family" such as' bal bache" which was precisely 
what dependent did not mean (1). In the end the two terms had to be carefully 
interpreted as equivalent to worker and non-worker: and non-worker had to be 
further explained as a person who does not increase the family income, thus 
excluding married women whose sole occupation is their household duties, children 
who are allowed to play at work (e.g. weeding) merely to keep them quiet, 
and old folk who are too old to work, though nominally owning the business 
or land which is worked by their sons for them: but including women who make 
money by collecting firewood, grinding grain or selling articles, elder children 
who make money by herding cattle, and both women and children who save 
money (i.e. the money that would otherwise be spent on paid labourers or shop 
assistants) by helping their husbands and fathers in their fields or shops. A 
difficulty that arose in this connection was as follows. I found it extrenlely 
troublesome to dispel the idea that only those persons should be entered as work
ing tenants of any particular kind, who were entered as such tenants in the 
revenue papers. This would have been disastrous, for not only would it have 
excluded all women and elder children who helped to work that holding, but it 
might very well have excluded many actual owners or tenants of land. In the 
joint family system many are co-owners and co-workers: but frequently only 
one (especially if the one is a father and the rest sons) is entered as owner in 
the record-oi-rights. The stock objection was that the census papers would then 
show more of a particular class of tenants than the l'evenue papers did. In the 
end T persuaded the staff that that was precisely what I expected the census 
papers to do, but it was not an easy idea to get rid of, and the task was made no 
easier by the fact that the vast majority of the census staff were patwaris and 
kanungos, i.e. revenue officials. 

On the whole I should be inclined to say that the staff, so far as they could 
influence the matter, made few mistakes. Certainly they evinced an extraordi
narily keen interest in getting their occupational entries right. All through the 
touring period I was a target for occupational conundra usually propounded at my 
visits of inspection, but occasionally sent to me by post. As these represented 
merely the remnant which the district census officers had beenunable to answer 
themselves, I can vouch for the fact that few possible" puzzles" were left unconsi
dered. Nor were the staff the only people who were exercised in mind over the subject. 
For instance, an old friend, a prosecuting inspector, came to see me when I was 
Oll tour, and explained that he had had some discussion with the charge superinten
dent regarding the occupational entries to be made in the case of his own very 
numerous household (which ranged from his own mother to bis grandnephews) 
a.nd invited me to give an authoritative decision. It took me about half an 
hour to decide all his " hard cases." 

(1) The stock term .j mutaaU'iqin " is unsa.tlsfactory partly because it is a high flown expression a.nd conveys 
nothing to ordinary people: but partly too because it is the term used in famine. There is no doubt of the curious fact 
that the fa.mine use of this term influenced the interpretation put upon it. But famine and census dependents are by no 
means synonymous. The former m.eans a person incapable of a particnlar kind of manual labour : the lat!er means a 
person incapable of increasing the family income in any way whatever. A girl who collects firewood or cowdung might be 
a famine ., dependent" becausr she was incapable of carrying earth; but she would not be a census" dependent." 
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A frequent cause of enol' is usually found to be confusion between a man's 
traditional and actual occupation. I endeavoured to prevent this partly by 
avoiding any reference whatever to a "traditional" occupation in the course of 
instruction, and also by laying down as a strict rule that a man's occupation was 
never to be entered by a caste name but in some other form, in the hope that this 
would at all events compel a question to discover whether the occupation was that 
usually followed by the caste or not. It was forbidden to enter a Halwai's occu
pation for instance as halwai, but as mithai banana, or a Kumhar's as kumhar~ 
but as mitti ke barian banana, and so on. 

Another cause of error is the use of vague terms such as service, clerk, 
contractor, and so on. To this the rule drew special attention, and the proof that 
there has been great improvement lies in the figures. "General labour" for in
stance in 1901 included 3,106,000 persons, and in 1911 the head" labourers and 
workmen otherwise unspecified" includes only 1,603,000 persons. Cashiers, account
ants and other unspecified clerical employes amount to 39,000 persons as against 
some 77,000 in 1901. There are 16,000 n18rchants and contractors unspecified as 
against '2'2,000 unspecified contractors alone in 1901. There are '26,000 unspecified 
shop-keepers as against 46,000 such in 1901 (1). Moreover it Illust not be forgotten 
that in som8 of these cases there always will be some who are really" unspecified " 
and can be described in no other way. Most of the "labourers and workmen 
unspecified" would be more accurately described as "general labourers ') (rozgaTi 
or mazduTi am), a common entry which means that the labourer does a bit of every
thing as the seasons dictate and cannot say that he gets more income from one 
kind of labour than another: sometimes ploughing, sometimes reaping, sometimes 
mending a road, or making or mending a house, or "liping" a floor, or carrying 
a load, or pitching a camp and so on. Such men are most correctly described as 
general labourers. Similarly there are many shops selling every conceivable kind of 
article; their owners are not" general merchants, " as we understand the term, simply, 
because these are as a rule big establishments with separate departnlents, 
whilst these general shops correspond rather to our "village shops" at 
home, where groceries and greengroceries and haberdashery and stationery jostle 
each other and a post and telegraph office is usually combined with them. Similarly 
unspecified clerks and unspecified contractors are not due merely to insufficient entry, 
but are a real phenomenon. There are many clerks who will take a post in any 
sort of office and so long as they are temporarily unemployed are also unspecified: 
and there are many contractors who will" contract" for anything, though in India 
certainly this particular brand of general middleman is not so common perhaps as 
at home. In brief I should be inclined to say that whilst the staff probably made 
far fewer mistakes than of old in the record of occupations, there is nothing 
to show they were not frequently misled in various ways by the person 
enumerated (2). 

355. The scheme of classification.-The scheme of classification differed 
fundamentally from that of 1901. That scheme was subject to many objections: it 
is unnecessary to state them all for the matter was fully dealt with in the India 
Report of 1901 (3). Generally speaking it was far too elaborate and its very large 
number of groups resulted in the differentiation of functions very closely allied, 
whilst at the same time making it very difficult to allocate many occupations to 
any particular head. The natural result was that the scheme was understood 
in many different ways, and the classification varied not only from province to 
province, but from abstraction office to abstraction office. Even if the entries in 
the schedule had been Rufficiently precise to enable a classification to be accurately 
carried out in such excessive detail (which they were not and never can b e), the 
scheme was based on a wrong conception of the limitations of a census in regard 

(1) The figures of 1911 given above in every case include States whilst those of 1901 exclude them-a point 
which inoreases the difference.. 

(2) It is unnecessary to dwell at any length on the urors in the household schedules . These were as faulty as 
c~·er. Sightseers described their cccupa.tion as globe trotting, la.dies put themselves down '-'os deFendent on the occupation 
of "my hu' ba.nd" without sa.y.ng what their husbands werl), and even when they dId, frequently put the entry in 
the wroug column: one la.dy, for instance, ha.d obv:ous1y rLad the rules, for she put herself down as Captain, R. A., 
but put it in coluUlll 9 inst"ad of 11. A hotel-keeper and h :s wife put their joint entrie. on the same line, entered 2 in 
the seria.l column, and" a.ctual work" in column 11. Even civilians were usuv,lly content wit.h" civil service" or 
•. Indul.u c.vll service" thougb theIr [',ct u:::.l posts were required. I however we at through mest household schedules 
personally and corrected the en'ries l).S well as I could. "Globe trotters" I was compelled to put down as "of 
independent means." Some peo}Jle had curious not ions of wha.t an "occupation" meant: one man entered" playing 
bridge" as his subSidiary occupation. 

(3) Indio. report, ch"pter VI, p r, ragr::.ph [03, 399. 
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to occupation. A census" does not supply data which are suitable for minute 
classification or admit of profitable examination in detail" (1). It can only give a 
picture of the occupational distribution of the people, which is correcti in its 
main lines, but does not attempt to fill in minor details; it is a mere study or 
sketch, not a finished painting or a photograph. 

Even then, if there had been no other reasons for adopting a different 
scheme, the old scheme would have had to be so greatly modified as to be practi
cally new. There is an obvious disadvantage in changing such schemes, to 
wit the difficulty it entails in making comparisons between successive decades. 
But there is another side to the matter in this respect. As regards most subjects 
of inquiry (age, education, and so on) the errors in the schedules are constant 
from decade to decade and there would be a distinct disadvantage in a change of 
systems: but as regards occupation the eJ.1rors are by no means so constant. 
Human vanity will always impel a man to return his most dignified occupation 
as his principal one: but most other errors are preventible, and should grow lesG 
at each census, for each census profits by the experience of preceding ones. Con
sequently, even if the scheme of classification had remained the same at succeed
ing enumerations, the results would have varied in that it was more scientifically 
used and contained fewer errors; and comparison would have been just as difficult . 
The old scheme had the disadvantage that it was based purely on Indian condi
tions and this made it impossible to compare Indian results with those of other 
countries, obviously a desirable object. As therefore a change of some kind was 
imperative it was decided to change entirely and to wheel Indian statistics into 
line with those of other countries by adopting, with such minor modifications as 
were necessary in an Indian environment, the international scheme of classifica-
1:iion invented in 1889 by M. Jacques Bertillon, Chef des Tl'avaux Statistiques 
de la ville de Paris, and commended for general adoption by the International 
Statistical Institute. This scheme has many advantages. It was framed after 

'a careful study of the various schemes in actual use, and is very logical in its 
arrangement, as will be seen later. It is extremely elastic; so long as the orders 
are Inaintained, the classification by groups and sub-groups can be as detailed or 
simple as desired without interfering with the comparability of the statistics. 
Finally with some minor manipulations of the figures of 1901, it still remains 
possible to institute all the necessary comparisons. . 

M. Bertillon's scheme had 4 classes, 12 sub-classes, 61 orders, 206 sub-orders 
and 499 groups. As adapted to Indian conditions it has the sa.me number of 
classes and sub-classes, but only 55 orders and 169 groups; Bub-orders are done 
awa.y with. The reduction in the number of orders is due to the amalgamation 
of two of M. Bertillon's scheme (" maritime" and" fresh water transport ") which 
could not be distinguished in India: and the omission of five others- -" nomads, " 
"other industries" (meant to allow for any omission which may occur), 
"persons temporarily unemployed" (who in the Indian scheme are shown under 
the occupation previously followed), "persons without any occupation" (who 
correspond to our dependents), and" occupation unknown" (which should nevel' 
occur). The greater simplicity of this scheme is obvious when it is remembered 
that the scheme of 1901 had 5'20 groups. . 

The arrangement of M. Bertillon's scheme as so adapted is as follows. 
The four classes are (A) " Production of raw material," subdivided into (i) "Ex
ploitation of .the surface of the earth," (ii) " Extraction of minerals" ; (B) " Prepara
tion and supply of material substances, " subdivided into (iii) " Industrial occupa- · 
tion," (iv) " Transport," (v) " Trade" ;' (C) " Public administration and liberal arts," 
subdivided into (vi) "Public force," (vii) "Public administration," (viii) "Profes
sions and liberal arts" ; (D) " Miscellaneous," subdivided into (ix) " Persons living 
on their income," (x) "Domestic service," (xi) " Insufficiently described 
occupations," (xii) "Unproductive." How logical the scheme is is obvious. 
For every occupation raw material (A) is necessary, which is obtained either 
from the surface of the earth (i) or from under the soil (ii). These raw materials 
have to be prepared for use and supplied to those who use them (B): Industry ' 
(iii) prepares them, Transport (iv) carries them to the place where they are needed 
and Trade (v) supplies them. Public administration is required to protect these 
occupations and certain professions and liberal arts are required to serve them 
(0). Public a.dministration is made up of the element of public force (vi) and 

(I) Report, Census of England and Wales,l891, page 35. 
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administration proper (vii). The professions come under (viii); whilst there are 
also the lucky few who need no occupation, having money of their own (ix), 
the servants of these and others (x), with unproductive occupations (persons 
in jails and asylums, beggars and so on) (xii), and those who have not sufficiently 
described themselves to be placed in any of these groups (xi). 

The groups would have been even fewer but for the fact that it was found 
necessary to subdivide some of the groups of last census so as to preserve the distinc
tion between industry and trade. This is one of the most important charac
teristics of the new scheme and at the same time its most difficult feature to 
deal with in actual practice. The difference is that between the maker of a thing 
and its seller and it is an obvious and important difference. But in English, 
Urdu and probably most languages the word for both is usually the same- a hatter, 
to use M. Bertillon's example, may either be the maker or seller of a hat. The 
English scheme of classification does away with the difference altogether, which 
is regrettable, for as M. Bertillon points out not only are the avocations different, 
but so are their training and often their interests. In India the difficulty is 
that so often the maker and seller is the same person and if a clear distinction 
were not mac1e in the schedule and classification both, confusion between the 
-two would certainly result. The difficulty has been settled partly by insisting 
on the entry of details sufficient to show whether a man makes only, or makes and 
-sells, or sells only. P eople who are makers, whether they also sell to the consumer 
or not, are classec1 as makers (under industry): people who sell only as sellers 
(under trade.) Similarly persons who grow or extract an article before selling it 
are treated as growers or extractors, as are people who grow or extract a thing 
before manufacturing or in some way manipulating it. In a word if a man follows 
two or more occupations in respect of the same article of which one is a n ecessary 
preliminary to being able to follow the other occupation or occupations, he is 
shown under the heac1 appropriate to the preliminary occupation. Another point 
of detail to be noted in connection with the schem e is this. Inc1ustrial and 
-trading occupations are of two kinds; (1) where the occupation is classified 
according to the material worked in, and (2) where it is classified accordin g to 
the use which the made up material serves. The first kind includes chiefly such 
occupations as deal witll the manufacture or sale of articles whose use is not 
finally determined: for instance a tanner where the leather may be used for shoes 
or harness or a trunk, goes in order 7 (inc1ustries connected with hides, &c.). A shoe 
maker or harness seller · are instances of the second kind; they go in order 13 
(industries of dress) or 16 (construction of m eans of transport); but there is no 

,.appropriate order for a trunkmaker and consequently h e is placed with other 
similar workers in leather in a special group falling under order 7 (industries 
connected with hides, &c.). In some cases moreover occupations have been 
classed according to the materiR,l worked in even though certain articles made of 
it are specified, because the material is more characteristic of the occupation 
than the article. For instance makers of palmleaf fans or bamboo screens are 
put under 37 (basket makers and other industries of woody material including 
leaves) instead of 91 (toy kite, cage &c. makers) and 74 (cabinet makers, &c.). 

As regard persons in the service of Government, on the general principle that 
the nature of the occupation is the deciding factor and not the source from which the 
salary comes, many Government servants are placed not under public administration 
or public force, &c., but under other heads. For instance every kind of medical ma.n 
goes under 154 (medical practitioners), never under 139 (army) or 144 (service of 
the state). Educational officers of all kinds go under order 49 (instruction), 
save professors of law, medicine, music, dancing and drawing, who in the same way 
go under other heads. Public Works D epartment (Buildings anc1 Roads Branch) 
and the Survey department fall under 158 (" architects, surveyors, engineers and 
-their employes") : but cel'tain officials of this department fall under other heads 
·(e.g. road surveyors and overseers under 95 "persons employed on the con
struction and maintenance of roads and bridges "), whilst the Irrigation branch (1) 
has a head of its own (96). The Director of Agriculture and most settlement 
"officials fall unc1er" agents and managers of landed estates," with Court of Wards 
officers: and so on. The regular heads in subclasses VI and VII are reserved 

~l) Canals have been placed under order 20, 1ransport by water. This is to r.void an unnecessary departure from 
~M. Bertillon's scheme. In this country of cour, e canals ara mainly though not wholly meant to serve agricultura.l 
.purposes: in Europe however they are chiefly artjficial waterways. 
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only for those officers whose duties are of too wide or indeterminate a nature to 
be entered under specialist heads, or are connected definitely and solely with public 
administration in any of its branches whether administrative, executive, or 
judi cial (1). 

356. Limitations of the scheme of classification and differences from other 
schemes.-There is one exceedingly important limitation to the scope of the occupa
tional figures. Thej l'efer only to the state of affairs on a single day of the 
year and the r esult is that the importance of seasonal occupations which are 
then in full swing is exaggerated whilst others- are almost obliterated. 'ro 
take a few obvious instances, I do not suppose that there is a single punka.h 
coolie to be found in the whole schedule : whilst agricultural labourers are 
probably in exaggerated numbers owing to the presence 01' near approach of the 
spring harvest. Work in indigo factories is almost entirely non-existent; ice 
factories are not in full swing and so on. Sirnilarly such periodicn,l employment s 
as railway construction vary from census to census with the amount of railway 
construction work in progress e). 

Again, simple though the scheme is, it has involved at times the differentia
tion of ceI'tain occupations which are closely allied and in practice interchange
a.ble. It has involved for instance different heads for labour on roads, railways 
and canals, though the labour in every case consists chiefly of diggi.ng earth 
and the same man would follow anyone of them as occasion offer ed. In 1901 
all these were shown under one head. Yet it has caused no difficulty: all through 
the n ecessity of giving all possible details was insisted on, and the result is that 
in 1911, 13,600 persons employed on the maintenance of canals (of whom only a 
certain number however would be coolies), '21,700 pel'sons employed on the 
maintenance of roads (of whom the majority must be coolies), and 16,000 labourers 
employed on railway construction are returned, as against 18,000 in the combined 
head of" road, canal, and railway labourers" of 1901. There is also the in
congruity of placing canals under transport instead of irrigation, but thjs causes 
no practica.l difficulty. No scheme ever devised is free from errors of this kind (S). 

Remains to mention a few points in whjch the present scheme differs from 
others in use. Some countries show women employed in domestic duties and school 
children as workers (they would doubtless agree), and lump all other lion-earners 
under one head. Others show all non-eal'ners under one head (as does M. 
Bertillon's scheme in its original form). ' Some distinguish between employed and 
employer. '1'his was attempted in 1901 in India: but the result was that in some 
occupations there were more employed than employers, whilst in this province 
matters went further still and table XV disclosed many employers who apparently 
had no employes at all. Table XV -E to some extent supplies this deficiency. 

357. The accuracy of the figures. -- I have already dealt with the errors 
likely to occur in the schedules; it remains to refer to those that were likely 
to arise in compilation. They would be due to cal·eless copying anu sorting, to 
misposting entries in the classification registers and to wrong classification. It 
must be stated that thel'e a1'e striking divergences between the returns of 1901 
and 1911, but in the case of most of them it is possible to say with certainty that 
they are due either to the change of scheme or to a change in circumstances. 
The decade has been one of progress in some directions and of change in many, 
High wages have made agricultural labour expensive; this has opel'ated to 
turn such labourers into tenants whilst not diminjshing the number of the 
la.bourers themselves, an apparent contradiction that will be explained subsequently. 
There has been a growing interest in industry, combined with increasing 
difficulty in getting labour for it ; the result has been a tendency to have recourse 
to labour-saving machinery and a consequent diminution of the numbers actually 
employed in industry; fOI' machinery drives out men, Trade in some 
directions, which in India thanks to the differentiation of labour implied in _ the 

(I) The distinctIOn between" specialist" officers of Government and others may also be expressed in the form 
that the former could generally follow their pa.rticular occupations whether they were servants of Government or 
not. the latter could not do so. It may be noted that in this respect there is a difference between tables XV-A and 
XV E which was be,sed on a speci"l industrial sch edule. In the former the actua.l occupation of individual employe" 
is looked to, in the latter the industry, e.g. a carpenter in a printing press, or a scavenger in a distillery in Table 
XV-A is shown as carpenter or scavenger, in table XV-E as employe of printing press or d stillary. _ 

(t) To some extent the new industrial schedule and its consequent Table (the four p:?rts of XV-E) remedies this by 
showing the actual state of each industry on census day in relation to the normal. _ 

(3) The sch~me of 1901 included hotel keepers in personal service and juxtaposod Government pensioners ·and 
lunatics. 
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caste system has usually been all but immutable, is in a state of flux. The 
Teli's vegetable oil industry and trade is being ousted by kerosine oil and he turns 
.to other trades, grain dealing and confectionery. These account for a number 
of changes which at fi.l'st sight, and in default of explanation, might seem to be 
errors. 

As regards the probability of error, the simplicity of the scheme and the index 
of occupations were against widespread mistakes. Both the deputy superintendents 
of 1911 who had held the same post in 1901 told me that classification at this census 
was the merest child's play compared to the older methods. The index r eferred to 
was sent in English by the Census Commissioner and was added to and translated 
into vernacular by me with the invaluable assistance of the Superintendent of 
the Vernacular department of Government (1). The deputy superintendent had the 
index in both languages and every compiler had it ill vernacular. The list 
included some 2,000 occupations. Any other occupation which was found in 
the course of compila,tion wa,s referred to me a,nd my orders on its classification 
were circulated to all offices. Some were interesting. One found side by side 
''farokht,cha (hot tea vendor), and "churel doctor" (exorciser of churels) (2)- a conjunc
tion pointing to the curious mixture of old and new which India, is. "Gaulochan 
bechna (gaulochan is a yellow substance decocted from cow's liver which is esteemed 
for its medical properties), " seller of Ganges mud" (for caste marks), " cha'l"waha 
batakh " (duck herd), "duago" (offerer of prayers), " living on the offerings made 
in expiation of zuZm (tyranny)", "andJonkh lagana" (leach applier) were other 
curious occupations: whilst talib-'lt-Z-ilm" (student), in the restricted sense of 
a Muhammadan religious student supported by charity, and" khairlchwah s7;rka1' '' 
(well wisher of Government) were also found. It is pleasant to think that the 
last mentioned person seemed to find loyalty paying as he put it down as his 
principal occupation. 

Very few errors were actually found in compilation. There were three 
curious cases of misposting in the first proof, which are worth mentioning as 
showing how errors can occur. I found to my amazement that Gonda had 
not a single landlord, whilst Etah had over 24,000 authors and some 500 
prisoners in another district were shown to possess some 90,000 dependents 
between them. These of course were mere copying errors and gave no difficulty. 
The classification registers of several districts, selected as possessing big cities 
and consequently a variety of occupations, were scrutinized in complete detail. 
I only found a dozen entries or so in all that were dubious, and the cases 
of all but four were debateable. These four were all single person entries 
and may be mentioned; naukar alYpa!:jh~, a very vague entry which might mean 
an irrigation employe or a farm servant who watered the fields, was entered 
under group 167 (general labourer); me'iva jaro!;h (fruit seller) was by a slip put 
in 125 instead of 119 : a Ganges water seller was classed as a vendor of aerated 
waters, and a " bioscope superintendent" as a Government servant, obviously 
because the compiler did not know what a bioscope was, thought it sounded as 
if it might be a Government department and was nlisled by the word" superin
tendent." Such a paucity of enors as this points to very considerable accuracy. 
I found however two widespread errors. In several offices chamre ka kam karna,. 
which should have gone into group 32 (tanners, &c.) was placed in group 33 (makers. 
of leather articles) ; this was corrected. 'The other was the confusion between 
religious and other mendicants referred to later, which could not be corrocted ; 
and this is an error which I am persuaded has occurred with regularity at all 
censuses. 

358. Variations between 1901 and 1911.-There have been some striking 
changes since 1901. A consideration of these will lead to a. consideration of the 
main economic factors of the decade which have produced the present situation 
and make it more intelligible and I accordingly vary the usual procedure by 
considering these variations before dealing with the present distribution. In the 
margin I have given figures for certain very wide heads, which do not necessarily 
correspond to any of the major heads of either this census or last, but serve to 

. show in what general direction these variations have occurred. 
(1) The Mir Munshi, as be is generally called, t90k the greatest personal interest in this compilation, not only 

·checking :Jond revismg my translations but dealing with .the proofs. I am gla.d to a.cknowledge my deep obliga.tions to 
a.n old friend .. 

(2) A ch.r(tl iii> the ve.ry malignant ghost of a WOInan who has died in childbirth. The term itself i& 
cu.r;1lUs. 
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359. Agriculture.-The first 
d Variations per d t ·k· h . h Gronps COnc~rne . cent 1001-1911. an mos strr Ing c ange IS t e in-Head. 

crease in agricultural occupations. 
~f:~~i~~U~!d Bale of domestll> ~j;imalu and +~f:~ This is not confined to any parti-
C(:\1:~~i~~0~~dt:~le of wild produce ... S,130 +179'S cular branch: landlords, tenants 
:::'diner"l.. ... ... . .. ... 17- 20 -43'6 ond field lobourers have all I' 
T extiles: (I) Manufacture .. . . . . 21-27,31 -18'0 aJ ru n-

(3) Sale ... ••• ... 108 -18·0 creased though there are decreases 
(3) Dyeing of ...... 30 +27·4 

Le ther (1) Preparation ... ... 32 -36'S I·n the ml·nor h ds " f 
(2) Working up into articles _. 33,69 +17'3 ea agency 0 

i1:i:J~t:":MZ~;'fact.ur~ ·~nd saJe :: : :: 38, 44. 1~~ =~n landed estates " and " growers of 
Pottery ... ... .•• . .. 47-48,112 -18·1 specl·al products" Th . . 
Cereal Food: (1) Preparation .. , ... 56-58 + 8'6 • e InCreaSe IS 

Su~ar : m ii'~~ufacture ::. ::'. l~~ ~n largest, proportionately, amongst 
(2) Working up into food . .. 63 +149'5 landlords and, actually, amongst 
(3) Sale .. . . . 119 -27·5 

Tobacco and drugs (1) Manufacturo ... 66 -79'7 tenants. There can be no doubt 
(2) Sale .•. . .. 122 +35·6 

DreB" :-(1) Manufacture ... ... 67 , 68,70 -5'2 of the causes of this increase. 
(2) Sale .. . ... ... 125 +111'7 

Ruilding; manufa.cture and sale of materials 78-79, 12B +11l '3 There are two factors in the 
Tran"port ... ... . .. 00-100, 103-104,129 +4'2 
CommeTce ... ... . . . . .. 106-107,164-165 -32'4 sl·tuatl·on . the first l'S the fact 
Groceries and oil, manufacture and sale .. . 63, 117 -23'0'; • 
Greengrocers, &c. ... ... ... 1211 +36'4 that wages especI·ally ao-rl'cul 
Public administration .. • ... 139-147 -0·9 , 0-

Religion ... ... ... ... 148-151 -26'6 tural wages have ruled hl·gh all 
I>omestic services ... ... ... 72, 73,162-163 -21·9 , 
__________ __.:. _________ __i through the decade: and the 

second is the excellence of the crops for the two years preceding the census. 
The height of wages has enabled the labourer to take up fields, which has swelled 
the number of tenants. This would normally deplete the ranks of agricultural 
labour; but the agricultural labourer is really and for the most part a general 
labourer, working now at agriculture and now at other things according to the 
season; and he appears among the ranks of agricultural labourers because that is the 
nl0st lucrative kind of labour that he does. With agricultural wages ruling high, 
it is not surprising that there is a decrease in general labourers (group 167) and an 
increase in agricultul"al labourers. The excellence of the crops of late years has 
affected the situation thus. It has been pointed out that the returns represent 
the state of affairs on a particular day; and one of the circumstances included 
in that state of affairs was the fact that agriculturists, thanks to the excellence of 
these crops, had their pockets full of money. It is a fact l"efiected by the statistics 
in other ways too, for instance the very high birth-rate in 1910 despite the very 
low birth-rate of 1909, and the number of infant marriages, most of which occurred 
in 1909 and 1910. The result is that the very large proportion which is partially 
agriculturist, the village artizans and servants, such as nais, lohars, barhais, 
kumhars, chaukidars, goraits and so on, were making at the time Of census, more 
from agriculture than from their non-agricultural professions, and instead of repre
senting themselves as artizans who are partially agriculturist, they have repre
sented themselves as agriculturists who are partially artizan; and consequently 
the figures of nais, lohars, &c. are smaller 'and those of agriculturists larger. 
This would increase the total of the tenantry: and (since persons like Chamars 
frequently eke out their traditional occupation by agricultural labour) it would 
also affect the total of agricultural labourers. The increase in the number of 
landlords probably stands on another plane. It is possible that the tenantry, 
with good times, have been purchasing small plots of land, but it is improbable 
that they could purchase enough land to make their zamindari more valuable 
than their kashtikari. It is due, I think, to the peculiar classification adopted 
at this census. The heads in the general (imperial) scheme are "income from 
agricultural land," and "ordinary cultivation," corresponding to those totally 
misleading terms of 1901, "rent receivers" and" rent paY8rs." At the same time, 
for obvious reasons of provincial administration it was desired to maintain the 
difference between landlord, occupancy tenant and non-occupancy tenant which 
was drawn in 1901. r:rhe only way of doing this and at the same time preserving 
the divisions of the imperial scheme was to subdivide each of the 3 groups framed 
on a basis of tenure into 2 sub-groups, according as they cultivated their land 
themselves or let it to others to cultivate. Accordingly there were 6 groups in 
all (1) landlords who leased their land, (2) landlords who cultivated their land 
themselves, (3) occupancy tenants who sublet their lands, (4) ocoupancy tenants 
who cultivated their lands themselves, (5) non-occupancy tenants who sublet 
their lands, (6) non-occupancy tenants who cultivated their lands themselves . 
.In (6) were included subtenants, cultivating their lands and in (5) the few sub
tenants who have again sublet their lands. In the complications of the Indian 
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system of land tenures (which are due ultimately to the ramifications of the Indian 
joint family system), it is common, even more common than not, to find a single 
individual who has land falling 'under some or even all these categories, In one mahal 
of a village he may own or partly own a share. Of this share, if large, he probably 
cultivates a portion, which is known as his sir or lchudkasht, and lets the rest. In 
another or possibly in two or more other mahals of the village, he will have taken 
up lands as a tenant, and. if he has held them long enough, may have acquired 
rights of occupancy in thenl. Some of these (especially those held by occupancy 
right) he has probably sublet, simply because he cannot manage them all with 
convenience. In 1901, there were only three divisions, according to tenure: 
and the large number of persons who possess small or even minute shares in 
proprietary tenure and large areas as tenants would be shown as tenants, not as 
landlords. But in 1911, each of the six possible groups was considered as a 
single occupation for the purposes of deciding what was to be entered in column 9 
(principal occupation) and what in column 10 (subsidiary occupation). The result 
of this on the figures can be best shown by an example. A man owns as proprietor 
30 acres, holds 40 acres on an occupancy tenure and 10 on an ordinary tenure. 
He would probably make more out of his 40 acres than he does out of his 30, 
and certainly more than he does out of his 10 : in 1901 he would therefore appear in 
column 9 as an occupancy tenant and in column 10 as a landlord. But let us suppose 
that of his 30 acres he cultivates '2.0 himself and lets the other 10. Of his 40 
aores he cultivates 30 himself and sublets 10 : and he cultivates the whole of the 
remaining 10. His 20 acres of ::,ir and khudkasht will certainly be good land, or he 
would not cultivate it himself but let it: and it is ITIore than probable that it is 
more valuable than the 30 acres he holds in oocupancy tenure, simply beoause 
the proprietors of the other mahal or mahals would keep their best lands for 
themselves, just as he has kept his. It is also of course more valuable than the rest 
of his holding, especially when divided up into three tracts of 10 aores each. 
In 1911 consequently he appears in column 9 as a landlord who oultivates his laud 
himself, and in column 10 as an occupancy tenant who cultivates his land himself. 
In a word the subdivision of the occupational groups based on tenure into sub
groups based on cultivation per se or per alium has had the result of making the 
value a/the land concerned in eaoh case dominate the classification. This appears 
olear in a further way. Of the total number of landlords, no less than 89 per 
cent. appear as suoh on the soore of the land they oultivate, not of the land 
they own; whilst of occupancy tenants (who of course lease the next best lands 
after the sir and khudkasht, since they have found it worth while to keep them 
for a lengthened period, which in Agra is not less than 12 years), no less than 
98 per cent. are in the same case. In a word "agrioulture" shows increased 
figures (1) because it was, and had been for some time, so extremely valuable 
that it had become temporarily more lucrative than their labour to the artizans 
and agricultural labourers who had a few fields of their own; and (2) because 
agricultural wages had ruled high, which had both turned labourers into tenants, 
and general labourers into agricultural labourers : whilst (3) the increase in land
lords is due to the change in method of classification. 

360. Breeding and sale of domestic animals, &c.-There is no important 
occupational head which is Illore difficult to compare with the figures of 1901 
than this, especially in the matter of cattle. Generally it is possible to get one 
or two groups of 1901 whioh correspond closely to one or two groups of 1911, 
especially if one reunites manufaoture (or, as in this oase, breed) and sale. But 
it is impossible to do this in the oase of the breed and sale of oattle and their 
produoe (1). It becomes necessary to estimate the proportions of breeders of 
cattle to dealers, keepers and sellers of the produce. Every breeder of cattle is 
certainly a dealer in them: but every dealer is by no means a breeder, and breeders 
are probably fewer in numbers than mere dealers. The" keeper of oattle" of 
group 9, as opposed to the breeder on one side and the dealer in cattle or in their 
produoe on the other, does not exist. No man keeps cattle merely to look at 
them; every " keeper" therefore is either a dealer in cattle or a seller of cattle 

(') I wasted 20 minutes or so in seeing how far the addition of group to group would be necessary before two 
figures could be obtained representing exactly the same combination of ocoupations at both censuses and including in eaoh 
case the breed of and trade in cattle. I found that 18 groups of this oensus would have to be compared with 54 groups of 
1901: and they would include persons as various as cattle breeders and dealers, hirers of cattle and a.ll sorts of 
animals a.nd means of conveyance, railway and tramway staff, elephant catchers, makers and vendors of combs, tooth 
sticks, mosaic ornaments, toye, hwkka-etems, spangles, saored threads aud fl.ower garlands, and sellers of ootton oarpekl 
and furniture I 
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produce, or else a hirer of them for various purposes. Consequently the 18,000 of 
group 9 may be taken as breeders: the 115,000 sellers of dairy produce (group 118) 
and a part of the 46,000 dealers and hirers of cattle (and other animals and means 
of transport, group 129) represent the rest of the persons connected with the 
Gattle and dairy trade, inclusive of the "keeper" of cattle. Allowing some 20,000 
out of the 46,000 to represent dealers and hirers of cattle, this would give a total 
of 151,000 as against 167,000 in 1901, a decrease of about 9 per cent. easily 
accounted for by the vicissitudes of the decade, and the probability that pastoI'al 
folk, like others, have preferred for good and sufficient reasons to describe them
selves as agriculturists if they had any land. The figures of the similar occupa
tions connected with sheep, gon,ts, -pigs and other n,nimals need not detain u s, 
for they are of minor importance: it may be said that the decrease is very similar. 
We can pass at once to herdsmen (group 12); it is this head "\vhich causes the 
huge variation of 51 per cent. increase. This increl1se is entirely in workers: 
dependents have decreased to some extent. It is probable that a large proportion 
of herds of all sorts and both sexes al'e aged under 15. A child is sont out with 
animals to the grazing grounds at a very early age, and within reasonable limits 
ought to be reckoned a worker; I say within reasonable limits, for an elder broth~r 
or sister often take their younger brothers and sisters with them to the herding, 
nominally as assistants, but really to keep them both out of the way and out of 
mischief, and it would be absurd to count these youngsters as workers, since 
they probably give their elders m.uch more trouble than their animals do. 
Such young workers may not actually make money, though some of them 
do, but at all events they save the expense of paid herdslllen :-Lnd so increase the 
family income. Not only was tho -principle that saving money connoted a 
worker insisted on, but the employment of children as herds was perhaps the most 
usual example taken to explain the principlo ; n,nd I hayo no doubt ,vhatcver that 
this is the chief reason of tho very large increase in. this gronp. Such children if 
not reckoned as working herds, would of course appeal' as c1epenclents and in 
most cases on some other occupation, generally n,gricultural. rrhc same applies 
mutatis mutandis, to the collection of firewood and other wild produce, which is 
carried out chiefly by persons who would otherwise bo non-workers. 

361. Minerals.-There are next to no minerals in the province. Coal exists 
in south Mirzapur, but is not worked: there arc some unimportant iron and copper 
mines in the hills: kanka r , a form of calcium carbonate, is found in most parts of 
the plains, whilst saltpetre is refined in many pll1ces. But this is the sum total 
of the province's rnineral possibilities. The 81 coal miners aro doubtless labourers 
in coal mines in other provinces (honle for a rest or out of mnployment) and their 
relatives ; the iron Ininers are either found in Garhwal, where there are mines, 
or are of the sarne kind as the coal miners. Thero are 2,904 persons ill group 18, 
lTIostly limestone quarriers and 5,58G in group 20, who are saltpetre refiners. Tho 
decrease is mostly in the latter category though the figure of 1901 probably in
cluded kanlcar quarriers for whom there was no specin,l provision . 

362. Textiles.-There is a very considerable decrease in the numb or of per
sons em.ployed in the cotton industries, whilst the industries connected with jute, 
rope, silk and other fibres, as well as other t extiles, such aR lace and embroidery, 
have all increased. The cotton industry is perhaps the chief industry of the 
province, just as cotton is its chief non-food staple, and it is n ecessary to 8xamine 
the reasons for this decrease. This, I think, is due to the well known economic 
factor that machinery ousts men. The industry, as regards t hc majority of the 
persons that follow it, is even still a hand industry: cotton is ginned, spun and 
woven with rude appliances all over the province. But hanel ginning, spinning 
and weaving have long been known to be suffering from the competition of the 
luills, though the rate of decline was said to have lessened during the two decades 
up to 1901. In 1901 there were 71 mills and factories for ginning, cleaning, 
pl'essing, spinning and weaving cotton: since that date there have been not less 
than 90 llew ventures of the same kind. This must certainly havo affected the 
hand industry and indeed it is known that rpany of the J ulahas, hereditary 
weavers of Jaunpur and elsewhere are in the habit of migrating to the mills and 
factories of Cawn-pore and other places . The amount of cotton dealt with in the 
province has probably not decreased, for though exports of raw cotton have in
creased, so has t]:;.e area sown with that crop, and in all probability so has the 
yield of the crop, for the Agricultural department has for some time turned its 

'\ 
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attention to experimenting with new kinds of seed and has done its best to make 
them available to the cultivator. The loss has fallen on the hand industry, ousted 
by the competition of the mills. It is impTobable that it will ever be entirely 
killed, for hand-woven cloth, though rougher and more uneven than machine-woven 
cloth, is preferred for some things such as quilts, and is more durable. Attempts 
have been made to introduce better appliances that can be worked by hand and I 
believe that the Salvation Army hand loom is a great success. There has been 
a very striking increase in other textiles such as jute (which as an industry 
was practically non-existent in 1901 and now finds works for over 6,000 labourers), 
rope, twine and string (the number 'of labourers in which industry have more 
than doubled and now number over 42,000), whilst there is a minor increase in silk 
and a trivial decrease in wool, also probably in the hand industry (blanket makers) . 
The number of persons engaged in the dyeing, bleaching, printing and other pre
paration of textiles has increased by 27'4 per cent., which seems to show that there 
is no decrease in the output of textiles, however the number of operatives engaged 
in producing the output has been affected. Aniline dyes are said to be driving 
out the old vegetable dyes, but it is noticeable that many Julahas refuse to use 
them and even outcaste such of their members as do (1) ; the reason given is that 
the dyes are not fast, and they seem to consider themselves pledged to use fast 
dyes alone. If this is at all a widespread idea, it is a remarkable instance of the 
way in which trade guilds, whether Indian or European, maintain the purity 
of their craft and look askance at any attempt to depart from its old high 
standards. 

363. L.eather.-Whilst tanners, curriers, &c. (group 32) have decreased, makers 
of leather articles (33) and shoemakers (69) have both increased. 'rhe increase in 
agriculture certainly accounts for a part of the decrease in chamars, but most 
chamars make leather articles from the hides they have themselves tanned and it 
is highly proba.ble that a part of the increase in shoemakers, &c. is due to the fact 
that they prefer to .mention this part of their occupation. The mochi thinks 
himself superior to the tanner and the harness maker thinks himself superior to 
the mochi. It is highly probable, too, that the tanneries are now to some extent 
replacing the hand worker. 

364. Carpentry.-The decrease in carpentry is of 12 per cent. and is accounted 
for by the increase in agriculture. Over 20 per cent. of Barhais (workers only) 
recorded agriculture as their principal occupation, and they greatly exceed the 
number who returned carpentry as their principal occupation. 

365. Metals.-As regards metals, there is a practically new entry in the shape 
of iron foundries. Makers of agricultural implements (39) and other workers in iron 
(41) which between them include the majority of all lahars, have greatly decreased 
though trade in metals has greatly increased. The number of lohars who re
turned cultivation as their principal occupation amounted to over 53 per cent. of 
the whole and there can be no doubt that this accounts for the greater part of the 
decrease. Other heads have increased or show a trivial decrease. It is notice
able that there are about 11,000 lohars who are workers in other trades as artizans. 

366. Pottery.-The decrease in potters is very marked but is partly counter
balanced by a great increase in brick and tile makers. On the other hand, the 
sellers of pottery ware have vastly decreased and I cannot help thinking that the 
figures of 1901 must have been wrong. Apart from brick and tile sellers, the potter 
who makes is almost invariably the potter who sells. '1.1here has therefore been 
some differentiation of function but once more the chief cause is the preferenee 
for returning an agricultural occupation. Amongst workers, there are very nearly 
as many Kumhars who returned cultivation as their principal oceupation as there 
were potters, and if agricultural labourers are included, there are more. 

367. Cereal food.-There is a very grf~}tt increase in rice pounders and flour 
grinders, probably due to more careful enumeration as workers of the -many 
women who make money by grinding grain, and but for that source of income would 
be regarded as dependents (on some other occupation). Grain parchers have on 
the other hand gone down in numbers considerably: it would appear that the 
increase in agriculture is once more the cause, for in the Bharbhunja caste no 
less than one-third of all workers are cultivators. 

368. Sugar.-The variations in industries connected with sugar are curious. 
The makers of sugar and cognate articles (group 62.) have greatly decreased 

(1) Of. chapter XI, paragraph 331~ 
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in number. The sweetmeat makers (group 63) have increased enormously. 
It seems to be possible that there was some confusion between makers of sugar 
and makers of sweetmeats in 1901 for there were actually as many of the 
former as the latter, which seems unlikely. There has been some decrease in 
the area under sugarcane, and there has been a tendency towards adopting better 
nlachinery ; whilst doubtless foreign sugar has to some extent driven Indian 
sugar out of the market. The luan who grows the sugarcane frequently presses 
it and it is possible that the boom in agriculture has also had its effect. There 
can be no doubt that these causes between them account for the decrease in 
the numbers employed in this industry. 

369. Tobacco and drugs.--There has been a very great decrease in the 
number of manufacturers of tobacco and drugs and a great increase in the number 
of the sellers. The bulk of the decrease is in tobacco, of course, since 
opium is only prepared in a Government factory. It is not easy to account for the 
former decrease: but I should be inolined to say that the growing taste for 
tobacoo nlanufactured in the European method (espeoially cigarettes) accounts 
for it. These tobaocos are made largely in India but entirely out of the province, 
so far as I know; and I should say that the increase in sellers of tobacco is due 
to the large number of cigarette sellers. The itinerant hawker of cigarettes is 
now as common a sight on every station as the sweetmeat seller. 

370. Dress.-In this head I have included hatters, tailors, and sellers of 
articles of dress. The decrease in manufacturers (groups 67 and 68) is small ; 
but the sellers are very much more nSnmerous than they were. Practically 
speaking, save perhaps some European establishments, there are no sellers of 
clothes who do not themselves make them ; but it is probable that the 
sellers of hosiery and haberdashery, and of hats and caps have considerably 
increased. 

371. Building materials.-There is a slight and normal decrease in stone 
and marble workers, masons and bricklayers (group 78): but others engaged in 
the building trade, thatchers, house painters, tilers, plumbers, building contractors, 
locksmiths, &c. (group 79), have increased from 7,000 to 41,000. This group is 
wider than the corresponding groups of 1901: tilers and locksmiths are new 
additions and it is probable that many who were included at that census in potters, 
brick makers and iron smiths have found their way into this group. f11here is 
also as large decrease in the manufacture of dyes, paint and ink (group 83) . The 
vast bulk of this group in 1901 were" persons occupied with nliscellaneous dyes," 
a vague tern1 which could be nlade to include the rang'laz (painter) and rangrez 
(dyer) : and I should be inclined to say that most of the former have come into 
this group and most of the rangr'ez into the" dyer of textiles " (30). Indigo 
has also declined and it is not clear whether the manufacturers of the dye were 
classed in 1901 with the plantations that produced it as they were on this 
occasion, in group 5. It seems to me certain that the majority of rangsaz have 
now come into group 79 where they are certainly better placed. The increase 
is entirely in group 79, for both group 78 and group 128 (sale of building materials) 
show slight decreases. 

372. Transport.-The items included in transport have varied considerably. 
Employes on the maintenance of streams, rivers and canals (96) have increased, 
probably because of a more detailed enunleration of the earth workers and general 
labourers: and the same applies to persons employed on tht) maintenance of 
roads and bridges (98) and railway construction coolies (104). Boatmen (97) 
and palki bearers and owners (100) and owners and drivers of pack animals (101) 
have decreased: as regards the former it is noticeable that but few of the two 
main riverain castes (Kewat and Mallah) seem to be engaged in their traditional 
occupation, which has doubtless been much affected by the growth of railways 
and the profitable nature of agriculture. Palkis and pack animals, with the 
advent of railways, are means of transport the use of which must have deClined: 
but there is an obvious confusion also between the " owner " of a pack animal 
(group 101) and the hirer of various animals (group 129). Both will be owned 
or hired chiefly for transport purposes: and it is obvious that the mere owner 
of a pack animal, unless he hires it out for transport too, no more comes under 
this head than the owner of a riding horse does. I have no doubt that many 
owners of pack animals have been shown as hirers in group 129 (a group that 
has increased); though even so the occupation must have decreased. Porters 
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(group 102) show a decrease: but to balance all these decreases and the cause 
of nlOst of them there is an increase under the head of railway employes (103). 

373. Commerce.-There is a striking decrease of nearly one-third in groups 
106, 107, 164 and 165, bankers, money-lenders, brokers, commission agents, &c., &c. 
This decrease is chiefly in group 107; but of the two main heads in this group 
~'brokers and agents" " and weighmen and measurers," most agents would be shown 
as employes of the particular commercial concern for which they were agents 
(including those in 106), and most weighmen and measurers would similarly be 
weighmen and measurers employed in a particular trade, and would be shown 
under that trade. The decreases under groups 164 and 165 which are" unspecified" 
groups are due simply to a more detailed enumeration . The decrease under 
commerce therefore is chiefly fictitious. 

374. Groceries, green groceries.--There is practically no decrease in the 
number of persons employed in the manufacture of oil (which is of cour.se chiefly 
vegetable) ; which is surprising both in view of the growth of oil mills and the 
fact that kerosine is driving out vegetable oil for lighting purposes. It may be 
that the absence of any great decrease points to an increased demand for oil, 
and if so, it would be due to a rise in the standard of comfort. There is however 
a very great decrease in the number of grocers and sellers of vegetable oil, and 
I think that it points to a certain amount of over-elaboration in enumeration. 
The grocer generally sells all sorts of things-grain, salt, tobacco, spices, oil and 
all sorts of condiments. The return has often been not of a single term inclusive 
of all these such as kirana (iukan but of a number of these different articles . 
The compiler then had no choice but to place the grocer under the head from 
which he probably made most money, and consequently such trades as grain 
dealer, tobacco dealer and even vegetable dealer, have all gained at the expense 
{)f groceries; all of them show considerable increases. 

375.. Public administration.-_ There is, taking all heads together, a decrease 
of 5'9 per cent. and I have no doubt that it is due to the fact that many Govern
ment serV8Juts have shown Government service as a secondary occupation with 
agriculture as a primary one. Though instructions were issued that this was 
not to be done in the cases of the higher ranks of the services (including for 
instance clerks) it was not generally considered necessary in the case of menials, 
chaukidars, chaprasis and so on. There is no doubt whatever that a considerable 
number have shown their agricultural income as the principal one. 

376. Religion.- There is a great decrease under this head: but seeing 
that only 7' 5 per cent. of all Brahmans have shown priesthood or "religion" 
of any kind as their principal occupation and 77 per cent. have put agriculture 
in its place, this is not surprising. There is a great decrease (nearly 73 per cent.) 
in religious mendicants: the cause will be dealt with later, but it may be said 
here that it is due partly to insufficiont detail in enumeration and partly to 
forgetfulness in classification. N oboely would I'egrct the decrease if it were a 
true one. There are also curious variations j n groups 150 and 151. The parallel 
groups in 1901 were 445 and 447; aWl. whilst there were 33,000 persons in group 
445, there are now 5,000 in group 150; on the other hand, whilst there were 
18,000 persons in group 447 there are 37,000 in group 151. Group 150 is practically 
confined to Christia.n, and group 151 to Hindu and JYluhalnmadfl:n religious 
service; a p?"iori therefore group 151 should be the larger. But in 1901 the 
word" church" was, doubtless by inadvertence, repeated in both groups and this 
must have caused confusion; whilst it is not clear where mosque service, which 
is not definitely mentioned, was put in 1901. If it went into group 445 as is 
quite possible and even arguably preferable, the difference is casily explained; for 
it went into group 151 on this occasion. 

377. Domestic service.- There is a very considerable decrease in domestic 
services, in which I have included the trades of washerman and barber. This is 
easily explained by the very large figures of agriculturists amongst such castes as 
Nai, Kahar, and Dhobi, which are shown by table XVI. My own bearer, a Gharuk, 
when I was inquiring into his occupations, informed me that he was an under pro
prietor in Gonda and made more from his land than he did from service e). 

(1) It m.ay be asked why in such circumstances h e remalns in service. The answer is that service brings hilu 
ready cash, whiJst his agricultural wealth is mostly in grain which h as to be converted into cash posBibly at a loss and 
certainly at varying rales. This is a factor of some importance in inducing agriculturists to take up subsidiary 
occupations. The jhampanis in hill stations are all agriculturists, sometimes even landlords: but they act as dandy. 
bearers to obtain the ready money to supplement their possessions in kind, and will freely admit it jf asked. 
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378. Other variations.-These are the chief differences: but a few others may 
be mentioned. Forest officers, &0. (group 7) have greatly inoreased; fishers show 
a slight increase, hunters a decrease of 50 per cent. Makers of glass have 
decreased greatly, but makers of porcelain have come into existence since 1901. 
Though the small number of persons employed in making paper have 
decreased (due probably to the growth of paper mills), persons connected with 
printing (group 84) and the bookselling and publishing trade (group 133) have both 
increased. There is a huge decrease in well sinkers and tank diggers (group 77), 
but this is due to obvious misclassification in 1901 when Basti returned no less 
than 4,637 professional tank diggers (workers only) out of 5,341 in the whole 
province. Goldsmiths (group 89) show a slight decrease; so do sweepers, porters, 
owners, &c. of hotels and sarais, liquor vendors, fishdealers, dealers in bangles, 
toys, &c., as well as shop keepers unspecified. Postal and telegraph officials, the 
medical profession, and the professions of education and engineering all show 
increases; whilst music masters, composers, &c. are exactly 105 fewer than 
10 years ago. Finally there is a satisfactory. decrease in prisoners and inmates 
of asylums and in beggars, vagrants and prostItutes, though doubtless many of the 
last named have hidden their identity under the designation of singers and 
dancers. 

379. General distribution of the population by occupation.-The diagram 

Diagram showing General Distribution of 
the Population by Occupations. , J 
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in the margin shows more eloquently than 
any words could the enormous proportion 
of the population which is dependent on 

OCCUPATION. No. per c:ent or population. agriculture. Out of every 10,000 of popula-
o I a 3 4 5 6 '1 II 9 10 tion 7,174 are agrioulturists, of whom 6,160 

Agrtcutrute_ - - --. - - -- 7..7 0 . 7 are landlords or tenants and 949 agricultural 
Pasture-----------I--_ 1·8 labourers; the rest are agents or growers of 
Fisblngand Huntlne ___ - -0' speoial products. Fishers and hunters 
Cthers _____________ ·1 amount to 9 per 10,000, and extractors of 
Extraction or Minerals.. ·02 minerals to 2. The preparation and supply 
'ratite Indulltry.._ ----- 2 of material substances engages the energies 
\"t7oodfnc1uatry.. ________ 10 of 1,755 persons per 10,000, of whom 243 
Food'industry. _______ .,..i- ,·11 are engaged in the t ext,ile industries, 280 in 
Dresa8cToiletllldustrl- l·S industries connected with dress and the 
Melalslndustry __ • _____ ItJ-,e toilet, 164 in food indm;tries and 101 in 
Other Industries. --- •• - a-e industries connected with wood: wl::.ilst 
Transpol'L ___________ I-. chemical products (89), ceramics (76), in-
Trade In Textiles_ - --- ,",,$ dustries connected with luxury (66), metals 
'ifrade in Foodsroffa____;s-o (60), and with refuse (76) also show high 
OtherTrade9._. _____ I-~I" figures. Next come industries connected 
P ulllicFilrce ___ • _____ !-' with hides (27) and building (29). Trans-
PQbncAdministratioll ___ ~ a port engrosses the attention of and supports 
ProfessionsandAItI-_- I- ,'1 93 persons per 10,000; of various means of 

·Private Means_. ---- •• ~ transport, road (53) and rail ('26) are the 
Domestic ~rvi~---__ "a chief. Trade and commerce support only 

, unspecified. ___ -_._..~· 446 persons per 10,000 in all, of whom 
j' l'Io,pt'DdUI:tiv:e- :::::~--: .• I- I~ no less than 303 are connected with 
foodstuffs, 30 with the higher branches of commerce (exchange, insurance, 
brokerage, &c.), and 27 with textiles; whilst the supply of fuel (19), articles of 
luxury (11), and clothing (12), of other trades, also show figures over 10. The 
small number of traders is of course due to the fact that the manufacturer and 
trader are so often one and the same. The army and police are occupations 
supporting 70 per 10,000 of the population; other servants of the State amount to 
55, and the learned professions and liberal arts claim 111: of whom half 
are engaged in religion, 19 in letters, arts, &c. of all kinds, 14 are connected with 
instruction, 13 with medicine, and despite the oft-repeated staternent that India 
is a lawyer-ridden country-only 8 with law. The lucky few who need not work 
at all are only 15 per 10,000; whilst domestic servants amount to 192. No less than 
346 are" insufficiently described" (though of these a majority are described as 
much as they can be, for instanoe general labourers) : whilst jails and asylums own 
the low figure of 5 per 10,000, and beggars amount to 104. 

380. Agriculture.-"O fortunatos nimium, s'ua si bona norint agricolas." 
Normally, the farmer does not know the blessedness of his lot, or refuses to 
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acknowledge it if he does : and the Indian farmer is no exception to the general rule. 
Compliment any villager on the excellence of his crop, and his answer will begin 
with a "Yes-but." But there is one time when the farmer does acknowledge his 
blessings, and that is census time. If he cannot claim prosperity, he rem81ll
bel'S at least the dignity of his occupation, and if he has the least excuse for doing 
so, describes himself as an agriculturist. At this census his pocket was as full of 
money as his heart was of not illegitimate pride: and the result is seen in the 
huge increase in the figures of this occupation. 

Taking the three main divisions of agriculturists 815 per 10,000 of population 

P t· I are landlords, 5,345 lue tenants and 949 are agricultural ropor Ion 
K:nd of flgriculturist. per 10,000 of I labourers. To these 41 agents, &c. of landed estates, 

populatlOn. and 12 growers of special products must be added. 
-A-ll--------!--7- - --- 1.'aking the cross division, according as a farmer lets 
La.ndlords::":" '~i~ his land or cultivates it himself, we find that 180 

(a) Oultivating .. 725 p8rsons per 10,000 of population fall in the former and 
Oc~~p~~~c~~~:~!i~g.. 2,3~~ no less than 5,980 in the latter category. Of the said 

(a) Oultivating .. 2,271 180, 90 are landlords, the rest tenants; of the 5,978, 
or~t~a~~e':~!\:a:ting.. 3,0~~ 725 are landlords. Subdividing the tenants into those 

(a) Oultivating . . 2,984 with and without occupancy rights, 2,309 are in the 
La~~u!;st ~~ltivating.. 9~~ former, 3,035, inclusive of sub-tenants, in the latter. 
Agents, &0... .. 41 The variations since 1901 have been dealt with Growers of s p e cia 1 12 1 . 

products. a ready In some detail: but it remains to consider the 
Foresters, &c. 12 variations of the three kinds of t enure. Landlords have 
- - --------'------ ' increased by not less than 14 per cent., and 
tenants by over 16 per cent. ; occupancy tenants have however only increased by l' 6 
per cent. The smallness of the increase in occupancy tenants as compared with 
the increase in landlords and ordinary tenants needs a word of explanation. It 
has already been pointed out that the agricultural increase is lal'gely artificial; it is 
not so nluch due to the fact that there are really more agriculturists but that because 
of the lucrative nature of agriculture in the last few years more persons who 
were partially agriculturist and partially something else h8Jve returned themselves 
as chiefly agriculturists. This affects all kinds of tenure alike, [13 does the variation 
introduced by subdividing each kind of tenure according as its holder cultivates 
himself or lets his land to other::;. But in the case of landlords [Lnd ordinary 
tenants there must have been SOlue 'measure of real increase l1H well. We know that 
it has occurred in the latter case: agricultural labourers have begun to take up 
land and become t enants. It is probable that in a decade which, save in two years, 
was prosperous enough from a pecuniary point of view, many who had money to 
spare- pleaders, professional Inen, commerciallllen--hc.tve bought land. There is 
always a tendency to invest spare cash in land amongst such classes. But though 
it is easy enough to rent and not difficult to buy land, it is very difficult to acquire 
occupancy rights. They cannot be bought: the right vests in the tenant not in 
the land, and though he can pass it on to his son" he cannoii sell it. It is a legal 
right only obtainable (with rare exceptions) (1) by holding eertain lands for 12 
years; and to the accrual of such rights landlords, not unnaturally, are apt to 
oppose obstacles. The increase of occupancy tenants is therefore bound to be 
slow. The only other way in which their numbers could increase is by the 
natural growth of the population (since the rights are heritable) and we know 
that in this decade there has been no such growth, but retrogression. It is not 
surprising to find occupancy tenants showing a much smaller increase than other 
tenants or landlords: and indeed there can be no doubt that such increase as 
there is is due to the artificial causes mentioned above and that there has really been 
a decrease. And there is one cause which has probably contributed to this decrease
the break up of the joint family system. Every additional m ember in a joint family 
means additional pressure on its holding; it means too that the share to which a man 
will be entitled if partition occurs becomes automatically less and will ultimately 
become infinitesimal. The result is that the younger members of such families 
are apt to leave an agricultural occupation for other, chiefly urban, pursuits. This 
tendency does not affect the figures of ordinary tenants: such folk naturally take 
up only as much land as they can cultivate and if a man goes from their nUffiber 
they will either sublet a part of their holding or abandon it, when somebody else 

(1) E.g. exproprietaory tenants, i.e. landlords who on selling their lands get occupancy rights in certain portions 
of their sir lands. 
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snaps it Up: and the sub-tenant or the n ew t enant fills the blank left by the 
exile . It does not luuch affeet the fi gures of landlords: they have less reason to 
give up their a gricultural status for other pursuits and if they do can still keep 
their share a s a su bsiCliary source of incom e. But it Cloes affect the figures of 
occupancy t enants. 'l' h ey ::Lr e, as a lreacly pointed out, limited in nurnber. If 
a luan goes there is one t enant the less: and if to replacc him the hLl1d is snblet, 
or if it is abandonec1, the n ewcomer \-vill be a t enant, n ot an occupancy tenant - a 
further reaSO rl for the increase in ordinary t enants . There are oth er r easons for 
this break up in the joint family syst eIIl. ]\i[oderl1 conditions involvj n g industrial 
growth, which demands an increasing supply of men, the spreat] of education 
which s6nds men f1'011'1 the plough to the city office or th e factory where their 
knowledge is of practical value, also tend t owards the dissolution of this time
worn system: and other r easons have been referred to in paragraph 22 of cha,ptcr 1. 
But 'wha t ever the re[Lsons may be, there can b e no cloubt tha t it has affected the 
figur es of occupancy t enants. 

381. Classification of particular tenures. - In Oudh and Kumaun there are 
specia l t enures, and it may be as well to state h ow they were classified . The Ouah 
puklttadt"", (sub-settleInent holder) and matahatdar (under-propriet or) were classed 
as landlords. Various kinds of favourabl e tenur es in Oudh (e.g. britdwr, san
kalpdar' ,) of an unimportant nature were classed as occupancy t en ants (l). The 
Kumau n khaikar was also so classed, the Kumaun sirtan was dassed as an 
ordinary tenant. R ent or revenue-free grantees (muafidars) were classed as land
lords or occupancy tenants, gen8l'ally according as their grants were or were not 
resumable or conditional; most muafidars dud i sarkar (Government grantees) 
were classed as landlords, most m11.Ctjidarw dad i zarnindar (grantees holding 
grants from a landlord) wer e classed as occupancy tenants. As a general r ule 
any right that was hereditary and transferable was r egarc1ed as a pro
prietary right, a right that was hereditary and favourable in the matter of non
liability to e jectment save on special conditions, but not trallsferable, was regarded 
as an occupancy right: other rights were regarded as ordinary ten allcy rights, in
cludi ng t h e Oudh statutory t enant. 

382. Local variations in agricultural occupation- ( a ) tC1w,res.- Tbe figl,res 
---- in tbe margin show by l'eV8nU8 c1ivi-

POI'cenLage of tob'] p'opUJ,,~jOll who :ue- '/) 
R C',enue 
di'i '8ion. 

I sions (- tho (listribution of tllC d iHer-
La.wllord s. U(;t;UpwllCY Urdin,t)"y T , eut h:inds of tenure. Exchl cling 

ten an !.;; . tewints. ot;),l. I K d 0 dh f . nn1ll,Un an u roni conSIderation ----- - 1----- - - - ---
45 for the moment, it will be seen that :Meerut 

Agrn, 
B oh ilkh and .. 
Allah fl]J;l,d 

14 
7 
4 
5 

16 

~i I most landlords are found in 1lcorut 
:,:u 52 : }1ncl Gorakhpur and fewost in Hohil-

15 
31 
40 17 

18 

8~~~1;~:~ur .. 1~ ~~ ~~ ~~ I khancl ; whilst O?cupttncy t enants are 
R Ulllaun 4 7 18 19 R4 least comillon In M eerut ana rnost 
~~~~~~~v ~ .~ ~~ g~ 'l : common in R ohilkhand. Rohilkhand 
_ ____ __._ ________ --'. ___ ---'-___ is (for Agra) a division of large estates, 
which means few landlords, and of many occupancy t enants. The figure of t he 
latter bas always been high, but inasmuch as Rohilkhand has m any cxccllent 
cultivators, and occupancy lands are usually better than lands h eld uncler an 
ordinary t enure it is certain that t enants who held lands under both t enur es 
would usually and rightly record the occupancy t enure as the most lucriLtive, 
unless the other holding was very much the larger; so tha t the figur e would 
expand under the conditions of the present scheme of classification. In ]\1:cerllt, on 
the other hand, the landlords hold small shares, so that there are many lanclloras, 
and since this division too has many excellent cultivators, especially Jats, and i ts 
landlords cultivate their lands themselves to a very great extent; and since 
further, as pointed out above, the sir' and khudkasht lands of zamindars am gener
ally the best they possess under any tenure, they would usually ana l'ightly rocord 
themselves as :::;amindars : so that again the figure would expand, thanks to the in
fluence of the classification scheme. In Gorakhpur the cause of the large number 
of lanCllorCls is due to the very minute subdivision of shares; but the total num
ber of lanCllords has decreased since 1901, and the cause is this existence of 
very minute shares, coupled with the scheme of classification. A man who was 

(1) Occupancy tenants a re rare in Oudh. See below. 
(0) In this chapter I do not refer to natural divisions: there is n o correlation between these divisions and the 

distribution of occupations, whilst there often is between revenue divisions and that distribution. I Th e figures for n atural 
divisions will be found in the subsidiary tables. ' 
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both landlord and tenant might in 1901 rightly describe his principal occupation 
as landlord, when his total z(..t,mindari was reckoned as one for the purposes of 
the occupation entry, but might not be able to do so in 1911 when it had to be 
divided into two parts. In Gorakhpur, nloreover, though thero are actually many 
landlords, cOlnpared with the total of landlords and tenants, the proportion is 
normal, being only 1 in 7 as agains~ 1 in 3 in Meerut. Elsewhere the proportions 
are not such as to r equire comment. 

In Kumaun there are more landlords than tenants of both kinds combined. 
The cause is h is torical. In Kumaun the landlord (h;issadal'j is a c1escenda,nt, 
chiefly, of two sorts of p ersons. Under Gurkha rule there were apparently no 
landlords save a certain number of grantees or thatwans. When the country 
w as taken over by the British, both these thatwans, and also the khaikars (tenants 
much akin to the Agra occupancy tenants) in villages where there wore no 
thatwans were recogni?;ed as landlords. The present khaikars seem to bo the 
d escendants of the khaikars of t hose villages only where chatwans did exist. 

In Oudh the system of large estates is carried to a very gTeat Jength. 
But for the presence of matahatdars and puJ.;htada1-s, who were regarded as 
landlords, the figure would be even smaller still, owing to the prevalence of the 
toluqdari system. Of occupancy tenants there are extremely few; they are nAarly, 
all ex-proprietors of various kinds (l), though a few hold other pecmhar favoured 
t enures. 

(b) Income from land and cultivation.-As regards th e distinction between 
those who cultivate land themselves and who deriv8 an income from lotting it, 
little need be said. The proportion of the latter is nowhero higher tha.n 6 per cClnt. 
of the total of both (Meerut and Agra); it is 4 in Rohilkhand, 3 in Allahahad, 
Benares and Lucknow, 2 in Kumaun aDd 1 in Gorakhpur n.nd Fy?;abad. The 
figure of actual cultivators is therefore highest in the east and lowest in the 
west. If we take landlords a lone however matters are somewhat differ ent. 
The proportion of those who do not cultivate (per cent. of both categories together) 

~- 1 are as in the margin. Gorakhpnr has most cult.ivat inS[ 
Revenue division. i l'ereenVL cce I <J 

~ _ ' o ~_1 proprietors (apart from Kumaun); Robilkhana with 
Meerut . . 11 i its large estates and TJucknow with its large es tates 
~~~l~J1dll1'D'cl ~~ ! and comparatively small numbers of un(lcr proprietors 
Al1ahal)ad 1 0 : have fewest. r.l'he rest all show figures under 90 and 
Benares .. 1~,~ lover 80 per cent. These figures show perhaps bettor 'Gorakhpur :J 

KUm:cLUll ' G i than any others the enormous importa.noe of agricul-
Luekn°cl'" •• 1 1

83
1 j ture in the province everywhere. 'l'hat tenants should Fyzn.bw .. 

~-----.---'------ cultivate their Janas is natural ; that landlords should 
do so is a different matter. Tho absentee landlord is a rara avis, save in Oudh 
where estates are huge, and even there the taluqdar frequently has a huule farm. 

(cJ Other occ'ltpation s.- A gents, &c. are naturally most common in Omlh ana 
Rohilkhana, where there are large estates. The number of agricu ltura,l labourers 
is largest in Fyzabad, Allahabad ana Gorakhpur anc1 pr:1CtinaJly non-existent 
in Kumaun where cultivators do their own work ana CLre both t oo poor to employ 
labourers, and do not need them owing to the slnall si?;e of their holdings. Of 
growers of special products, tea plantations are found in Dehra. Dun and to a 
mUGh less extent in KtiIriaun.: the rest are mainly indigo plantations; market 
gardeners are more evenly distributed, but are in greatest numbers in Lucknow 
division. 

383. Pasture.-H~v'ing dealt at some lengLh w~(,h !1~l'iculture, I proceed 
to deal with the local d~tribution of other occupations and · to give such infor
mation as may serve to explain the figures. I deal only with such cases as 
seem to me to require explanation. I do not touch on such widespread occupa
tions as carpenter or blacksmith, which present no special points of interest. 
The figures of cattle breeders are important chiefly in Agra and Allahabad 
divisions and also in Meerut. Cattle breeding is only carried out to ::Lny extent 
in the submontane tracts and Bundelkhand where pasture is available and 
the latter case is reflected in the figures of Hamirpur, ,Jhansi and J a laun, which 
are all high. Elsewhere they are high only in Cawnpore, Etah and F::t.rrukhabad 
but probably these are chiefly !reepers of imported cattle. There is however 
a large cattle fair at Makanpur in Cawnpore and a. breeding establishment at 
Awa in Etah. The best sheep are found across _ the J urima, So fact refieyted in 

-- - - - .----- .-~ _____,.. , -
(1) See Provincial Gazetteer, ,,01. 1, paragraph 142; for description of -these 'various kinds • . -
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the figures of Allahabad division, or in the west, which helps to explain the 
.:figures of Meerut, Agra, and Rohilkhand ; but goats and pigs are found and kept 
everywhere, and it is impossible to disentangle the figures. The breeders of 
horses, canlels, &c. are found chiefly in Agra and Bulandshahr, where a certain 
amount of attention is given to breeding; 'the fair at Batesar in Agra is well 
known and there are no less than 20 Government stallions in Bulandshahr. It 
is curious that there should be 234 persons engaged in this occupation in 
Azamgarh as it possesses no special facilities for it; but only 22 of these 
were work81'S. Herdsmen have enormously increased; as in 1901, they were 
most comnlon in Meerut, Allahabad, and the Qudh divisions, though found 
everywhere. 

384. Textile industries.- Cotton-ginning is carried out all over the province 
with rude appliances: the industry has increased in the west, especially in Agra" 
and decreased from Cawnpore eastwards. Cotton-spinning and weaving has 
decreased generally all over the province. The reasons for these decreases have 
--Local di>;tribution o~otton industry per 1,000 of total already been given. The figures in the 

population. margin show that the cotton industry 

I 
; ' Total, generally prevails chiefly in the west, Revenue division. Ginmng, &c ! WeavjIlg, &0 , 1. 

I '---~ including Allahabad division, and is 
Meerut , , 
Agra ., 
Rohilkhand 
Allahabad 
Bena-res , , 
Gorakhpur 
KUlllaUl1 

Lucknow 
Fyzabad 

4 ' 9 '29 3 34 ' ;l much less common in the east. Jute 
4'2 I IS'8 23'0 
4 ' 5 35'3 39'8 is an industry of any note only in Mu-

.' I 3:~ i~:~ i5:~ zafiaTnagar, Rohilkhand, Azamgarh, and 

.. I 1 ' 0 8'9 9 9 Sultanpur; other fibre textiles (including 
.. I :~ 1~:~ 1~ ! rope) are made chiefly in Saharanpur,. 
" I ' 6 10'('; 11'2 l\fuzafiarnagar, Agra, Farrukhabad, 

_ --- - ----'------'---------'----- Bijnor, Budaun, Shahjahanpur, Cawn-
pore, Fatehpur, Allahabad, and Sultanpur. The wool industry is localized in 
Muzaffarnagar, Saharanpur, Bareilly, Bijnor, MoraCiabad, Mirzapur, Ghazipur, 
Azanlgarh, and the hills. Silk spinning is confined almost entirely to the district of 
Benares, where the famous kinkub brocade is made: in 1899,30 lakhs of rupees were 
said to be sunk in this industry. Embroidery is important chiefly in Lucknow 
(where it represents the famous chikan work of silk or cotton on muslin) and 
Benares (where it consiste of gold or silver work on velvet, silk, crape, and sarse
net) but a certain amount of embroidery is done everywhere. The distribution 
of dyers naturally follows that of textiles generally; they a1'e most numerous in 
the three western divisions and Allahabad. 

385. Leather, &c.-Little need be said of the distribution of tanners, &c., save 
that they are much more common in the west (Meerut, Agra, Rohilkhand, Allahabad 
and Lucknow divisions) than in the east (Benares, Gorakhpur, and Fyzabad). 
Furriers are found only in Saharan pur and Bara Banki. Ivory and bone-carving 
is extremely rare; the industry is found to some extent in J aunpur and Azamgarh 
and it is noticeable that it is all but entirely in the hands of women. 

386. Metals.~Qf the total number employed in the forging of metals (2,584} 
no less than 2,030 are found in Bara Banki. At Bahramghat in this district, there 
is an important manufactory of iron sugar mills which are in great demand, but 
such articles as brass pots and pans, locks, . nut crackers and tobacco cutters are 
also m ade in the district at more than one place, andjt ~is possible t·hat rather 
more persons have been included in this head than ' 'legitimately belong to 
it. Workers in br~ss and copper are found chiefly in Farrukhabad, Agra, Morad
abad (especially), Cawilpore, Allahabad, Jhansi, Benarea,;: Gorakhp.ur, Basti, and 
Gon da. It will be noticed that save tbe last two all: these districts contain 
large cities and there '" is a striking tendency towards the concentration of the 
manufacture of ordinary articles (brass and copper) in cities." Benares, Moradabad" 
Farrukhabad, and Jhansi, with Lucknow, Mirzapur, Hamirpur, Muttra, and Etawah, 
all of which have also high figures, are the chief centres of brass-work: and the 
Benares ornamental brass-work and the Moradabad lacquered brass-work are famous, 
whilst at Lucknow and Farrukhabad (Muhammadan articles), Mirzapur (Hindu 
articles), Hamirpur and Muttra (idols), Jhansi (toys and brass vessels ornamented 
with copper) and Etawah (sacrificial accessories and musical instruments) the 
work is plainer. At Bastj there is a brass working centre at Bakhira. Workers 
in other metals are unimportant save in Benares 'and Lucknow. 

, 387. Ceramics.- Nothing need be said of the .distribution of potters, save what 
has already been said. The groWillg-ditIerentia:tiun between the potter proper and the , 
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brick and tile-maker is very striking: the potter is often both, but the intpaz or 
brick-maker shows signs of breaking off from the Kumhar caste: it was a far from 
uncommon caste entry. The glass industry is important only in Mainpuri, Etawah, 
Hamirpur, Benares, Jaunpur, Azamgarh, Sultanpur, Partabgarh, and Bara Banki. 
Mainpuri and Etawah are the chief centres of the native glass industry which is 
made from an efflorescence of impure carbonate of soda. VaI-IOUS places in Agra, 
Sultanpur, Partabgarh, Bara Banki, and Jaunpur are more or less famous for their 
glass bangles, or small phials and flasks, practically the only glass articles made. 
In Azamgarh sCiJji (carbonate of soda) used to be an article of expol·t to the glass 
industries of Patna: it would now seem that Azamgarh has taken to making glass 
for itself. The manufacture of porcelain occurs practically only in Ghazipur. 

388. Chemical products.-The makers of explosives are of course chiefly fire
work-makers, who are generally Muhammadans. The large number of makers 
of aerated waters at Bud:1un (all women) is curious and I cannot explain it. 
'The makers of dyes probably represent, besides scattered makers of ink and paint, 
chiefly a few nilgars or workers in indigo, thrown out of work with the decay 
of this industry. Paper-manufacture is found chiefly in Lucknow: it used to be a 
Muttra industry but has now decreased. Under" other chemical products" some 
noteworthy heads are the perfume distillation of Farrukhabad, Ghazipur, Budaun, 
and other places, the saltpetre-refining factories of Fanukhabad and Etah where 
sulphate of soda (/chari) and crude carbonate of soda (rassi) are also made; the 
soap-manufacture of Gorakhpur, the production of catechu in Gonda, various 
industries incidental to the making of glass in Etawah, and the distillation of 
sandalwood oil in Shahjahanpur. 

389. Food industries.-About these there is little to say. It may be noticed 
that flour-grinding is almost entirely conducted by women; and that half of the 
total number of sugar-makers are found in Rohilkhand, a great sugarcane division, 
and three-fifths of the rest in Muzaffarnagar, Gorakhpur and Azamgarh : in this last 
district there are over 1,500 sugar refineries. Brewers and distillers, coming as 
they do under the excise law are, naturally, scattered widely and in small numbers, 
as are toddy-drawers, though these are of course locali zed according t o the 
localization of the trees that produce the toddy. It is curious to find scattered 
workers in opium scattered about the province : they are probably manipulators 
of made opium into various preparations, who would be better placed in group 
66 (1) : the Government factory of COUl'se is at Ghazipur. 

390. Dress.--It is not quite clear why Aligarh, Budaun and Gonda should 
show Ruch unusually large number s of hatter s, or Bijnor, Budaun and Gonda 
such large numbers of persons en ga ged in other industries connected with dress. 
So 111uch may be said howev er that all these districts are famous for particular 
kinds of cloth, mostly coloured or in fancy designs (such as gabrun, kanawez, and 
chauthct,i) ; and it may well be that this influences the matter. Gabrun for instance 
is used for parti-coloured handkerchiefs. It probably points to a differentiation 
of function that has occurred amongst the ordinary darzis, for the returns of 1901 
were not so striking. In Gonda cloth is dyed with catechu. It will be noted that 
in Gonda the workers under both heads are practically all women. 

391. Various occupations.--There is nothing to note about building industries 
9r the construction of means of transport save that both are chiefly localized in the 
cities. Seven thousand six hundred out of a total of 11,000 p ersons engaged in 
printing, &c. are found in Allahabad and Lucknow and 1,100 more in Agra and 
Benares. Very few persons have described themselves as journalists: journalism 
is chiefly a parergon to other pursuits, such as the law. The makers of bangles, 
rosaries, &c., and t,he toy, &c. makers of groups 90 and 91 may seem unexpectedly 
numerous. The truth is that they include many makers of all sorts of odds and 
ends, and also persons who would have been classed elsewhere if they had 
happened to mention the material of which they made their articles. For instance, 
makers of pan boxes or itrdan,~ would be classed here unless they happened to 
say that they made, e.g. pandans of brass or itrdans of silver. Similarly bangle
makers would appear here if they did not specify the material of which the bangle 
was made. rrhe province is full of makers of all sorts of odds and ends, orn3.ments 
and so on. For instanoe, Hardoi produces decmated pots and vessels of all 
kinds, and also brass pan-boxes. Sitapur is famous for tazia~ ~~~ pots painte~ 

(l) Or employes oE the Gha.zipur Fa.ctory on leave. I ascertained the prob.1bility of this at the particular time
of year in the factory itself just lately. 
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with flowers. In Gorakhpur articles are made of soft leather (sabar or deer skin) 
ornamented with silk and braid and embroidered with Persian mottoes, such as 
pillow-cases, table-cloths, chair-covers and praying carpets. The well-known 
lacquered" Benares " toys are mostly made in Mirzapur. Banda has lapidaries 

. who cut and polish all sorts of stones (agate, jasper, water stone, amethyst), 
' and make of them buttons, brooches, paper-weights and so pn. In Fatehpur 
playing-cards are made. In Moradabad all sorts of more or less ornamental 
articles of bone are made. In Shahjahanpur metal trays and pen boxes and 
wooden articles, all ornamented are produced: Budaun produces similar articles 
,of papier-mache, Bareilly ornanlental huq<jas, dishes, ink-pots and so on, Etawah 
articles of horn and peacock-feather fans. Nearly all these industries would go into 
other heads if the material were mentioned, but otherwise might well be placed here. 

39'2. Transport.- " Persons employed on canals" are of course chiefly found 
in Meerut, Agra, and Allahabad divisions where the canals chiefly lie. Boatmen 
though fairly well distributed are naturally most numerous in Allahabad itself, and 
the Benares and Gorakhpur divisions where the great streams the Ghagra, Ganges 
and Gandak are navigable. It is noticeable that palki-bearers are most common 
where there are most Muhammadans-Farrukbabad, Azamgarh, Bareilly, Morad
abad, Shahjabanpur, Lucknow, Bara Banki, and it is possible that this is not a merely 
chance connection. Porters (1) and messengers are numerous chiefly where there 
are many or large towns, as all over Meerut division and in Muttra, Moradabad, 
Allahabad, -Benares, and Lucknow: but it is curious that Agra and Cawnpore 
where one would have expected the figures to be largest show comparatively small 
ones. In the hills of course porterage is the commonest form of transport so 
naturally the figures are high. The railway and postal distribution is what 
might be expected: the only points that need be mentioned are the high figures 
,of postal employes in Aligarh, due to the presence of the post-office printing estab
lishment, and of Agra, due chiefly to the presence of a very large central telegraph 
office in addition to other telegraph departmental offices. 

393. Trade.-There is very little that need be said about trade. As has been 
pointed out, the maker is almost always the seller too, and the presence of a separ
ate trade (save where the raw material is separated from the ultimate vend of 
the finished artjcle by many different processes, as in the case of t extiles, or where 
the nature of the article demands that it should be widely distributed and easily 
obtainable, as in the case of food-stuffs), usually connotes the presence of a large 
town: or else of wandering middlemen who buy the raw or comparatively raw 
article and sell it again to manufacturers to work up into articles of commerce. 
Such, for instance, must be many of the hide merchants shown against the Meerut 
division and Rohilkhand, where cattle are numerous. The pr2sence of traders 
of course varies either with the facilities for obtaining the article they deal in, or 
for selling it in the market. 'Thus traders in wood are common in Dehra Dun, 
Saharanpur, Bijnor, Mirzapur and elsewhere because of the forests found there: 
and also in Bareilly and other parts of Rohilkhand or in big cities because of the 
demand for wood for such industries as making furniture and wood-carving. 
Apart from these remarks it is useless to go into any detaiL 

394. Public administration.-The distribution of the army calls for little 
remark, save that the high figures iiI Dehra Dun and the hills are due to th~ 
presence of several cantonments; elsewhere there is never more than -one per. 
district. The workers in districts where there are no cantonments are men on 
leave or detached duty. The number of dependents in such dis:tTicts ,shows that 
the chief centre of recruitment is Central Oudh. The few peraons belonging to 
States armies scattered about the province are also men on, l~::1ve, save those at 
Benares, who doubtless represent the troops of the Benares-Sta.te, though to de
scribe themselves in this way was at the time premature. . It may be mentioned 
that according to the entries found in the schedules, there .·is a not inconsider
able number of Amazons in the province: women claimell' t~ soldiers, policemen, 
and village chaukidars. The entries of course were due to mistaking the column 
and were treated as mistakes. There were also considemblr more female servants 
of the State than was at all probable,_ especially as sucb '&8 th~re are would be chiefly 
school teachers and lady doctors and go in other COIUIDllS. r 

395. Religion.-There is a most extraordinary deoreas.e l;i.n religious mendicants 
and many districts possess none at all, whilst LucknoNY division seems to possess 

(1) These it should be mentioned do not include railway poEtera (~roup 103). 
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a great many more than its share and Fyzabad, despite the presence of Ajodhya, 
has only 7. There are probably several explanations. One is that many may 
have been wrongly classed in group 169 (non-religious beggars). The entry for 
both alike would be "bh£k mangna" or an equivalent, and it would be only 
possible to discover whether the man was a religious or other beggar by looking 
at the caste. There would be no prirrul facie reason for doing this apparent to 
the sorter (especially as he would not be sorting for caste at the time); and once 
h e had completed his ticket, unless the resultant figures happen to strike the 
compiler as wrong, they would not be put right. This error seems to occur 
always and everywhere; there is no doubt that the religious mendicants are more 
numerous than non-religious beggars, but the figures always point the other wayC). 
Secondly the fagir caste has undoubtedly diminished, so that a part of the 
decrease is real. Thirdly all faqirs are not really beggars though they may be 
so theoretically. Some of them. are" gentlernen in their own country" like Kipling's 
lama, owning land (or rather managing it as representative of a deity), lending 
money and living generally a lllundane life with very little of the odour of sanctity 

·about it. But the first cause is undoubtedly the chief one and I have little 
doubt that the figures in this column are inaccurate (2). 

396. Law, medicine, &c.-N 0 remark is needed as regards law save that 
whereas in 1901 there were Inore lawyers than lawyer's clerks and petition writers, 
the reverse is now the case. This may mark a real change but more probably 
points to more careful classification at this census. It is interesting to note 
that only three districts, Bulandshahr, Muttra and Ballia, have 110 female member 

'of the medical profession, but I should doubt if all of these medical ladies have any 
real claim to belong to it. There are however fewer than in 1901. Half the 
province appears to possess no public scribes: but this head is restricted to non-legal 
public scribes, to the" bazar letter-writer" so graphically described by Kipling, a.nd 
with the spread of education the trade would tend to decay. 

397. Domestic service, &c.-I have lately heard that there is widesprea.d 
· complaint that Kahar servants, the chief serving caste, are very hard to obtain, which 
may account for the decrease in this head. Coming from an Indian not an English 

· source, it is a point worth noting: it! has long been known to Europeans that 
it is much more difficult to get such nlen than it used to be. A friend of mine 
told me that whereas the Raharin, who corresponds to our charwoman, thought 
herself well paid with 3 annas and a couple of chapattis 15 or 20 years ago, she 
now demands from 8 annas to a rupee. It is the same with all sorts of labour: 
my friend, a Government p ensioner, told me he often whitewashed his own walls 
rather than pay the exorbitant rates delllanded. He was however an enthusiast 
for exercise of all varieties, and had no illusions regarding the indignity of manual 
labour, so that the whitewashing was not caused merely by mercenary consider
ations. 

398. Combined occupations.- -Most people have usually more occupations 
than one, from the point of view of the scheme of classification. A farmer, for 
instance, if he keeps a cow, makes some profit from the cow, either by selling her 
milk or using it himself and is therefore a cow-keeper, strictly E!peaking. . So is 

'every European official who, as many do, keeps a cow because he prefers that his 
· children should drink pure milk (3). In practice such cases of dual occupa.tion 
are negligible, either as unimportant, or incidental to a major occupa.tion, or 
because (as in the case of a grocer), one occupational term covers them all. In 
this province there is only one really important combination of occupations, 
agriculture and something else. Other combinations exist: some common ones 
are grain-dealer and money-lender, lawyer and journalist, shepherd and blanket
maker, tanner and shoemaker, &c., &c., but they are of trivial moment compared 
with the more important combination. 

399. The partially agriculturist.-In table XV-A persons who have returned 
themselves as partially agriculturist have been separately shown. "Agriculturist" 
in this connection has b6en taken to nlean either making an income from land or 
cultivating land, i .e. has b0en restricted to groups 1 and 2. It is impossible to 

(1) It is not really ao matter of great nnpol:taonce for ' h e figure of the faqir c""ste give, the true figure. 
(0) An easy remedy would be to sort fagil: for table XVI at next census. Instrllctions to CO.-J.SL,lt the caste 

column to SEe whether the man l IS a r elig.ous mendicant seem usele3s. 
(8) My friend mentioned above wa.s a case in point. He kep t a cow and goa.ts because he pre erred milk unmixed 

with water. It is scarcely necessary to add, in view of what I have already said about him, that he milked hill animals 
· himself. 
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Include in this category such persons as agents of landed estates and agricultural 
labourers, for instance: there is not only the practical difficulty that many of them 
combine one or other of the occupations falling under groups 1 and 2 with their 
own, but some of them, agents for instance, are only incidentally agriculturists 
at all. Taking agriculturists in this sense, no less than 58 per cent. of the total 
working population makes a portion of its income at least from cultivating land 
or leasing it for cultivation. On the other hand, 17 per cent. of agriculturists 
of the same kind have other pursuits (including that of agricultural labour). 
These facts show how dependent the population is on the soil for a living. Presuming 
that a man who is only partially agriculturist spends half his time and makes 
half his money from agriculture (some of course spend or make more, some less)~ 
then we can measure the dependence of the people on agricultural pursuits by 
considering any person who is partially agriculturist (whether h e is more or less 
agricultural than not) as half agriculturist: and we shall then find that the 
resultant figure is approximately 45 per cent. of the total working popUlation, 
and can fairly say that 45 per cent. of the total work done in the province is 
put directly into the land (1). 

As regards the combination of particular occupations with agriculture reference 
may be made to subsidiary tables IV and V. No occupation is so freely united 
with agriculture as that of chaukidar. Not only are 30 per cent. of chaukidars 
partially agriculturists, but '20,898 agriculturists have returned chaukidar as a 
subsidiary occupation: or in other words of chaukidars returned in eithm column 
45 per cent. also make an income frorn agriculture. As a chaukidar's pay is 
under Rs. 3 per mens em it is not surprising that he has to eke it out otherwise. At 
one time when the chaukidar was really a village servant he was frequently paid 
in part by a grant of land and occasionally holds such grants still. Next to him 
come workers in metals ('25 per cent. partially agriculturist), soldiers (24 per cent.), 
workers in wood and potters (each 19 per cent.), workers in chemical products 
and at industries of dress, &c. (each 16 per cent.), agents of landed estates, extrac
tors of minerals, priests and other followers of a religious occupation (each 15 
per cent.), workers in hides and persons of independent means (each 14 per cent.), 
fishers and hunters (13 per cent.), lawyers (12 per cent.), workers at industries of 
luxury (11 per ccnt.), policemen and educationalists (10 per ccnt .) . Other occupa
tions show smaller figures, the chief being growers of special products and persons 
working in cotton (9 per cent.), and traders (8 per cent .): but there is not an 
occupation save prisoners and inmates of asylums who have not a certain number 
also occupied in agriculture. Of these field labourers (who stand so low simply 
because they would almost certainly show agriculture as their main occupation 
if they had it to show), furniture makers, industries connected with physical forces 
and scavengers stand lowest, with 2 per cent. each. The causes are not difficult 
to find. The soldier and policeman are chiefly recruited from the sturdy 
peasantry of Oudh and the western divisions- Raj puts and Jats who are tradi
tionally connected with the land. The industrial workers in the above list show 
high figures because the village artizans are naturally agriculturists to some extent 
and are often remllnerated by a grant of land in part payment of their dues; 
this explains the cases of workers in metal (Lohars), workers in wood (Barhais), 
potters (Kumhars), agents of landed estates, tailors (Darzis), tanners (Chamars), 
&c. The workers in chemical products who combine agriculture with their other 

. source of income are usually Telis or oil-pressers: the extractors of minerals are 
chiefly saltpetre-refiners and kankar-diggers: the priests, &c. are village pandlt8 
and p'nrohits. All these live much in rural tracts as do fishers and hunters, so 
that a connection with agriculture is natural. The figures amongst educationa
lists are caused by the large number of village schoolmasters who fall in the 
same category. 

As regards the subsidiary occupations of agriculturists, it is unnecessar 
to add much to the table dealing with the matter. Taking rent receivers 
first (i.e. persons receiving income from agricultural land, group no. 1), the only 
subsidiary occupation that shows figures at all striking is rent payer; the cause 
of course is that under the particular arrangements of the scheme any real agri
culturist, i.e. a man who lives on and to some extent works his own land, showed 

(1) It would not be fmr to say that 45 per cent. of the total income of the province was from land. The question 
of the respeotive value of various occupation~ would then ari Ee : and of the total number of workers no inconsider· 
&ble number are unproductive. It is, I should slloy, probllobJe that a great deal more than half the totllol wealth of the 
province aCCYUeR directly from'agr:culturc. 
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two of the six possible agricultural occupations and the non-agricultural 
occupations were crowded out altogether. In view of the rise of the figures of the 
agricultural labourer, it is worth noting that 4 per cent. of all rent-receivers 
are also agricultural labourers which they have shown as a subsidiary occu
pation. It may be taken as certain that these men are not landlords, but 
agricultural labourers who have taken up fields and for some reason pre
ferred to sublet them. The only other subsidiary occupation of rent r eceivers 
of any importance are grain-dealing, money-lending, and trade : and from the 
facts of the case, the combination of land leased and another occupation, it is 
most probable that if they had reversed the order of the two and put their landed 
property in the second place, they would have been nearer the truth. These are 
obviously men who have bought a little land from the proceeds of trade and placed 
their agricultural occupation first because it sounded better. Of the large number 
of rent payers 51 per mille have shown agricultural labour as a subsidiary 
occupation-a figure pointing to the t endency frequently mentioned of such 
labourers to take up land. Eleven per mille are traders: apart from these the occupa
tions with the higher figures are the village artizans already referred to. Fifteen 
per 1,000 are rent-receivers as well as rent-payers. The possession of a subsidiary 
occupation save rent-paying is rare amongst agricultural labou rers; the general 
labourer and the tanner are the most common. 

400. Workers and dependents.-In all some 48 per cent. of the population 
have been returned as dependents. But it must be remembered that this excludes 
some of the most hardworked persons in the community, the married women 
who are too occupied in their domestic duties to have time to increase the falnily 
income in any way. If these were included certainly not less than some 70 
per cent. of the population and possibly more would be workers. Considering 
that 36 per cent. of the male and 38 per cent. of the female population 
are aged under 15, it is obvious that few who can work at all do not do so. 
':rhe "idle rich" and the "unemployable" are not serious problems in this 
prOVInce. 

401. Orders and groups in which dependents are most numerous.- -- The 

Percentage 

Occupation. of depen. 
dents 

to total. 

La.w n 
Public administra· 

tion •• 67 
Const r u c t ion of 

I transport .. 64 
Trade in textiles .. 6'.l 
Proprietors 61 
Workers in the pro-

duct ion of pbysi-
cal forces · . 60 

Incon.e from land .. I co 
Carpenters, &0. " , CO 
Ta.nners, &c. · , 59 
Metal industries · . 59 
Industries connected 
with luxury ,. 59 

Village watchmen 59 
58 

Occupation. 

Shoe· makers 
Building industries 
Rl'oismg of live stock 
Flour-grinders · . 
Army .. . . 
Trade in grass, &0 ... 
Farm servants and 

field labourers · . 
Grain-parchers · . 
Scavengers, &c . · . 
Trade in betel, &c .. . 
Woodcut ters, &c. · . 
B.,sket. &0. mak;ng 
Trade in firewood" 
Indoor servan t s . . 
Mllk-sellers · , 
0,J-pre~ser8 .. 
Wasbermen 

iperCenh lge I 
of depen- I 

dents I 
to tota!. 

57 
56 
19 
2'.l 
31 
33 i , 
35 

I 35 
35 
36 
37 i 
39 I 

i 
39 
39 
41 

i 41 
41 

figures in the margin give the 
occupations in which the number 
of dependents is highest and lowest. 
The former run from 72 per cent. 
(law) to 56 per cent. and tlie 
latter from 19 per cent. (raising 
of live stock) to 41 per cent. 
Three considerations seem to govern 
the matter. There is, firstly, in 
some occupations a real paucity 
of dependents. The figures of the 
army, for instance, are certainly low 
because of the fact that the Brit
ish troops are chiefly unmarried, 
and that the dependents of many 
of our Indian troops are in other Furui lure industr ies · . 

~ provinces. ']_1he "raising of live 
stock" shows a very low figure indeed because the majority in this category are 
herdsmen; and, as has been already pointed out, herding is chiefly the work of 
persons who if they did not follow this occupation would themselv es be depen
dents. Flour-grinding again is the work largely of ola women who support 
themselves in this way and would otherwise be either dependents or beggars, 
so that there are naturally few dependents. Another cause affecting the figures 
is the social status of the persons following an occupation. Law, public ad
ministration, trade in textiles, proprietors, land-owners, industries connected 
with luxury (which means, chiefly, goldsmiths) are all occupations followed 
chiefly by the upper classes, whose women do not, work and whose children are 
at school, so that dependents are numerous. The third cause is the nature of 
the occupation. The construction of transport, electrical and gas works, carpentry, 
tanning, metal industries, furniture industries, shoe-making, the building industries 
are all occupations involving more knowledge or lnore physical exertion than a. 
woman or child possesses or is capable of: whilst the law, public administration, 
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and clwukidari are also occupations which of their nature are suited to grown men 
alone. On the other hand, the trade in grass, grain-parching, scavenging, the 
trade in betel, the collection and sale of firewood, the washing of clothes, the 
selling of milk, the lighter forms of agricultural labour such as weeding, and 
much work connected with oil pressing, can be and are followed by both women 
and children. 

402. Female occupations.-Over the whole working population, 468 women 
are workers to 1,000 men. Again, if one included married women, the propor
tion would be much higher. The occupations in which the proportions are 

Women i W om en highest and lowest are given in 
wo rker s per l Occupa.tion. workers per the margin: and in some measure 
1,000 m en. 1 ,000 m e n . similar principles to those which 

Occupation . 

------- govern the distribution of depen-
Flour-grinders . . 1,977 Canst rue t ion of 
Rope, t wine, s t r :n g 1,880 I t r a nsport .. 22 dents apply. Flour-grinding is 

:1.fed ic ine " 1 ,553 Tra.nsport 51 essentially a woman's occu pation: 
~c~tvde~nS~g~elr~rs:el :: :: I ~:~~: I ~~~;e:~~r:sr~ums:: ~i the chakki or flour mill is the 
"" ~ 1,34 0 I11e tal industries .. 78 most favourite form of hard labour 
M ilk-seller s 1 ,',.9 3 Furniture industries 140 
G ra in -parchers . . 1,249 Tndustries of luxury 1 60 in jails, and though to all m en it 
Jute indus t ry .. 1 ,073 Building industries 1 61 is really hard labour, and to a 
W ool ind u stry 8 77 I H ide industries . . 185 
Che m ical product H erdsmen.. ~07 European, as an ex-superintendent 
F~~!u~~~~ants a~d 860 ~!~!~~at-mak e r s ~~~ of N aini Central Jail has told me, 

fie ld l&b ourers " 8 15 Income fr om la n d . . 335 nothing less than torture, women 
W ash ermen .. 825 E x traction of m ID- 338 prisoners probably prefer it to other 
Cotton -g in n in g , &c 807 e rals .. .. f 1 b Th 
Ind oor servants . . 75'2. G r ocers . . 350 forms 0 a our. e twining and 
B asket , &c . rn a-king 891 Proprietors . . 375 t' t' f . 1 I . d 
Fl rew ood collecting C58 Cultivators . . 40'2 WIS lng 0 rope IS arge y carne 
P ottery . . G30 Fishing a nd hunt ing! 428 out by women; it is a common 

" I enough sight to see them at this 
work in villages. The figures of medicine may seem surprising a t first sight: 
they are due of course to the large number of midwives: b et el-selling, the 
trade in fuel, scavenging, milk-selling, grain parching and the r est, save jute, 
are as we have already seen trades or industries much in wonlen 's hands: 
whilst what is true of rope is true of jute . r.rhe occupations in which women 
workers are uncommon need no comment: the names arc sufficient explanation. 
It will be noted that the occupations are of several classes: those independent 
of the occupations of their male relatives (flour-grinding, midwifery, domestic: 
service, firewood-collecting and selling) : those subsidiary to the occupations of 
their menfolk (the twisting of rope, &c., where the hemp is usually prepared by 
men, the selling of milk, where the animals are · owned and tended by men ; 
whilst in cotton and wool industries, and pottery, the women spin the cotton 
and wool woven by their husbandS, or fet ch the mud for nlaking the p ots): 
and finally those carried out by both sexes alike (such as selling betel, scaveng
ing, parching grain, oil-pressing, agricultural labour, washing, and basket
making). Female occupations of course are simple, and save in the case of 
flour grinding involve little physical exertion. The wa.y in which m en who arc 
working with women spare them all exertion is a thing well-known to anyone 
who has worked through famine. The man digs, the woman carries the earth 
dug and flings it on the road or embankment that is being built: but the man 
will fill her basket for her and lift it on to her head, thus saving h er ev en the 
exertion of bending. 

403. The effect of the work of women on wages.-It has occasionally been 
found in England that the effect of women taking part in the work of an industry 
is to cause the men to accept a lower wage, with the result that husband and 
wife together earn no more than the husband would by himself. I should doubt 
if this could ever occur except in the cases where a woman can do the parti
cular kind of work quite as well as a man: in such a case a man must take a 
woman's wage, because if he does not he will be supplanted by a woman. In India 
matters are quite different. As has been shown above, the work of women is, 
if not peculiarly their own, then complementary to and also lighter than the work 
of their men-folk: it is seldom if ever the same as that done by men. 1£ one takes 
the cases of scavenging, field labour, and domestic service, all occupations 
remunerated by wages, there is undoubtedly this differentiation between the parts 
played by the sexes. In scavenging the women do chiefly the work of sweeping: 
the men rerllove the night-soil and so on. In field labour the men plough, sow, and 
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do the heavier part of the work of irrigation, wielding the water basket (dugla) 
for instance, whereby water is lifted to the level where it is wanted; the women, 
with old men and young boys, weed the fields, and transplant rice, or distribute the 
water into its temporary channels. In domestic service a woman cannot supplant 
a man: she and he do totally different kinds of labour, and the woman often 
gets higher wages than the man. An ayah's wages are normally higher than 
a khidmatgar's or even a bearer's, and much higher than those of the sweeper, 
her husband. In such circumstances the wages must be different, because 
paid for different kinds of labour, and do not affect each other. Most of the 
other occupations are either peculiarly those of women, or not remunerated 
by wages at all, but by payment for produce. In the cotton, wool, rope, oil, 
firewood, and pottery inclustries, man and woman work together at complementary 
parts of the industry to produce articles which they subsequently sell: no question 
of wages arises at all, save that the woman saves wages by her work-the 
wages of a: hired assistant. In "yashing clothes, too, the women are usually 
the relatives of the male dhob~ and assist him; no question of wages could 
,arise save as between him and them and, being his relatives, they increase his 
income by saving him this expense. In a word female labour does not compete 
with, but supplements the labour of man in any particular industry and conse
quently cannot affect the wages paid to m en. Her nirkh (rate) IS totally 
separate from his. 

404. The state of indigenous industries.-In this decade there has been a 
movement known under the name of swadeshi, which had for its ostensible object 
the improvement of indigenous industries, and the introduction of foreign 
industries to be carried out by Indian workmen from Indian materials and with 
Indian capital. If its ostensible object had always been its true object it was 
a movement fraught with the greatest and widest-reaching possibilities for 
good. But this was not always so ; and too frequently, even when its supporters 
were entirely honest in their support, it proceeded on uninformed lines. It was 
a hopeless task to try and drive Indian-made dhotis at Re. 1-8 down the throats, 
or rather round the waists of cultivators and labourers to whom every anna. 
is a consideration, when they could get a Manchesterdhoti for Re. 1-4. The obvious 
method was to work for the cheapening of the Indian dhoti till it could be sold 
at Re. 1-3. It was useless, too, even to dream of making India industrially se1£
contained and self-supporting; it is improbable that any country ever has been 
so or ever will be. The obvious method is to use the goods which the gods of 
other countries provide in the improvement of your own industries (1). Of this 
movement little has been heard of late years, presumably because it ha.s served 
its ulterior purpose. Movements with ulterior purposes do not live long. 

Generally speaking, modern conditions have undoubtedly introduced many 
changes into Indian industries. Firstly, factories and mills have ended in the 
killing of hand labour: but this is not all nor perhaps the chief result of modern 
conditions. Foreign markets have been thrown open to many Indian products, 
causing in some cases a much greater demand; the result has been too often 
to spoil the quality of the supply, whilst the supplier has got inextricably involved 
in - the intricacies of modern commercial finance to his own detriment. The 
middlemen of all sorts involved in an enterprise which makes wares in India 
and sells them in I.ondon have done the supplier no good. Taste has changed: 
not only do foreign customers ask for new patterns, which the Indian artist, 
incidentally an incomparable imitator, has to supply, but the modern Indian con
sumer's taste is too often vitiated by his insufficient and undigested knowledge of 
foreign customs. "With the spread of a pseudo-Western cultuTe, the Indian 
gentleman prefers to live in what he considers to be European style. The 
votaries of this style ignore the highly artistic industries of India and show a 
marked weakness for all that would be considered intensely vulgar by the very 

(J) At the height of the 8wade8hi movement, I remember being shown by a brass worker in Benares a very fine 
piece of work-an inkstand-meant for presentation to a well known politician. He told me proudly that it was entirely 
swadeahi-Indian work, Indian design, Indian everything. I turned it over and on the bottom was a German trade
mark of the firm who had supplied the brass sheet from which it had been made. He told me that the tools used in 
making it had come from Sheffield. The inkstand though its ornamentation was Indian, was of European shape 
with the usual two inkpots and a tra,y for pens. None the less, this man's support of « awadeahi " was much more 
real than he knew, just because he did not hesitate to annex English tools and German brass to h elp him in his 

·own Indian industry and, as a matter of fact, he went a great deal further in this direction'than most Indian workmen: 
h e not only perfected bis own Indian designs, but used to import ornamental glassware from America to supply him 
with fresh designs and fresh shapes for his brass work. I.saw this glassware in his shop and asked him what it w&s for, 
when he gave me this explanation, 
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persons whom they are so anxious to imitate." To paraphrase an ancient tag, 
"video meliora : probo deterio1'a sequorque." On the other hand, an industry 
which is still all but purely Indian, whose market is chiefly in India, is little 
affected by modern conditions save in so far as functions tend to differentiation 
and the whole industry to better organization. I take two examples: carpet 
weaving and brass and copper ware. 

405. Carpet-weaving.-Carpet-weaving was an industry that certainly existed 
in Akbar's time, if not before. Abul Fazl describes the carpets of the time as 
beautiful and various (in design). Whether or not it existed in India before the 
Moghul era, it is certain that these enlightened rulers greatly encouraged the 
industry. There was constant demand for expensive carpets, which were fre
quently given as presents. The industry was not mel'ely an industry but an art. 
Speaking of their beauty, Abul Fazl writes" the carpets of Persia and Tartary are 
thought no more of." Tavernier, a competent critic in matters of art, writes" the 
workmanship is very lovely." But with the decline of the Moghul power the industry 
they had fostered declined too. The royal factories of that period have given 
place to a home industry at which the whole family works. There is now no Indian 
demand for these wares: the demand is a lmost entirely European; and Indian designs, 
which though conventional were artistic, have been replaced by only too faithful 
imitations of bad and good European designs alike. The carpet weaver is no longer 
an artist but a hack; nor can he be blamed, for he has to live. He is very poorly 
paid. The industry is followed by men of all castes and there is consequently no 
united action amongst them. Most of them are not absolutely dependent on weaving, 
but have other, usually agricultural, sources of income, and so take quietly tl'eatment 
from middlemen which would drive artizans anywhere else to revolt. The weavers 
are chiefly boys, who are quite as good weavers as men and often better, but can afford 
to work for low wages, and the result is that the men havc to take low wages too-an 
instance of the principle referred to above in connection with the employment of 
women. The system of advances prevails: the firm advances money to the chief 
weaver (ustad, or t eacher), who hands it on to the workmen. This is a system, 
which, sympathetically worked, has its good points, establishing a close and even 
friendly relationship between employer and employed; the latter goes to the former 
not only for an advance to start or extend his business but to meet pTivate expenses, 
such as the inevitable marriage; but it is seldom so worked (1) and in that case ties 
the workman hand and foot to his employer by a chain of debt, from which, in the end, 
so used to it does he become, he makes no attempt to hee himself. All this makes 
for very low wages; half an anna or an anna per square yard are regarded as the 
normal profits of the ordinary owner of one or two looms. Nor does the weaver (or, 
for that matter, the Indian firm) know how to sell his wares. He does not understand 
that" glory of civilization, advertisement," or r ealize that trade comes to him who 
shouts the merits of his goods the loudest. He still" dozes over his goods in an 
obscure shop in an unknown street." The net Tesult is that the woollen carpet manu
facture which Abul Fazl and Tavernier extolled would have perished long ago but for 
the enterprise of a couple of European firms and a j:lil --two of whom work the 
industry as a factory; whilst the third has got the best out of the Indian methods, 
with its home industry and advances and all the rest of that obsolete system (2) . 

406. Brass and copper wares.-To this dismal picture' the brass and copper 
industry affords a, striking contrast. To Indian society it is an absolute necessity. 
Since the stage of baked clay the Indian has never yet been bereft of his 
"bartans." There are certain religious rules which lay down what sort of 
eating vessels should be used and of what metal they should be made. Hindus 
n"lust use brass or alloy (though the use of alloy is hedged about by all sorts of 
minute ceremonial injunctions, and if alloy vessels become " impure" in any 
way there is nothing for it but to have them re-moulded). Muhammadans may 
not use brass and copper, but may use tin and get out of this difficulty by 
having copper vessels tinned. The poorest Hindu has about Rs. 3 worth of vessels, . 
the poorest Muhammadan about Rs. 4 worth. Richer men may have in 
all as much as Rs. 300 worth, supposing none of them to be of silver or gold; and 

(1) I have tried too many cases against defaulting employes in Benares under an old Act to have any doubts 
on the subject. The remedy is obviously co-operation: but such a.ttempts as have been ma.de in this r espect have only 
been very partially successful,;o far. The irresponsibility engendered by this system will not be eradicated in any 
but a considerable space of time. 

(~) This aCColmt is taken chiefly from the '. Monograph on Oaorpet-wea.ving in the United Provinces," by K. 
Jagdish Prasad, O.S. 
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many of these may be ornamental (1). In the middle-class castes, the caste 
panchayat also keeps a supply of spare vessels, bought from fines, which they 
lend out for big entertainments as required. There are, besides, all the various 
articles used in Hindu worship (2). Then there are als, idols, women's 
ornaments, and many ornamental figures of animals and other objects of all 
kinds. The trade is clearly not one that is likely to suffer from lack of 
custom; it flourishes as it always has and will, until glass and porcelain drive out 
metal,-and that is a stage from which England emerged not more than 70 years ago. 
It is interesting then to see how more modern industrial conditions have affected it. 
The market for Indian brass has extended to the West, and European demand 
for Benares and Moradabad ware has had its usual effect. Luckily, in this case 
the demand is at all events for Indian designs, but when Indian designs are 
transferred to paper knives, jardinieres, salvers, candlesticks, ashtrays, inkstands, 
and other articles of European shapes the result is, artistically speaking, vile. In 
the fullness of time we shall no doubt get photograph frames with "a souvenir 
from Benares " engraved at the bottom, and the cup of the degradation of Indian 
art will be full. Worse than this, the original Indian work is scamped to keep 
pace with the rate of demand. The globe-trotter, who is the unconscious cause 
of these results, does not know the difference between good and bad Indian art, 
and so long as he gets a 'sufficiency of gods and beasts and more or less oriental 
" floral patterns," is proud and happy. The quality of the work done has fallen, 
and the best amongst the Benares Thatheras at all events know it and lament it (3). 
But good work can be, and still is turned out, and there is no reason why with 
better circumstances, it should not be the l'ule instead of the exception again. 
Apart from this however modern industrial methods have done much good. It is 
only in small towns that a family still supplies all the workmen necessary for its 
small factory. In larger centres, differentiation of labour has taken place, to such 
an extent that different processes claim the undivided attention of different work
men, who have each their own name, indicative of their special kind of work, 
and receive pay proportioned to their value to the establishment as a whole. 
The employer is a rich capitalist who supplies the tools and pays the men: 
if he be himself by origin a brassworker (Kasera or Thathera) he by no means dis-
dains to assist in the work, supervising it, deciding on and criticizing designs, and 
giving little final touches to the work himself. The master is still the master 
craftsman (4) . . 

407. Summary.-Generally thEn we may say as follows. The opening of 
Western markets has done much harm to Indian industry on its artistic side. It 
has sometimes caused European designs to be substituted for Indian ones: but 
even if the Indian designs are preserved they are applied to articles where they 
appear incongruous. It has also led to bad work, which is hurried to meet the 
very much larger demand; and as the purchasing public is ignorant of the 
difference between good and bad work, this can be done with comparative impunity. 
On the other hand the adoption of European methods in industries, which are or 
can become of the nature of small factories has merely resulted in rather better 
organization and has done good. Home industries have suffered considerably. 
They are largely carried out under the Indian system of advances which at all 

(1) A list of these ma.y be interesting: - _ 
Hindu (a) Poor. -Tkali (tray or dish), batua (cooking pot), l ota (water pot). 

(b) MiddJe class.-In addition to above katoroa (saucer), gilas (glass), kalchhal (spoon), gaga7'a (large 
water-pot), 

(a) R ich.-In addition to above chlto.lni (sieve), handa (large water vessel), h;(Jtordan (vessel 
for holding food), matka (water vessel), jharna (perforated spoon), gangal (wa.ter vessel)~ 
sa.ui (tongs). dhol (water bucket). 

Muhammad:m (a) Poor.-Lagan (tray), degchi (cooking pot ), badlma (water pot with spout). 
(b) Middle class in addition :-Seni (large tray), katvra (saucer), kafgir (spoon). rikabi (plate), 

abklbora (glass), 6arpo.! lb (degcT.i lid). 
(e) R ich-in addition :-deg (large pot), chamcha (spoon), tabag_ (plate.), mahetavas (spit), ta67ttari 

_ (salver), tasht (large salver). 
Both Hindu and Muhammadan, rich.-Ohilamchi (wash hand ba.sin), silapcM (spittoon), pcmdan (p8n box) , 

fatiZ.oz (candle.stick), chif"agdan (lamp sta.nd), itrdan (rose wateJ: vessel), g1.llabpasa. (wse·wa.tcJ: spJ:inkler), leal';' (l.ug_g_a 

stand). (S) Gl~an ta (bell), art;. (lamp), dhupdani (censer), kutori (saucer of various kinds), dipdani. (box for holding 
the maoterials for the arti), singha8an (throne of idol), panahpatr (water vessel), acOman" (sacnfiOlal spoon), arg'ha 
(sacrificial boat· shaped vessel), tltali (plate), ,.ikabi (plate), dibia (sacrificial vessel for hom sacrifice), chhatra (umbrella), 
jhanjh (cymbals). 

(3) The brass-worker already referred to practically kept two depar tmen ts, one for globe-trotters. I remember his 
taking some article out of my hands and sa.ying "Don't look at that: it's for American visitors." Incidentally, being 
shrewd as well as an artist, he had two prices'-one was a globe-trotter's price. 

(') This paragra.ph is based partly on the monogmph on this industry by Mr. G. R. Dampier, d.S., and partly 
on personal knowledge of the industry in Benares. 
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times makes the labourer thriftless, indifferent and irresponsible, unless the 
system is very sympathetically worked: and when there is a large foreign 
demand these evils are accentuated, because such a demand fluctuates, and a 
period of feverish activity in the industry is succeeded by a slump; whilst an 
Indian demand is steady, regular, and takes small account of time, for in oriental 
conditions to-morrow is as good as to-day; the" cult of kul," as somebody has 
called it, is fully developed. Further, modern mills are driving out the home 
industries and machinery is succeeding men. Lastly, Indian commercial methods 
are not suited to modern conditions. There is no advertisement, no fixed prices: 
the big business house still relies on its branches (arhats) for commercial in
telligence, and on religious fairs for making its goods better known. The com
mercial man dozes over his wares till trade comes to him : he does not go in search 
of trade. The cushion and dari are as typical of Indian commercial methods 
as window-dressing, "great reductions," and the telephone are of Western methods. 
The result is that an Indian firm finds itself at a disadvantage when it has to 
compete with European firms in its own industry. Matters are improving: the 
Indian is learning the tricks of Western trade and with his adaptability and 
capacity for imitation will ere long be able to take an equal hand in the game 
of cOID.mercial competition: but so far he is a mere beginner at it. 

407. Factories.-A special return was obtained from all factories with not less 

I 
than 20 hands, showing the number of 

Industry. INumber. \ Industry. [Number. employes in their concerns on the 10th 
------i ---~ --- I March 1911, as well as various other in-

Growing of 
special products. 

Textiles .. 
(a) Cotton .. 
(b) Others .. 

Leather 

Wood 
Mfltal 

Glass and earthen-
ware. 

Chemical products. 

28 Food 40 formation. There are 362 such concerns 
42 Dress 5 in British territory and 4 in Rampur, 
26 Furniture 5 employing 57,150 males and 5,085 females. 
~~ ~::~~~~~~tion of i~ The figures in the margin give the elis-

means of trans- tribution by industries: it will be seen that 
4 port. textiles, especially cotton, are the most im-

37 Production of I 7 portant: the glass and earthenware 
p h Y sic al i concerns though more numerous are far forces. 

60 Luxury 31 less important. Food and building run 
39 Total 366 textiles very close, whilst metals and 

chemical products are not far behind. 
408. Local distribution.-The local distribution of the factories is given in 

District. 

Dehra Dun 
Saharanpur 
Meerut 
Aligarh 
Agra .. 
Farrukhabad " 
Cawnpore 
Hamirpur 
Allahabad 
J'hansi 
Bareilly 
Bijnor 
Moradabad " 
Sha.hjahanpur " 
Pilibhit 
B enares 

- table XV -E, Part IV, but I attempt to 
NUl~ber I District. Nu~ber I summarize it in the margin. From these 
factories. fac~orieS. i figures the great concentration of factories 
I---I------ I----t• in large centres like Agra, Cawnpore, 

22 11 Mirzapur 22 11 Allahabad and Lucknow will be noticed. 
9 Jaunpur 6 ffi b 
6 ! Ghazipur 3 A few words will su ce to descri e most of 

20 I Gorakhpur 1 the factories in this list. In Dehra Dun 
46 : Basti 1 
11 j Naini Tal 1 of the 22 concerns, 19 are tea plantations, 
'11 ! Almora 9 as are all the 9 in Almora : of the 

1 i Lucknow 25 . 
48 Unao 1 other 3 in Dehra Dun, 2 are breweries 

2 Rae Ba.reli 9 I and one a glass factory. In Saharanpur 
4 lIardoi 1 
1 Fyzabad 8 I are 3 engineering workshops, 3 rice 

11 Gonda 3 I mills, a locomotive workshops, an 
3 Bara Banki 1 I 
2 Sultanpur 1 I electric light works, and a photographic 

12 i Rampur 4 works. The locomotive workshops are 
----- those of the North-Western Railway, the 

engineering workshops, the electric light works and the photographic works are 
all at Rurki and belong either to Government, to the Bappers and Miners, or 
to the Thomason College. At Meerut 3 factories are connected with cotton, 1 is 
a soap and candle works, 1 a cement and 1 a lime works. At Aligarh (which 
includes the large centre of industry, Hathras) 5 factories are connected with 
cotton, with a machinery works, a factory of gilat ornaments, a dairy, a lime 
works, a postal workshop, a hydro-electric works, a printing press, and eight 
factories of the famous Aligarh locks. The cotton mills are found in Hathras, 
Aligarh, and elsewhere. I pass over for the present the four larger towns men
tioned above. At Farrukhabad is a dye factory, 4 brick and tile factories, 5 
perfumery factories, and a boot and shoe factory. The Hamirpur venture is a 
cotton ginning mill. At Jhansi are the Great Indian Peninsula Railway locomotive 
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workshops and an engineering works. At Bareilly is a cotton ginning 
mill, a machinery workshop, and two furniture factories Bareilly furniture 
is of course famous. At Bijnor is a printing press, At Moradabad is a 
cotton spinning mill, an iron works, 4 brass foundries (Moradabad brass work 
is well known), and 5 brick and tile factories. Shahjahanpur possesses 2 oil 
mills and a very large distillery with English patent stills, belonging to 
Messrs. Carew & Co. at Rosa. Pilibhit boasts an iron foundry and a sugctr 
factory. Benares possesses an iron foundry, an engir eering works, two water 
works (branches of the same concern), a tobacco factory, a lime works, 3 .'iurlchi 
factories, and 3 printing presses. At Mirzapur, besides 15 shellac Concerns (1) 
are two woollen carpet mills, a cotton ginning mill, a sugar factory, and three 
stone works (Chunar is still one of the chief centres of the somewhat depressing 
industry in tombstones). Jaunpur has 5 brick and tile factories, and a distillery. 
Ghazipur, besides the Government opium factory, possesses a distillery and 
perfume factory. Bara Banki, Gorakhpur, and Unao each possess a sugar factory~ 
Basti an oil m ill, Naini Tal a brewery, Hardoi a cotton ginning mill, 
Sultanpur a distillery: whilst Rae Bareli possesses 9 brick and tile factories~ 
Fyzabad 7 calico printing works (the famous calico prints of Tanda, which were 
introduced by a Mr. Orr, an ex-paymaster of the army), and a surkhi factory, 
Gonda two oil mills and a locomotive workshops (Bengal and N orth-Western 
Railway), and finally Rampur has dairy, sugar factory, distillery, and electric 
light works. 

As regards the four districts containing the four largest cities the facts are 

Industry. 

Cotton 
Jute, &0. 
Wool,. 

• Hair . . 
r ... ea, ther 
Wood ., 
Metals 
Gla.ss and earthen-

Lucknow, Agra.. \Allahabad. lcawnpore . 

! I 'i I ~ 1- - -

1 I 
.. 
4 

28 

2 
5 
2 

\ 

3 
13 

1 
5 
5 

.. 
1 
1 
1 

as in the margin. The very great con-
cent ration of ind:ustries in large centres 
is apparent, though as a matter of fact 
the high figures of Agra are due to its 
27 glass factories which are found chief. 
ly in Firozabad, a great centre of the 
glass bangle trade. Allahabad has a. 
little of almost everything, including an 

Ch::?~al produots ., 4 6 2 arsenal, but its 15 stone works and 1~ 
Food,. 2 3 11 printing presses bring it chiefly into 
Dress,. 2 2 'L k b th 
Furniture ,,1 2 prOmInenCe. uc now possesses 0 

Building 4 15 4 7 cement, lime and surkhi works in 
Construction, &0., 1 3 6 b t th 'th t' 

transport. num ers, oge er WI very ex ensIve 
Production, &0, of 2 1 1 railway workshops, 6 printing 

physical forces. d I 
Luxury 12 7 6 presses, an the on y motor car works 
____________ _ _ ___ _ ____ . and paper mill in the province. As 

regards Cawnpore, a little more detail still may be given to show clearly the variety 
- - --------,----;---------;----, of industries in that large centre. The 

~:~:,:i~~.f Industry. ~~~~:[e~.f figures are in the margin and show that Industry. 

there is a little bit of everything in 
Cotton ginDtngmill •. . 1 CE,hlOeUmricma,~11work8 .. , 1 Cawnpore. Leather and work in lea-

H cleanin g ... 1 . . , 4t 

:: ~~r~~flJgg ::: ! ~:~irfact~~y ::: : ther is perhaps the chief industry, with 
.. carpets .. . 1 Distillery. . . . . . 1 cotton and other textiles next: but a, 

Inbte making . .. 1 Water works ... 1 
nrush factory . . . 2 Boot and sboe factory l!I would-be immigrant into Cawnpore 
Felt factory . . . 1 Tent factory .. , 2 
'.rannery ... . .. 3 Lime works . . . 1 mus t be hard to please if he cannot 
I,eather manufactory. . . 10 S...-khi works .. , 3 
Carpent ry .. . . .. 1 Tramway works ' " 1 find work to his taste there. 
fron foundry and works :I Coach-building works 2 

~~i~~u~:~~~fywOrkS ::: ~ ~Cr~~:i~t~r:res8 ::: ! 409. Power.-Out of the 366 
Salt refinery ... 2 Photo works ' " 2 factories, 176 use machinery. This 
Oil mill , '" ... S Stone sculpture .. . 1 

-- .---.---- --- ---- amounts to some 55 per cent. of the 
whole number, Of the various powers, 120 factories use steam, 27 oil, 8 elec
tricity (in one case with an oil engine in reserve), 4 f'as, 2 water, and 15 less 
powerful means-in 13 cases this is hand power, in one case bullock power and 
in the last there is no detail save that the machine is country-made: but as it is 
llsed for splitting arhar .merely and is worked chiefly by women, it is probably 
some kind of machinery which is scarcely machinery at all. The cotton mills, 
leather factories, metal foundries, and workshops and most of the factories 
connected with food, are fully equipped with machinery and as these are alsQ 
some of the chief indigenous hand industries the fact is of some importance. 

(1) I learn that this industry is dying if not dead., The demand has ceased owing, I believe, to the discovery of a 
~hemica.l substitute, At au, ev~ntB in Au.,gij.st :1912 I learnt tll~t in ¥ iJ:zapur sca.rc.ely a single shellac concern was st~_n 
working. 
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410. Distribution of employes by race.-The figures in the margin show the 

Number per mille 
and total-

K ind of employe. Europe::ms -.~---

and Indians. Anglo-
Indians. 

Direction, &c .•. " 8 48 
Skilled workmen 5 526 
Unskilled 

" " .. 
(a) Over 14 .. .. 346 

I 
(b) Under14 .. 67 

Total .. 13 987 
~ 

1,000 

distribution of 1,000 employes according to race. As 
regards direction, Europeans and Anglo-Indians are 
found in any numbers only in Cawnpore. The factories 
of that place account for 236 out of the total of 512, 
whilst the railway workshops and the Allahabad 
printing presses (which include the very large Govern
ment and Pioneer presses) account for 130 more. 
There are a few women employed in direction and 
supervision: 9 are Europeans or Anglo-Indians (doubt
less typists and stenographers) and 11 are Indians, 
probably Indian Christians in similar posts. Theskilled 
European workmen are found in considerable numbers 
only in the leather factories of Cawnpore, the Jhansi 

and Lucknow railway workshops and the printing presses of Allahabad and 
Cawnpore. Of the skilled Indian workmen 1,092 are females. It is to be noted 
that the great majority of these are employed in Cawnpore in all sorts of factories 
as in the margin: elsewhere they are found in considerable numbers only in the 

Industry. 
Number of 
females. 

-
Cotton cleaning · . 20 

. , spinning · . 14.8 
Hair, &c. · . 225 
Leather factories .. 51 

spinning mills of Agra and the lac factories of Mirzapur. 
Their presence in engineering shops is extremely curious 
and has no parallel: that they should be found in the 
other factories is perhaps not unintelligible though one 
would not naturally look for them in brick factories, 
where however they appear not to be uncommon. 
Amongst unskilled labourers women are found chiefly in 
the Dehra Dun tea plantations, the textile industries, 
especially cotton spinning, the brick factories (again 
chiefly at Cawnpore), the oil mills (especially at Allah

Engineering shops 85 
Brick factories · . 108 

Total .. 637 

abad), the lac factories of Mirzapur, and the stone works of Allahabad. Children are 
found in considerable numbers in the tea plantations, the cotton spinning and 
weaving mills (it has already been pointed out incidentally that boys make 
excellent weavers), the brick factories, the Cawnpore boot and shoe factories, 
and the stone works of Allahabad, in other words very much where W01:nen are 
found. In all some 8 per cent. of all operatives are women. It is worth while 
noting that skilled labourers alTIOunt to 56 per cent. of the who1e number of 
labourers-the inevitable result of using machinery. 

411. Distribution of employes by industry.- The figures in the margin 
Number per I Number . or I show the prop~rtion p~r 1pOO of the total 

Industry. mIlle of totall factor/ factory populatlOn, whICh 18 supported by 
- ---I employed. I each industry. It will be noticed that cotton 

~~~~~~;5Pr:~~~~~on 2~: i ~;; is the industry of nearly 24 per cent. of 
(b) other 47 ! 178 the whole, and the railway workshops ac

H<1 ir 
'Nood 
:l\1etals . . . . 
G lass and earthenware 
Chemical products 
Food 

~~ I ~!~ count for about 13 per cent. more. "Luxury," 
63 I 107 thanks to the printing industry, metals and 
~~ ~~ the food industry all show fair figures, whilst 
66 109 save furniture and the production of physical 

~~~~iture :: 5! 6~~ forces, an industry still in its infancy, the 
Building .. .. 55 83 rest all lie in the neighbourhood of 4 to 5 per 
Construction of means of 129 569 

transport. cent. The average number of hands per 
Production of physical 4 42 factory is misleading for several reasons. 
L;~~~~· .. I 79 157 Very large factories often bring the figures 
--------.:...._---.....:._-----! unduly high: whilst in some cases owing to 
the seasonal nature of the industry, the figures are too low. The state of trade in 
the various industries as a whole at the time of census can be taken to be as in the 
margin on the next page. It will be noted that the slackest trades at the time of 
census were cotton textiles, leather, and chemical products; then glass and earthen
ware, metals, and furniture. The rest were normal, save the wood industry which 
was rather brisker than usual. It is impossible to estimate the effect which the 
state of trade had on the number of operatives employed. It is improbable that it 
affected skilled labour, or of course management, to any extent, though it may be 
that rather fewer unskilled labourers were employed than usual. N or does it neces
sarily follow that the slackness complained of by certain trades was due merely to 
a. short demand for goods or to seasonal va.riations : it might very well be that there 



Indus~ry. 

Growth of special prodncts 
Textiles (a) cotton .. , 

(b) other .. , 
Leather ... . .. 
Wood .. . .. . 

Metals .. . .. . 
G lass and earthenware ' " 
ellemieal products .. . 
Fooda ... ' " 
Dress ... .. , 
Furniture ... ... 

Iluilding ,.. . .. 
Construction of meau" of 

transport. 
Production, &c. of physl-

cal forces. 
Luxury .. . . .. 
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Sta.te of trade ('). 
Average co-

efficient of was a short supply of labour, which de
creased the output, and compelled refusal 
of orders. The demand regulates the 
supply no doubt: but if for any reason 
such as shortage of labour the supply is 
decreased, the den13nd will be driven to go 
elsewhere or go unsatisfied and the result 
will be the same- slackness of trade. And 
as plague was rife it is nl0re than probable 
that labour was short . 

trade . ----
Normal 

th~;'; 
3'0 

Somewha~ alaeker 6'6 
usnal_ 

Ditto ... 4 ' 7 
Ditto 5 ' 5 

Somewhat brisker than 3'2 
usual. 

Somewhat Blacker than 4 .. 7 
usual. 

Ditto .. . 4 '8 
Ditto ... 5 '0 

Normal ... ... 4'1 
Ditto 

~i~eker 
4-4 

Somewhat than 4-S 
uBual. 

Normal .. , ... 4'2 
Ditto ... ... 4-3 

Ditto ... 3-S 

Ditto ... .. . S'O 

(')Returns were made in one of the 7 fonowing' forms-Ill much 
brisker, (2) brisker, (3) somewhat b~i.ker than usual, (4) normal, ( 5) 
somewhat slackeT, (6) slacker, (7) much slacker than u su a l , These 
were given .. numerical value from 1 to 7 and the averaga of t he trade 
obtained In the u sual way, This average is the average co-efficient in 
columnS. 

412, The race of directors and oWners.
Eighty-seven concerns are the property of 
companies whose directors are entirely 
European or Anglo-Indian: of 43 the direc
tors are entirely Indians: of 71 the direc
tors belong to both races (1). Of these 
Europeans and Anglo-Indians, 1 is an 

Factory, 

Leather .. 
Carpent ry works 
Iron foundry 
Arsenal 
Engineering shops 
Brick fac tory 
Oil mills 
Dairi es 
Distilleries , . 
Opium factory 
Postal workshops 
Locomotive workshops, . 
Electric light works 
Print ing presses 
Photo works 
Water works (a) 

Number, i Anglo-Indian, 1 Swiss, 7 Americans, 2 Greek, 1 Hungarian, 
---: 5 Germans, and 1 Italian: the rest are British (English, 

~ I Scotch or Irish). Of the Indian directors 10 are Banias, 
1 : 5 Khatris, 4 Parsis, 3 Shaikhs, 2 Kayasthas, 7 Brahmans, 
~ i 1 Rajput and 1 Arya, Of private owners, Government 
1 i may be first mentioned: it owns factories as stated in the 
~ i margin. r.rhe only point requiring remark is that there 
3 are many more distilleries than 3, but the majority were 
i employing at the time less than 20 men. There are 14 
1 • distilleries with country stills and one with English pot 
~ stills (besides 3 owned by companies). Besides Govern-
1 I ment and the municipalities, there are 52 private owners 
~ :1 who are Europeans or Anglo-Indians, of whom 4 are 
1 i Anglo-Indians, 4 Americans, '2 Greek, and 1 each Swiss, 

----------'---- German, Italian, and Portuguese. As regards castes 
(a) Owned by Municipality, the larger owners are of course Banias (59): then come 

Lime works (a) 
L ime kiln (a) 

Shaikhs (49), Brahmans (21), Khatris (16), Pathans (9), Kalwars (7), Rajputs and 
Caste. Fa.ctories owned. Lunias (5 each), Kurmis, Koiris, and Saiyids (4 
~--- each), Kayasthas (3), Jats, Julahas and Telis 
Banias Tea (4), textile (7), m etals ('29), (2 each), and Ahirs, Aryas, BanJ'aras, Chamars, 

chemical products (16), food (7) 
building (8), glass, &c. (6), Dhunias, Halwais, Lodhas, Moghuls, Sonars, 

Calico printing (6), glass (21), d Vd - S dh (1 h) S f th 
building (6), printing presses(4). an aSI a us eac . orne 0 ese owners Shaikhs 

Brahmans Textiles (2), brick fac tories (4), own factories, which have no concern with their 
printing presses (4). t dOt' I t' Th K 1 1 

K h atris " Textibs (4), brick factor iefj (3), ra IlOna occupa IOnS. e a wars own ac 
st one works (4), and perfumery factories, the Ahir is a perfumer, 

Pathans " Glass and br ick factor ies (6), the BanJ'ara a tea planter, the Dhunia a brass 
K alwa rs " Lac (4) , perfumery (3), 
Rajputs '. Tea (4), founder, the Halwai a tobacco maker: whilst the 
Lunia s_ . B rick fac tor ies (5)_. _ _ ~ V dasi Sadhu has certainly no business to be 
indulging in snch a mundane pursuit as tea planting. In the margin are given the 
occupations of the castes with larger number of owners. The Shaikhs, who print 
calico are probably Julahas or Chhipis, those who make glass, Churihars or Mani
hal'S, and the builders Rajs. The RajEuts who grow tea are of course hill Rajputs. 

413. Management by race and caste.-Of Europeans and Anglo-Indians 

Castes , 
N b . there are 130 in all who are managers. Of these, 7 are 
u~~c~~ Jll Anglo-Indians, 4 Germans, 3 Americans, 2 each Italians 

-------- ~---I and Portuguese and 1 each, B ungarian, Austrian and Greek. 
Pathan 
Kalwar, Parsi 
Rajput, Saiyid 
Ahir 
Koiri, Kurmi, Lunia 
Julaha, Moghul, Teli 
Banjara, Ohamar, Dhu- ) 

nia, Gadariya, Halwai, () 
Jain, Jat, Lodha, 
Sonar. 

8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
2 

1 

All the rest are British . Two hundred and fifteen managers 
are Indians; their castes are distributed very similarly to 
the castes of owners and directors, as is natura.l, especially 
in the case of owners, who would give the management of 
their business to their own castefellows if possible. There 
are 46 Banias, 56 Shaikhs, 30 Brahmans, 15 Khatris 13 Ka
yasthas ; other figures are as in the margin. It is probable 
that in many cases owner and manager are the same. 

(1) This does not include certain leather concerns in Cawnpore of whose directors the race was not reported , 
'They are chiefly if not entirely European. 
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In the State of Rampur, the four concerns are all shown as owned by 
"Pathans." According to the Gazetteer however the sugar factory and distillery 
appear to belong to the State, and I am under the impression that the dairy at all 
!3vents is either the private property of His Highness the Nawab or also belongs 
to the State. The managers are '2 Pathans and '2 Kayasthas. 

414. Special departmental returns.-The Post-office, Irrigation department, 

European 

Department. 
and Anglo-

Indian 
em ployes . 
-- - -

Post .office · . 80 
Telegraphs · . 404 

Total · . 484 

Railways-
(0) Employed dir- 1,874 

ectly. 
(b) Employed in · 17 

direc t ly. 

Total .. 1 ,8 91 

Irrigation-
(1.1) Emp:oyed dir. 58 

ectly. 
(b) Employed in- 15 

directly. 
T otal · . 73 

Ind ian Tolal employes. 

11,714 11,794 
1 ,463 1,837 

13,177 13,661 

78,197 80,071 

35,640 36,657 

114,837 116,728 

7,147 7,:205 

42,998 43,013 

50,145 50 ,218 

Total ac· 
cordin g t o 
table XV. 

· . 
· . 
9,844 

45,265 

9,379 

54,644 

· . 

· . 
5,613 

T elegraph department, and the rail
ways were asked to supply special re
turns showing the number of persons 
employed by them on the 10th March 
1911. The figures are reproduced in 
subsidiary tables. The totals are as 
in the margin, and exhibit striking 
differences from the figures of table 
XV -A. Taking the post-office first~ 
the departmental figure exceeds the 
census figure by some '28 per cent. 
The causes are firstly that many 
officials have _ probably returned 
themselves as agriculturists, and 
secondly that a larg e number of the 
rural postmasters are so in addition 
to other occupations, and make very 

little out of their postal duties, being shop keepers, village schoolmasters, and so on. 
As regards railway service, the census figure is lower than the departmental 
figure by 43 per cent. as regards regular employes and 74 per cent. as regards 
indirect employes-contractors, their servants and coolies-making a total of 53 
per cent. all told. As regards railway employes it is probable that a considerable 
number of the lower grades are also agriculturists and have preferred to say so : 
whilst it is not possible to say how the railways in these figures have dealt with 
their travelling staff- guards, drivers, firemen, and so on. In the census enumera
tion they were counted as present in their homes. If the railways took as present 
in the province, those who were actually there on the 10th March 1911 (which is 
probable, since the rule insisted merely on their returns being drawn up by provinces) 
this would make a marked difference. Again in the departmental figures, such 
employes as railway doctors, railway sweepers, possibly also railway police and rail
way mail service are shown, whilst all of these in the census returns went to other 
heads. This is also a factor which must certainly explain a part of the variation 
in indirect employes. The only persons indirectly employed whom the census 
figures show under "railway" (group 104) are contractors for railway works, and 
coolies employed on railway construction. It is probable that some of these gave 
insufficient descriptions, but even if they did not there are numerous other rail 
way contractors; OIl at least one line to my knowledge the right to sell sweetmeats 
at railway stations is given out on a contract or contracts, and consequently 
every platform Halwai would be included in the departmental return though not 
in the census figures. Doubtless other vendors of edibles and drinkables (milk, hot 
tea and so on) were treated in the same way, including the r efreshment room 
contractors, and all the vendors of light literature, pedlars of curiosities and 
toys , the stall-keepers of chilc'1,n works or brassware which one fin ds, e .g . at 
Lucknow and Benares. None of these would be shown in t h e census figu res as hav
ing any connection whatever with the railway. The" coolies indirectly employed" 
probably include all the paLledars, porters who load and unload goods w agons, and 
are not, I believe, railway servants as a rule, but private ones, of whose existence 
the railway must certainly take cognizance in some way, by licensing 
them or otherwise. As regards the irrigation returns it appears probable that the 
census figures correspond only to the regular employes; indirect employes would 
be chiefly labourers at earthwork on embankments, or masons, &c. on the con
struction of masonry works; of the former probably a majority would be agricul
turists or general labourers, who worked on canal embankments as they would on 
anything else of the same kind-railways and roads for instance; whilst the per
manent employes of contractors would probably describe themselves m erely as 
naukari thekadar and masons would call themselves masons; neither would state at" 
what particular kind of masonry they happened to be working at the particular time. 
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415. Occupations by religion.-In the margin are given figures showing the 
number of persons in each 
religion who follow different 
kinds of occupation per 10,000 
of population. The figures 
are interesting in themselves 
but disclose nothing unusual 
or unexpected. One would ex
pect Hindus to largely out
number all other religions put 
together in all occupations; 
that they fail to do so in one 

Industry. I Hindus. 
M uham= ~hris- \ Ar as. ;r ains.1 Sikhs. madans. tlans. Y 

--,--

Pastu re and agrioultu re 8,972 984 12 25 5 2 
Industries (all) .. 3,974 5,990 11 16 7 2 
Textile cotton .. 3,670 6,309 13 3 5 .. 
T ransport .• .. 6,604 3,073 220 63 18 13 
Tra de .. .. 7,486 2,170 19 83 233 5 
Public force .. 6,380 2,749 709 24 2 135 
Public administration . . 6,726 2,896 152 177 32 13 
Arts and professions .. 7,252 2,315 282 125 19 5 
Domestic service .. 7,021 2,900 61 12 3 2 
Unproductive .. 5,632 4,309 41 12 3 '& 

is almost the only matter of importance in this table. Taking industries as a 
whole there only 3,974 Hindus engaged in the industrial occupations to 5,990 
Muhammadans. It has been explained several times that Muhammadans reside 
far more in towns than Hindus do: and though industries of course are by no means 
merely oppidan in natuie, especially in this country, yet it is safe to say that a 
very large proportion of the oppidan population is industrial. Moreover several 
industries are followed chiefly by Muhammadans. The cotton industry of the 
Julahas is one, the tailoring industry of Darzis is another, whilst they contribute 
to other less important industries, such as other textiles, wood, metals, and food. 
Hides, ceramics, and refuse alone can be considered chiefly Hindu industrial 
occupations, but even they are by no means a Hindu preserve. There is nothing 
noteworthy in the other figures. Th~ number of Christians is considerable only in 
"transport," where the large proportIOn of European and Anglo-Indian railway 
servants influences the figures: in "arts and professions," due chiefly to the 
high figures under the heads religion, medicine . and instruction: and in the 
heads "public administration" and public force," especially the latter, under 
which the British army is included. Aryas are found chiefly in" arts and pro
fessions" (especia,lly "instruction "), "public administration," "trade" and 
"transport ;" Jains are in considerable numbers only under "trade," and Sikhs 
only under" public force." These facts require no explanation. 

416. Religions by occupation.-It is much more informing to take each 

Industry . 

Pasture and agriculture 
Cultivation •• 
Agricultural labourers .. 
Pasture 
Cotton 
Other te:z:tiles 
Hides 
Wood 
Metals 
Ceramics 
Food 
Dress 
Other industries 
Transport •• 
Trade 
Public force •• 
Public administration .. 
Religion •• 
Medicine •• .• 
Other arts ana p rofes-

sions. 
Domestic sel:'I"ice 
Unproductive 

ss, order or CIa. 
gr oup (1). 

1. 
l·A. 

o· 
0 ' 
G' 
O· 
G' 
G· 
0' 
0'8 
0' 
0 ' 
0'1 
0'1 
0'1 
s. 
S. 
S. 
S. 
O· 
O· 
O· 

o· 
s. 

4 
l·D. 
21-22 
23-31 
7 

9 
10 

2 
3 
1&14-19 

C. IV. 
C. V. 
C. VI. 
C. VII. 
46 
48 
47, 49,50 

52. 
C.XII. 

Hindu. Muham-
madans. -_ 

7,763 5,008 
7,564 4,910 
1,041 433 

175 88 
87 885 
26 112 
29 18 
99 112 
52 103 
82 43 

147 269 
230 583 
232 383 

73 200 
393 673 

53 142 
44 113 
60 26 
10 27 
24 126 

159 387 
73 325 

Chris- Aryas. ;rains. Sikhs. tians. 

- - - - ----

2,302 6,570 2,196 4,342 
2,103 6,500 2.186 4,314 

626 203 335 80 
180 61 71 18 

70 39 36 18 
4 104 66 155 

45 35 1 6 
133 85 3 255 

7 21 36 57 
7 5 1 5 

22 103 341 34 
191 69 12 98 

2.741 2 3 43 
549 215 105 402 
230 1,349 6,583 732 

1,329 62 11 2,985 
229 393 114 230 
388 110 20 31 
135 68 27 59 
317 329 85 74 

311 85 39 59 
118 46 23 61 

religion and subdi
vide them accord
ing to their occu
pations. The most 
interesting figures 
are gi ven in the 
margin, showing 
the number of per
sons dependent on 
each occupation 
per 10,000 of each 
religion. Amongst 
Hindus 75' 6 pel' 
cent. are cultiva
tors, and 10 per 
cent. agricultural 
labourers: only 22 
per cent. follow 
occupations which 
are not agricultural 

_ __ (I) or closely connect-O=order, G=group, S .C.=sub-class. 
--

ed with agriculture. Of these 4 per cent. are engaged in trade and nearly 10 per cent. 
in various industries. Of these industries " dress" and "food" alone show high 
figures : dress (which includes the toilet) chiefly because of the large numbers 
of barbers and washermen, food because of grain-parchers and flour-grinders. 
The Muh ammadan figures are of quite a different nature. Only 50 per cent. of 
t he p opulation follow pastural or agricultural pursuits and only 4 per cent. of 

. these belong t o the poorest of all classes, the agricultural labourer; 25 per cent. 
of t he Muhammadans are engaged in industrial occupations, and nearly 7 per 
cent . in trade. The cot t on industry alone supports nearly 9 per cent., whilst dresg 
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supports nearly 6 per cent. (mostly tailors) and over 2~ per cent. are engaged in 
industries connected with food. The Hindus, in other words, are far more engaged 
in occupations of a rural nature than Muhammadans, who are, largely, oppidans. 
The distribution of Christians is, again, quite different. Only 23 per cent., mostly 
Indian Christians,are agriculturists: 32 per cent. follow industrial pursuits, of whom 
over 26 per cent. are engaged in refuse industries-a testimony to the very low 
caste from which a majority of Indian converts come; 5 per cent. are in 
"transport/' 13 per cent. in" public force," the result of the British Army, 
and 8 per cent. in the various learn ed professions. Of Aryas n early 66 per cent. 
are agriculturists; 13 per cent. are in trade and 5 in the learn ed professions, with 
only 6 per cent. in industries. Of the Jains 66 per cent . are in trade and 22 per 
cent. in agriculture; of the Sikhs 30 per cent. in "public force, " and 43 per cent. 
in agriculture. The figures in short reflect faithfully enough the well known 
characteristics of the various communities. 

417. Occupations by caste (a) traditional occ'ltpations.-Table XVI and sub
---~- --- -- -~-- -- sidiary table VIII show in sufficient detail 

Percentage th f t d' th t h' h of total of e ac s regar lng e ex ent to w IC any 
Kind of industry , Caste concerned castes fo l- t' 1 t f II 't t d" 1 

. lowing the par lOU ar cas 6 0 OWS I S ra ltlona 
_ _ _ ______ _ __________ ___ . _1 ndustr

y
. occupation. Traditional has been some-

GoldsmithandjeW'eller Sonar . .. 87 what freely interpreted to mean the occu-
Cultivation. landholding ... Ehar, llhuinhnr, .Jat, 84 

KisaD, Koiri, Knr- pation with which a caste is particularly 
mi. Taga, Lodha. - d h th't b "I -

Wa,herman Dhobi ... 71 assocIate weer I can e stnct y saId 
Barber Nai... 70 t b " d 't' 1" . 
Grain'parcher .. , Bharbhnnja 70 0 e a tra 1 lona occupatIon or not. 
Confectioner Halwai ... 69 Th . h' f . 
Trade Bania castes 1:3 ere IS not lng . or Instance to show 
Carpenter Barbo.i 60 h 
Oil·presser Teli 60 that t e castes which are most agri-
Potter Kumhar ... 59 lId" 11 . 1 I 
Scavenger ... Bhangi, Dom 57 CU tura are tra ltlona y agncu tura : and 
Weaver ... ... .Julaha ... 53. t b t k t' th t h 
Landholding and public service R ajput ... 50 1 can e a en as cer aln a t ey were 
Blacksmith ... ... Lohar ... 49 . th B 1 . 
Personal service ... Kahar .. . 42 never so In e same way as ar ::tals are 
Writer ... . .. Kayastha... 340" t d' t' 11" ' Th 
Betel-growers and sellers .. , Barai, 'ramboli ... 29 ra 1 10na y carpenters. ey were 
Growers of vegetables, fruits Kachhi, Mali, Murao, 22 b bl . d db ' 

and special crops and sellers Khatik. pro a y never tIe own y custom and 
B~:d~uch produce. ... Bhat .. , ... 17 caste rule to agriculture as Barhais were 
Pastural '" Ahir , Gujar, Gadariya 16 t ::] . k St " k' 
Village service ... Dhannk, Dusadh .. , 16 0 vVOO(l In wor , or • onars 0 wor In pre-
Eoatmen and fishermen .. . Kewat, MaUab 12. t I th t "I f th t d 'Id 
Earthwork . .. I ,uniya ... 12 CIOUS me as: e ral 0 C -fa e g UI 
Priesthood Brahman ... 11. t h I h 
Toddy-drawing ... .. . Pasi -.. 8 IS no over t em. n some cases t e pre-
Distiller Kalwar ... '7 t t" . f h 
L eather -worker ." ." Cbamar ... ;; sen occupa Ion IS an expanSIon 0 t e 

former "traditional" occupation. Malis 
for instance, were originally makers of flower garlands especially for Hindu religious 
service: they are now gardeners generally. It is dubious whether Rajputs can be 
described as having a traditional occupation at all. Manu assigns them the 
comprehensive duties of rule and protection, but this includes a whole series of 
occupations: whilst landholding must certainly be added on almost alllllOdern 
theories. Further" public service" hardly corresponds to rule and protection: 
it includes the clerk as well as the deputy collector or ~ubahdar-major. In 
the majority of cases however the occupation assigned in this table as "traditional" 
represents faithfully enough the really "traditional" occupation of the caste 
The figures in the margin show the percentage of the persons belonging to' various 
castes or groups of castes who follow their traditional occupation. The Sonar 
shows much the highest figure, with the cultivating castes a good second. 
Enough has been said about the pre-eminence of agriculture as an occupation 
to explain the second case: the first is a trade which in the settled peace intl'o
duced by the British Government, coupled with a rise in the st3,ndard of comfort, 
was certain to prosper. 'rhe demand has increased [Lud seeing that the trade 
is lucrative it is not surprising that the hereditary guild of jewellers has not 
forsaken it for other pursuits. Next come the washerman and barber, the grain
parcher, and confectioner. The first two are pursuits of a kind which are to a 
certain extent despised, yet necessary, which others would have little inducement 
to take up, so that they have naturally stayed in the hands of the castes who 
have always followed them: the other two are connected with food and in 
matters of food the Hindu is conservative to a degree; whilst his caste restric
tions in the matter would necessarily prevent others of lower caste from taking 
up such trades, lest pollution ensue to the customer, higher castes would not 
be attracted to them. The proportions are also high (50 per cent. or over) amongst 
the Bania castes (traders), carpenters, oil-pressers, potters, scavengers, weavers 
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and the Rajput caste. Others go down as low as 5 ' per oent., the proportion 
of Chamars who are leather-workers. The extent to which a traditional occupa
tion is followed depends on several considerations. There is, firstJv, the amount 
of work which it can supply to the caste: if it is insufficient for all its members, 
some have to look elsewhere sooner or later. This explains the very low figures 
of the Kalwar and Pasi: the excise regulations prevent these pursuits from being 
widely pursued. It also explains the decrease amongst Kayasthas:" writing" is after 
all a limited pursuit. Oil-pressing, again, is a trade which has been damaged by the 
advent of kerosine oil, and the Teli has often to take to petty trade as an alternative. 
Secondly, there is the attraction which an occupation may possess for other castes, 
which tends to drive into other lines some of those who traditionally pursue it. 
The Rajput can no longer claim a monopoly of landholding and government service. 
The Kayastha, with the spread of education, has had to make room for clerks of 
other castes. Village service is the pursuit of many castes: whilst the higher forms 
of leather-work (harness-making for instance) have attracted even members of 
the Kayastha caste. Thirdly, there is the fact that certain occupations have 
lost their attractions; weaving is on the down grade, thanks to mill compe
tition, the Kahar prefers independence and agriculture to domestic service, 
whilst betelgrowers, growers of vegetables and fruit, the pastoral trades, 
the scavenger, the boatman, the worker in earth, the priest, the toddy
p.rawer, and the leather-worker all, for one reason or another, are largely 
cultivators. 

(b) Other oGGupations.-The figures given above include those who follow their 
'-, ----- - traditional occupation at all whether as a primary 

Traditional in- 'I Caste. i" :'?~C:~;~~i"t" or a subsidiary occupation. It now remains to 
dustry. ! earth's surface. be seen what other occupations are followed by 

- ' - ." - 1--------- \- - - - - ---. these castes. By far the most common is that 
j~~t{~~~~k:~· .. ' i~~iY';" ::: .\ ~~ series of occupations included under the compre-
Pastoral Ahir, Gujar, Ga- 82 

dariya. I hensive term exploitation of the service of the . 
~;~t!!!t0: .. a~~ ~~~.:¥,a~allah ::: ~~ earth. The flgures for this, which includes and 
~ ....... r • Chamar . .. 78 is chiefly composed of cultivation and agricultural ."""tal ~:: Barhai, Tamboli, 77 lb' . h . h d 

Kaehhi, Mali, a our are gIven In t e ma,rgm; t ey 0 not 
Murao, Khatik 1 h 

Bhat ... 66 ta ly wit the figures of traditional occupation 
~1~~';,k: Dusadh:: : ~& given above as the latter refm' to bot.h principal 
Xalwo.r 56 
Barba!.. 51 and subsidiary, the former only to principal 
Xumhar 49 
Teli ... 4S occupations. It is obvious that it is unneces-
Kayastba 47 • 
Rajpnt 46 sary to look very much further than agrIculture 
N&I,Dhobi, Xahar ~~ to see what those persons do, who having a 
~~:~~~iI~~m gg traditional occupation do not follow it. \ Btart-
~~~&. .. ::: I 26 , ing from the bottom of this list, of the lIal-
~ .. ~'::ai·· ... ! ~ I wais .. who are not ~griculturists, nor follow theil' 

--------------- - tradItIOnal occupatIOn/I3 per cent . follow other 
trades: '2 per cent. are in various industri8!:~, 1 per cent. are domestic servants, whilst 

---------~I·the rest follow various other profes-
Percentage of persons following ' . a . 

occupatIon. I Slons. f sonars, 3 per cent. are In 
; . . --- -- - --- . __ . '-1--'--'- -- i " industries," 4 per cent. in "trans-

___ I! II!. I IV. _I : .: .. _\ _:~:__! VII'IVTII'I _~~;XI~ I port," and onJy 1 per cent. in trade. 
Baniacastes .• 9

1
[ 11 i ... I .. , I '" I ... 2:1 " I Of Banias 9 per cent. follow indus-

a~~!?:r~ c~;t~"t,eGia! pro- .. . 1 :: : :.: I ::: ::: ::: '''6 ~ I tries, and'2 per cent . each aro in 
Ca~~~~en . .. S . . . . I ' ... \ ... .. i zl " transrort "and domestic. service. 
~~~~~~::::her~' ~ I "'/j I ::: ' ::: 1 .. . 2 i i ! Of Julahas 5 per cent. are In other 
~:!i~~atiIlg eute. i 1 ···s \ "'1 \ 1 :I I ; \ industries, 3 per cent. are .general 
Priests ... 1 11 21 II _...... I .. . II gl I labourer. s.. 2 per cent. each In trade 
Leather-workel'll . .. I 
~~~l:.,K:a~':e~~~~te ~ 2 ~ i ::: ::: ..• 7 i ~ \ and dornestic service, and 1 per cent. 
Confectioners ~ 13· 1 '''1 1 1 l in "transport." Of BharbhunJ'as 5· Weavers Ii 1 1\ , •• • 2 3 

~i:~f~~I'II.. ;; 2~ I "''' , 2. ~ . . 1 per cent. are in trade and 1 per cent. 
:~t~~r:,.en .. nd.~shermen ~ \ 2 i ... I ... ~ '\ each are general labourers or in in-
Blacksmiths .•• . .. . \ . .. 1 3 dustries . and so on. I give in the 
Toddy-drawen ." •.. 1 S , 
L~i~~~f~!. and pnb- 1 , 1 1 1 I margin the figures of all those castes 
GoldsmithS ... ~ 1 ·'1 1 . .• .. . \ ..• " .. . I whose percentage of persons occu-
OU-presliers ... 2 I 3 I ... I ... .. . .. I 2.. . • 
_____ ___ _.__. ___ ~ ___ ' _ ____ . pled In other purSUIts than the 

Ill-Industry; IV.-Transport, V.-Trade; VI.-Public force ; I t d't' 1 . It . 1 
.vn.-publill administration; VIII.-A.rts and professions ; X.-Domesti<l I ra 1 IOna one or agrwu ure IS per 
service; XII.-Generallabonr. For castes concerned, Bee table above. cent. or Oyer. Of these figures but 

Cute. 
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few require comment. It is worth noting the wide range covered by the Bhat 
caste; they do a little of everything. The large number of leather workers 
(Chamars) who are general labourers may be noticed: it is curious that their 
employment as syces has made so little impression on the figures. There are only 
9 per 1,000 who are personal servants. The large number (7 per cent.) of the 
village servant castes under" arts and professions" is due to the fact that so 
many of the Dhanuk women are midwives and monthly nurses. The number of 
Kalwars (distillers) who follow other trades is noticeable. Many of them are very 
wealthy indeed. The number of Pasis under" public force" is due to their 
employment as village chaukidars in some parts, especially Oudh. It will be 
noted that the Rajput follows practically no occupation save landholding, public 
service, and cultivation. 

It will be interesting to refer to the number of persons of various castes who 
are returned as dependent on service either in the forces or the general adminis
tration of the State. Amongst Bhats and Pasis we find 10 per mille in the army 
or police. Banias and the cul tivating castes contribute:2 p or 1,000, the pastoral 
castes, the Chamar and Julaha, 3 per 1,000 each; Bhangis and Doms (chiefly 
Dom village chaukidars) 4 per 1,000; the Dhanuk, Dusadh, and Kayastha 8 per 
1,000, and the Brahman 6 per 1,000 ; whilst such castes as the Barai, Tamboli, 
Kachhi, and other growers of special products, the Bharbhunja, the Kahar, and 
the KalwaI' contribute 1 per 1,000. The r est contribute less than 1 per 1,000: 
the vast majority are of course Rajputs or Muhammadans, Sikhs and Christians. 
Under public administration, Banias (8 per 1,000), Bhat (4), Brahmans (5), 
Dhanuks, Dusadhs, Julahas, Pasis (1) , Kayast has (50), Mallahs and K ew3,ts (3) 
alone contribute not less than 1 per 1,000, again apart from Rajpnts, Muhamma
dans and Christians; the lower castes are mostly peons of various kinds. 

418. The occupations of Europeans and Anglo Indians.-The figures in the 
------~ ~ - - - - -- -- , margin show t he distribution of the actual work-

I d t 

I 
IAndglo Europeans IArmenians ers amongst persons of foreign descent by occu-

n us ry. n lans (1) (2)' . 
(1). . patlOn. The Armeman figures are actuals, the 

-----I-~~ others the figures per mille. The ~ high figure 
Exploitation of \ 16 4 . . of Anglo-Indians under "transport" is ex-
surface of earth. . b 

Industry , 94 5 8 plalned by the large num er who are employed 
Transport 391 90 8 on the railways in various capacities. The 
Tr;J,de 20 10 1 
Publio force .. 3~ I 797 1 Europeans are of course most numerous 11nde.r 
Publi? adminis- 57 24 4 the head" public force," owing to the presence 
At:t~tl~~'d pro- 189 31 8 of British regiments . There is nothing strik-
r5~:~~~:~ ser- 53 13 3 · ing with Uregbard todany of It he other: figures'

t vice . 419. r an an rura occupatIons con rast-
---~---------.--. - - --- - - .- - ed.-In this sketch of the occupations of the pro-
_ (1) Number per 1,000 . .J~~~ct~alS . _____ J vince we have so far been considering the province 
as a whole. Th ere is alastilnportantdistinction to be drawn-that between urban and 
rural occupations. The distribution of occupations in urban communities differs 
radically frorn the provincial distribution which, of course, reflects chiefly the rural 
distribution. I place side by side certain figures for two large cities and two smaH 
ones, with the corresponding provincial figures . The former are Benares and Oawn-

--I pore, which both-contain cantonments: I Proportion per 1000 of popula t ion in- -- . l' . t 11 
Occupation. 1 ' ____ ~_ ~ _ . one IS a re Ig10US cen Te, :1S we as a 

I I I Cawn- I Sa.m- ft' t th th . I,P rovince. Benares. pore. BudDoUll. bhal. manu a? JurIng. cen re, e 0 er ~s a 
------- j I _.-- - - --~-- purely Industnal town. Buda un IS a 
Agriculture. &13. 11 1 . t 

(sub·class I). 735 61 48 200 246 I very sma p ace, a grOWIng coun ry 
Industry (III). 121 380 270 325

8 355 town: Sambhal is little more than a 
Transport (IV. 9 35 61 " 14 'l'h d'ff 
Trade (V) .. 44 180 151 150 150 country town even to-day. e 1 er-
Public, force and ences -between them and the province 

adminis t r a- . h f h d· . 
tion (VI and as a whole III t e nlatter 0 t e Istn-
VII).. .. 13 33 48 G5 26 bution of occupations are apparent at 

professlOns and C 
liberal ruts a glance . Benares and awnpore 
(VIII): .,' 11 96 39 80 6~54 possess practically no agriculturists : 

DomestIc serVICe 19 77 119 90 b 
(X). . . Budaun and Sambhal possess etween 

Unproductive \ 11 33 17 20 and 25 per cent. as against the 
(XII). .. 19 17 I . , r?3 I B ---_ ., prOVInces I per cent. n enares no 

less than 38 per cent. of the population depends en industry: in Cawnpore, 
great industrial centre as it is, only 27 per cent. does. The reason is t hat the 
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industrial population of Benares depends chiefly on hand industries, whilst Cawn
pore depends on mill industries: no less than 23 per cent. of its population 
consists of general labourers and others who fall under sub-class XI, which reflects 
the presence of a large number of coolies, unskilled hands ready to turn to any 
job in the mills or out of them. Even Budaun and Sambhal have a larger per
centage of the population engaged in industries than Cawnpore: indeed of all 
the cities, Allahabad (246 per 1,000), Fyzabad (232), Jaunpur (230), Mirzapur 
(254), and Rampur (255) alone have a lower figure of industria l populat;ion than 
Cav;rnpore. There could be no more striking proof of the way in which machinery 
deprives men of the labour which is available where industry is carried out by 
hand. It is unnecessary to refer to transport save to point out that the figure is 
high chiefly in large railway centres (Jhansi 138, Lucknow 114, Saharanpur 97, 
Allahabad 79, Moradabad 71, Bareilly 73). The variations in the matter of t rade 
are not very great. Its figure is between 140 and 150 in the case of 10 cities: it 
is low in Amroha (123) and Jhansi (115) : it is highest in Allahabad (174), Benares 
(180), Etawah (196), Fyzabad (169), Gorakhpur (181), Jaunpur (171), Mirzapur 
(175), Muttra (205), Rampur (192), and Saharanpur (180). It will be noted that of 
these places, Alla,ha,bad, Benares, Fyzabad, Muttra, and to sorne extent Gorakhpur 
and Mirzapur, are sacred places, where trades naturally flourish owing to the 
influx of pilgrim visitors, just as shopkeepers flourish in our health resorts at home: ' 
whilst the others are distributing centres for the country round. The figures of 
public force and administration need not detain us. They depend chiefly on the 
presence or absence of cantonments and to a lesser degree of large offices. The 
professions and liberal arts have strikingly high figures only i n Bonares, (96), 
Mnttra (129), Fyzabad (77), Allahabad (61), Mirzapur (74), and BudauD (80); 
the facts are generally explained by the many followers of r eligion t o be foand in 
these holy places, and the large schools and colleges at Benares and Allahabad. 
Why Budaun should possess so many persons of this category is not quite clear. 
~:ehe moneyed few who have no need to work are numerous only in Allahabad (21), 
Benares (19), and Lucknow (32). The unproductive popUlation is numerous 
in Agra (with a large jail and asylum), Benares, (1) (wiLh jail, asylum, and 
many religious beggars) and Muttra (many religious beggars). Further details 
are unnecessary : the figures for citieB in table XV -A, the details a, lready given 
regarding factories and subsidiary table I will show the great differences 
between urban and rural pursuits. 

420. Village industries.- It is not possible to give the dis ljribution of occu
pation in rural traots as apart from urban communities . No t, only is there the 
difficulty of deciding where the town ends and the truly r ura.L community 
begins, but there are no occupational figures for towns outside the large cities. 
'.rhe matter however can be considered from another point of view, by taking the 
occmpations generally followed in every village, which taken together Ineet all the 
- Number erl req~irements of <;>rdinary vilLl-ge life, and 

Occupation. Groups. \ 1,t~\)l SeeIng what proportlOn they bear t o the total. 

LanCilords and t~[\a[1 ts 
Agricultural labourers 
General labonrers ... 
Pasture aDct dai ry 
Cotton-worker " 
Gold ~lnjth8 
Blacksmiths . ,. ,. 
WorkerR in brass) coppe"l", and 

bellm etal .. , .. ' 
Carpen ters .. . __ 
Fishers and hunters, boatmen 
Oil-pressers ... . ,. 
Harbers ... ..' 
Washermen 
Grain· parcher. 
Leather- W'orkcra 
"cavengers 
n".ke t:makcrs 
Priests 
Potters ." 
Village doctors >lond mid wive. 
Urocers , .. 
Confectioners, &0. 
(jrain·dealers 
Tailors 
Hreengrocers ... 
Piece-good-deBlers 
Uice.pounders iand flour griud· 

erg .. , ". 
Village "atchmen lind SOl'

V80tS. 

I .POPU a IOn. The figures are given in the margin. No less 
l-~ I 6~~ than 90 per cent. of the total population is sup-

9--12.~~~ r~ ported by these village inGus Ties. N or are 
21.~~ 2~ the figures complete even so. A large pro-
39,41 5 portion of pal1ci-bearers and tankLiggers, firewood 

~~ ~ collectors, collectors of forest proliuce should all 
14,15,~~ ! be included: but most of these o0cupations are not 

;~ 1~ numerous and it is unnecessary i 0 go in to any 
32-;~ ; further detail to prove the poin t 1 have to make. 

~t ~ The population is essentially rUl'J l, and takes to 
1 !~ ~ urban pursuits only when circumstances force it m ~ to do so. 'l'he successful oity mall, bwyer, doctor, 

~~t l~ soldier, government servant, looks forward to going 
I: : back in his old age to his village and his little 
108 3 zarnindari: those who possess narle invest their 

57 7 savings in land. The village artizan has always 
143,147 6 followed his occupation: it is hereditary and the 

________ ,...:._ __ ---'-__ 8:..c..OO.:._,_ , barber's son becomes a barber, the potter's a potter. 

(1) There is a proverb: ",.ami, 61lna, JJi"./i,i, s :m'y,u'i , in.e baclte to 88W8 Ka6h'i." The allusion is to the four 
curses of Benares-widows who se ~ tle there for rel.gious purposes; Bn~hmini bulls which roam the city; steep sta.ir. 
r.a.scs. and religious mendicants. 
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His dues are .fixed by custom: he cannot charge more not less than the sum which 
his panchayat orders; If he would eke out his income from further sources, he 
takes up a little land: if ambition pushes him to the pursuit of wealth, he has to 
migrate to the town. Fixed fees for regular service, presents at certain festivals or 
ceremonial occasions, these are his sources of wealth' : this and the produce of his 
land form the scanty livelihood of the village artizan-patiens operum exiguoque 
o,ssueta juventus. His prosperity, such as it is, is closely bound up with that of the 
agriculturists who form his clientMe : if times for them are good, he prospers: if 
times are bad, he suffers with them. It is no wonder that the villager's conver
sation, as so many have noticed, is always of the fasl (crops), of roti (food) and 
paisa (money). His few amusements consist of a katha (religious recitation), an 
occasional itinerant show, a visit to the bazar of the neighbouring town, and of 
.course the inevitable muqadma (lawsuit). As for the agriculturists themsEJlves, 
enough has been said; nor is it possible to end this report of the numbering of a 
people of which some 75 per cent. are agriculturists in more fitting fashion 
than in the words of the husbandman's poet, as true now as they were twenty 
-centuries ago :-

Agricola ineurvo terram dimovit aratro : 
Hino anni labor, hine patriam parvosqtte nepotes 
Sustinet, hine armenia boum meritosque }uv~neos, 
Nee requies. 

APPENDIX I TO CHAPTER XII. 

In~'ome-taro payers by castes.-Apart from Government servants who pay income-tax 0)1 

their salaries there are 31,554 payers in the province. Of these 2,311 belong to learned 
professions, 2,555 are manufacturers, 17,307 are engaged in trade and commerce, 1,451 'are 
-owners of property, and 7,930 follow other occupations. Taking, first, the learned professions, 
we find that of income-tax payers under th.is head 443 are Kayasthas, 421 Christians, 334 
Brahmans, 299 Muhammadans (unspecified), 241 Banias, and 123 Shaikhs: B engalis, Parsis, 
Saiyids, Khattris, and Rajputs are the only other castes which. show double figures . Amongst 
manufacturers no less than 1,002 or 39 per cent. are Banias: Kalwars, Brahmans, Rajputs, Telis, 
~onars, Muhammadans (unspecified), Pathans, and Shaikhs also have fairly high figures. 
Amongst traders 8,706 or 50 per cent. are Banias; 2,001 -are Brahmans, 771 Kalwars, 637 
Khattris, 935 Rajputs, 923 Muhammadans (unspecified). The chief figures are given below:-

Learned Manu- I Owners 
Castes. pr.ofes- £acturers. Traders.! of Others, 

Slons. !property.! 
--_. I I 

Banja .. . .. , ... ... 241 1,002 8 ,706 j 28;3 3,775 
Brahman ... ... ... :33:1: 123 2,001 266 1,202 
Halwai ... ... . .. . .. 46 144 I 2 15 
Jat ... " . ... . .. 4 8 105 I 4 142 
KalwaI' '. '.' ... 1 223 771 26 

I 
187 

Kayastha. 443 :36 104 \ 
., n 

115 ... ... . .. 0 0 

Khattri ., . ... . .. 73 16 637 29 97 
Kurmi ... ... . . . 6 119 312 : 60 116 
Raj put 38 , 87 935 I 193 578 ... ... ., . 
Sonar ... ... ... 5 67 88 

I 
11 47 

Teli . .. ... ... 4 84: 320 9 52 
Hindus ( unspecified) ... . .. 29 9 342 21 52 
Muhammadans (unspecified) ... . .. 299 135 9~3 113 322 
Pathan '. ... . .. 28 79 87 23 17 
Saiyid ... ... . .. 41 , 15 i 31 7 18 
Shaikh ... ... . .. 123 171 375 45 52 

, Chrjstian 421 : 19 73 21:~ 3:Hj .. ... . .... 
. ·Jain ... .. ... ,8 ... 1]4 22 ::29 

Bengali ... ... ... 67 5 13 4 IS 

All other castes have less than 100 persons who pay income-tax. 
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Subsidiary table I.-General distribution by occupatwn. 
------- - --

Number per Percentage in each Percen tage of Percentage of 
10,000 of total class, sub-class actual workers dependants to 

population. and order of :- employed. actual workers. 

Class, sub-class, and order. 

Persons Actual Actual Depend. In rural In rura l sup port- In cities. n cities. 
ed. 

workers. workers. ants. areas. areas. 

-
1 :2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ---

,A. -Production of raw materials .. .. 7,347 3,754 51 49 '5 99'5 149 95 
I.-Exploitation of the surface of the earth .. 7,345 3,753 51 49 '5 99 ' 5 149 99 

1. Pasture and agriculture .. 7,336 3,748 51 49 '5 99'5 149 95 
(aJ Ordinary CUltivation .. 7,149 3,601 50 50 '5 99'5 156 98 
(b) Growers of special products and 13 7 59 41 12'7 87'3 91 66 

market gardening. 
(aJ Forestry .. .. 12 8 62 38 7'3 92'7 105 .,8 
(d ) Raising of farm stock " 162 132 81 19 13'4 86'6 7 25 
( n) Raising of small animals .. .. .. 67 33 2'0 98'0 292 45 

2 . Fishing and hunting .. .. 9 5 51 49 10 ' 0 90'0 127 91 
in.-Extraction of minerals .. .. 2 1 52 48 4'0 96'0 191 86 

3. Mines .. .. . . .. . . 38 62 5 ' 0 95'0 533 145 
4. Quarries of hard rocks .. .. 1 1 46 54 13'8 86'2 165 114-
5. Salt, &c. .. .. " 1 .. 56 44 '1 99'9 1,850 79 

.;B.-Preparation and supply of material su b- 1,755 896 51 49 11'2 88'8 140 90 
stances. 

·ilL-Industry .. .. .. 1,213 642 53 47 8'9 91'1 139 84, 
6 . Textiles .. · . " 243 127 53 47 9'4 90'6 128 86 
7. H ides, skins, and hard materials from 28 12 44 56 11'6 88'4 198 12 

1 he animal kingdom. 
8 . Wood .. .. .. 101 46 45 55 7'0 93 '0 860 117 
9. Metals .. .. .. 60 24 40 60 14'5 85'5 161 146 

10. Ceramics .. " " 76 42 55 45 5'4 94'6 182 79 
11. Chemical products properly so called , 89 52 58 42 3'6 96'4 141 7(J 

and g,nalogous, 
12. Food industries .. .. 164 104 62 88 7'8 92'2 109 56 
13 Industries of dress and the toilet .. 280 146 52 48 10 ' 5 89'5 111 88 
14. Furniture industries .. " 1 .. 42 58 60'9 39'1 133 150 
15. Bu,lding industries .. .. 29 14 44 56 30'6 69'4 158 174 
16. Construction of mea.ns of transport .. .. ., 36 64 35'8 64'2 262 13~ 
17. ProductiGn and transmission of phy- .. .. 40 60 48'6 51'4 191 110 

sical forces (heat, light, electricity, 
motive power, &c .) 

18. Industries of luxury and thos~ per-
taining to literature and the arts and 

66 26 41 59 23'3 76'7 123 153 

sciences. 
19. Industries concerned with reCuse 76 49 65 35 12'5 87'5 73 52 

matter. 
ilV .-Trans port .. .. . . 94 42 44 56 27'9 72'1 149 117 

20. Transport b y water .. .. 9 3 41 59 8 ' 3 91'7 101 136 
21. Trans port by road .. .. 54 26 46 54 , 25'7 74'3 13\& 109 
22. Transport by rail . . .. 26 11 42 58 37 ' 7 62'3 160 121 
23. Post office, telegraph, and telephone 5 2 37 63 33 ' 3 66'7 212 15-3 

services. 
'V.-Trade .. .. .. 448 212 48 52 13 ' 0 87'0 161 102 

24. Banks, establishments of credit, 30 10 35 65 18 ' 0 82'0 185 184 
exchange, and insurance. 

25. Brokerage, commission, and export .. 7 2 36 64 28'6 71'4 183 175 
26. Trade in textiles .. .. 28 10 37 63 17'8 82'2 183 It.4 
27. Trade in skins, leather, and furs .. 2 1 38 62 21'4 78'6 237 '146 
28. Trade in wood · . · . 3 .. 52 48 15'2 84'8 162 79 
29. Trade in metals .. .. 3 1 35 6E 20'9 79'1 294 181 
30. Trade in pottery .. .. .. .. 50 '50 6'0 94'0 465 75 
31. Trade in chemical products .. 5 2 42 58 19'1 80'9 202 l22 
32. Hotels, cafes. restaurants, &c. · . 7 3 45 55 20'1 79'9 180 108 
33. Other trade in food stuffs 297 149 50 50 10'9 89'1 145 93 
34. Trade in clothing a.nd toilet articles .. 12 5 38 62 24'5 75'5 ~45 136 
35. Trade in furniture .. .. 3 1 42 58 25'9 74'1 150 137 
36. Trade in building materials .. .. .. 38 6:.l 29'3 70 ' 7 237 lilt> 
37. Trade in means of transp ort .. 10 4 36 64 9'6 90'4 213 170 
38. Trade in fuel .. .. 19 13 61 39 10'4 89'6 159 5" " 

39. Trade in articles of luxury and those 11 6 54 46 14'5 85'5 165 'l3 
pertaining to letters a.nd the arts and 
sciences. 

40. 'r rade in r efu se matter .. .. .. .. 53 47 41'4 58'6 107 194 
41. Trade of other sorts .. 11 5 42 58 26'0 74'0 173 122 

'·C;-Public a dministration and liberal arts .. 237 101 43 57 21'7 78'3 138 133 
''VI .-Pu bl ic force .. .. .. 70 33 47 53 25'0 75'0 64 126 

42. Army .. .. .. 13 9 67 33 54'6 45'4 40 58 
43. Navy .. .. .. . . .. 24 76 25'0 75.0 100 266 
44. Police .. .. .. 57 24 43 57 15'0 85 ' 0 \-14 · 1:38 

~VII.-Public administration .. · . 56 i8 32 68 22 ' 8 77 ' 2 226 '204. 
45. Public administration ,. 56 18 32 68 22'8 77''2 :.::26 204 

VIII. Professions and liberal art~ .. III 50 45 55 '19 ' 1 80'9 164 ll~ 
46. Religion .. .. .. 56 27 46 54 16'6 83'4 142 115 
47. Law .. .. .. 8 2 27 73 4'2,2 57'8 29l 246 
48. Medicine .. · . .. 12 6 50 50 15'1 84'9 'J.'1.7 79 
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Subsidiary table 1.- General distribution by occupation-(concluded). 
---

Number per Percen tage in each Percentage of P ercentage of 
10,000 of tot.al class, sub-class actual workers dependants to 

population. and order of !- employed. actual workers. 

Class, sub-class, and order. 

:n ci ties.! In rural 
Persons Actual Actua.l Depend- In rura s upport- In cities 

ed. workers. workers. ants. areas. areas. 

._--
1 2 3 · 4 ~- --6- 7 8 9 
~ ._-_--- -

\ 
49. Instruction .. .- ., 14 6 42 58 23·7 r 76'3 172 130 
50. Letters and arts and sciences .. 21 9 49 51 20'5 79'5 1 :'<: 6 99 

D.-Miscellaneous .. .. _ . 661 382 58 42 13'1 86'9 95 70 
IX.-Persons living on their income .. 15 6 39 61 43'4 56'6 153 157 

51. Persons living princi pally on their 15 6 39 61 43'4 56'6 153 157 
income. 

X.-Domestic service .. .. .. 192 115 60 40 21'3 78'7 98 59 
52. Domestic service .. _. 192 115 60 40 21'3 78'7 98 59 

XI.-Insufficiently described occupations .. 345 H)6 57 43 10-3 89-7 96 74 
53. General terms which do not indicate 345 19B 57 43 10'3 89'7 96 7!J. 

a definite occupation. 
xn.-Un productive .. .. .. .. 109 65 £0 40 9'2 90'8 53 68 

54. Inmates of jails, asylums, and hospi- 5 5 95 5 36'1 63'9 2 7 
tals. 

55. Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes .. 104 (0 58 42 7'1 92'9 74 71 

Subsidiary table II.-Distribution by occupation in nat'ural divisions. 

Number per mille of total popUlation supported in. 

~ 
_p ~ 

t 

.., I C) • .3. 
'" rn ,,:;? 
C) '" '" .- '" ce ~ - t:::: Q ..., '" 

_ .... 
·c _p 

1:£ 
:::i I ...- [:<1 zes oo~ 

Occupation. E:l rn .i' 
~ rn .t t:::: 

'" ';,:e '" 
I 

~ of t:::: 3 
.... 

ril .~ g; of 
'" .P 0:; £ ~ 
0> p:, :z:~ 
0:> "" ",' (:4 uS. ,£ 

~ctl 

Q 0> 
] I ed~ ctl e<! 

t:::: ;>, ~ ~ ctl ~ .~ Z-
.~~ e<! ;.a '" 

I 

'" +' li:S S O~ ",- Oil @;b g>" :;::$ ~ 0> ,<:l._ 

... '" Q P< QO "'::II .... ~ (:42 ~ S s::1 Q H - S 1'1 "'~ 
oil '" '" '" ~ 00) P . 'd ._ 

1 ~ 0 0"": ce 00 ~ 0 ' +> p.,..o 
~~ , '" ... I .J::~ ~~ 6 o '" 

+' -+" .Q 6 'i:! E-! ..0 d en 

I 
iJoo :Il p 'd ]--" Q) '" P 'd "'~ 

P 00 1'1 H Q ril rr~ 1'1 E-! P':l 
H H 

--~ --- --- - -- --~ --- ---~-- - -- --~ ----

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 9 10 11 12 
I 

--~ --- --- -----~ --- - --i--- --- - -- - _ 
I 

Agriculture. Order I. Groups 1- 6 -- 716 8:18 611 6 26 736 647 744 8il 740 I 920 660· 
Pasture. Order I. Groups 9-12 

" 16 9 20 16 14 30 32 14 15 2 10 
Others. Order I. Groups 7, 8 and 13 -. 1 4 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 I 1 .. 

Fishing and hunting. Order 2 Groups 14 1 1 3 1 1 .. .- 1 1 ' .. 4 
and 15. I 

I 

Total Sub-clallll I.-Exploitation of the 734 842 637 644 752 679 778 887 757 J 923 674 
tlu-rface of the earth. 

Total iSub-cla&tI II. Extraction of mine-
" .. .. .. -. .. .. .. . . . . .. 

ral •. 
Textile industries.- Order 6. Groups 21 24 8 47 33 19 34 17 5 26 3 32 

-31. I 

Wood industries.-Order 8. Groups 37 and 10 6 15 14 8 18 9 i 5 7 6 . 10, 
38. 

Metal industries.- Order 9. Groups 39-45 6 7 6 7 6 7 8 3 8 1 5 
Food industries.-Order 12. Groups 57-67 17 4 25 21 18 10 10 6 20 1 19 
Indust.ries of dress and the toilet.- 28 13 32 40 29 31 21 11 22 11 27 

Order 13. Groups 68-74. 
Other industries (rest of Sub-class III) .. 37 15 46 53 33 40 36 14 37 6 33 
Total Sub-clau III. Indulltry .. 122 53 171 168 113 140 101 

I 
44 120 27 126 

Total Sub-cla811 IV.-Trantlport '- 10 12 14 11 10 12 13 4 8 1 7 
Trade in food-stuffs.-Orders 32 and 33. 30 14 33 38 27 3!J. 34 20 33 1 50 

Groups 114-125. 
Trade in textiles.- Order 26. Group 108 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 3 
Other trades (rest of Sub-class V) .. 12 7 15 15 11 11 15 5 11 9 17 
Totol Sub-ala,s 17.-Trade _ . .. 45 24 51 56 41 48 51 27 47 . 11 70 
Total Sub-clan VI.-Public force .. 7 12 8 7 7 11 7 5 4 1 12 
Total Sub-cIa,. VII. -Public adminis- 5 4 6 6 6 9 4 3 5 1 31 

iration.. 
To'.Z Sub-alas, 

liberal arell. 
17III.-Professions and 11 13 17 14 11 10 7 "4 9 22 14 

Total Sub-ala'. IX.- Ferl!onll living on 1 2 1 1 3 1 . , .. 1 -. 2 
their income. 

Total Sub-cla .. X.-Domet1tic "erviae 19 14 23 27 17 22 13 9 19 8 34 
Total Sub-clan XI.--b~8UjJlcifJlItly de~: 35 18 59 52 30 58 17 8 22 1 25 

cribed occupation". 
5 Total Sub-clau XII.- Unproductive .. 11 6 13 14 10 10 9 9 8 5 

J 
-
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'Subsidiary table IlL-Occupations combined 'with agriculture (where agtriculture is 
the subsidiary occupation). 

Number per mille of workers who are partially agriculturists. 

Occupa.tion. 

1 2 3 4 

-------------------------------- -------- ----
Order I -Groups 1 to 6 (Agriculture) . . 
Order I -Groups 9-12 (pasture) •• 
Order I.-Groups 7,8 and 13 (Others) " 
Order II. -Groups 14 and 15 (Fishing and 
hunting) • • • • •• 

Total Sub'ol"8B I -(E:cploitaUon of tke 
8urfa08 of tke ~artk) .. • • 

Total Sub-r1la.8 
m.,ltlrals) 

II.-( ExtractioIJ of 

Order B.-Groups 21- 31 (Textile indus. 
tr ies ) .. .. .. 

Order 8.-Groups 37 and 38 (Wood in. 
dustnes) .. .. .. 

Order 9 . Groups 39-45 (Metal indns. 
tries) . . . . 

Order l2.-Groups 57--67 (Food indu~:' 
tries). . . . . . 

Order la .-Groups 68 -74 (Industries of 
dress and the toilet) •. 

Other industries (rest of Sub-class ill) •• 

Tota.l ~ub·ola8B III.-( Indu.lry) 

Total Sub·cla" IV.-( Tran8por#} 

Orders 32 and 33.-Groups 114 to 125 
(Trade in food·s tuffs) •• 

O,fder 26--Group 108 (Trade in textiles). 
Other trad~s (rest of Sub-class V) 

Total Sub-clan V .-(Trade) 

Total Sub·clalJ8 V I.-(Publio foroe} 

Total Sub· clas. J"IL-(Public admi nis-
t r ation) . • . . •• 

Total Sub-class VIII -( Pro/euionll and 
liberal "rt. I • • •• • • 

Total Su'b·clau IX.-(PerIfO'll1l 
principally on their incomtJ,) 

Total Sub·dau X.-( Dome,tic 8ervice) .• 

Total Sub·cla88 XI.- (I1uufficiently d OG' 
cribtld occ upation.,) . • • . 

Total Sub·elas. XII.-(Unproduct i fJe) .• 

363 
13 
1 

377 

13 

I) 

2 

10 

15 
20 

65 

4 

15 
1 
5 

21 

8 

1 

11 

20 

7 

425 
8 
3 

436 

5 

4 

3 

2 

6 
8 

28 

7 

7 
1 
4 

12 

8 

7 1 

1 

9 

13 

4 

243 
17 

2. 

1 

263 

25 

6 

2 

16 

15 
24 

88 

5 

16 
1 
6 

23 

4 

2 

7 

13 

81 

7 

5 

247 
12 

1 

260 

16 

5 

3 

12 

19 
27 

82 

4 

17 
1 
6 

24 

3 

2 

6 

15 

27 

7 

6 

405 
13 

1 

419 

10 

4 

3 

11 

17 
19 

64 

4 

14 
1 
5 

20 

4 

2 

5 

1 

10 

18 

6 

7 

401 
22 

1 

424 

22 

10 

3 

6 

18 
24 

83 

5 

21 
1 
() 

27 

5 

9 

6 

14 

38 

7 

8 

405 
24 

1. 

430 

11 

5 

3 

6 

11 
20 

56 

~ 

18 
1 
8 

27 

3 

2 

3 

8 

12 

6 

9 

504 
13 

1 

518 

3 

3 

1 

4 

6 
8 

25 

2 

11 
1 
2. 

14 

2 

1 

7 

6 

6 

10 

404 
13 

1 

1 

419 

13 

4 

3 

12 

12 
20 

64 

4 

18 
1 
6 

25 

4 

13 

11 

268 
2 

270 

1 

3 

4 
9 

17 

1 

3 

4 

8 

4 

1 

8 

12 

239 
9 

2 

250 

16 

4 

1 

11 

11 
15 

58 

a 

23 
2 
7 

32 

5 

9 

6 

1 

17 

12 

3 
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422 CHAPTER XII.-OCCUPATION. 

Subsidiary table V.-Occupations of females by sub-classes, and selected 
orders and groups. 

Group number. 

Group No.1, •• 
Do. 2. 
Do. 4 
Do. 6 
Do. 8 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

9 
10 
12 
13 
14 

Group No. 16 
Do. 20 

,s"b·cla .. III.-

Group No. 21 
Do. 22 
Do. 24 
Do. .25 
Do. 26 

Do. l27 
Do. 30 

Do. 81 

Do. 87 

Do. 3S 
Do. 401 

Do. 42 
Do. 45 
Do. 47 
Do. 48 
Do. 68 
Do. 65 

Do. 66 
Lo. 68 
Do. 63 
Do. 65 
Do 67 
Do. 68 

Do. 69 
Do. '71 
Do. 72 
Do. 73 

Do. 78 
Do. 89 

Do. 90 
Do. 93 
Do. ~8 

Sub-clan IV.-

Group No. 104 

.sub-claS8 V.-

Group No. 110 
Do. 112 
Do. 113 

Do. 114 
Do. 116 
Do. 117 

Do 118 
Do. 119 
Do. 120 

Occupation. 

Income from ren t of' agriculture. • • • • • 
Ordinary cultivators .. . . . . .. 
Fa.rm servants and field labourers .. . . 
Fruit, flower, vegetable, betel, vine,!areca nut, &c., growers 
Wood cutters; firewood, lac, catechu, rubber, &c., 

collectors and charcoal burner3 
Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers 
Sheep, goat and pig breeders .. 
Herdsmen, shepherds, goat-herds, &c. 
Birds, bees, silkworms, &c. • • 
Fishing •• •• •• 

Coal mines a.nd petroleum wells •. 
Extraction of saltpetre, alum, and 

soluble in water .• 
other substances 

Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing • • • . 
Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving •• •. 
Rope, twine and string .. •. _. 
Other fibres (cocoanut, aloes, fiax, hemp, str:.w, &c.) .. 
Wool carders and spinners, weavers of woolen blankets, 

carpets, &c. . . • . • • . . 
Silk spinners and weavers . . . . 
Dyeing, bleaching printing, preparation and sponging of 

textiles.. . . . . " .. 
Other (lace, crape, embroideries, fringe, &c.) and insuffi-

oiently desoribed textile industries •• • . 
Basket makers and other industries of woody ma.teria.l 

including lea.ves . • • . • . 
Forging and rolling of iron and other metals .. 
Other workers in iron and makers of implements and 

tools principally or exclusively of iron • • . • 
Workers in brass, copper a.nd bell metal •• " 
Makers of glass and crystal ware . • • • 
Potters and earth pipes and bowl ma.kers • • • • 
Brick and tile makers . . . . . . 
Manufacture and refining of vegetable and mineral aile .. 
Others (soap, candles, lac, catechu, perfume and mis-

cella.neaus drugs) • . . . .. •. 
R :ce pounders and huskers and floor grinders •. 
Grain purchasers, &c. . . . . . . 
S " eetmeat makers, preparers of jam and condiments, &c. 
Toddy drawers . . . • . . . . 
Hat, cap and turban makers .. .. .. 
Tailors, milliners, dress makers and darners, embroiderers 

on linen .. .. •• . . 
Shoe, boot and sandal makers .• • . _ • 
Washing, oleaning and dyeing .. •• •. 
Barbers, hair dressers, and wig makers .. . . 
Other industries connected with the toilet, tattooers, 

shampooers, bath homes, &c. .. •. 
Stone and marble workers, Inasons, and brick layers 
Workers in precious stones and metals, enamelIers, imita-

tion jewellery makers, gilders, &c. . . . . 
l\fakers of Bangles, rosaries, bead and other n ecklaces •• 
Sweepers, scavengers, dust and sweeping oontractors •• 
Persons employed on the construction and maintenance 

of roads and bridges • • • • • • 

Labourers employed on railway construction 

Trade in wood (not fire wood) cork, bark, &c. •. 
Trade in pottery . . .•. . . . . • • 
Trade in chemical products (drugs, dyes, paints, petro-

leum, explosives, &c.) .. •• .• 
Vendors of wine, liquors, aerated waters, &c. •• 
Fish dea.lers . . • . .• 
Grocers and sellers of vegetable, oil, salt and other 

condiments .. " .. •• 
Sellers of milk, butter, ghee, poultry, eggs, &0. •. 
Sellers of sweatmeats, suga.r, gur and molasses •. 
Cardamom, betel leaf, vegetables, fruits, and areca nut 

sellers •• •• •• •• . . 

Number of actual workers. 

Males. 

259,685 
9,913,214 
1,606,792 

20,314 

19,242 
5,817 
6.276 

508,719 
479 

13,581 

27 

2,172 

32,756 
~83,275 

10,353 
2,602 

12,508 
5,667 

17,307 

9,508 

47,731 
1,501 

88,833 
13,812 

4,389 
111,675 

7,465 
126,004 

3,977 
11,409 
72,751 
22,547 

474 
965 

100,681 
61,809 

121,552 
176.141 

584 
35,596 

84,585 
16,939 

112,892 

9,416 

8,533 

2,780 
1,242 

6,923 
8,709 
2,513 

35,292 
29,288 
27,242 

79,681 

Females. 

86,973 
3,980964 
1,357,760 

11,174 

12,673 
3,3:.l3 
2,871 

105,234 
148 

6,696 

4 

995 

26,484 
160,680 
19,3~6 
2,142 

10,966 
1,947 

6,378 

7,470 

33,151 
139 

6,629 
1,340 
2,911 

73,125 
1,646 

112,519 

2,172 
227.568 

90,699 
5,366 

133 
1,421 

61,318 
8,936 

100,286 
60,n2 

290 
3,893 

3,965 
9,7~6 

123,012 

1,180 

846 

1,493 
454 

1,646 
1,614 
4,487 

12,341 
lI7.807 

5,060 

108,664 

Number 
Iof females per 
1,000 males. 

335 
402 
844 
550 

659 
· 571 
456 
207 
309 
498 

148 

4403 

809 
567 

1,867 
823 

877 
343 

368 

986 

695 
93 

75 
97 

663 
656 
220 
893 

546 
19,946 

1,247 
238 
281 
147 

609 
128 
825 
378 

497 
109 

46 
574 

1,089 

126 

99 

537 
365 

238 
185 

1,785 

350 
1,293 

181 

1,368 
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Subsidiary table V.-Occupations of females by sub-classes, and selected 
orders and groups-(concluded). 

Group number. 

Bub·clau V.-(con~ 
_clude~). 

Group No. 121 
Do. 122 
Do. 123 
Do. 124 
Do. 125 

Do. 129 

Do. 130 
De. 131 

Do. 132 

Do. 136 
Do- 138 

Sub·datlf VIII.

Group No. 148 
Do. 149 
Do. 155 

Do. 160 

B«1J·cZau IX.
. Group No. 161 

lJub·claar X.-
~roup No. 162 

Bub-ela .. XI.-
, Group No. 167 •• 
~tlb-cla81 XII.-

. Group No. 169 

Occupation. 

Grain and pulse deaJers • • • • • • 
Tobacco, opium, ganja, &0., sellers •. .. 
Dealers in sheep, goa.ts and pigs . • •• . . 
Dealers in hay, grass and fodder . .. .. 
Trade in ready made clothing and other articles of dress 

.and the toilet (hats. umbrellas, socks, ready made 
shoes, perfumes, &c.) . . . . ' .. 

Dealers and hirers pf elephants, camels, horses, cattle, 
asses, mules, &0., seilers, (not makers) of carriages, 
saddlery, &c. . . . . . . .. 

Dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal, cowdung, &c. .. 
Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (real and imitation), 

clocks, optical instruments, &c. . . . . 
Dealers in common bangles, bead necklaces, fans, small 

articles toys, hunting and fishing tackles, flower, &c .. . 
Itec.erant traders, pedlars, hawkers, &c. .. .. 
Other trades (including farmers of pounds) tolls and 
m.a.rkets •• •• " •• .. 

Priests, ~inisters &c... • • • • • • 
~eligious mendicants, inmates of monasteries, &c. •. 
Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, masseurs, 

&c. .. .. " _. 
Music composers and masters, players on all kinds 

of musical :instruments (not military), singers, actors, 
and dancers • • • • • • • • 

Proprietors (other than of agricultural land) fund and 
scholarship holders and pensioners • • . . 

Cooks, water c,arriers, door.keepers, watchmen and other 
indoor servants 

Labourers and workmen otherwise unspeoified 

Beggars, vagrants, procurers, prostitutes, receivers of 
atolen goods, cattle poisoners •. . . .• 

Number of a ctual workers. 

Males. 

243,83.g 
24,396 

3,775 
15,853 

18,526 

15,546 
23,98~ 

921 

14,096 
4,900 

2,361 

75,035 
10,183 

3,249 

25,788 

19,841 

288,455 

596,625 

185,501 

Females. 

61'7,635 
8934 

332 
15;042 

3,984 

1,38G 
32,451 

137 

11,105 
1,904 

308 

15,412 
5,195 

18,215 

16,483 

227,066 

321,236 

103,629 

Number 
of females 
per 1,000 
males. 

2,5fJ3 
366 
88 

948 

215 

89 
1,353 

149 

788 
389 

130 

205 
510 

5.606 

639 

375 

787 

538 

559 

.Subsidiary table VI.-Ocoupations combined llJith agriculture (where agriculture is 
the principal occupation). 

Land Lords (Rent receivers). Cultivators (Rent payers) . Farm servants and field labourers. 

I 
Number Number Number 

per per per 
Subsidiary occupation. 10,000 Subsidiary occupation. 10,000 Subsidiary occupation. 10,000 

who who who 
follow it . follow it. follow it . 

Total .. 3,330 7.878 620 

Bent payers . . .. 1 ,847 Rent receivers .. .. 168 Ren t receivers · . · . 30 
A,griculturallabourerB .. 405 Agricultural labourers · . 505 Rent payers · . .. 374 
~ensioners .. .. 19 General labourers .. 79 General labourers · . 16 
Money lenders and grain 162 Village watchmen .. 15 Villa.ge watchmen .. 2 

dealers. 
Qther tr~ders of all kinds .• 145 Ca,ttle breeders and milkmen. 53 Cattle breeders a,nd milkmen. 12 
Priests .. .. 49 Pensioners .. .. 6 Mill hands · . .. 1 
Clerks of all kinds (not 10 Fishermen and boatmen .. 20 Fishermen and boatmen . . 5 

. Government ). 
School masters .. .. 10 Money lenders and gra.in 38 Rice pounders .. .. 3 

dealers. 
Lawyers. Clerks, Petition 7 Traders of all kind · . 108 Traders of all kind .. '1 

.writers. 
Esta.te agents and managers. 20 Oil pressers . . · . C6 Oil pressers .. · . 3 
H!!dical practitioners .. 9 Weavers .. · . 24 Weavers · . .. 5 
Artisans .. .. 49 Potters .. " 47 Potters .. · . 3 
I>Wa.dera .. .. 5 Barbers .. · . 56 Leather workers · . 13 
Othua .. .. 593 Washermen · . 56 Washermen .. " 5 

Blacksmiths and caorpenters. 81 Blacksmiths a.nd carpenters. 2 
-. Others . . · . 556 Others · . .. 139 

... - - - - .. - _ ... ... - ----_- . -_. _. "'--~--
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Subsidiary table VII.-SeZeoted occupations, 1911 and 1901. 

1 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 
6 

8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

Occupation, 

2 

Sub-clas8 I.-Exploitation of the 8urface of the earth 
Ordcr I.-Pasture and agriculture • • • • 
Order No_ 1 (a) ordinary cultivation.. •• 

Income from rent of agricultural land •• .• 
Ordinary cultivators , . .. • • • • 
Agents, managers of landed estates (not planters), clerks, rent collec· 

tors, &c. 
Farm servants and field labourers.. .• •• •• 

Order No.1 (b) Growers of special produets and market gardening " 
Tea, coffee, cinchona and indigo plantations •. •• •• 
Fruit, flower, vegetable, betel, vine, areca nut, &c, growers •. 

Order No.1 (a) Forestry .. •. •. •. 
Wood-cutlers, fire.wood, lac, catechu, rubber, &c., collectoEs and 

charcoal burners. 
Ordel" No.1 (d) mi8ing of farm stock .• •. 

Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers •• •• 
Sheep, goat and pig breeders . • . . . . 
Breeders of other animals (horses, mules, camels, asses, &c.) 
Herdsmen, shepherds, goatherds, &c, • • . • 

01"4e,. No 1 ('e) ,.ailing of small animals 
, Order II.-Fi,.king and hun ting •• 

14 Fishing.. •• •• 
15 Hunting.. •• .. 

,sl£b·clal3 II -E:rrtraction of minerals 

Order B,-Mine' 
Order 4,-Quarries of hard rock, 
Order 5 -Salt , • 
S<tb-claS8 III.-Ind1Htry 
Orde,.- 6.-Textil~s 

21 Co tton ginning, cleaning and pressing •• • • • • 
22 Cott.on spinning, s izing and weaving • • . . • . 
23 Jute spinning, pressing and weaving •• •. •. 
ll4 Rope, twine and string, . . . •• • . , . 
26 'Vool carders and spinneFs, weavers of woollen blankets, carpets, &c, 
27 Silk spinners and weavers . . .. . . .. 
28 Hair, camel and horse hair, bristles work, brush makers, &0. ., 
29 Persons occupied with feathers •. .. ., •. 
30 Dyeing, bleaching, printing, preparation and s ponging of textiles .. 

Order 7.-Hides, .. kina and ha·rd materials from the animal kingdom .. 

32 Tanners, curriers, leather dressers, &c., and leather dyers 
33 Makers of leather articles, such as trunks, water bags, &0, 
34 Furriers. • ' . ' . . . . . 
35 Bone, ivory, horn, shell, &c., worken . • •• 

36 
37 

39 
41 

42 

47 

53 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
62 
63 
64 
65 

Order 8,- Wooel ., . . •• . . 

Sawyers, carpenters, turners a nd joiners, &c ... 
Basket makers and other industries of woody material, including 

leaves. 
Order 9.-Metal .. .. " 

Plough and agri cultural implement m:)'kers 
Other workers in iron and makers of implements and tools, princip

ally or exclusively of iron_ 
Workers in brass, copper and bell metal '. .• 

Order 10,-Ceramie.~ . , . . , . , , 
Potters and eartben pipe and bowl makers .. .. 

Order 11,- CI.emica l produats property so called, and analog,ou6 
Manufacture and refining of vegetable and mineral oLls • • 

Order 12.-Food indu ,tr ie$ " " 
Rice pounders a nd huskers and flour grinders 
Bakers and biscuit makers " 
Gra in parche:rs, &c, • • _ . • • 
Butchers.. .. •. " 
Fish curers • . , . . • 
Makers of sugar, molasses and gur . . . . 
Sweetmeat nlakers, preparers of jarn and condiments, &0. 
Brewers and distillers .. . • 
Toddy drawers • • , • 

Orae" 13.-I..dusl ries cfdres8 and Ule toilet •• •. 
(is i Tailors, milliners, dress makers aud darners, embroiderers on linen .. 

Population 
supported 
in 1911. 

3 

35,267,372 
35,222,317 
34,327,199 

866,419 
28,712,015 

196,7~2 

4,552,043 
56,478 

2,789 
53,689 
58,709 
50,941 

778,992 
16,075 
16,078 

1 ,148 
744,791 

93fJ 
45,055 

38,331 
6 ,724 
8,808 

1 54 
2,904 
5,750 

5,834,384 
1,166,359 

115,865 
853,133 

6,136 
42,167 
4.0,aaS 
16,044 

1,14.5 
247 

50.58f) 
13i642 

122,:361 
4,\]06 

690 
3,685 

485,880 

351,471 
134,409 

286,922 
~)524 

235,688 

38785 
366:212 
333,043 
428,541 
407,439 

790j72 
320,383 

6,251 
251,129 
113,749 

79 
31,036 
62,05,) 

663 
1,'.<93 

1,344,007 
302,490 

Population 
supported 
in 1001, 

4 

32,309,357 
32,260,043 
31,614,865 

3,447,881 
23,534,772 

255,919 

4,376,293 
125,125 

4,770 
120,355 

48,491 
45,814 

471,376 
25,335 
11,905 

8,880 
425, 255 

1R6 
49,314 

36,203 
13,111 
18,098 

832 
72 

17,194 
I> 241,1R5 
1,412,145 

149,659 
1,120,912 

73 
19,587 
4.6,133 
12,666 

1 ,73D 
:i50 

3956U 
201,626 

193 ,786 
4,516 

(JOO 
2,424 

534,301 

399,800 
134,501 

378,292 
17,774 

3113,6~5 

42,380 
41,706 

1,'L61 
473,304 
411,888 

766,250 
209,0~ 6 

6 ,051 
317,291 
112,849 

70 
65,855 
24,862 

4,1379 
2,768 

1,550,981 
324,323 

Percentage 
of 

variation. 

5 

+9'2 
+9'2 
+8'6 

-74'9 
+20'0 
-23'1 

+4'0 
-54'9 
-41'5 
-55'4 
+21'1 
+11'2 

+1'6 
-36'6 
+42'6 
-87'1 
+75'1 

+404'8 
-8'6 

+5'9 
-48'7 
-51'3 

-81'5 
+3930'6 

-49'1 
-6'5 

-17'4 

-22'6' 
-23'9 

+8,305'5 
+115'7 
-12'6 
+26'7 
- 34'2 
-1'2 

+27'5, 
-34'7 

-36'9 
+8'6 

-23'3 
+52'0, 
-9'1 

-12'1 
-'1 

-24'2-
-85'S 
-24'3 

-8-5 
+77'8 

+26 ,:nO·g 
-9'5' 
-1'1 

+3'1 
+53'3 
+3.3 

-20'9 
-'S 

+12'9 
-52-9 

+149'6 
-84'5, 
-53'3 

-13'3 
-5' 7 



1 

69 
71 
72 

77 
'i8 

89 

90 

93 

95 

96 

97 

98 

~9 

100 
101 
102 

103 

104-

105 

112 

113 

114 
115 

116 
117 
118 
119 
ISO 
121 
122 
123 
124 

125 

127. 
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Subsidiary table VIL-Selected occupations, 1911 and lSOl-(continued). 

Occupation. 

Shoe, boot and sandal makers •• 
Washing, cleaning and dyeing •• 
Barber, hairdressers and wig makers 

Order 14.-Furniture industries 
Order l5.-Building ind»strielf 

Excavators, plinth builders and well-sinkers _. 
Stone and marble workers,. masons and bricklayers 

Order l6.-0onstruction of means oftran:rport •• ,. 
Order l7.-Production and transmis, ion of physicalfor~eI (heat, light, 

electricity, motive power, <tc . .) 
Order 18 -Industries of lUXIH'Y IOnd tholle pertaining to.Zite')'ature and 

the art, and sciences. 
Workers in precious stones and metals, enamellers, imitation jewellery 

makers, gilders, &c. 
Makers of bangles, rosaries, bead and otber necklaoes, spangles, 

lingams and sacred threads. 
O"der 19_-Indtllltrie, concerned with refuse matter 

Sweepers, scavengers, dust and sweepmg contractors 
Sub-cla.s TV-Transport •• •• 
Order 20_-Tran3port by water .• 

Ship owners and their employes, ship brokers, ships' officers, 
engi.neers, mariners and firemen. 

Persons employed on the fnaintenance of streams, rivers and canals 
(including constructions) . 

Boat owners, boatmen and tow men •• 
Order 21.-Tranlpbrt bg road •• • _ •• 

Persons employed on the construotion and maintenanoe of roads and 
bridges. 

Cart owners and drivers, coachmen, stable boys, tramway, mail 
carriage, &c., mana.gers, and employeil (excluding private 
liervants). 

Palki, &0., bearers and owners • • • . • • 
Pack elephaut, camel, mule, ass and bullock owners and drivers 
Porters and messengers • • • • . . 

Order 22.-Transport by rail _. • _ .• 
Railway employes of all kinds other than construotion ooolies 

Labourers employed on railway construction. _ • • • • 
Order 23 -Post office, Telegraph and Telephone lervicel .• ._ 

Post office, Telegraph and, Telephone services • • • . 
Sub·elas. V.-T'I'ade • _ .• .. •. •. 
Order 24.-l3ank., establishmentJl of c,.edit, exchange ana in,urance •• 
Order 25. -l3roJcerage. commission and export _. ... _. 
Order 26,-Trade in textile., •• •• •• , . 
Order 27,-Trade in skiM, leather and fuf's •. •• ._ 
Order 28.-Trade in wood .. •• .. ._ 
Order 29.-T,.ade in melals •• .• •. ._ 
Order 30.-Trade in pottery.. •• •• " 

Trade in pottery . . _ . . . • • • _ 
Order 3l .-Trade in chemical products _ . • _ _ _ 

Trade in ohemioal produots (drugs, dyes, paints, petroleum, explo. 
sives, &c.)_ 

Order 32.-Hotel~, cafes, restau"ants, <te. .. 
Venders of wine, liquors, aerated wat ers, &c. 
Owners and managers of hotels, oookshops, sarais, &c~: and the'i~ 

employes. 
Or~e" 3.'1.-0ther trade in food stuffs ., •. 

Fish dealers . _ _ . _ _ _ . 
Grocers and sellers of vegetable, oil, salt and other condiments 
Sellers of milk. butter, ghee, poultry, eggs, &c. _ . 
Sellers of sweetmeats, sugar, gur and m olasses .. 
Cardamom, betel-leaf, vegetables, fruit and areoa nut sellers 
Grain and pulse dealers _ • _ _ .• 
Tobacco, opium, ganja, &c" sellers . . . . 
Dealers in sheep, goats and pigs .• • . •• 
Dealers in hay, grass and fodder ' . . . • 

Order No. 34.-Trade in clothing and toilet arti,.lM . _ _ . 
'frade in ready.made clothing and other articles of dress and the 

toilet (hats, umbrellas, socks, ready.made shoes, perfumes, &c.), 

Oraer No. B5.-Trade infurnittwe •• •• 
Hardware, cooking utensils, porcelain, crockery, glassware, bottles, 

articles for gardening, the cellar, &c. 

• 

Population 
supported 
in 1911. 

3 

166,095 
379,213 
482,183 

6,324 
140,566 

1,005 
96,714 

3.841 
725 

317,787 

235,894 

49,472 

865,406 
365,406 
449,610 
39,453 

710 

13,597 

24,903 
254,307 

20,924 

184,087 

21,680 
39,201 
38,465 

128,976 
113,005 

15,971 
26,874 
26,874 

2 ,140,395 
144,283. 

29.411 
133,429 

10,752 
8,198 
9,633 
3 ,382 
3,382 

20.359 
20,359 

28.723 
22,938 

5,785 

1,426,539 
11,562 

102,535 
114,655 

74,3 40 
305,017 
686,906 

73,259 
9,046 

49,219 

M,091 
59,091 

16,146 
13,459 

Population Percentage 
supported of 
in 1901. variation. 

4 5 

124,741 
471,024 
621,104 

6,283 
127,422 

10,028 
16.284 

4,814 
1,037 

326,554 

253,095 

50,956 

416,470 
416,470 
505,226 

50,646 
131 

9,109 

41,219 
359,636 

7,581 

128,457 

52,777 
123,622 

47,199 
75,573 
69,961 

5,612 
19,371 
19,371 

2,430,140 
154,469 
85,363 

162,912 
10,942 
1 3,296 

589 
58,885 
58,885 
58 ,5 G2 
58,562 

44,561 
30,308 
14,253 

1,501,792 
18,968 

250,135 
109,873 
105,555 
234,605 
674,926 

53,282 
14,887 
39,561 

31..288 
31~288 

80,032 
65,4G6 

+33'2 
-19-5 
-22'4 

+'7 
+10'3 

-90-0 
+493'9 

-20-2 
-30'1 

-2·7 

-6·S 

-2'9 

-12'3 
-12-S 
-11'0 
-22-1 

+4.42'0 

+49'3 

-39-6 
-29'3 

+176'0 

+4'3 

-58'9 
-68'S 
-18'5 
+70-7 
+61-5 

+184'6 
+38'7 
+38'7 
-11'9 
-6'6 

-65'5 
-18-1 
-1'8 

-38 ' 3 
+1.534'8 
-1,641'1 
-1,641'1 

-65'2 
-65'2 

-35-5 
- 24-3 
-59'4 

-5 -0 
-39'0 
-59'0 
+4'4 

-29'6 
+30 -0 
+1'8 

+37'5 
-29'2 
+24'4 

+88'8 
+88'8 

-79-8 
-79'4 
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Subsidiary ·table VII.-> Selected occupations, 1911 and 1901-(concluded). 

~ 
::;S 
s:: 
"'-< 
::;S 

S o 

Oocupation. 

-- 1-- --~------------------------n2--------------------------

1~8 

129 

100 

111 

132 

135 
],38 

139 
140 

142 
143 

144 

145 
146 
147 

148 
·1-49 
150 
161 

152 
t58 

154 

155 

166 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

Order No. 36.-Trade in building " 
Trade in building m aterials (stones, bricks, plaster, oement, sand, 

tile~. thatch, &o .. ). 
Order No. 37.-1'rade in mean. of transport .• 

Dealers and hirers of elephants, camels, horses, cattle, asses, mules, 
&c., sellers (not m akers) of carriages, saddlery, &0. 

Orile,. No. 38.-Trade infuei .. . . 
Dealers in firewood, charcoal, .coal, cow dung, &c. 

Order No . 39.-T·rade ill arliclM of luxury and tho,6 pertaining to 
letters and tke art' and 8ciences . 
Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (:r:eal and imitation), olocks, 

optioal instruments, &c. 
Dealers in oommon bangles, bead necklaces , fans, sm.all articles, toys, 

hunting and fishing tackle, .flowers; &c. 
O,.der No. 40.-T·rade in refulle matte,. •• •• 
O."de,. No . 41.-Trade of other 8·0rt8 •• • • 

Shopkeepers otherwise unspecified . • .. 
Other trades (including farmers of pounds, tolls and markets) 

Sub-ola811 VI.- Public fO'l'ce • • • • • • 

Orde,. No. 42.-Arm!1 .. .. .. · . .. 
Army (Imperial) .. .. .. .. · . 
Army ( Native States) •• .. .. .. .. 

O'llder No. 43.-Navy .. .. .. .. .. 
Order No. 44.-Police . . .. .. .. · . 

Police .. .. .. .. · . .. 
Village watchmen . , .. .. · . · . 

Sub·ala ... VII.~Puhlic ailmi.",..stratiorJ .. .. · . Order No . 45_~Public atJmin".tration. .. · . .. 
Service of ,the state .. .. .. .. . . 
Service of native and foreign states .. .. · . 
Munioipal and other local (not village) service .. .. 
Village officials and servants other than watohmen · . .. 

8ub-clau VIII. Professions ana liberal art. · .. 
9"a.e,. No . 46.-:ReZigion .. .. . . .. · . 

Priests, ministers, &c . •• • • •• 
ReligloUB mendicants, inm.ates of monasteries, &.c . • • 
Catechists, readers, church and mission service •• 
T emple, burial or burning ground service, pilgrim conduotors, 

circumcisers. 
Oraer No. 47.-Law • . . • 

Lawyers of all kinds including, kazis, law a.gents and mukhtiars. 
Lawyers' clerks, petition writers, &c. • • •• 

Cfloder No. 48.-Medicine " .. •• 
Medical practitioners of all kinds, including dentists, oculists and 

veter inary surgeons . 
Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, mass3urs, &c. •• 

Order No. 49.- Inst,.uatiolJ . . . . • . 
Professors and teachers of all kinds, (~xcept law, medioine, music, 

dancing and drawing) and clerks and servants connected with 
education. 

Order No. 50 .-Letterg and art. and .ciencell " •. 
Others (authors, photogra.phers, artists, sculptors, astronomers, 

meteorologists , botanis ts, astrologers, &c.) 
Music oomposers and masters, pla yers on all kinds of musical 
instruments (not military) s ingers, actors and danoers. 

Sub·cla,,, IX.-Person, living principally on their incame and orde,. 
No. 51. 

Proprietors (other than of agricultural land) fund and scho1arship 
holders a.nd pensioners. 

Sub-clau X.-Do11lesti" .fervice •• 
Order No. 52.-Domestic 8ervice .' •• 

Cooks, water carriers, doorkeepers, wat()h~~n and ~iher indoor 
servants. 

Private grooms, coachmen, dog boys, &c. 
Sub-clas8 XI.-Insuffioierd ly described occupation, 
Order No. 53.-GeJlBral terma which do not indiaate III d efinite 

occupation. 
164 
165 

Manufacturers, business men and contraotors otherwise unspecified . • 
Cashiers, account.ants, book-keepers, clerks and other employes in 

167 

168 

·169 

. uns pecified cffiees, warehouses and shops. 
Labo"\lrers and workmen otherwise unspecified •• 

Sub·class X;Il ....,.. Unpt"oductive . . . . • • 
Order No.I)4..-Inntatel of j'ails, asyluntlf alld hQ8pitals •• 

Inmates of jails, asylums anil hospitals . • • . 
.. 

Order .No. 55 - .Beggars, vagnmt6, prostitfltell •• 
Beggars, vagrant~. procurers, prostitutes, receivers of stolen 

goods, cattle poisoners. 

Population Population Percentage 
supported supported of 
in 1911. in 1901. variation. 

3 4 --:s--
3 ,926 5,265 -25'4 
3,9~6 5,2(;5 -25'4 

46,442 60,683 -23'5 
46,441:1 60,683 -23'5 

93,044 5,627 +1,553'5 
93,044 5,6~7 +1,553'5 
52,383 62,466 -16'1 

2,971 5,218 -43'1 

43,777 53,858 -18'7 

1,0'10 .. .. 
-63,624 93,408 -42 ' 8 
26,124 46,495 -43 ' S 

7,535 8,282 -9'0 
836,627 . fJ29.8iJ6 +2'6 

61,180 5.'/,757 +13'8 
55,437 53,309 +4'0 

5,743 448 +1,181'9 
17 27 -37'0 

275,430 lr/6,050 -'2 

85.623 86,050 _·S 
189,807 ·190,000 -'1 
269,593 IJ15,089 -14'4, 
269,599 315,089 -14'4 
1'./.3,022 137,858 -10.8 

18,851 11,153 +69'0 
20,897 33,785 -38'1 

106,823 132,293 -19'3 
534,027 624.856 -14 ' 5 
271,187 1369,777 -26"7 

204,284 230,299 -11 ' 3 
24,559 87,92.6 -72. ' 1 

5,062 33,108 -84 ' 7 
37,282 18,444 +102'1 

3'7,516 88,123 -1'6 
16,867 20,280 -16'S 
20,649 17,843 +15 ' '1 
62,105 53,008 +17'2 
.30,060 29,135 +3 ' 1 

32,055 23,873 +30'1 
66,906 58268 +14'8 
66,906 58,268 +14'8 

96,318 105 ,680 -8'9 
3,456 1l,9S7 -71'3 

81:.,568 82,673 -'1 

69,839 89,515 -22'() 

69,839 89,515 -22-0 

921 ,214 1,213,957 -24'1 
921,214 1,213,967 -24'1 
845,017 1,157,513 -27'0 

76,197 56,454 +35 ' 0 
1,661,094 3 ,268,353 -49'2 
1,661,094 3,268,353 -49'2 

16,090 53,574 -70'0 
39,496 75,511 -47'7 

1,603,727 3,138,349 -48'9 
521,117 660,:203 -21'1 

24,599 26,737 -8'0 
24,599 26,737 -8'0 

496.518 633,466 -21'6 
496.518 633,466 _21'6 



CHAPTER XII .-OCCUPATION. 

Subsidiary table VIII.-Or:cupations oj selected casles. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
6. 

2. 
3. 

Caste and occllpation. 

Traditional-
{a} Princi[lal and 

occupations. 
subsidiary 

(h) Princip,ll " 
Agricuhure .. 
III Industries-artisans and other 

warlnnen. 
X Domestic service " 
Others ,. 

(2) AGRARARI. 

Tf'aditiolM l-
(a) Principal and subsidiary 

occupa tions. 
(h) Principal •• 
Agriculture •. 
III Industries-artisans and other 

workmen. 
.4. IV Transport-labourers, boatmen, 

carters, palki bearers, &c. 
.5. 

1. 

'2. 
3. 

4. 

Others •. •. 

(3) ARIR. 

Traditional-
(a) Principal and subsidiary 

occupations. 
(b) Principal " •. 
Agriculture . . . . 
III Industries-artisans and other 

worl,men. 
TranS1}Ol t-bbourers, boatmen, 

carters, palki bearers, &0. 
5. X Domestic service .. 

XII Labourers unspecified 
Others .. " 

(4) ANGLO-INDIANS. 

1. Traditional-
(a) Principal and 

occupations, 
subsidiary 

(h) Prll1c,pal •• .. 
2. Agricul cure • • .• 
'3. III Industries_owners, managers, 

clerks , &0. 
4. IV Transport-owners, managers, 

ships offleers, &c. 
. 5. VIII Arts and professions-lawye!:s, 

d 0j;:1ors and teachers. 
;6. Ot.hers .. .. 

(5) Ann-IENI.I.Ns. 

. ;1. T'I'adilional-
(a) Principal and 

occupations. 
(b) Principal .• 

'2. Agriculture .. 
<3. III Industries-owners, 

clerks, &c. 
4. IV Transport-owners 

ships officers, &c. ' 
Others 5. 

(6) BAllAI. 

1. T1'aditional-
(a) Principal and 

occupations. 
(b) Principal 

2. Agriculture 
3. V Trade " •• 
4. X Domestic service .. 
5. Others •• •• 

subsidiary 

managers, 

managers, 

subsidiary 

(7) BARANWAL (BANU). 

.. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Traditioun.Z-
(a) Principal and 

occupa tions. 
(b) Principal 

Agriculture 
Others , . 

subsidiary 

738 

730 
118 

41 

29 
82. 

562 

531 
368 

23 

22 

56 

112 

92 
857 

9 

7 
7 

17 
11 

16 
B2 

390 

151 

351 

174 

174 

()5:6 

205 

143 
815 

6 
5 

31 

797 

786 
189 

25 

6 

6 
6 

73 

11 
14 

55 

59 
4.9 

222 

6 

so 

36 

35 
64 

130 

23 
49 
54 

244 

52 
4 

4 

178 

26 

1 

53 

68 
43 
36 

109 
39 

28 

28 
36 
40 

1. 

2. 
3 

4. 

(1) 

2. 
3. 

4. 

(9) BHANG!. 

Traditional-
(a) Principa.l and 

occupations. 
(b) Principal •• 

Agriculture .. 
I .-Raisers of livestock, 

and herdsmen. 
IlIIndustries-artizans 

workulen. 

subsidiary 

and other 

subsidiary 

milkmen 

and other 

5. X Dome::;tic service •• 
6. Oihers 

1. 

2. 
3. 

(10) BEAR. 

T1'adition{J,l~ 
(a) Ptlncipal and subsidiary 

occu pa tions. 
(b) Principal •• 

Agriculture .. 
I.-Raisers of livestock, milkmen 

and herdsmen. 
4. XIII Labourers unspecified 
5. Others " •• 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 

2. 
3 . 

4. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

1. 

(11) BHARBHUNJA. 

Traditional-
(a) Principal and 

occupations. 
(h) Principal 

Agriculture 
V Trade ., 
Others 

(12) BEAT. 

TI"eul?:tional-

subsidiary 

(a) Princ ipal and subsidiary occu~ 
pations. 

(h) Principal •• ., 
Agriculture . . • . 
XII.-Beggars, prostitutes, crimi· 

nals and inmates of jails and 
asylums. 

Others .. " 
(13) BEUINHAR. 

Traditi(lnal-
(0;) Principal and 

occupations. 
(b) Principal 

Agriculture 
X Domes tic service 
Others •• 

(14) BRAH1IU:;<[. 

TradilionaZ-

sub$idiary 

(a) J>rincipal and subeidiiJ.-ry 
occupations. 

(h) Principal •• 
Agriculture .• 
I.-Raisers of livestock, milkmen 

and herdsmen. 
X D.omestic serYice •• 
Others 

T1'adif.iona~-
(a) Principal and 

occupa tio;ns. 
subsidiary 

(b) Principa) •• _ •. 
2. Agriculture • • . . 
3. III. Industries - artisans and other 

' ;workmen . 
4. 
5. 

XII L,aboureJ:s unspecified 
Others •• 

631 

415 
509 

31 

45 

758 

767 
93 
31 

38 

23 
4.8 

624 

621 
275 

31 

39 
34 

619 

570 
326 

53 
52 

155 

134 
647 

80 

139 

897 

896 
50 

9 
45 

114. 

79 
783 

14 

'2.1 
103 

!lo8 

3'7 
755 
,n 

96 
70 

427 

31 

4 
42 

122 

36 

97 

101 
14 
22 

36 

20 
16 

81 

81 
123 

51 

189 
88 

82 

9a 
35 
17 
24 

50 

67 
2S 
73 

33 

16 

10 
9 

115 
134 

l6G 

122 
16 
10 

22 
~9 

IS 

20 
66 

250 

78 
42 
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Subsidiary table VIII.- Occupaticns of selected castes-(continued). 
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(16) DHANUK. (24) HALWAI. 

1. T,.adiiional-
1. T,.aditional-(a) Principal and subsidiary 163 41 

occupations. (a) Principal ·and subsidiary 683 31 
(b) Principal · . · . 151 43 occupations. 

2. Agriculture .. " 410 18 (0) Principal .. .. 678 31 

9· III Industries-arti.sa.ns and other 71 48 2. Agr iculture · . .. 138 28 
workmen. 3. V Trade .. .. . . 129 47 

4. X Domestic service 31 108 4. Others .. " .. 55 44 .. · . 
5. Others " .. .. 337 109 

(17) DHOBI. (25) J.<l.T. 

1. Traditional- 1. Tradilional-
(a) Principal and subsidiary 601 66 (a) Principal and subsidiary 850 (j 

occupations. occupations. 
(0) Prinoipal .. .. 527 83 (I» Principal · . .. 8 48 6 

2. Agriculture .. · . 428 49 2. Agriculture " .. 61 7 
3. XIL-Labourers unspecified .. 11 45 3. IV Transport Labourers, boatmen, 6 2 
4. Others 

" .. · . 34 28 carters, pfLlki bearers, &c. 

(18) DOM. 4. XII Labourers unspecified .. 15 10 
5. Others .. " .. 70 22 

1. T,.oditiotJal-
(26) JULAHA. (a) Principal and subsidiary 242 21 

occupations. 1. T .. aditional-
(b) Principal .. .. 144 32 (a) Principal and subsidiary 51l') 52 

2. Agriculture .. 736 62 oc.cu pa tions. 
3. III Industries-artisans and other 20 38 (0) PrinCipal " .. 505 56 

workmen. 2. Agriculture 
" .. 3~3 59 

4. XII. -Labourers unspecified · . 24 69 3. III Industries, artisans and other 50 110 
5- Others .. .. .. 76 57 workmen. 1 

(19) DusADH. 
4. X Domestic service · . . . 22 58 
5. Others .. · . " 100 ~1 

1. T"aditional-
(27) KACHBI. (tI) Principal and subsidiary 135 23 

occupations. 1. T,.aditional-
(b) Principal .. .. 1'26 22 (a) Principal and subsidiary 197 110 

2. Agriculture · . .. 734 117 oceu pa tions. 
3 . I .-Raisers of livestock, milkmen 4J 94 (0) Principal .. .. 146 167 

and herdsmen. 2. Agriculture .. .. '742 37 
4. OtherB .. .. . . 98 78 3. IV Transport, labourers, boatmen, 10 53 

(20) EUROPEANS. 
carters, palki bearers, &c. 

4. XII Labourers unspecified .. 52 64 
1. Traditiol1al- 5. Others .. · . .. 50 41 

(a) PrincipAl and subsidiary .. .. (28) KAHAB • occupations. 
<l» Principal .. .. .. . . 1. Traditional-

2. Agrioulture .. .. 4 .. (a) Principal and subsidiary 393 88 
3. IV.-TTansport owners, managers, 90 .. occupations. 

ships officers, &c. (0) Principal .. ., 349 106 
4. VI.-Public force, others .. 753 .. 2. Agriculture .. .. 477 39 
5. Others .. .. .. 153 1 3. I Fishing and hunting . . 14 37 

(21) GADARIYA. 
4. V Trade .. .. 19 85 
5. XII Labourers unspecified .. 40 33 

1. Tradiiional- 6. Others " .. .. 101 81 
(a) Prlllcipal and SUbSidia~~ I 288 41 (29) occu pa tions. 
(b) Principal .. 229 47 1. T,.aditi mal-

2. Agriculture .. . . I 689 48 (a) Principal and subsidiary 67 22 
3. III Industriel'!-artisans and other 21 21U occupations. 

workmen. (0) Princil'al .. . . 56 24 
4. XII.-Labourers uuspecified .. 30 44 2. Agriculture " .. 550 57 
5- Others .. · . .. 31 46 3. III Industries-artisans and other 30 125 

(2.2} GA.HO! (BA.NIA}. 
workmen. 

4' V Trade .• · . .. 298 W 
1. T,.aditional- 5. Others .. .. .. 66 '.;.7 

(a) Principal and subsidiary 642 45 (30) KANDU (BANIA). occupations. 
(b) Principal .. .. 605 50 1. Traditional-

2. Agriculture .. .. '1.77 35 (a) Principal and subsidiary 414 46 
3. XII Labourers unspecified .. 7'2 87 occupations. 
4. Others .. .. . . 46 '1.7 (1I) Principal .. .. 381 51 

(23) GU.AB . 
2. Agriculture .. .. 453 63 
3. III Industries-artisans and other 109 81 

1. Tl"tUlitional- .. . . workmen. 
(a) Principal and subsidiary 137 15 4. Others .. .. .. 

occupatJions. 57 53 
(b) Principal 128 16 (31) KASAUNDH.l.N (BANIA). 

I .. .. 
2. Agriculture .. .. 821 8 
3. 111 Industrics-artisans and other 12 94 1. Traditional_ 

workmen (a) Principal and subsidiary 779 Z9 
4. OtheJ:s .. .. .. 39 18 occupations. , 
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Subsidiary table VIII.-Occupations oj selected casles-(continued). 

Caste and occupa.tion. 

~1) KAsAUNDBAN (BANIA)--(concld). 

. (O J Principal-
2. Agriculture 
3. Others .. 

(32) KAYASTHA. 

1. T,.aditio .. al-
(a) Principal and subsidiary 

occupations. 
(b) Principal •• •• 

2. Agriculture • • . . 
3. III Industries-artisans and other 

workmen. 
4. V Trade 
5. Others .• 

(33) KEWAT. 

1. Traditional-
(a) Principal and 

occupations. 
subsidiary 

(b) Principal •• 
2. Agriculture .. 
3. III Industries-ar.tisans and 

workmen. 
4. Others 

(34) KHATIB. 

1. T,.aditional-

other 

(a) Principal and 
occupations. 

subaidiary 

(b) Principal •• 
:!:. Agriculture .. 
3 . I.-Raisers of livestock, 

and herdsmen. 
4. Others •• '0 

(35) KISAN. 

1. Tr(lditiQnal-

milkmen 

(al Principal and subsidiary 
occupations. 

(b) Principal '. •• 
2. Agriculture •• " 
3. IV Transport-labourers, boatmen, 

carters, palki bearers, &c. 
4. XII.-Labourers unspecified 
5. Others •. •• 

1. 

(36) KOERI. 

Traditional-
(a) Principal and 

occu pa tions. 
(b) Principal •• 

2. Agriculture •• 
'3. III Industries-artisans 

workmen. 
!l. Others •. 

(37) KUMBAR . 

1. Traditicnal-

subsidiary 

and other 

(a) Principal and subsidiary 
occupations. 

(b) Principal 
2. Agriculture 
~. V.-Trade 
!I. XII.- Labourers unsp'e~ified 
5. Gthers •• •• 

1. 

(38) KURMI. 

Traditional-
(a) Principal and subsidiary 

occupations. 
(b) PrinCipal •• 

2. Agriculture . . : : 
3. III Industries-artisans and other 

workmen. 
!l. Others •• 

769 
167 
64 

337 

327 
465 

27 

28 
153 

13 

11 
898 

28 

63 

153 

145 
302 
151 

402 

845 

843 
37 
36 

25 
59 

880 

879 
71 

11 
39 

511 

432 
80 
12 
18 

458 

845 

843 
92 
17 

48 

31 
18 
54 

1 

1 
16 
51 

16 
01 

76 

114 
92 

101 

70 

34 

Be 
180 

21 

39 

10 

10 
10 

110 

9 
29 

81 

81 
137 

485 
64 

54 

65 
79 
37 
74 
6J 

52 

51 
84 

127 

31 

Ca.ste and occupation. 

(39) LoDHA • 

1. T,.aililienal-
(a) Principal and s ubsidiary 00· 

cupations. 
(b) Principal 

2. Agriculture •. 
3. I.-Raisers of livestock, milkmen 

and herdsmen. 
4. Others .. 

(40) LoHAR. 

1. T .. adilional- •• 
(a) Principal ahd 

occupa tions. 
(b) Principal •• 

2. I .-Raisers of livestock, 
and herdsmen. 

3. Others .. 

(41) LUN'IYA. 

1. Traditional-

.. 
subsidiary 

milkmen 

(a) Principal and subsidiary 
ocoupations. 

(b) Prinoipal •• •. 
2. Agr :culture .. .. 
3. III Industries-artisans and other 

workmen. 
4. Others .. 

(42) MALI. 

1. Traditional-
(a) Princ ipal and subsidiary 

occupations, 
(a) Principal •• 

2. Agriculture .. 
3. XII.-Labourers unspecified 
4. Others " .• 

l. 

(43) MALLAH· 

Traditional -
(a) Principal and 

occupations. 
(b) Principal 

subsidiary 

2. Agriculture 
3. III Industries-artis~;'s and oth~~ 

workmen. 
4. Others '. 

(44) MURAO. 

1. Tradilional-
(a) Prmcipal and subsidiary 

occupations. 
(b) Principal .. 

2. Agriculture .. 
3. XII.-Labourers unspecified 
4. Others .. •• 

(45) NAI. 

1. Tratlitional-
(a) Principal and 

occupations. 
subsidiary 

ta) Principal 
2. Agriculture 
3. X Domestic service 
4. Others •. 

(46) PASI. 

1. !1'raditional-
(a) Principal and subsidiary 

occupations. 
(a) Principal .. •. 

2. Agriculture . • . . 
3. III Industries-artisans and other 

workmen . 
4. XII.-Labourers unspecified 
5. Others . . .• 

(47) PATHAN. 

1. Traditional-
(a) Princ ipal and subsIdia.ry 

occupations 
(a) Princ ipal 

864 

861 
28 
22 

89 

418 
318 

597 
39 

46 

111 

58 
859 

16 

67 

135 

126 
639 

71 
164 

166 

113 
717 

59 

111 

233 

118 
848 

13 
21 

598 

532 
379· 

41 
4S 

8 

5 
879 
16 

29 
71 

]6 

15 

429 

48 

4S 
60 
18 

65 

() 

8 

63 
37 

5 

26 

44 
86 
74 

63 

76 

88 
7 

28 
42 

43 
95 

195 

117 

81 

'268 
42 
26 
26 

36 

48 
46 

267 
7.a 

42 

56~ 

73 
198 

70 
35, 

66 
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Subsidiary table VrrI. - Occupations of selected castes-(concluded}. 

0'tJ • ~g 0"", • ..88 O"'CO 00'" o OJ) 0. ~rl 000"'- so;:: - oj ::l ~ So g ,.-< bD <:) ~ ... 
<ll Q) 

~ § 8 :0. ,... >=J 0 ~Q.) 

Caste and occupation. '" '" 0 
p, 

~~~ o Ul Caste and oocupation. o.."'...cI o~ '"' J..oI C) 00 
~~ g . ""wr:ti 151:? C$ • "'-"I '" ..a,-,~ Q~ cD 

... OJ :::l 
S ~ S 8 ... '" Q ..o ... ~ 

§~§~ ~~§~ 
~ a ~ 

~ .... ;:; ~ 8 
Z Z Z Z 

(47) P ATH ... N- (concluded). (51) SONAR-(contlude.d). 

I 2. Agriculture .. .. 592 24 (b) Principal .. · . '740 4 
B. III Industries-artisans and other 91 47 2. Agri.culture .. 191 46 

workmen. 3. III Industries-artisa~~ and other 26 117 
4. Others .. .. · . 302 16 worlnnen. 

(48) RA;rpuT. 4. Others . . .. .. 43 55 

1. Traditional- (5\l) TAGA. 

(a) Principal and subsidiary 492 24 l. Trrtrli tiunal-

occupa tions. (a) Principal and subsidiary 896 Ii 

(b) Principal · . · . 482 25 occupations. 

2. Agricu Hure · . 437 10 (0) Prmcipal .. .. 896 5 · . 2. Agriculture 36 6 3. V.-Trade 9 18 .. .. · . " 3. Other s 68 30 4. O thers 72 i:\0 .. .. · . .. .. .. 
(53) TAlI'IBOLI. (49) SAIYID. 

1. Traditi::.nal- 1. Traditional- .. . . 
(a) Principal and subsidiary 12 358 (a) Principal and subsidiary 467 3i1o 

occupations. occupations. 

(b) Principal 12 402 (b) Principal .. · . 408 42 .. " 2. Agriculture 5''3 34 2. Agricul (ure .. " 466 17 3. Others 
.. .. 

3. III Indust ries-artisans and other 1:l2 38 .. . . . . I :J, 43 

workmen. (54) TELl 

4. Others 400 14 1. Tradition'll~ .. .. ... (a) Princ pal and subsidi;iry '7& (50) SHAIKH;. 5)8 

l. Tradilional- occupations. 

(a) Principal and subsidiaq 00· 19 40 (11) P rincipal .. .. 4313 95 
cupation. 2. Agricultul'e . . 

"' 
47 ; 45 

(b) Principal 19 39 3 . Others .. .. ., 86 34 .. .. (55) UMAR (B.o\NI 4) • 2. Agriculture · . · . 465 24 
3. V .-Trade .• 89 12 1. Traditionn l ."..." .. . . .. " (a) Principal and subsidiary 792 32 4. Others .. .. " 427 24 

occupation s (51) SONAR. 

1. Traditional~ 
(b) Principal .. ., 

r 

']86 34 

(a) Principal and subsidiary '149 4 2. Agriculture .. ., 147 36 

occupations. 3. OLhers .. .. .. 6:- 37 
1 

, Subsidiary table rX.-D'istribution by religion and by occupat.iun of 10,000 .'persons. 

Distribution by religion of 10,000 Distribution by occupation of 
per~ons followlng e",eh oecupat.i.on, 10,000 persons of each rel.i.gion. 

Order and seleoted groups. . . .~ . . ;>--;;- - 1---
~ ::1 ui § ~ 

~'~ 
d ~ '" ..., .g ~ r.ri 

.-0 <5"", en ,.. ."" rn .... 
..cd .>:: <J) ._ <l) 

>:l ...cI >:l ,.cd! '-' ~ @ 2i s """ 0 tIl '" ,-.< ...cI ~~ C"', 0 ,.q .0 0 

1 --2--- - -3 4 5 b '7 ~. '-9-
--- -- ~- --_ 

1. Agriculture Order I, groups 1~6 .. 7,577 4,916 2,118 4,888 8,970 987 11 32 
2 . Pasture. Order I, groups 0-12 .. 175 88 179 40 9,171 777 41 11 
3 . Others. Order I, groups 7, 8 and 1,3 ., 11 19 6 4 7,732 2,23[; 17 15 
4. Order 2, groups 14 and 15. Flshing and 8 20 1 2 6 ,9 GO 3,025 5 10 

hunting. 
5. T otal Sub-da ss L-Ex:ploi tation of the 8u9'face 7,771 5,043 2,304 4,934 8,970 987 12 31 

of t1~e earth.. 
6. Total Sub·clas" II.-Exfraction of mineral" •• :2 1 .. 1 9,018 938 t2 32 
7 . Textile industries.-Order 6, groups 21-31 114 1,012 74 131 3.975 u,089 11 25 
8 . Wood industries.-Order 8, groups 36 .and 37 .. 99 112 133 70 8 ,325 1,594 47 34 
9. Metal industries.- Order 9, groups 3B-44 .. 53 103 '7 29 7,502 2,471 5 22 

10. Food industries._Order 12, groups 56 to 66A 147 2601 22 178 7,592 2,352 , 5 51 
11. Industrios of dress and the toilet. Order 13, 230 583 191 53 6,963 2,996 26 9 

12. 
groups 67-73. 
Other induslries (rest of Sub-class III) .. 345 444 2,794 123 7,960 1.739 ~S5 16 

13. Tot a l Sub·clas8 III. Industry " 988 :J,523 3,221 584 6,893 2,985 99 23 
14. Total Sub-class IV 'l.'ranspo'1't .. 72 200 550 205 6,604 3,074 ~!O 102 
15. Trade in food stuffs.-Orders 32 and 33, groups 287 3tH 107 1,529 8,026 1,725 13 236 

1l4~125. 
16. Trade in textiles.~Order 26, group 108 · . 23 44 ]9 345 7,137 2,258 ~5 580 
17. Other trades (rest of Sub-class V) · . 84 2e5 104 1,218 6,147 3,323 04 496 
18. Toial Sub·class V. T 'rade .. .. 394 673 230 3,092 7,487 2,1'10 .19 324 
19. Total Sub·class VI. Public f O'1'ce ... 58 134 1 ,328 243 6,380 2,749 '7 9 162 
20. Total Sub·clas/! VII. Publio administration 4fJ 113 228 269 6,7'{27 2,897 1 :3 224 

. 21. Tutal Sub·class VIII. Prlifessio1.S and 95 179 840 358 7,252 2,314 2c._J 151 
libe'l'al arts. 

22. Total Sub-cZ(Z88 IX. Pe1'80lM living on their 9 40 264 46 5 ,132 4.042 679 147 
income. 

!l3. Tota l Sub·class X. Domestic lIer .,ice .. 159 887 312 7-6 7,021 2,900 61 18 
!a4. Total Sub-class XI. Insufficiently described 340 382 605 149 8,328 1,586 65 21 

occupations. 
!A5. Total Sub-ala.s8 XII. Unproductive · . 72 325 118 43 5,632 4,309 41 18 



CHAPTE1t XII.-OCCUPATION. 43'1' 

Subsidiary Table X.-Number of persons employed on the 10th March 1911, 
on Railways. 

Serial 
num
ber. 

Class of persons employed.. 

Total persons employed .• 

Pe".40n. directly employed .. 
1 (,''ficers •• 
2 Su'x>rdinates drawing more than Rs. 75 per month 
S Su'-cll:din.".tes dra.wing from B.s. 20 to 75 per month .• 

; 4 Subnrdinates drawing under Rs. 20 per month 

P.-son. indirectly employed 

1 Oontraotors 
, ~ Oontraltors' regular employes 
, 6 Coolies , 

.. 

Europeans 
and Anglo- Indians. 
Indians. 

7,891 714,831 

1,874 78,197 

184 140 
1,146 48~ 

507 9,564, 
37 '68,137 

1'1 36,640 

'; 1,987 
10 10,014 

24,639 

Subsidiary Table XL-Persons employed on the 10th March 1911, in tM 
Irrigation department. 

Total persons employed .• 73 ~O.14~ 

Pe,.,on, di,.ectl!l employefl 58 7,147 
_' .,l , " 

1 om$ers 42 36 
2 Up t'er subordinates 140 60 
a LoWEll: .. S05 
4 Clel'b 2 478 
l} Peons and other servants 6,268 
6 Cocl\ies 

·f 

Person, indi"8ctl~ emplolltld 15 42,998 

'1 Contractors 6 1,74( 
2 Contcactors' regular employes 9 2,951 
:3 Coolies 88,291 , 

Subsidiary Table XIL-Numbe'1' oj pe~sons employed on the 10th March 1911, . 
in the Postal department. 

Toial peno •• employed 80 i7.71f 
Tota.l 67 10,413 

1 S"pervising officers 14 58 
2 P0St Masters 20 851 
a Miscellaneous agents 1,425 
40 (ji;erks 25 1,017 
() Postmen, &0. 4,565 
6 Boaod eatabli8hment S 2,497 

BtnltOIJ!I Mail Ber1JiCl 19 956 

1 EI .lpervising officers 4 21 
2 C 3rks and Sorters 8 676 • Mail guards, &0 . .259 

Combu.eil office. 1 ~45 

1 fi ignallers 1 113 
:2 Messengers, &C. .. .23~ 

Subsidiary Table XIII.-Number oj persons employed on 10th March 1911, 
in tke Telegraph department. 

TotlSZ 
;.,' 

1 Administrative establishment 
~ Signalling 

, 3 Clerkl< 
... akilled 1" bour •• 
: b?,ns.killed labour .• 

~sengersJ &c. •• 

404 

]4. 

887 
II 
1 

1,463 

3 
70 
93 

809 
683 
305 



APPENDIX TO OHAPTD ·IV . 

. The following information reg~rding the old .. established Amerioan Presby. 
terian Mission reached me when the report was in Press. 

The American Presbyterian Mission began work at Allahabad and Sahara,n. 
pur in 1836; Farrukhabad-Fatehgarh (1838), Mainpuri , ~1843), Fatehpur and ' 
Dehra,. Dun (1853), Etawah (1862), Etah (1871), Jha,.nsl (1886) and CawnporS) 
(1905), together with Gwalior (1873), are its other stations. There are also .a. 
number of outstations under Indian ministers. It maintains five Anglo .. verna, .. 
cular and 85 vernacular schools, 2 industrial schools, a,. training school fo?:: 
village p~eachers and teachers, a theological semin~ry, 7 high schools, of whi'Jh 3 
ara for girls, and ~ colleges at Allahabad and Landour. The Allahabad Christil:!;Il. 
College was opened in 1902 with 2 students and 2 professors, and hali ';.lOW a 
ataff of 7 American and .8 Indian professors, and an attendance of30Q ·studenta 
of all castes and creeds. It possesses an agricultural department, with,3 .,A,J,Uerican 
professors, which 1lI,,ims in part at training cO,nverts to ?ette, r agricultural , J.llet.ho.d~, 
The other c,ollege IS for women. The day and boardmg schools of the mISSIOn 
h~ve 4,001 pupils, and the Sunday schools 5,729: The staff consists of 44 Ameri" 
can missiona.ries, 80 Indian ministers, and over .300 Christi<ln te~chers and 
preachers. . ' 

Orphanages are a feature of the work of the mission, which commenced 
when Dr. :i'Y.[adden, Civil Surgeon of Fatehpur, who was supp.ortip,g lDO .orpha.ns, 
handed over 50 of them with Rs. 1,000 to the first missionary of this mission, who 
passed through Fa.tehpur in 1838 on his way to Farrukhabad" -These, with 20 
others made .over by Captain Wheeler, led to the found~tiQn of. the Fatehgarh 
orph~nage. The mission has also published la,rge quantities of CbristiaiQ. literature 
in ~he vernacular: the fir~t pri-nting press in the province W,l\1iI aet ' up by it in, 
All~habad in 1839. A Christian magazine, th~ - Makh~an:i-MlJ,sihi, in Roman .. 
Urdu (a character which the mission has striven from the first to popularize) has 
been .in existence .sinca IB~7. Its chief ~edica,l institution ~s the ~Ma Sewarg 
Hospit~~ fo~ Women !1nd C~llld~en, erected II?- 1890 as a m~orl~l to Its first lady 
doctor, who had a, dIspensary In Allaha,ba,d In 1873. T~e misaicrnfs headquarters 
atlin.. New York, It is under the control of a board ,t alected" by . the general 
a(~wPll Rf t?e Prespy.t~ria:q · church in ~h~ U. S ~ ~" 1fhe ' . lll~sionatie.s ~ra 
-appOinled' lol hfa and are ad:qntted to the, m16~IQn a.fter. a- year's aernce and passIng , 
a.n exa.miJl~~ion in Urdu IlInd Hindi. -




